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Introduction and Explication of the Project 
It must be conceded that this 'project' represents work in progress as both an 
intellectual challenge and as an intervention in practice and provision within a 
higher education institution undergoing a fundamental transition. The term 'project' 
refers to the full range of activities and developments described and analysed in this 
project report. The project itself is on-going and not subject to academic /closure' . 
The term 'explication' when used in the repon refers to the narrative and sequence 
of elements within the project. The explication itself attempts to reach a conclusion 
in phase 3 where 'outputs and products' are described. Where necessary the 
explication provides a self-conscious commentary on the project, especially where 
theoretical issues are involved. It tells a partial story only, but one which it is 
hoped yields valid lessons and understanding. 
The real life focus of the project is Westhill College of Higher Education which, in 
the period dealt with, was faced with major institutional challenges to its academic 
and financial viability due to its size and recent history. On joining the college in 
September 1997 both the new Principal and Deputy Principal had believed in the 
academic and financial viability of the institution as a continuing independent and 
autonomous entity. Such was the stated position, when both senior staff took up 
post, and in all fairness to past and present college members the college had never 
returned a deficit budget on the recurrent accounts. Furthermore, there were (and 
remain) long term resources invested by the college trustees on behalf of Westhill. 
However, within a period of three months of the new management team taking 
office it became clear that the long term prospects for a completely independent and 
diversified higher education college such as Westhill were pessimistic if it had to 
continue to rely on public funding bodies for practically all of its income whilst its 
student numbers were capped at less than 1000 FTEs. By late 1997 the College's 
funding bodies (HEFCE and TTA) were unable and unwilling to guarantee growth 
in student numbers for Westhill. Furthermore, it was becoming clear that the 
quality of student life and experience was suffering in comparison to that available 
to much larger neighbouring universities. 
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Faced with such prospects the sénior management, the Governors and the Trustees 
of Westhill sought a radical option! (see Appendix 1 - document 1). A twin track 
of developmental change was proposed involving the generation of new approaches 
to learning and provisión (embodied in the creation of a Centre for Lifelong 
Learning) and, almost simultaneously, the creation of a strategic alliance. This 
alliance eventually turned out to be with the University of Birmingham, of which 
Westhill historically was an accredited and afñliated institution. The narrative of 
this project is, however, not primarily concerned with the alliance. Rather, the 
alliance should be viewed as a 'framing' reality and continuing context for the 
development of learning opporrunities which are the main menú detailed here. 
Curr iculum driven institutionat change, the development of sites of learning 
and the evolutíon of a network of learning are the nodal points of WesthiU's 
developing contribution to the alliance and are the main focus of work 
developed in this project. This arena of professional work, involving discourse, 
dialogue, negotiation, innovation and managing institutional change, involved above 
all what Winter and Maisch (1998) refer to as "authoritative involvement" in testing 
out new formulations of knowledge and new (for Westhill) methods and 
opportunities for learning. It is hoped that these concerns find expression in the 
expíication that follows and for which the author carries the major institutional 
responsibility in the process analysed below. 
Phase 1 of the project lays out the intellectual framework for the theoretical and 
empirical material which follows. 'Lifelong learning' as a conceptual intervention in 
the market for education is considered and an attempt is made to illustrate the 
importance of continuous learning through the exploration of some of its modern 
and distinctive features such as the idea of open learning systems, accreditation and 
the signifícance of adult learning which brings lived experience to the learning 
process. 
A keynote perspective is developed in the ñrst part of the expíication - that of 
constructivism. In exploring a context for the idea of sites of learning and for the 
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empirical data and research évidence on widening panicipation in Phase 2. the 
project needed to adopt a crédible and appropriate approach to a theory of learning 
which underpinned pedagogical practice. The social constructivists are considered to 
have demonstrated such credibilîty and relevance. A staning point at least was 
viewing learning as the subjective construction of meaning, rooted in the individual 
and collective expérience of people involved in activities which have objective and 
testable characteristics. 
This thème is taken further by a considération of spécifie conditions which include 
work and personal expérience as learning contexts which offer 'affordance' (i.e. 
opportunities to learn, linked to demonstrable expérience). 
Building on this conceptual foundation, knowledge construction is theorised, and it 
is held that learners deepen their knowledge and understanding by engaging in real-
life and real-time, authentic tasks. The relevance of some formal classroom learning 
is questioned and the notion of learning compétence is stated to be able to gain 
support from a teaching perspective which draws upon théories of learning. 
Part 1 in Phase 1 represents therefore an attempt to Mócate' and contexrualise botti a 
research and development task which is explored in greater depth in Phase 2 of the 
project via the activities of the Centre for Lifelong Learning at Westhill. A wider 
conceptual map of learning is conjectured. The map contains 'navigation points' and 
includes what has evolved imo the component parts of 'lifelong learning'. Implicitly 
a critique.is presented of a fixed, static and institutionalised curriculum model which 
has been pervasive in the past. This was built upon didactic teaching méthodologies 
"associated -perhaps with earlier 'factory models' of learning, hierarchical social 
organisation and cultural conformism. 
Perhaps the most counter-productive aspect of this older model which persists today 
is the séparation of learning from communal and working life and its continued 
investiture' in school or institutionalised learning. Learning. and schooling have 
been practically synonymous in the past and there are those who have held the view 
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that "schooling" helped produce modem dysfunctional communities (IUich 1971, 
Freiré 1972). However, the purposes of the project are not simply to critique the 
past and présent realities but rather to move forward to présent aspects of a new 
model for effective future learning. 
The new knowledge-based communities and économies of modem society now 
require new competencies. The old competencies of numeracy, literacy and 
communication, it is argued, nave been replaced by new ones which involve 
abstraction (manipulation of thoughts and thinking patterns), Systems of inter-related 
thinking, expérimentation, collaboration and mastery of new information and 
communication technology. 
These new competencies are certainly learned, but not necessarily taught. The 
project has thus attempted to root practical innovation and change within a model or 
framework within which higher order thinking skills cannot simply be taught - but 
rather are taken to grow out of practice, expérience, problem and task solving and 
immersion in a 'learning community' (which is a real Iife environment, as opposed 
to a constructed core of formai social and educational institutions). 
Learning is conceptualised as only one conséquence of teaching in formai contexts. 
The project as a whole has sought to identify and operationalise new sets of learning 
contexts and conditions. Foliowing this line of reasoning, a new paradigm for 
example, would use the whole community which includes the workplace, to support 
learning and develop a shared learning agenda - including: 
• facilitation, not didacticism; 
• knowledge construction, rather than knowledge transfer; 
• knowledge use and reflection rather than répétition; 
• active rather than passive or inert knowledge. 
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The project has attempted to engage with the proposition that the new learning and 
competencies cannot be gained only in the classroom. Dependency on the institution 
or teacher ìs seen to be inimicai to true autonomy at both the individuai and social 
levéis within this framework, and this represents a domain assumption for the 
empirical research reponed in Phase 2 of the project and a defming realiry for the 
solutions posed in Phase 3. 
Pan 2 of Phase 1 outlines a narrative which is both biographical and institutional in 
character. Within two months of accepting the post of Deputy Principal at Westhill 
College of Higher Education (in September 1997) it had become clear to the author 
and to the Principal of Westhill that two criticai developments would need to take 
place in order to safeguard the future of the College. First, the College would need 
to devise and deliver a new approach to its curriculum profile. It would need to 
develop significant pan-time, non-traditiònal modes of learning and enter the post-
Dearing age of competence-related, work-related and more market-oriented learning 
and teaching. Second, and most pointedly, a major projected shortfall of récurrent 
income by 2001 would see the College bankrupt were nothing to be done. A 
. 'Strategie Alliance' with a much larger panner was seen to be the solution. Pan 2 
of Phase 1 contains références to the actual documents which both describe and 
verify the process of constructing the alliance, as do Appendices 1 and 3. The 
analysis of this process seeks to highlight the conceptual and professional work 
which took place and could be attributed to the author. This work represents a 
strategie contribution to the whole future of Westhill and its relationship with its 
approved alliance panner, the University of Birmingham. 
Pan 2 of Phase 1 also détails the establishment of the Centre for Lifelong Learning 
(CLL), itself a key élément of the alliance concept and held to be centrai to the 
negotiations between Westhill and the University of Birmingham. The project 
author (the Deputy Principal) proposed, introduced and managed the 
Implementation of the CLL as a major factor in the wider évolution of institutional 
strategy for the college. 
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Phase 2 of the project gives details of the collaborative research and development 
activity which was undertaken by the CLL team in 1998-99. The results are 
tentative at this stage (April/May 1999) but are intended to lead into a wider and 
expanded project for delivering the 'Dearing agenda' which is described at Phase 3 
pan 2. The research activity dealt with here was incorporated into a major 
initiative on widening participation involving two other higher education institutions 
and five further education providers. The Deputy Principal was responsible for this 
project and the funding it generated. Appendix 4 contains the bids and funding 
applications written by the Deputy Principal and the HEFCE outcomes 
documentation which attest to the successful 'marketing' of the ideas to the funding 
authorities. (Delivery of these initiatives is on-going). 
Phase 3 is prospective in character and records the strategic thinking and planning 
associated with the creation of the strategic alliance. After a full year's 
development of this alliance, Phase 3 records and explicates the delivered (and-on­
going) products. It is in fact an exposition on the future role and intended 
performance of the new entity or 'venture' which incorporates Westhill and the 
University of Birmingham. In particular it involves the University's School of 
Continuing Studies whose Head made a significant contribution to the generation of 
the perspectives embraced by the notion of the new University of Birmingham, 
Westhill. This explication represents, therefore, work in progress whilst 
simultaneously expressing educational practice, which intended to be rooted in 
conceptual and theoretical knowledge and analysis. It does not claim to represent 
or describe all of the achieved outcomes, many of which are still in the making as 
this explication is being written. 
The conclusions summarised at Phase 3, will it is anticipated, convince the reader 
that the creative translation of meanings between the contexts.outlined in the project 
has been demonstrated and evidence of synthesis delivered. It is hoped that the 
whole will present an understanding of the Westhill - University of Birmingham 
situation in terms of internal processes of change, characterised by reflexive 
learning at both the personal and professional levels, thereby meeting the 
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requirements of DPS 5120 in terms of methodology, scope, reach and the 
intellectual challenge of project activity. 
This account of a change process cannot claim to be impartial and dispassionate 
though it adheres to the codes of professional practice in the disciplines of social 
science and educational studies. The explication attempts to minimise the authorial 
voice, though this statement must be qualified by the demands of a narrative in which 
the author had a central part to play. The author is referred to as the Deputy Principal 
of Westhill where a specific authorial presence is required to be acknowledged. Team 
management, however, is intended as an intrinsic element of the doctoral project and 
the explication contains examples where members of a team have been responsible to 
the Deputy Principal for work undertaken as part of the whole project. Where this 
occurs, teams and then individual members are acknowledged, though for all instances 
covered by the project, given the nature of whole college and institutional 
development, this was not always possible. The author alone is responsible for what is 
claimed and written in this account. 
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Phase 1 
Issues and Contexts 
Part 1 - Lifelong Learning: the challenges 
Ii is already almost half a decade since the 'European Year of Lifelong Learning' 
was launched. Since then UNESCO has adopted 'lifetime éducation' as a key 
objective and the G7 group of industriai nations has declared lifelong learning to be 
a main strategy in the struggle to combat unemployment. The incoming new labour 
sovernment in the UK in 1997 declared its priority to be 'éducation, éducation, 
éducation'. Education has become in effect a nostrum in the growth of the 
international knowledge economy and represents the cernent of the globalising 
networked society which such commentators as Castells have foreseen as part of all 
our futures (Castells 1996). 
In an era of contìnuous economie change there is a new and emerging market for all 
forms of continuing éducation and professional or vocational compétence. New 
markets for basic, further, higher and continuing éducation and training are 
evolving. Where, additionally, stable lifelong employment is now disappearing 
individuai and communities are faced with the reality of loss of skill and 
compétence. Responsibility for responding to this is frequently laid at the door of 
the individuai. The acquisition of personal competency and skills makes the 
individuai liable for bis/her own past, présent and future(s). Securiry of 
employment is best gained, it is argued, when an individuai is equipped with a 
knowledge base which allows one to learn how to learn. The whole previous basis 
of individuai and collective skills is clearly brought into question by this trend and 
some of its conséquences are to be seen in the economically stagnant and 
'redundant' régions of the advanced économies. 
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If lifelong learning is thought to be a vital ingredient in the solution to these 
economic and social problems, then it may be helpful to explore briefly some of its 
conceptual aspects. For example, the awareness of the need for greater social and 
economic advancement through educational opportunity (see DFEE 1996, and 'The 
Learning Age' 1998) has been a major factor in forcing through educational change. 
Following the American experience in the 1960s, higher education in Britain in the 
1990s has come to be regarded as a fundamental entitlement for a mass client group 
rather than as a select privilege for a few. As in the American case (see House 
1991), however, we cannot yet be certain that the promises of achievement and 
success can be met and the hopes of minorities and disadvantaged groups fully 
realised. 
The expanded and new provision is for people well beyond the traditional age and 
qualifications categories. This is a response which corresponds to the changing 
nature of employment, leisure and social patterns which are themselves contingent 
on the evolving division of labour and our understanding of the nature of work and 
its availability. (See Finegold and Soskice, 1988, Finegold et al., 1992, Gleeson, 
1990 and 1993, and Castells 1996). 
The arena of work and education is of course a contentious one. We most 
frequently mean paid work when referring to work but if we were to use the term to 
encompass the more general notion of productive life it would be possible, 
arguably, to view work as .. . "a potentially progressive principle for curricula..." 
(Spours and Young, 1988). It follows therefore that the nature and organisation of 
productive life experience is a key structural feature of our social system which 
distributes educational access unevenly and unequally. This particular issue must 
serve as a key point of reference for those who wish to develop open systems for 
work-related learning and will help define new and emergent values which allow a 
culture of inclusion for the world of higher education on a basis other than 
specialisation and expanded vocationalism. 
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What is Lifelong Learning? 
It is a truism that Lifelong learning can be taken to reflect ail thaï learning which takes 
place from the cradle to the grave. Lifelong learning is thus a continuous process 
which empowers individuals to acquire the knowledge, values, skills and understanding 
they will require throughout their lifetimes. The argument runs that lifelong learning 
equips an individuai to cope successfully with ail those rôles and challenges which life 
and circumstance présent. It may be said to be part of a 'providential' perspective 
within the growth of modem society (Giddens, 1990) 
Lifelong learning develops a person's compétence throughout his/her life time. 
Compétence includes knowledge, skills, capabilities, expérience, contacts, attitudes 
and values. Lifelong learning is, however, not only the development of knowledge and 
skills; it includes ail learning that takes place in différent arenas of life and at différent 
stages of life. It includes formai and informai éducation and training. Lifelong learning 
does not refer just to the formai stages of éducation, it is a continuous development 
process of individuai growth and change. It cannot be encapsulated as a one-ofF event, 
or a short course! Lifelong learning provides a person with capabilities to live in a 
continuously changing world and to cope with the changing society and working life 
(Gelpi 1986, Dearing 1997). 
Lifelong learning concerns personal and social expérience throughout a lifetime. 
However, due to the dislocation engendered by the increasing mismatch and 
redundancy of peoples : skills in relation to the job market, the focus of lifelong 
learning is often now on the need for continuous adult re-skilling. Today's working 
âge population finds itself in a new situation. Old skills, occupations and professions 
with outdated requirernents disappear and new professions with new skills and 
competencies are needed with increasing rapidity. Individuals therefore need 
continuous updating and upgrading if they are to remain skilled and employable in the 
modem labour market. Adaptability and flexible spécialisation has a premium in such a 
marketplace. 
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Lifelong learning aims therefore to develop ail éléments of human compétence. Of 
course, the relation berween and importance of différent éléments varies at the 
différent âges and stages of individuai and social development . Figure 1 below 
sketches an idealised version of some of the key éléments of formai and informai 
stages of learning which contrìbute to the continuum of lifelong learning. 
Formai, informai and lifelong learning 
F i g i . 
Formal 
Pre-School Education 
Nursery 
Kindergarten 
Primary Education 
Secondary Education 
Hieher Education 
Post-graduate 
Post-experience 
Continuing 
Adult Education 
Lifelong 
Pre-dispositions 
Cultural Capital 
Values 
Attitudes 
Learning Processes 
Work expérience 
Social inclusiveness/ 
Exclusion 
Reflexivity, personal 
Autonomy 
Informai 
Home 
Lei sure 
Media 
Personal learning/ 
Hobbies 
SLD (self-directed 
Learning 
Social contact and 
social capital 
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It can be argued that of ali the new skills and compétences needed to carry out 
continuous learning, the most crucial is the ability to continue to learn - i.e. 
learning how to learn. Various skills and abilities can be identified that influence 
the individuar s capacity to learn and to process information which therefore enable 
him/her to cope with change. Thèse 'core' competencies for lifelong learning are 
outlined in table 1. This list of competencies could be said to be the key to the 
learning of many adults who need to acquire them to be able to carry out personal 
lifelong learning. 
Table 1. Core competencies of lifelong learning 
Problem solving. 
Managing tasks 
Focusing on achieving key objectives 
Using analytical and conceprual thinking 
Search information and apply techniques 
Makina décisions 
Team work Using logical and rational argument to persuade others 
Sharing information to achieve goals 
Understanding the needs of others and building positive 
relationships 
Creativiry and 
Imagination 
Communication skills 
Able to provide new solutions and choices 
Able to seek alternative solutions 
Oral and written skills 
Ability to express oneself verbally 
Listenine skills - counselling skills 
Self-awareness Taking responsibility for one's own learning 
Dealing with pressures and émotions 
Knowing one's own mental models 
Able to adapt mental models to changed circumstances 
Setting realistic targets for oneself and others 
Being aware of changes, curiosity 
Managing Retrieving, analysing and synthesising data information 
and information 
Application of knowledge to practical tasks 
Learning skills Learning to learn 
Understanding one's own learning style 
Understanding learning processes 
Personal mastery Personal vision and values 
Strong sensé of reality 
Understanding the value of competency 
Able to move from compétence to "capability" 
(from Teare, Davies and Sandelands, 1998, p.69) 
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Even this brief sketch of the context of lifelong learning suggests that there are new 
needs and rôles for higher éducation. The new methods of learning provide 
universities and other educational institutions with new roles, new potential and new 
challenges which are the emerging contexts for the project explicated here. 
Challenges for the universities: a market for lifelong learning 
The traditional role of the University has been seriously challenged by the explosion 
of research, knowledge, expertise and sheer intellectually productive capacity of the 
workplace (Jessup 1991). Knowledge workers, particularly those using modern 
information and communication technologies are required to cope with the needs of 
industry and business which demand of them a continuous engagement with learning 
and knowledge acquisition and renewal. Knowledge and compétence is, and it 
always was, a process of continuous renewal but the différence today is that the 
professional worker can expect to renew her/his professional knowledge perhaps 
three or four times at Ieast during a career. For many professional classes there is 
now a clear need to relate to the sources of updating of knowledge. Potentially 
therefore, lifelong learners as practitioners within an economically and socially 
networked society, need a contìnuously upgraded knowledge base. Such learners 
are potential students and clients of universities throughout their working lives and 
beyond. Adult students whose lives are outside the 18-21 year old full-time 
residential expérience are already the majority in the UK and US higher éducation 
Systems and are the fastest growing segment of the HE market (see Fryer 1997). 
Adults thus comprise a context and a client base which demands due récognition 
within the agenda for lifelong learning. 
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Aduits as students 
Adult students are often specialists themselves who cannot simply be taught. They 
do not need education, it can be argued, they need tutoring, guiding, counselling 
and to be given access to the tools for leaming. Competence on the other hand can 
be viewed as a personal asset in which individuáis are willing to invest. It is 
significant that personal investment in education can increasingly be recognised and 
accepted in today's international job market. Credits, diplomas, and degrees serve 
as both signs of personal assets, as well as milestones along the road of lifelong 
leaming. The capacity to transpon knowledge and skills from región to región and 
country to country is fast becoming a necessity in the international and global 
market-place for labour. (Otter 1997, Teare et al. 1997). 
Adult students ; therefore, represen! a serious challenge to Universities because they 
are outcomes or result-oriented, are critical and demanding learners and are paying 
customers for the educational services on offer. Furthermore, they are experienced 
and often motivated to leam if their leaming can be rewarded or recognised at the 
workplace. (Squires 1987, Field 1988, Forrester, Payne and Ward 1993). 
Partnership with working life 
The exponential rate of social and economic change of the last two decades has 
resulted in a major impact on people's working Uves. A concomitant feature of this 
type of change has been the homologous growth in the need for employee 
competence. Businesses are now looking for new approaches to competence 
development and human resource management which will share development 
responsibilities and engagement for the long term. Industry and commerce are 
looking for partnerships with professional providers of educational services and 
alliances with those organisations whose core activity is competence development. 
Partnership development involving industry and universities has been one of the 
leading strategies of government particularly in the UK in recent years. (Hillman 
Í996) 
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The ability to combine knowledge and compétence and work on cross-faculty teams 
with a common objective is an organisational challenge to universities. The 
capacity and ability of universities to recognise work-related learning is also a 
challenge in both empirical and theoretical settings. (Lloyd-Langton and Portwood 
1994). What follows is an account of the significance of workplace éducation from 
the constructivist perspective. This perspective in more than one manifestation, 
underpins the thème of 'sites of learning', which is a key focus of the overall 
project described here. 
Workplace éducation: a contextual perspective 
Traditionally, éducation implies the promotion of learning by the transmission of 
knowledge in circumstances specifically designed for the purpose. The conceptual 
base for this activity is of course the idea that there exists an available body of 
knowledge which is of relevance to the individuai and is offered in an institutional 
setting. It is further assumed that such a body of knowledge is capable of being 
transmitted. 
It can be argued, however, that preformulated knowledge is oniy a part of the 
knowledge required for enhancing individuai and organisational development. 
Technological development, economie changes within the internai marketplace as 
well as the need to meet new demands, make organisational and individuai 
flexibility a central issue of concern for any enterprise that wishes to stay ahead of 
the market. Once acquired, knowledge has therefore to be continuously updated 
and renewed. At the same time, much of the knowledge needed in order to adjust 
the organisational structure to meet new demands has to be based on specific 
expériences within the workplace itself (Revens 1982, Jessup 1991, Wills 1997). 
Thus, new and evolvine knowledge must somehow be related to specific work or 
life situations. - . 
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Within organisations there are always new ideas (knowledge) being created and 
individuai as well as collective learning takes place continually. The introduction of 
new technology and changes within an organisation's structure and culture, also 
affect this ongoing learning process and création of new knowledge with positive or 
negative conséquences. The workplace as an opportunity for learning and creating 
knowledge is often ignored when éducation and learning is under scrutiny. It is 
often 'beyond the boundary'. This term was used by CLR James in the context of 
the role and significance of cricket as a cultural phenomenon of colonial history (see 
James 1963). 
A conceptual alternative? 
A traditional approach to éducation has often involved the notion of transmitting 
knowledge to W i l l i n g or unwilling receivers. This preformulated knowledge 
involves the transmitter (the teacher) and the receiver (learner or pupil) as the 
central players in defining and circumscribing an educational setting. However, 
where the context is seen as the specific focus of attention, and as potentially 
providing opportunities for the création of knowledge, the basic educational concept 
becomes the possibilities for knowledge to be built or constructed, rather than 
knowledge as something to be transmitted. (Cobb 1990, Lave 1988). The vehicle 
for enhancing knowledge is not so much a teacher capable of transmitting 
knowledge as it is someone capable of designing a learning context that contains or 
générâtes désirable learning conditions. The work setting or the community of 
work expérience can be seen as a locus such learning conditions. It is an 
environment for learning. 
If we accept that forms of knowledge differ (Donald 1986) we can legitimately ask 
how a person's relation to the learning environment can be conceived, considering 
that it is the capacity to establish a meaningful relation to this environment or 
context that constitutes the educational task. 
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One way to view. this relationship is to see it as related to task-solvìng. From this 
perspective, solving a task implies the acquisition of the necessary knowiedge in 
order to solve the task in question. It is reasonable therefore to view task-solving as 
an existential project. (Giddens 1991) Learning itself can be considered as task-
solving where engagement with authentic tasks in real-life and real-time settings 
facilitâtes the deepening of knowiedge and understanding. (Bayliss 1993). Social, 
historical and cultural variables therefore significantly shape what counts as learning 
and knowiedge. They provide the context from which learning , seen as the 
subjective construction of meaning derived from and yielded by expérience, takes 
place. 
Communicative involvement in each other's task-solving stratégies is therefore yet 
another aspect to be considered. In other words, an educational enterprise 
necessarily has to consider the contextual conditions for learning with regard to its 
interactive and collective expérience, as well as those emanating from and 
impacting on the individuai. 
To return to our thème, an educational perspective on the work context can be 
developed by focusing on the learner's active construction of knowiedge, where the 
opportunity for task-solving in terms of action as well as interprétation constitutes 
the main condition for learning. 
The constructivist approach 
This conceptual approach to learning could be summed up as a focus on learning 
and the construction of knowiedge with emphasis on the term construction. The 
implication being thaï learning and the development of knowiedge is viewed from 
the perspective of the learner as. the primary actor responsible for the production of 
specific knowiedge. (Lofberg 1989). Constructivist educational théories, however, 
highlight the importance of learners engaging in the intentional pursuit of'their own 
goals- or tasks and the rôle of social and collective interactions in learning 
processes. (Hawkins 1993) 
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The contexts of leaming: work and organisations 
The conditions under which people learn in work or in work-related activities can 
be approached from a number of différent perspectives. However, with a focus on 
the educational frame of référence outlined above, the perspective selected must be 
on thèse conditions as a context of learning. Organisations themselves of course can 
be theorised as learning Systems in which the organisations' capacity for affording 
• continuous learning is explored (Garratt 1994, Teare 1998). What learning 
conditions does the work situation then afford? How learners transform a complex 
work situation into an opportunity that offers relevant support to the learner's 
knowledge-building activity may yield surprising results. (Lofberg 1989, Davies 
and Armstrong 1998). 
Conceptually it is necessary to approach a study of work organisations as suppliers 
of éléments that can be used by the learner in order to establish a learning context. 
Thèse éléments will range from the physical environment to the social networks 
involved in organisations with différent workers viewing the same work conditions 
from their spécifie perspective. Taking the learning context as a point of departure 
this approach, it has been suggested, has fundamental implications for the 
development of educationally relevant knowledge. (Lofberg 1989, Bayliss 1993). 
It seems appropriate to seek theoretical explanations to the type of questions raised 
by the contextual/constructivist approach to éducation based on the assumption that 
interaction constitutes the learning individual, in its social context. By this it is 
meant that leaming is not only 'a question of acquiring knowledge, it is also a 
question of being part of constituting the person as a phenomenon in its own right; 
the implication being that development is not simply a répétition of a distinct 
process that has been going on for générations with similar but différent individuals. 
Rather, each person participating in a learning process is also participating in the 
continuai émergence of the human being as an individual and social being, by 
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actively constructing and creating his or her specific relation to the environment. 
This process could be referred to as praxis. 
Knowledge in this scenario is seen as the product of goal-directed and functional 
interaction with the environment as the basic process. Knowledge, therefore, 
cannot be conceived as an accurate représentation of the world as it is, in any 
absolute manner. Knowledge must rather be conceived as conscious awareness of 
the environment, which is composed of goal-directed activity. It is not within the 
scope of this paper to argue in detail for the basic philosophical and psychological 
issues involved in this perspective. However, from the educational point of view 
discussed earlier and the need to develop an educational approach that enhances 
employées' capacity to formulate new knowledge based on specific work-related 
and life expériences, the above theoretical approach to the émergence and 
development of knowledge seems to reveal a central thème for further investigation. 
Formulation of tasks and the idea of solving tasks becomes crucial. Thus the 
construction of knowledge can be understood at least in part as evolving as a 
conséquence of task-formulation and task-solving, whilst at the same time 
constructing the environment so as to afford more and more diversified goal-
directed activities. Taking up this point Berger and Luckmann (1966) présent an 
interesting line of reasoning in order to understand how social reality evolves with 
human beings, in interaction with each other, as constructors of reality! And it is 
surely interesting to note that Ralf Dahrendorf, a noted sociological analyst of the 
1960's has recently suggested a need for the création of an ethnography of reality. 
(Dahrendorf 1999). 
The above concepts and theoretical approaches reveal learning and the construction 
of knowledge as very complex phenomena and it is easy to understand the appeal to 
the educationalist of the more clear-cut théories on learning based on the idea of 
interaction between two distinct éléments: the environment and the person or on 
'behaviourist' or 'cognitive' approaches to learning (Bayliss 1993). However, these 
théories evade the real issues involved when educators intervene in the real process 
of knowledge construction. That is to say people always are involved, both 
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individually and collectively. Therefore reordering the educational frame of 
référence to a contextual and constructivist concept is not only a question of 
changing educational practice. It is also a question of meeting the challenge of 
participating in the development of educationally relevant théories of learning and 
knowledge construction. It may involve the bringing together of theory and practice 
to produce new understandings which in turn influence both and in so doing is 
revealed as praxis. 
The experienced/empirical world as part of the learning context 
In exploring the impact of expérience as the learning context there are two aspects 
to be stressed: 
- the social individuai as 'bridge-builder' between différent forms of lived 
expérience, and 
- the construction of artifacts as containers of knowledge and tools for the 
construction of knowledge. 
Basically, the argument is that the environment affords opportunities to act. This 
affordance (Gibson 1979, Reed 1993) does not exist othër than as a relationship 
between a mentally active human being and the environment in terms of what 
. actually is offered. An affordance = the capacity to act on and in the environment 
which = chances to act which = a scheme of action. 
In fact this can be viewed as a process of séparation. In the beginning, the 
environment affords or offers • elementary perceptual acts - that is to say, we 
expérience and perceive e vents in the real world and we seek to give them meaning, 
that is, to understand and control them. With increased knowledge, new 
environmental affordances are identified, where knowledge can be regarded as the 
bridge between experienced phenomena, revealing new and more complex activities 
thrown up as it were by the environment. Knowledge is thus not only a question of 
building bridges between affordances, but also a question of building bridges so that 
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the individuai person becomes materialised as a distinct phenomenon that can act 
upon the environment. (Mankind makes history, it was observed by Marx but not 
always under conditions of its own malcing!) 
The argument here runs - it is unique for human beings to construct symbolic 
artifacts. Artifacts can be regarded as environmental affordances constructed by 
people themselves, combining specifically identified affordances and knowledge of 
these affordances into specific products facilitating intended activities. Considering 
that artifacts can include everything from technical products to the production of 
language, including such products as norrns, values, rituals and institutions, it is 
easy to see how this production can come to be the material base on which social 
life is constructed, as pointed out by Berger and Luckmann (1966). 
In order to try to build valid theoretical knowledge about this complex process of 
interaction between people and their environments, as well as between individuals 
and collectivities, it seems centrai to try to describe how and in what way 
affordances and artifacts appear in specific settings, and in particular in educational 
ones. 
The study of éducation of course involves not only theory; it is also a field of 
practice. Educational objectives are often formulated which are to be achieved 
through forms of professional and pedagogie practice. The pedagogical question is 
not a problem of presenting knowledge, but a problem of designing and supporting 
a leaming context that provides opportunities for learning. 
In this section of the explication the intention has been to raise some of the centrai 
issues involved if we take conscious change in the learning context as a point of 
departure for developing an educational frame of référence. However, after this 
brief glance at the problematics involved, it seems apparent that a context orientated 
educational frame of référence must have as a central concept the idea of the social 
individual's own construction of knowledge in interaction consciously with the 
environment. 
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It is suggested that applicable theoretical knowledge could be generated by viewing 
the individuai as constructor of knowledge and the environment as a context of 
meaning in accordance with the task-solving activities afforded by this environment. 
It is also suggested that the practical, didactical issues raised by a contextual and 
constructivist educational trame of référence should be a question of developing 
tools for criticai analysis of the leamer's (or employee's) learning context. It is, 
after all, in the concrete contract between the employée and the specific working 
conditions of most people's lives that learning and the development of knowledge 
takes place. Building upon thèse perspectives, the particular focus of this project is 
to conceptualise and record key aspects experience-related learning, including that 
gained in the workplace and throughout life and to explore the new roles available 
to universities conséquent upon thèse changes. 
The workplace and learning. 
A fundamental issue to be explored in relation to the new role of universities 
concerns change in what Bruffee, (1995), has called, the construction of the 
authority of knowledge. What counts as learning and knowing within this 
perspective can be seen as contested terrain and is subject to challenge over time. 
The argument will be developed later in this explication in relation to a séries of 
specific educational initiatives aimed at non-traditional, adult learners in the 1970s 
and 1980s. These led the author to focus in the 1990s on key developments related 
to 'action learning', applied to learning in botti community settings and the 
workplace as vital and émergent sites of non-traditional learning. (Davies 1995) 
A central thème is that aspects of recent educational expérience can be characterised 
as moving historically from closed to open Systems and from a monopoly of 
knowledge (held by the académie disciplines and their practitioners) to a shared and 
collaborative system of knowledge production. (Kaye 1992, Brown 1990, 
Honebein et al 1993). 
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The transitions referred to are intended to develop an understanding of how learning 
opportunities (mainly associated with adult learning) have been focused on content-
laden, closed and 'objectivist' views of what counts as learning, and have later 
come to be focused more on the processes of learning, on multiple levels of 
experience, on open systems of access and on the recognition of learning 
achievement whenever and wherever it has occurred. This has been referred to 
above in theoretical terms as the contextual and constructivist approach. The sub-
textual themes through which the narrative evolves, however, are necessarily 
empirically and descriptively framed and embrace a number of initiatives and 
perspectives. Their wider educational and sociological contexts embrace a range of 
innovations which have been 'maturing' since the 1980s. 
These include: 
the growth of learner centred knowledge and action learning; 
the development of open systems of accreditation and the movement from 
'closed' to 'open' knowledge systems and from pedagogy to andragogy; 
the development of a national credit framework; 
the growth of credit accumulation and transfer (CATS) within higher 
education; 
modular courses and the unitisation of the curriculum; 
growth of independent learning opportunities; 
accreditation of previous learning and of experiential learning; 
a focus on learning outcomes (learners) rather than oh inputs (teachers); 
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récognition of work and work expérience as a key source of learning; 
récognition of learning communities as 'sites of learning*. 
These innovations are now extensive and pervasive in British higher éducation 
(Robertson 1994, Jary and Parker 1998) and it is beyond the scope of this project to 
explore them in detail. However, they point up the émergence of some key thèmes 
which have shaped both the conceptual approach to the overall project described 
hère and can be said to nave 'saturated* the empirical research and development 
activity reported in Phase 2 of the project which follows. These thèmes include the 
following: 
1. The implications for the use and application of practitioner knowledge when 
it is acquired *off-campus\ and when it is acquired by non-traditional 
srudents in higher éducation who include Access students and work-based 
learners. 
2. The explication of the notion of 'sites of learning', where credit and modular 
Systems especially, sponsor innovation in learning. 
3. The idea of a credit framework and a qualifications framework at both 
regional and national levels. 
4. The significance of éxperiential and action learning for- institutional 
providers (such as universities) who might find the méthodologies alien. 
5. The use of APEL ( accréditation of prior, éxperiential learning) particularly 
in relation to work-place learning. 
6. The émergence of new knowledge frameworks utilising action learning 
methods. 
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Ii seems clear that the world of the workplace, the professions and industry has 
already re-shaped the work and significance of the academy. Industry is 
restructuring in networks with members of différent sizes and types and universities 
must increasingly meet the compétition, effïciency and quality requirements of 
industry. It seems clear that to meet customer needs outside their existing and 
traditional core areas of work and compétence universities need partners. This has 
promoted a networking structure where universities and educational institutions 
form a compact for development or a network for learning provision. These 
networks throw into relief the need for new rôles for universities and the 
significance of the evolving but as yet incomplete Iifelong learning infrastructure. 
Lifelong learning infrastructure 
Lifelong learning requires an infrastructure containing providers and distributors of 
éducation, training and learning; common principles and policies; accréditation 
Systems; degrees and diplomas; and methods of transferring learning into crédits. 
This list is not an exhaustive account but it identifies some yerykey éléments. 
Lifelong learners are becoming more mobile; learning does not stop at national 
borders. In practice, a crédible and useable infrastructure implies that universities 
agrée upon basic rules for récognition and crédits, and the principles of credit 
transfer. They also agrée to cooperate in providing compétence development and 
learning forboth individuate and organisations (Otala 1993, 1994, InCCA 1998). 
The infrastructure for lifelong learning forms a common framework with common 
principles and policies for providing learning opportunities, assessing learning 
outcomes, accrediting learning achievements and transferring credit. The éléments 
of this infrastructure include the following: 
- study and learning modules; 
flexible combinations of modules; 
- individuai study/leaming plans; 
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- individuai leaming styles recognised as valid; 
- many providers and many modes of delivery; 
- common principles for assessing and awarding credit; 
- transfer of crédits; 
industry-universiry co-operation and networks. 
Compétition 
The market potential of expanded educational services for lifelong learning will 
attract compétition which will not only come from inside the educational sector 
itself. (Mayo and Lank 1994). The learning needs of adult studems are increasingly 
becoming a major target of other users and providers of communication time. The 
development of new technology promûtes such growth and multimedia expansion 
Worldwide has brought publishers, media companies, broadcasting companies and 
télécommunications companies into the educational market. International media are 
looking for applications of all kinds to generate revenues from their multi-billion 
global investments in multi-media. 
Technology provides a distribution Channel also to non-European and non-American 
providers of higher éducation services. Universities and other educational 
institutions are, therefore, in a new situation. Compétition among themselves has 
been a relatively minor issue for European universities thus far, but they are facing 
new competitore, especially from the commercial media, which is expert in 
attracting people for a great deal of their free and learning time. The emerging 
technical applications will generate other providers, as yet unknown, with 
opportunities to occupy the potential lifelong learning and adult éducation market. 
Meeting the challenges 
Universities nave to Ieam to provide quality, to achieve customer satisfaction, to 
guarantee simultaneously high quality and cost effiçiency. Universities can use the 
same stratégies as businesses thus focusing on core activities and core competencies, 
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re-engineering processes, developing effective networks, promoting teamwork and 
operating effectively in a fast moving market environment. It is also évident that 
compétition requires quality. Companies that have learned to listen to customer 
needs and quickly meet them are the winners in a compétitive markerplace. 
Meeting the quality demands 
Education can now be conceptualised as a service (see Courtney 1992 and Eraut 
1994). Standardised study programmes and degrees have been promoted and 
customer satisfaction as a quality measurement, which has had previously only a 
minor rôle will be prédominant in the future. Working organisations are more and 
more partners with which universities can share objectives rooted in network-based 
compétence development. The rôle of the educational institution should focus 
therefore on developing a vision, on co-ordinating provision and on stratégie 
leadership and brokerage of learning opportunities. According to Sallis (1992), 
quality inheres in processes, not in individual tasks and jobs, and quality requires 
continuous improvement of thèse processes. 
Learning needs vary, and therefore so do methods and processes of learning. Many 
companies and working organisations are already using the notion of individual 
learning styles (see Honey and Mumford 1992) to encourage employées to learn. 
When the focus is on learning, furthermore, rather than on institutionalised 
éducation, it is a major challenge for universities to learn to assess compétence 
(Bayliss 1993). 
Possibilities for the future: towards open Systems 
Educational institutions have long been very much closed Systems. Being part of 
existing multi- dimensional networks means that universities and educational 
institutions may interact in différent directions. Being customer-focused and 
proactive means that they should be able to be sensitive to changes and new 
demands. As a resuit of ail this, they cannot continue to develop as closed Systems; 
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instead they need to give attention to open Systems which involve interactive 
relationships with many partners (Wheatley 1992, Capra 1983, Teare, Davies and 
Sandelands 1998). 
Front faculties to resource centres 
If we accept the necessity for open Systems, the university itself should have an 
organisational structure which ailows continuous development of its own core 
competencies. Departments could for example, build up flexible curricula and 
recommended paths for degrees and diplomas from the modules provided by 
resource pools for différent customer groups. Faculty members should be able to 
form problem-based, target-oriented or client-oriented teams combining the 
resources of core compétence pools. In thèse and other ways a myriad of 
opportunities for Iearning could be created. 
Décentralisation 
Centralised administration of higher éducation in many countries in Europe and 
elsewhere does not allow universities the flexibility and speed of reaction they need 
to meet customer needs. Universities, it can be asserted, should have enough 
autonomy to set their own vision, goals and ways to achieve those goals finding a 
balance between the needs of stability and continuity for students who face 
instability and continuous change. The need for increasing effectiveness can be 
achieved through modernising and 'industrialising' the available éducation and 
training services and through the use of information and communication technology 
there is surely an inevitability about this type of change. The requirement for a 
customer focus that can be promoted by providing éducation and training services 
according to market needs, and by personalising ail thèse services has yet to be 
recognised across the piece in the world of higher éducation. There is no doubt that 
tension will arise as providers seek to identify and reconcile thèse sometimes 
contradictory requirements. 
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Stratégies in Lifelong Learning 
To become more customer-focused and to meet quality requiremenis, universities 
should take an active rôle in defining compétence development and learning needs 
in the future. Universities can establish cluster -, network- or industry-based groups 
with members from industry and academia that analyse and co-ordinate compétence 
development needs and provision of learning opportunities. Compétence can thus be 
made to aniculate with académie outeomes and achievements. 
Industry and working life 
Industry has for some considérable time been Iooking for new approaches to 
compétence development and to support employées' lifelong learning (Wills 1993). 
There exists opportunity for universities to participate in developing a vision of 
working life as a source of learning. Real partnership in this respect could 
conceivably herald a new era for universities. Co-operation could take the form of 
joint institutes, joint programmes, joint projects, and reciprocal-membership within 
and organisations. If this is not accepted as a future prospect the. 'corporate 
university' could develop apace leaving conventional universities in their wake! 
(Wills 1998) 
From Education to Learning 
Universities are increasingly recognising the need to be 'learning institutions' and 
providers of a wide variety of opportunities for lifelong learning. The learning 
institution analyses future compétence needs and learning opportunities, 
communicates them to students and provides the conceptual articulation of learning 
to lived expérience. The learning institution gives lifelong learners a support 
network. In addition to acquiring new knowledge, skills ànd compétence, learning 
organisations must also implement them. Business organisations are clearly 
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interested in organisational learning and are perhaps their best exponents! There is 
however, a need io improve the capaciry and willingness of organisations to 
support, benefit, accelerate and generate lifelong learning. If universities are to be 
experts in lifelong learning , then they should, by extension, be experts in lifelong 
organisational learning. 
The foregoing section represents a framework of ideas and concepts which it is 
claimed nave 'saturated' the remaining parts and phases of this project. The création 
of the strategìe alliance, which is the focus of the next part, between Westhill and 
the University of Birmingham was predicated on both the resolution of Westhill's 
historié financial 'problem' and on the réalisation of ils mission. This includes the 
delivery of creative higher éducation and lifelong learning to those excluded by 
virtue of their beliefs, faith or circumstances. 
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Part 2 - Creating a 'Strategie Alliance': the rôle of the Centre for 
Lifelong Learning 
Ail historical accounts of reality represent a sélection of évidence from the totality 
of what is available. Ali explanation. similarly, represents interpretative accounts 
of complex and many-sided reality. What follows is necessarily a partial and highly 
mediated account of a process which is by no means completed at the time of 
writing. It does not claim to be comprehensive or definitive, but it does seek to be 
an objective narrative of some key events and issues with which the writer engaged 
in an intellectually criticai way over a sustained period of time. Furthermore the 
account, it is claimed, is rooted within the framework of ideas explored in part 1 
and it is those ideas which substantiate the claim to the discovery and émergence of 
a "dynamic curriculum', itself a milestone on the road to the création of a 'network 
of learning'. It is thèse last two conceptual clusters which give meaning to the 
création of the strategie alliance. 
Notwithstanding the temptation to uncover levels of meaning in a process, it 
remains a fact that a certain primacy has to be given to material facts and forces. 
On taking up post as Deputy Principal in September 1997 with a new Principal on 
the same day, it appeared that the Colieee was in good financial health, as had been 
asserted in the previous June at the appointments panel. It soon became apparent 
that the picture was less optimistic than had appeared to be the case. To abbreviate 
a long story, it became clear before Christmas 1997 that if nothing were done the 
College cash reserves (approaching £2M) would run out by the year 2001 at which 
point the Coïlege's long term investments of £1.4M and ils substantial land holdings 
(valued at that time at £18.8M) would be required to be spent in order to maintain 
institutional stability and the employment of the circa 120 college staff. Such a 
prospect was, to put it at its mildest, undesired by ali of the parties involved. 
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Appendix 1 - document 1 documents the financial and strategie issues faced by the 
College by February 1998. Two clear lines of development had emerged by that 
point in time. First the College sought to secure long term viability through an 
académie alliance with a larger parmer in order to secure a better or more secure 
financial future. Second, the College should grow by diversifying its products and 
services imo markets not so directly affected by public funding. This latter avenue 
had been opened for development when the University of Birmingham (UOB) had 
accepted and approved a range of innovative accréditation and APEL procédures 
drafted by the Deputy Principal (DP) who had responsibility for académie 
development and validation. 
The following summary paper, written by the DP, encapsulated at that time the key 
issues and questions facing Westhill from the perspective of académie accréditation. 
WESTHILL COLLEGE OF HIGHER EDUCATION 
A New Prospective Statement for Aceredited Courses with the University of 
Birmingham 
Key Issues 
• The College 's portfolio of accrediied programmes is no longer adequate for 
future developments and growth in student numbers. 
• The College must address a fall in revenue contingent upon loss offunded student 
FTEs. It must ensure more income or more student registrations, orboih. 
• The original presumption of accréditation, on a 5 year to 5 year basis, is no 
longer appropriate to the time scale for change required by the College. 
• The scope for accréditation - focussed upon specified programmes, limited by the 
concept of 'primacy ' militâtes against the College 's needfor fiexibility and 
responsiveness to the various 'markets ' it must address simultaneously. 
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• There is no existing recognition of the need for University accreditation to cover 
part-time, modular and open programmes. 
• A strategic change into modular and part-time programmes is needed and will be 
on of the justifications put toHEFCE for additional student numbers. 
Key Objectives for the College 
• To change the focus of the Accreditation Agreement with the University from one 
of primacy in 'course/award/programme validation * to a more appropriate focus 
upon 'institutional accreditation ' of the College itself. 
• To extend the range of approved awards offered by Westhill under the 
Accreditation Agreement to include modular part-time modes of study, distance 
modes at both undergraduate and postgraduate levels and approach research 
rewards. 
Key Assumptions for the Future Accreditation Process with the University 
• A generic accreditation framework is required which will allow the College to 
offer accredited programmes to meet its recruitment andfunding targets. 
• There is growth available in the sector and (following the Dearing Report) 
expansion is possible without detriment to the University as the accrediting 
institution. 
• At programme and course level, greater autonomy to approve and modify the 
offer to students, within the agreed framework. 
• Open enrolment for part-time students at level I within the credit-based modular 
scheme. 
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Spécifie DeveJopments Requireà 
1. A Modular Se h ente ai Degree Level 
A comprehensive awards programme yielding certificates, diplomas and 
degree level qualifications in Combined Studies, based upon académie credit 
and the principles of modularity. 
Z Modular Postgraduate Awards ai Master Level in Applied Education, 
Training and Professional Development; greater autonomy for researck 
supervision. 
3. Off Campus Provision and Outreach Programmes with Partners in 
Provision. 
4. AP(E)L - Accréditation of Prior (Experiential) Learning. 
5. Work-based Learning (WBL) and Continuing Professional Development 
(CPD). 
6. Overseas Collaborative Provision - especially in association with the Selly 
Oak Fédération of Collèges. 
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Having begun to define a financia! and académie agenda, the College put itself into a 
series of risk analysis situations and made a series of future projections concerning the 
varioüs market places in which it operated. A key to the diversification agenda was 
the proposai to the Governing Body and Trustées of the College for the establishment 
of the Centre for Lifelong Leaming (CLL). It was noted at the time (Appendix 1, 
document 2 p3) that *\:.whhin its chosen new market place, the College's CLL School 
will have to fight hard to secure récognition and develop the commercial tenacity 
required to secure accounts against compétition. The breadth and flexibility of the 
product offer thaï may be required will be taxing. The College has a strong conviction 
that it can handle such links." An ambitious business plan was developed which was 
closely linked to the emerging new activities which were the responsibility of the 
Deputy Principal (see Appendix î, document 3). 
In spite of such optimism the strategy that emerged placed at its very centre the notion 
of a new strategie alliance which could give long term substance and longevity for a 
worthwhile future, lt is necessary, therefore, to relate some of the story of the 
émergence of the strategie alliance which is at the heart of this particular narrative. 
However, it should be borne in mind that the alliance is a shaping and defining context 
for the évolution of the dynamic curriculum and it is this latter development, and its 
emerging significance for the conceptualisation and practical development of course 
provision, which is the subject of the project. In attempting to formulate action plans 
which addressed the need for growth and change as absolute imperatives for 
institutíonal survival, a new approach to the curriculum was recognised as a necessity. 
It was clear that the widening participation agenda and lifelong leaming challenges (see 
Phase 1, part 1) could only be developed and delivered with the help of a new 
approach to curriculum thinking and delivery. Initialíy a team, led by the College 
Deputy Principal, focussed on developing a form of 'outreach' which carne under the 
rubric of 'sites of learning\ This particular formulation deserves some attention as it 
was in itself a challenge to a range of unstated assumptions covering devolved and 
distributed models of leaming and it led to the need to conceptualise and plan the 
College's future in terms of its mission for teaching and leaming (ie its curriculum) in 
respect of the impending need for a strategie alliance with a bigger and very différent 
partner. 
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The strategic alliance and the new approach to the College's curriculum evolved as 
interlocking themes in tándem. The material impact of unsuccessful bidding, partly as 
a consequence of earlier poor Ofsted results, meant that drastic solutions were needed. 
The College Principal wrote in February 1998 that the outcome of financial changes 
produced a need for the College to enhance its current income by circa £550,000 per 
year. Thus "...Expressed in another way (he wrote) I believe that such a quantity 
represents too large a gap to be bridged in the years available by the development of 
the Centre for Lifelong Learning, though it is important to understand that I still place 
initiai strategic importance on that development for the College's future whatever form 
that may take". (See Appendix 1, document 2). By early 1998 the College's sénior 
management team had set the course for developing a strategic alliance (with four 
possible partners, the 'winner' eventually being the University of Birmingham) and 
simultaneously had affirmed the need for the Centre for Lifelong Learning and a 
reformed curriculum.. 
What follows is an account of the key aspects of the curriculum strategy which 
. Westhill envisaged would help shape the strategic alliance. It was written by the 
Deputy Principal as an attempt to crystallise the specificaliy curricular implications of 
the proposed strategic alliance. 
TOWARDS THE CURRICULUM STRATEGY 
The key curricular aims of the strategic alliance were outlined as aiming:" 
V to secure the long term viability of the College and its relationship with the 
University in order that it may deliver its mission in the changed circumstances in 
which it finds itself; 
• to diversify the College's activity base, so as to ensure a viable and intellectually 
coherent curriculum ofFer; 
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• to re-structure the College's académie programmes in order to achieve growth and 
sustainable development of the courses portfolio; and 
• to seek within the long term alliance programme growth" and continued quality of 
the learning expérience. 
The situation was assessed at the urne in terms of the key curricular and educational 
assets of the College whien were stated to include the following: 
• a distinctive (and relatively unique) mission; 
• a national réputation for excellence in a cluster of académie areas; 
• unique specialisms in Islamic Studies, Dance Education (with the Royal Ballet) and 
Theological Studies; 
• extensive community and Birmingham City links; 
• commitment to shared learning with practitioners in the workplace, community and 
académie environments; 
• demonstrable commitment to quality through the existing accréditation with the 
University of Birmingham. 
The College, it was asserted, had made considérable progress from an historié over-
reliance on initial teacher éducation. Diversification at Westhill was proceeding under: 
• the structural arrangements out of ITT agreed with HEFCE and TTA; 
» modularity across College programmes; 
• the accréditation of a part-time Combined Studies Award Programme and of a 
Modular Masters Degree by the University of Birmingham; 
» the development of work-based learning through the.College's Centre for 
Lifelong Learning; 
» the College's participation in the 'University for Industry' and lifelong learning 
programmes within its région; 
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• collaboration with other providers of HE including 'leaming commiinities7 which 
may be neighbourhood based or professionally and vocationally located with 
employers. 
However, as the Collège Académie Plan and the délibérations of the Collège 
Management showed, major constitutional change involving institutional re-structuring 
in addition to changes to académie programmes was required to ensure viability and 
delivery of its mission. 
The spécifie curriculum strategy involved a restructuring of college-wide programmes 
and embraced four key éléments: 
(i) A developing portfolio of courses and académie programmes. 
(ii) The implementation of a Business Plan with financia! targets and performance 
criteria. 
(iii) The establishment of the Centre for Lifelong Learning whose key strategy 
was (and remains) to diversify the Collège's core programmes through 
innovative work-based and off-campus provision. 
(iv) The development of 'shared-learning' programmes, which represent WesthilTs 
ability to contribute substantially to the widening of participation for socially 
excluded ethnie and faith communities in Birmingham and beyond. 
The programme as has been mentioned also involved a business plan (see Appendix 1). 
The key éléments of this plan focused on: 
need for 1000 MASN in total and a growth strategy; 
the planning process and its critica! path and timescale; 
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the relationship of phase 1 (MASN allocation and new activity, eg, CLL etc) to 
phase 2 (alliance). 
Retuming to the portfolio of courses and académie programmes, the College's current 
portfolio of courses and programmes then comprised degrees and awards of the 
University of Birmingham delivered by two schools and the Centre for Lifelong 
Learning. The School of Professional Studies was concemed with undergraduate and 
postgraduate taught provision for initial teacher training, INSET, Community and 
Youth Work Training, Church Education and Religious Education. The School of 
Arts and Humanities offered undergraduate and postgraduate programmes in 
humanities, appiied theology, and inter-disciplinary studies. The CLL had a remit to 
devise, develop and deliver innovative programmes, covering continuing éducation, 
CPD, work-based learning and partnerships with local and régional learning 
communities. 
The new programmes it was agreed would sponsor further development through: 
• the adoption of modular curriculum structures for ail awards; 
• more flexible accréditation procédures and the use of APEL; 
• use of more diverse delivery methods, eg. open learning, distance tuition, computer 
assisted learning, internet-based tuition and courseware and work-based learning; 
• the development of a College-wide commitment to student and achievement centred 
learning and qualification. 
The Centre for Lifelong Learning (CLL) 
The emerging sighificance of the CLL can be seen as part of the College's adoption of 
the view that the purpose of ail post-compulsory éducation - further, higher and adult-
continuing - can- best be understood as the création of a learning society. (A title 
adopted by Dearing). In order to go beyond the view that much institutionalised 
éducation remains locked into existing structures for delivery, Westhill set up a Centre 
for Lifelong Learning (CLL) whose purpose was to accommodate the flexible learning 
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careers and personal leaming agendas required in modem society and which could help 
the College meet the challenges of lifelong learning outlined in Phase 1 of this project. 
The CLL was intended to focus primarily on the needs of mature students, of whom 
Westhill had many. The following points summarised the national position (recorded 
by the Higher Education Statistics Agency (HESA) in 1998) as a context for the 
development of the CLL: 
• there were almost three quarters of a million students aged over 25 in higher 
éducation institutions (42% of the total); 
• fewer than half of ali students in HE institutions were aged 2] and under; 
• almost exactly half of the students who were studying for undergraduate degrees, 
diplomas and certificates were aged over 21, and more than a third were aged 26 
and over; 
• many mature students were engaged in postgraduale study, the large majority of 
whom were following taught courses in professional subject areas; 
• additionally there were almost a million registrations annually on professional and 
• personal development courses which do not lead to a formai qualification. 
The CLL at Westhill was remitted by the College to provide: 
• flexibility for learners on campus; 
• récognition for work-based learners; 
• flexible äpproaches to skills development; 
• institutions stratégies for supporting lifelong learning; . • 
• accréditation opportunities and récognition on non-traditional leaming 
achievements; ' \ •' ' 
• open and distance learning opportunities; 
• a major APEL scheme allowing credit-based learning to develop on a significant 
scale for previous leaming. 
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The key objectives of the CLL were to bring together into a new unit, a range of 
professiona] and developmental work which was capable of generating new activity by 
both responding to and creating new markets for education and training. The concrete 
business objectives for the CLL in 1998-99 were and are: 
• take up of Westhill accreditation services by 6 large companies; 
• take up of management development and learning by 40 small companies; 
• take up of management education and learning by 100 individuáis; 
• establishment of a brokerage service offering information, help and guidance based 
on ICT; 
• testing the provisión of management education and learning materials in an IT 
formal; 
• supporting learning and stimulating demand by promoting the use of local learning 
centres or 'sites of learning' starting initially with the OLRC (Orchard Learning 
Resources Centre) at Westhill. 
The second and equal emphasis of the centre was to be on shared learning and the 
widening of participation focüssed on a network of learning partnerships. 
Westhill has 'specialised' in recent times in developing and serving a 'community 
sector' whose education needs have lain beyond the boundaries of the University 
campus. The origins of this work lie in Westhill's provisión of teachers for inner-city 
schools, the training of community and youth workers, the provisión of INSET and 
CPD for educational workers and para-professionals in schools, the provisión of 
counselling and guidance training services, the identification of the educational needs 
of major faith groups and ethnic minorities and the conscious attempt to combat the 
effects of racism and social exclusión. The strategic alliance will, it was anticipated, 
mándate the CLL to carry this work forward into an environment where the words 
'community' and 'partnership' are likely to be given increased importance. 
By early 1998 the University of Birmingham had approved schemes of accreditation 
put forward by the DP for Westhill so that the College could develop new partnership 
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provision with off-campus providers of éducation and training. Building upon the 
concepts of the iearning organisation' and the iearning community', Westhill is now 
forging links with further éducation and community éducation providers. Such links 
are not franchises, but are partnerships for progression where students are able to 
secure opportunities for further and advanced study. They are in fact the 'nodes' of 
the network of Iearning which was evolving in response to the need for a more open, 
context-based and constructivist curriculum capable of expressing the dynamic Iearning 
requirements of non-traditional learners. 
Thèse partnerships were intended to enhance the College5 s options to take up some of 
the recommendations of the Dearing Report (1997), including: 
• the development of HE/FE links and collaboration; 
• the extension of'régional' co-operation; 
• widening of access and participation through a participation strategy; 
• the further development of student choice. 
As a conséquence of this development agenda being brought into a conjunction with 
the much older Westhill tradition a spécifie commitment was made by Westhill to the 
régional Muslim communities. The West Midlands is the second (outside London) 
largest concentration of ethnie minorities in the UK. Additional places it was hoped 
would be available through the widening participation programmes being sponsored by 
the HE funding bodies, so that Westhill could extend opportunities for personal and 
professional Iearning for individuate who are socially excluded. Muslim women, for 
example, accessing professional areas such as social work, youth and community work 
and childeare were a spécifie focus. Westhill has growing relationships with Islamic 
'alternative' or non-institutional HE providers in Greater Manchester and Leicester. 
Westhill intended therefore to develop joint provision at sub-degree level with thèse 
Iearning organisations when places became available. The CLL was to play a 
significant rôle in this development and was to win funds under HEFCE widening 
participation bids later in 1998 and early in 1999. (See Appendix 4) 
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The College Deputy Principa] drew up the 'prospectus' for the CLL and submitted it 
for approval and funding to the College Governors and Trustees in the Spring Term of 
1998. It was accepted whole-heartedly and funding was provided for a two year 
development phase. A sum of £300,000 was allocated by the Trustees (Appendix 2 
contains the CLL Prospectus, and the Business Plan for its development and 
implementation). What follows is the first report given by the Deputy Principal in May 
1998 to the College Governors which attempted to conceptualise the role of the CLL 
'within the emerging alliance. 
Report for Governors' Working Party 
David Davies, Deputy Principal 
Centre for Lifelong Learning 
Context 
The Westhill Trustees and Governors have invested a sum of £300,000 towards the 
establishment of a new direction for the College. The Centre for Lifelong Learning is 
intended to be an important part of Westhill 's contribution towards a raft of changes 
which.are now underway within both education and the wider society. 
There is much talk currently of the "learning society ", however, going beyond some 
of this rhetoric there is surety reality in the widely felt need for new approaches to 
learning. The College is now part of a mass system of higher education, which by the 
start of the new millennium will deliver levels of education that will stand comparison 
with many across the world. Westhill s new Centre is intended to stimulate and 
encourage the growth of new learning opportunities wherever they occur, but 
especially those involving partnerships with learners who belong to a variety of 
communities not previously reached by Westhill. 
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Key actìvitìes of the Centre for Lifelong Learning (CLL) 
Thé key actìvitìes of the Centre will facilitate access to learning for previously 
excludeâ individuate or groups, including those in the workplace, which may be far 
beyond the physical bounds of the College. The core activities will include promoting 
and marketing learning, brokering learning opportunities, providing information and 
guidance, commissioning educational developmeni, accrediting and assuring the 
quality of course provision with which the College is associated and developing the 
educational principles of personal, professional and workplace learning. The Centre 
will devise and deliver a range of innovative programmes which are relevant to the 
vision of lifelong learning and which will help implement the College 's educational 
mission in new ways. 
Initial Programmes 
The Centre will take responsibility for the following teaching and learning 
programmes and activities from September 1998 onwards: 
• 'Learning for Life ' - a part time modular awards programme based upon the 
Combined Studies Awards Scheme approved by the University of Birmingham. 
Some 26 courses/modules will be offered in 1998-99. 
• Work-based learning - a programme of personal and professional developmeni for 
industry-based learners. 
• Israel B. Phil and Masters Degree Distance Learning Programmes. 
• Credit mapping and credit rating industry-based training courses which will 
recognise previous learning and expérience. 
Staffing 
The Centre has College approvai for the appointment of 4 staff in the first instance: 
namely: 
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Director qf the Centre 
Programme Manager (Industry) 
Programme Manager (Learning Communities) 
Centre Administrator/Secretary 
The following appointments have been made: 
Director - (A. Other) BA MSc 
Ms A is qualified in law and management studies and was Course Team Leader for 
higher education provisión at East Birmingham College. She has been responsible 
for the delivery qf management development courses to severa! local manufacturing 
companies, including Rover. In addition she has held responsibilities for co-
ordinating various European fundedprojects and has chaired the Northfield Citizens 
Advice Bureau. Anita tafees up her post on SO June 1998. 
The Centre for Lifelong Learning is essentially an enterprise unit within the College 
and is expected to utilise the existing resources qf the College in addition to its own to 
achieve its objectives and targets. The Director is expected to be entrepreneurial in 
the approach and methods used to genérate activity, resources and meóme for the 
College. She is expected to develop new initiatives in order to deliver strategic 
change for the College within measurable time periods and to plan and manage 
budgets iri accordance with business strategy. 
Programme Manager (Industry) - (B. Other) BADip. Prof. Devel 
Ms B has joined Westhill from Dorset County Council where she co-ordinated a 
project to develop a range qf awards for the Education Welfare Service Profession. 
She has qualifications involving planning and marketing and has worked on the 
development qf a range of higher education awards which use competence-based 
learning and assessment. Justine began her work at the end of April and is currently 
preparing brochures and materials to launch the Learning for Life ' programme in 
September. In addition she is drafting a booklet on credit mapping work-based 
learning on behalf of the Centre. 
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Centre Administrator/Secretary - (C Other) 
Ms C has joined us on a temporary basis from Cadbury Ltd where she was a 
secretary/administrator. She has worked in a custorner oriented environment 
incîuding marketing, sales andproject development Marión s post will supply active 
administrative and development support for ail members qf the Centre. 
Programme Manager (Learning Communities) 
This post is vacant at this point in time and is expected to be filled during the next 
semester. 
Westhill Staff and the CUL 
Àlthough there are dedicated Centre for Lifelong Leaming staff, it is the expectation 
qf the Collège Senior Management Team that a range qf existing staff will work with 
and through the CLL. Currently the following staff are involved in CLL activities: 
Co-ordinator for Professional Development (CPD) 
Co-ordinator qf Overseas Programmes (Israel) 
Conférence Office staff 
Staff Development Officer 
External Membership 
The CLL has adopted a practice qf offering collaborative fellowships in order to 
encourage the growth of partnerships and alliances. The following have been 
agreed: . -
Fettows -
Professor Richard Teare, Oxford BrooJces University 
Prof essor RichardDealtry, International Management Centre, Buckingham 
Dr Gaie Davidson Burnett, Director of Research and Statistics, Universities Council 
for the Admission of Students (UCAS) 
Revered Dr Siephen Sizer, Vicar, Virginia Water, Surrey 
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Westhill Alliances - A rôle for the CLL 
Starting Points 
During the last 3 years (up to and including 1998) the Collège has been under 
constant audit of ail its Systems œulprocédures. In thaï time it has: 
(a) Achieved and sustained development surpluses each year. 
(b) Fulfilled ail essential obligations under the Estâtes Strategy. 
(c) Developed its futl accréditation status from the University qf Birmingham 
in new directions. 
(d) Restructured its profile of académie programmes. 
(e) Completed, with its Selly Oak partners, the construction of a 4,500 m 2 OLRC. 
(f) Established a college-wide IT network delivering high quality MIS data. 
(g) Shifted the balance qf its undergraduate programmes from teacher training 
to BA work. 
(h) Significantly developed ils research and publications profile. 
(i) Developed new part-time undergraduate and mastersprogrammes, 
(j) - Established a Centre for Lifelong Learning. 
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Objectives 
In order to secure its long term viability and to deliver ils distinctive mission, the 
College is required to diversify its activity base and take forward the achievements 
listed above. It must do so whilst at the same lime maintalning its intellectually 
cohérent curriculum and high quality study programmes. Both growth and the re-
structuring of programmes are needed, and the Centre for Lifelong Leaming is one 
Strand of growth and change which will contribute to this process. 
The new centre at Westhill will pro vide: 
• ßexibility for learners on campus; 
• récognition for work-based learners; 
• institutional stratégies for supporting lifelong leaming; 
• accréditation opportunities and récognition on non-traditional learning 
achievements; 
• open and distance learning opportunities; 
• a major APEL scheme allowing credit-based learning to develop on a significant 
scale for previous learning. 
The key objectives of the CLL involve bringing together into a new unit, eventually to 
become a school, a range of professional and development work which is capable of 
generating new activity by both responding to and creating new markets for éducation 
and training. 
A second major emphasis of the centre will be on shared learning and widening of 
participation. 
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Westhilï has 'specialised' in recent times in deveioping and serving a 'community 
sector' whose educational needs bave lain beyond the boundaries of the College 
campus. The origins of this work lie in Westhill s provision of teachers for inner-city 
schoolst the training of community and youth workers, the provision of INSET and 
CPD for educational workers and para-professionals in schools, the provision of 
counselling and guidance training services, the identification of the educational needs 
of major faith groups and ethnie mìnorities and the conscious attempi to combat the 
effects of racism and social exclusion. The new alliance(s) required by Westhill will, 
it is anticipaîed, mandate the CIL io carry this work forward into an environment 
where the words 'community ' and 'partnership ' are likely to be given increased 
importance. 
These partnerships will enhance the College 's options to take up some of the 
recommendations of the Dearing Report (1997), including: 
• the development of HEfFE links and collaboration; 
• thé extension of regional ' co-operation; 
• widening ofaccess and participation through a participation strategy; 
• the further development of student choice. 
The West Midlands is the second (outside London) largest concentration of ethnie 
minorities in the UK, and the College has already made a specific commitment to the 
regional Muslim communities. Westhilï will attempt to extend opportunities for 
personal and professional learning for individuate who are socially excluded and 
belong io thèse communities. Muslim women, for example, who wish to access 
professional areas such as social work, youth and community work and child care will 
be a specific focus. Westhill has a growing relationship with Islamic 'alternative ' 
and non-institutional HE providers in Greater Manchester and Leicester. Westhill 
intends to develop joint provision ai sub-degree level with thèse learning 
organisations when places and funds are available. The CLL will play a significant 
rôle in this development. 
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in conclusion 
Ii is in the College 's interests to enter discussions on future alliances on the basis qf 
negotiating strengths. These will include its already proven capacity for developing 
Systems and procédures ana\ within its previous remit, for programme and course 
development. However, the growth of the Learning Society, the émergence of mass 
higher éducation, the increasingly Interventionist stance of the funding agencies, the 
need to address the Dearing Report issues, the Government 's recent White Paper 
'The Learning Age ' and the increasing uncertainty surrounding small HE institutions 
as viable, independent units all cvrrenily contribute to an unstable and volatile 
existence and angst over the College 's future. The Centre for Lifelong Learning, 
whilst being in no sense a panacea for thèse anxieties, is a positive step towards 
Westhill s engagement with these concerns and will therefore be an asset in the 
generation of the College s Alliance strategy. 
Appendix 2 contains the Prospectus for the CLL and additional material concemed 
with its activity and business plan and its marketing and Publicity material. The Deputy 
Principal as instigator and line manager of the scheme had direct responsibility for the 
Centre and its management structure - which was implemented through the Centre's 
staff. 
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The endpoints of these developments were intended to bring about major institutional 
change in order to ensure viability in respect of financial health, coherent academic 
programmes, sustainable new developments and secure and acceptable levels of 
autonomy for Westhill within a university alliance. 
Westhill wished to retain its separate and distinctive mission deriving from the 
traditions and values of the historic Free Churches. These included inter-alia, 
commitment to quality and excellence through education; a concern for social and 
political justice; a high sensitivity towards the disadvantaged and the cultivation of a 
sense of personal responsibility. Its recruitment policy encourages applicants from 
minority groups and those who have experienced social, educational or material 
disadvantages and social exclusion and no religious test is required of staff or students. 
Westhill College conceived of itself as an innovating 'learning organisation' capable of 
delivering a dynamic and evolving curriculum to the highest standards in its chosen 
market place. 
A Jong (and tortuous) process of work towards the alliance was initiated in 1998 and 
continues up to the present. It is not the purpose of this project to analyse this is detail 
but it is necessary to note the headlines and milestones in this process. These include: 
• consultants report and business plans; 
• action plans with flinders; 
• acceptance of plans by Governing Body and Trustees; 
• establishment and staffing of CLL; 
• widening of participation through implementation of shared learning scheme; 
• delivery of new programmes - schedule(s); 
• internal college re-structuring and staff commitment; 
•.. Investors in People Award/staff development plans; 
• financial data: income stream(s); 
• alliance(s) progress schedule(s); 
• major negotiations with all College stakeholders, including all staff; 
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• construction of an entirely new relationship with the University of Birmingham, 
the chosen partner in the strategic alüance. 
(Appendices 1 and 3 contain detailed proposals and specifications relating to the 
proposed alliance). 
Al the time of writing (April 1999) the strategic alliance has been confirmed, illustrated 
by the press reléase below. However, the process is by no means complete and major 
issues are to be resolved, though these do not appear as insurmountable. Appendix 3 
contains a limited selectioá of (still confidential) papers concerning the alliance which 
were co-authored by the sénior management team of Westhill and the University of 
Birmingham. The Deputy Principars role was both generic and specifíc within this 
process and it is claimed, (it is hoped with fairness and appropriate legitimacy), that 
where curricular matters and the CLL are discussed many of the pro-active elements 
were provided by him. 
PRESS RELÉASE 
NEW STRATEGIC ALLIANCE BETWEEN W E S T H I L L COLLEGE AND 
THE UmVERSITY OF^mMrNGHAM 
Westhill College and the University of Birmingham are proposing to form a new 
strategic alliance that wül build on their existing cióse relationship to extend and 
en han ce the educational opportunities offered by the College and the University. 
Westhill College, founded in 1907, and the University of Birmingham, founded in 
1900, share a common heritage and the historie concern of the people of Birmingham 
to achieve the highest standards in education. 
The new alliance will: - "*-
• reinforce and renew the academic strength of both institutions; 
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• provide a major new development for the future benefit of Birmingham and the 
Mi di and s région. 
Westhill College is already accredited by the University of Birmingham and the two 
institutions have enjoyed close links for many years. Now, looking to the new 
priorities in higher éducation identified in the Dearing Report, and endorsed by the 
government's green paper, 'The Learning Age ', they believe that a close alliance is in 
the best interests of the College, the University and the région. 
A new joint venture 
The principal joint activity to be carried out at the Westhill campus will be the 
development of continuing studies programmes, access programmes and part-time 
undergraduate degrees, together with a continuation and enhancement of the présent 
activity carried out by Westhill College. 
The vehicle for the joint activity will be a jointly owned company, limited by guarantee, 
with equal représentation of the Westhill College Trust and the University Council. Its 
responsibility will be to ensure the préservation of the missions of both institutions as 
they relate to their joint activity at Westhill and to any other activities that the partners 
may undertake. 
Better use of resources 
The overall strategie gain for the two parties is that through improved académie 
activities at Westhill they will be able to teach more students and more students from 
many différent backgrounds. The site will be used more fully, for example by a greater 
and more effective use of the Orchard Learning Resources Centre with its excellent 
Library and Student learning facilities. For the University, space will be released on the 
Edgbaston campus which, with 19,000 students, is now approaching- maximum 
capacity. The estate at Westhill will continue to be held by the Trustées of Westhill 
College and will be leased to the joint company. 
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Staff transfer 
With effect from not later than 1 August 1999, the University of Birmingham will 
transfer to its employment the academic-related staff of the College together with the 
permanent support staff working at Westhill. 
Commenting on the new proposais, the Principal of Westhill College, Professor John 
Briggs, said: "The new alliance will bring the College and the University into a much 
closer working relationship. It will enable Westhill to keep to its core values of the 
Free Church tradition and to continue to implement and develop its mission." 
The Vice-Chancellor of the University of Birmingham, Professor Maxwell Irvine, said: 
"This is a very exciting and important development. Together, the College and the 
University aim to serve the community better. We shall increase access to higher 
éducation for under-represented groups and maintain our long-standing commitment to 
scholarship and research of high quality " 
Enquiries io: 
For Westhitl College: Marilyn Miles, Publicity Officer 
Tel: 0121 415 2213 
For the University of Birmingham: Frank Albrighton, Director of Externa! 
Relations and Development 
Tel: 0121 414 6679 
Home: 0121 608 3923 
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Phase 2 
Widening Participation - Research and Development Activities 
If the Centre for Lifelong Learning was central to the Westhill conception of a 
strategie alliance, then the notion of widening participation and access was key to 
the CLL's own mission. Conceptually the Centre and the College had both a 
mission and a strategy and what was required however was a recorded évidence 
base in order to test the Claims made for the sites of learning which exemplified the 
existence of the dynamic curriculum. 
Part 1 - The context of the research 
Phase 2 of this explication begins by focussing on the leaming context for the 
growth of learning communities. The concerns of the research are located within 
the sphère of lifelong learning as outlined in Phase 1 of the overall project. 
Subsequently, some of the policy context for widening participation is addressed. 
Most germane to the project overall however is the testing out of the potential 
yielded by the twin notions of 'sites of learning' and the 'dynamic curriculum' 
which underpinned the intention to offer lifelong learning opportunities to socially 
excluded groups. This was done through an évaluation of the learning needs of 
what began as three examples of 'sites of leaming' and ended up a sample of five. 
This research led the Depury Principal to submit a funding proposai to the HEFCE 
under Circular 98/35 which was successful in generating a £40,000 project. (See 
Appendix 4, document D - HEFCE 99/07 page 10). (This research/development 
project will report on its findings and outeomes in late 1999). The HEFCE funded 
research project is at the time of writing continuing, and will have prepared the 
ground for a launch of learning programmes and courses to be delivered at the 
designated sites of learning which help constitute the 'network of learning' referred 
to earlier (at page 48 and 49). This latter reality, it is argued, was 'discovered' 
when in practice the sites or nodes of learning began to articulate their wants, heeds 
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and aspirations as extensions of their existing learning achievements through the 
action research activity of the project. It is at this point in the narrative that past 
and present merge into the nature perspective and orientation embraced by this 
explication. The language of explication consequently evolves from the past to the 
continuous and future tenses! 
Education is often thought of as part of the general process by which children are 
socialised into the adult world. In this view, childhood is followed by a period of 
training which provides young adults with the generalised skills necessary in a 
particular area of employment and/or the specific skills required in a given job. 
Additionally, of course education is seen as having wider aims than training; in 
preparing children for all aspects of adult life as citizens, consumers, parents and so 
on. Whilst these broad distinctions are useful, there are also positive benefits to be 
derived from the use of the term 'learning' as opposed to that of education. 
Learning emphasises the active processes which take place both within education 
and training, but also in a wide variety of social contexts, not least in the workplace 
and within communities of identity on an everyday basis. However, the exclusive 
use of the term 'learning' may lead us to overlook the unequal distribution of 
participation in all forms of adult education and training which is rightly the 
concern of the public policy (McGivney 1990, Sargant 1991, Courtney 1992). 
By lifelong learning we mean opportunities to learn throughout adult life, for people 
in paid employment, in unpaid employment, in retirement and in their social and 
environmental context of 'lived experience'. Lifelong learning as a concept has a 
long and distinguished history (Wain 1993, Gelpi 1986, Tawney 1938 and Kelly 
1962) and it is evolving conceptually at the present moment in time, as is evidenced 
in the first part of this explication. 
In the 1980s lifelong learning became closely associated with the name of Ettore 
Gelpi and the work-of the UNESCO Adult Education office in Paris. He 
emphasised that adult learning must be informed by working life but not controlled 
by it and has stressed imagination and creativity rather than a narrow view of 
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compétence. House (1991) has expounded a persuasive account of how continuing 
liberal éducation stili pays an important rôle in American higher éducation and 
wider civic life. 
Education has for a considérable period of time been a part of the wider social and 
cultural production process of modem society and not merely an initiation to work. 
The nature of work itself and the production process is changing permanently and 
this means a need for flexibility, mobility, innovation, and psychological 
equilibrium to deal positively with thèse changes; this means also permanent 
creativity in éducation, not only to acquire skills, but to understand the complex 
nature of the emerging productive process and its relationship to the working and 
non-working environments. (Castells 1996). Thèse are the concerns which 
contextualised the création of the Westhill Centre for Lifelong Learning and led 
omo the research activity described below. 
The research programme had the following objectives: 
a) to investigate the learning programmes available in the selected 'sites of 
learning'; 
b) =*• to explore the varied nature of programmes and to devise content for the 
'dynamic curriculum' model (described below). 
By sites of learning, we mean those éducation initiatives which: 
a) provide a major focus on personal development; 
b) provide learning opportunities for substantial sections of an identified 
community (especially for those with limited previous formai éducation 
expérience); 
c) provide an individuai or person-centred learning approach with learning 
choices and opportunities available to participants; 
d) provide continuous learning opportunities rather than a one-off opportunity; 
e) encourage the entitlement to learning; 
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0 focus on contextual constructivist perspectives (outlined in Phase 1 above). 
A primary objective has been to evaluate the extent to which sites of learning 
provide increased opportunities for continuing gênerai éducation and for adult 
learners. Within the constraints and possibilités of their circumstances, people 
struggle to make sensé of their lives and to provide a décent standard of living and 
quality of life for themselves, their families and their communities (Giddens 1991). 
It is contended that this form of struggle is simultaneously a reflexive and learning 
process. The relationship between adult learning and everyday living, including the 
wider définition of the work environment discussed in Phase 1 of this project, is at 
the core of interest within the research paradigm described below. 
Part 2 - the dynamic curriculum model 
It is the belief of the project partners, whose communities are the focus of the 
empirical research reported hère, that the widening of access to mainstream 
provision at the University of Birmingham and Westhill Collège of Higher 
Education involves the récognition of new and often unrecognised needs which are 
emerging from socially and economically excluded ethnie and faith communities. 
Staning points for the project participants included the récognition of cultural 
différence, the promotion of key/core skills and the identification and support for 
'life transitions', 'référence groups' and 'social participation' which it is anticipated 
will help break the logic which leads to disparities in access to and achievements in 
éducation. Taken together thèse factors make up what is referred to as the dynamic 
curriculum for widening participation. Although the dynamic curriculum looks 
backward to the historiés and biographies of its constituents, it has a future 
orientation intended to bring.about change and to challenge previous exclusion from 
learning opportunities. 
The dynamic curriculum attempts to draw upon the social capital which reaches into 
and attracts immense loyalty among some of the most deprived and excluded 
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cornmunities, particularly in this case within and beyond the City of Birmingham. 
Many of thèse cornmunities are faith and ethnie groups who have built a communal 
existence around their religious and cultural practices. The churches, mosques, 
gurdwaras and temples, for example, are arguably the biggest mutual institutions of 
local and régional civic sociery. The benefits of the proposed model will be felt by 
individuals but it will also inculcate concepts of discourse, citizenship and 
social/political participation which draw upon a belief and commitment to social and 
communication practices. There is, we might assert, such a thing as sociery when 
we identify contexts for learning. 
The dynamic curriculum addresses four issues of principle and policy: 
i. The existing HE curriculum is most often pre-figured, pre-formulated, pre-
existing and was designed for campus based 18+ students in residential 
settings. For the majority of higher éducation students this may be 
appropriate but the issue addressed here is that very substantial minorities, 
who do not correspond to 'normative' requirements, in fact have their own. 
ii. Widening participation is now concerned with creating demand not simply 
opening doors a little wider to what exists. Providers of higher éducation 
need to be market makers not just market takers. Access is no longer about 
more sophisticated and expensive rationing of places but about the dynamic 
development of provision.and opportunities: (Jary and Parker 1998) 
iii. • The dynamic curriculum also addresses the issues of quality, such as fitness 
for. purpose. A new approach to primarily adult learners is suggested, based 
in two settings, the community (involving ethniç/faith/interest) and the 
workplace (involving work-based or work-related learning). Open Systems 
are needed, exemplified in notions of Crédit, WBL, VLL, APEL, and a 
qualifications framework linking CE, Adult Education, FE and University 
provision. Maintaining quality within new initiatives is a vital matter but 
should not be confused with methodology. Quality is independent of a 
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specific method of delivery or learning (see HEQC 1996 and Dearing 1997). 
The benefits of market led choice and sensitivity to consumers is surely 
therefore to be recognised but the emphasis on quality must be maintained. 
iv. The dynamic curriculum is not a Substitute for improved mainstream HE 
provision. It is or should be a separate and complementary approach to 
learning and teaching which recognises the diversity of learning modes and 
practices. Quality and uniformity are hard to reconcile in HE, but high 
quality performance to acknowledged standards in différent contexts is surely 
the aim. 
The dynamic curriculum being developed at Westhill can be summarised as 
embracing the following éléments: 
• a philosophy of educational development with a strategie and programmane 
framework; 
• a new form of participation and responsiveness involving adult learners and their 
expérience, values and expectation; a stakeholder approach; 
• there is an emphasis on action learning and self-learning competency rather than 
on *provided' éducation; 
• a focus on learning rather than teaching; 
• a focus on the individuala responsibility for learning rather than on the 
institutions' needs and requirements; 
• a focus on the Connecting activities of educational institutions and sites of 
learning rather than the insulated activities of collèges and universities; 
• récognition that the contexts in which people need to learn encompass an 
increasingly wide range of sites and settings (including community based and 
voluntary sector bodies, churches and faith association, ethnie groups, 
intermediary bodies such as trade unions and of course the panoply of work 
sites); 
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• pan time and continuing study and informai learning are promoted, as is the 
reality of existing work-related learning; 
• equal access to learning promoted by the positive récognition of différence, e.g. 
Islamic Learning for Muslims, the use of ethnie languages, the récognition of 
faith groups and religious belief as leanüng contexts and the récognition and 
validation of différent styles of learning; 
• equal Access to learning for work-based and work-related learners, promoted 
by the récognition for académie credit of: work processes, team contributions, 
personal resourcefulness, implementation of change and innovation, self-
development for personal and professional employability. 
Part 3 - Sites of learning: prospects for the dynamic curriculum 
the" action research reported on in pan 6 of Phase 2 is to be applied to five 
designated sites of learning, three of which are described in outline immediately 
below. These three particular sites, it is anticipated, will yield important évidence 
which will attempt io test the Claims made for the dynamic curriculum. It is these 
three sites which provide the focus for Westhill's Widening Participation project for 
the HEFCE and which is the subject of pan 2 in Phase 3 of the project. 
a) City College Birmingham (an FEFC - funded corporation) has sponsored an 
ëxisting constituency of leamers through the récognition of the 'Women's 
Academy' as a site for access and opporrunity in HE. A range of progression 
opportunities from the existing A level and GNVQ qualifications is being crafted 
at this centre. Joint curriculum delivery between Westhill and City College will 
be trialled. The Westhill Islamic learning programme will be re-shaped for 
women only provision in order to ensure progression from FE level 
qualifications to HE accredited courses at Westhill College and the University of 
Birmingham. (Following the implementation of the strategie alliance on 1 
August 1999 this will be known as The University of Birmingham, Westhill). 
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b) Golden Hillock Mosque is an innovative Cluster of community-based activities 
where the learning divide, which frequently excludes those people with minority 
ethnie and faith characteristics, will be challenged. The cultural and linguistic 
capacities of the Golden Hillock Islamic community will be placed at the centre 
of a capacity building scheme involving a séries of courses focused on learning 
skills which contain higher éducation outeomes and lead to credit-bearing 
University of Birmingham awards (probably at CATS level 1). Golden Hillock 
currently pro vides for the following: 
- an employment centre utilising Koranic languages and languages of the 
Indian sub-continent; 
- a supplementary school requiring teacher training support; 
- opportunities for the development of counselling skills for hospital and 
prison visiting (currently untrained); 
- community development and support services in housing and health which 
currently require professional inputs and training. 
c) The Sikh Community and Youth Council, Handsworth, Birmingham is a 
voluntary association for the extension and development of the Sikh faith and 
. culture. It attracts many young Sikhs who want to 're-discover' their culture 
and develop an identity which is inclusive of their conditions rather than 
exclusive of either older or modern expérience. The Council has established 
a learning centre with modem ICT facilities in its premises. As with other 
sites of learning, progression to HE opportunities is a key issue to be 
addressed. 
What the activity will look like in practice is described below. A common feature 
will be the development within three case studies and a joint project (outlined 
below) of a prospectus for a dynamic curriculum. This includes the récognition of. 
innovative learning in practice and will address how différent sites of learning 
influence what is leamed and how it is leamed. The three case studies will generate 
three separate but related project data sets all of which will focus upon the 
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establishment at the University of Birmingham and Westhill Collège of a set of new 
learning opportunities. This learning involves community learning partnerships, 
local employers where feasible and a range of community-based learning activities. 
A limited number of key thèmes are identified and evaluated in terms of how and to 
what extent they help widen participation in HE for the target learners. Thèse 
include: 
- how personal knowledge/learning in respect of . HE and professional 
requirements for progression is acquired and used; 
- how crédit and qualifications frameworks can be used to sècure access, success 
on course and further progression; 
- how the HE institutions themselves can facilítate the sites of learning and 
identify simultaneously for themselves those aspects of good practice which act 
as a catalyst for institutional growth and change. 
The achievements of the dynamic curriculum are designed to deliver: 
- interdisciplinary understandirig, involving collaborative learning with those 
living and working in ethnie, faith and community settings; 
- cognitive gains in understanding how académie Systems and conceptual models 
actually work with non-traditional students; 
- the further development of open Systems for accessing learning and progression 
opportunities; 
- the management of incrémental institutional change through curriculum 
innovation; 
a real and meaningful account of sites of learning which exemplify constructivist 
learning and contextualised knowledge. 
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The origins of the dynamic curriculum model: a short explanation 
The dynamic curriculum can be said to originate in three sources: 
1.) Those educational initiatives which nave had at their core the commitment to 
widening and deepening participation and achievement in learning. This has 
meant and continues to mean enlarging the existing constituency of lifelong 
learners and ensuring that more individuate successfully get to the starting line. 
Examples include the historié British university 'extra-murar and continuing 
éducation provision, the growth of an 'Access' curriculum in the 1980s and 
1990s and the growth of insutution-based outreach provision building upon the 
philosophy and practice of community éducation in Europe, the USA and UK. 
The Fryer Report (1998) is a recent example of a policy driven intervention in 
this field which may prove to be influential in the long run. 
2.) The models of adult learning and reflective learning associated with the work of 
Malcolm Knowles (1981,1983), Donald Schòn (1983,1987) and Michael Eraut 
(1992). Thèse perspectives have attempted to refine what is taken to be valid 
knowledge, having implications for progression in éducation and training. (The 
three sources mentioned nere are by no means exhaustive, even within the field 
of adult learning and teaching. However, they point us to examples of a field of 
knowledge which has placed reflection, expérience and the nature of knowing at 
the centre of theorisation on learning). 
3.) Those 'new' systems of open learning which embrace for example credit 
Systems, new information based learning technologies (such as the internet) and 
those features of both practitioner and organisational learning which include: 
the accréditation of prior experiential learning; 
competency development and its récognition; 
méthodologies for credit rating and credit mapping learning provision; 
in-company, organisational learning; 
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- workplace and work-related learning; 
'action learning * philosophies and methods, 
(see Teare, Davies and Sandelands , 1998). 
The dynamic curriculum in practice: examples and links with the University of 
Birmingham and Westhill College 
The three sites of learning outlined above represent only a selection of the contacts 
and partnerships between Westhill and the University of Birmingham, and the 
'hinterland' of learning communities in the West Midlands region. The following 
list is not exhaustive by any means but it demonstrates the range of active links 
included in the process of institutional change and the transformations which are the 
subject in part of this research and development activity. 
• The Golden Hillock Mosque, Birmingham 
• The Hindu Temple Management Committee (Hindu Council of Birmingham) 
• The Hindu Women's Network 
• The Darul Aloom College, Manchester, and the Islam Centre, Leicester 
• Black and White Christian Centre, Selly Oak 
• Peace Studies, with University of Birmingham, School of Continuing Studies 
• WBL at appropriate levels of accreditation 
• Alliances with organisations whose core activity is the competence and capacity 
development of the individuals who comprise their core work force (for 
example, those who bring together the academic and the vocational via personal 
and professional development, such as the Brookes Advisory Clinic in 
Birmingham) 
• Classroom assistants and childcare with Birmingham LEA and Coventry 
Community Education 
• Kidderminster Muslim Womens' College 
• Birmingham as a ' learning city'. 
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As a consequence of the wider articulation of learning needs being thrown into 
greater prominence by the dynamic curriculum and its research activity, there has 
been a need to define the growth of a network of learning. The vision of this 
network is synthesised below in the form of a prospectus statement. 
Part 4 - Towards a Network of Learning 
The trend towards lifelong learning and widening participation together with the 
potential of information and communication technology (ICT) has opened up the 
opportunity to explore 'provider side' issues which influence access to HE by 
under-represented groups. Developmental work arising from access projects, adult 
education and new systems of 'open learning' has identified a need to review HE 
curricula in terms of content as well as modes of delivery. The intention of the 
network is to recognise innovative learning in practice, involving community 
learning partnerships and local employers. 
Aims of the network: 
• to develop lifelong learning; 
• to widen participation in HE and target under represented groups; 
• to open up new routes to HE using new technology; 
• to identify and create pathways within a unified credit framework 
• to link the 'nodes' of learning (or sites) through an alliance or partnership for 
learning recognition and development. 
Provision 
The network will emphasise the need to devise and develop programmes which: 
• do not involve full-time attendance in HE; 
• are deliverable outside main sites (including the home and the work place); 
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• can be delivered through and with différent media so as to develop a dynamic 
curriculum, responsive to the needs of individuate and the community; 
• are inclusive, whilst preserving the highest quality associated with the University 
of Birmingham and Westhill College. 
Towards a unified credit framework 
The network hopes to establish a group which will develop modular blocks of 
provision within a common credit framework which bridges FE and HE. In the 
first instance, specific curriculum areas will be highlighted which will be accessible 
in some way throughout greater Birmingham, employing outreach, ICT technology 
and other methods to reach those currently under represented in HE. Maximum 
flexibility in modes of learning will be developed with a CATs system put in place 
so that achievement in one organisation can be transferred to another and there is 
accredited achievement available at ail levels. 
Using technology 
A technology group will be established to explore the potential use of new 
technology for on-line and distance learning, sharing the expérience of FE and HE. 
Local and regional industry will be involved to develop distance learning packages 
and linkages with the UFI (University for Industry) and National learning Grid 
explored. A primary aim of the group will be to identify provision to be the subject 
of an internet/web-based and/or electronically delivered programme in 1999/2000. 
.(Appendix 4, document E évaluâtes the technical requirements of this programme). 
Communicating with the market 
The network must ensure that the right services and provision are established to 
meet the needs of the local community and enable individuate and groups to be 
aware of developments taking place. As such, under represented groups of learners 
in Birmingham must be identifïed, together with their specific needs in terms of 
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skills, contení and modes of delivery. A strong identity for the 'University of 
BirminghamAVesthill I>arning Network* must be established, with an appropriate 
logo, web-site and other publicity materials and it will be necessary to investigate 
the feasibility of a 'one-stop' single téléphone information service to link existing 
and developing services. 
In order for such a network to truly meet the needs of the community which it 
serves, real co-operative partnerships must be encouraged to develop between locai 
HEIs, FE institutions, school, libraries, industry and communi ty-based 
organisations. The network must also nave strong links with regional and national 
initiatives such as UFI and the 'Digital College'. The establishment of such a 
network will provide for the kind of co-operation between institutions which is 
innovative and allows for individual growth and community capacity building. 
Between the institutions involved, the network is intended to be fully inclusive, 
providing something for everyone, at every level, accessible in some way or other, 
everywhere. The research into sites of leaming to be reported as part of the overall 
project cannot however ignore the actual labour market in the city and région. An 
indicative review of this aspect of context follows and is included here because it is 
a real context for perception, affordance and action and it was compiled by the DP 
as évidence for the widening participation initiatives of which the researched case 
studies which are included in part 5 of Phase 2 to follow. 
Review of the labour a n d skills market 
A recent report by the National Skills Taskforce ("Towards a National Skills 
Agenda** 1998), distinguished between Skills Shortages and Skills Gaps. 
Skill Shortage - refers to the situation where there is a genuine shortage in the 
labour market of a type of skill being sought leading to difficulties in recruitment. 
The report indicates that the most pervasive shortages exist for IT specialists. 
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Skill Gap - a deficiency in the skills of existing employees or new recruits which 
reduce business performance. The report points to deficiencies in employability and 
key skills generally, including graduates. 
The demand for generic skills and personal competencies has increased in recent 
. years through an emphasis on customer care and the complexity of the production 
process. Problem areas include communication, customer care, team-working and 
computer literacy together with motivation, discipline, judgement and initiative. 
In relation to the specific regional labour requirements, the case for a lack of 
suitably trained candidates in IT was further backed up by the ESF: West Midland 
Regional Assessment giving guidance to those bidding under Objective 4: 
"The growth in recent years of IT usage by firms of all sizes and in all sectors, 
together with the ever increasing range of available IT applications, has made IT 
literacy a required skill for workers in most occupational groups, while at the same 
time significantly increasing the demand for IT specialists. There is evidence that 
skill shortages exist in both higher level IT specialist skills and lower/intermediate 
level IT user skills." 
A HEFCE press release (18.8.98) points to the under representation of Moslem 
women, young black Caribbean men, people with disabilities and those from poor 
backgrounds within HE and there is a strong statement of support for the building of 
partnerships between HEIs, schools and especially FE colleges in order to improve 
success rates of-previously disadvantaged students and increasing the numbers 
progressing to HE. 
The - Birmingham and Solihull FE Widening Participation Partnership has 
commissioned Warwick University to carry out a data-analysis which indicates that 
participation rates of people from minority ethnic groups are higher than those of 
white people. In addition the general participation rates appear to be higher in the 
area surrounding FE colleges. 
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Research carried out by Birmingham Council for Voluntary Service (BCVS) in 1994 
identified a total turnover of £37.2 million within a sample of 179 (of 1,500+) 
local voluntary organisations, making them significant community sector employers. 
However, funding dependency and a lack of key management and organisational 
skills makes voluntary and community groups, especially those from minority ethnic 
communities, very vulnerable. Organisational and management difficulties are 
often cited by funders as reasons for withdrawing funding from voluntary and 
community organisations. 
Currently, many organisations are facing upheaval, financial constraints, expansion 
in some cases, new working methods and a range of changes necessitated by 
external pressures. The effectiveness of the sector in responding to these challenges 
is clearly going to be a critical factor in mamtaining it as a significant employer in 
the region and enhance its capacity to expand and provide more employment 
opportunities. 
Research carried out under the auspices of REACHOUT, a project which works 
specifically to create a route to higher education for disadvantaged groups in the 
Newtown, Ladywood and Lee Bank areas of Birmingham, indicates that many 
involved in the project have a sense of being in the. wrong job area and are unable to 
move out of it without further qualifications. This problem is particularly acute for 
people who trained for specific vocational areas after leaving school. There is a 
wealth of training and experience in areas such as childcare and social care, 
however without the attainment of new qualifications, little possibility of obtaining 
increased responsibility through promotion. 
This information gleaned from local and regional labour market surveys represents 
only a very limited snapshot of the work context in which lifelong learners are 
likely to find themselves. Its purpose in this explication is to remind the reader that 
there are objectively determined sets of circumstances which impact on the real 
possibilities for employment for those who are the subject of the research which is 
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reported below. The purpose of the project has not and is not to attempt to résolve 
those difficult issues of causality where achievement is concerned. However, it 
must surely be acknowledged that in offering models and théories around the notion 
of *affordance\ where lifelong learning can lead to personal and social 
transformations, it would be naive to ignore the persistence of structures of 
inequality which serve to exclude whole social groups from full économie and social 
participation in British society. This snapshot of the labour and skills market should 
serve only to alert us to the Iived realities experienced by learners who are lacking 
the requisite skills and educational attainments. 
The learning context: some research questions 
This project overall is concerned at both a theoretical and practical level with the 
linkage between différent sphères of human activity, each of which can be defined 
in terms of a spécifie research question: 
To what extent do existing conditions . (including cultural/faith identify) 
perpetuate or change existing patterns of adult participation in lifelong -
learning? 
What is the relationship between personal development needs and wider 
work-related educational needs? (This question must also address some of 
the demands of the local and régional labour market as previously indicated). 
What is the relationship between sites. of, learning and the changing 
requirements for learning (ie, the dynamic curriculum)? 
In the opening section of Phase 2 of this explication the context of research was 
identified in terms of lifelong learning and the growth of a distinctive âpproach to 
learning. The next section goes on to outline the main concerns of the research 
activity, and the methodology used. 
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Part 5 - Methodology for the research into widening participation 
figure 2: Methodological summary 
1. Interviews with significant actors 
2. Questionnaire survey 
3. Case-studies 
In order to get some idea of the range of learning involved in this project, 
approaches were made to a number of organisations and individuals with interests in 
the field. A séries of interviews were conducted during the approximately six 
month period reserved for the collection of data. Additional contacts included 
researchers at other universities, including Staffordshire University and their help 
and assistance at a number of points in this study is gratefully acknowledged. 
It was clear that the methodological approach would need to be broad enough to 
encompass schemes with very différent organisational parameters. Furthermore, it 
would be necessary to cast the net widely in order to find out if others were 
achieving similar objectives by quite différent means, not least using différent 
terminology to describe them. 
Methodological rationale 
The activity began with a set of research questions, expressed in the form of project 
criteria. From this set of project criteria, a number of évaluation criteria were 
• developed. This is summarised in figure 3 below. 
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Figure 3: Project criteria and evaluation criteria 
Project criteria Evaluation criteria 
The extent to which sites of learning 
have community involvement in their 
setting up or running. 
1. The origins and motives of the 
site. 
2. The analysis of social, economic and 
technical change that has taken 
place. 
The extent to which sites offer choice in 
relation to education, training and 
lifelong learning. 
3. Choices. Possible restrictions on 
types of courses. The mode of 
delivery - on-site, off-site, open 
learning? Matching particular 
requirements. 
4. The quality of advice, counselling 
and support available. 
The extent to which sites prioritise the 
less well educated and less skilled and 
compensate in some way for previous 
negative experience of education and 
training, and contribute to equal 
opportunities in employment, education 
or training. 
5. Attempts to prioritise the less skilled 
and less well educated, including 
attempts to compensate for previous 
negative experiences of education 
and training. 
6. Attempts to overcome some of the 
generally agreed barriers to adult 
learning, e.g. situational: time, 
costs, transport, time of day, 
childcare; dispositional: attitudes, 
perceptions, expectations; 
institutional: the unresponsive 
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system, education and social 
selection, reference groups 
(McGivney 1990). 
7. The attention paid to the education 
and training needs of women. 
The basis that sites have in an analysis of 
technical, economic and social change. 
8. An emphasis on education/ 
training/learning (as defined in this 
project). 
9. The relationship between the scheme/ 
site and other training policies and 
initiatives within the enterprise. 
10. The motives and outcomes for 
employers and employees. 
The extent to which sites represent 
significant educational innovations and 
new structures for adult learning, and 
have policy implications for the 
extension of lifelong learning. 
11. The policy implications that, can be 
drawn from the site. 
12. The relationship between the site and 
the size and type of enterprise. 
13. The transferability of the site's 
operations. 
14. Links with educational providers, 
both proactive and reactive. 
15. The overall contribution" to adult 
learning. 
In order to operationalise thèse évaluation criteria for use in assessing the sites of 
learning through either questionnaire or case-study, it was necessary to defme 
quantitative and qualitative information required in order to answer questions arising 
in the évaluation criteria. Thèse then constitute the operationalising criteria. 
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What follows are short case studies on the sites of learning which are the collective 
focus for the WesthiH widening participation initiative developed under the aegis of 
the Centre for Lifelong Learning. This particular initiative resulted in a successful 
application for a project to HEFCE under circular 98/35 inviting bids to encourage 
wider participation in higher education and to lay the foundation for effective 
institutional strategies for the future. Westhill managed a consortium bid involving a 
consortium of HE and FE providers and was awarded funding of £40,000 to 
develop 'New Sites of Learning: under-representation of Muslim Women in HE* 
(See Appendix 4, document A (i) and document D, HEFCE Widening Participation: 
special funding programme 1998-99 - Report February 99/07 plO). (Phase 3 of this 
project presents an account of cognitive outcomes and changes in practice which can 
be said to emanate from Phases 1 and 2 of the project which were noted respectively 
in the conceptual issues surrounding lifelong learning and in the insights of the 
action learning research reported here). 
The report of the research activity begins with an annotated and abridged assessment 
of project and evaluation criteria which were applied to the case studies. This is 
followed by an account of the five sites of learning which had been selected for 
research activity. The project research was the key responsibility of one member of 
the Centre for Lifelong Learning, David Thompson, who worked however within a 
research and development team whose overall responsibilities were to the Westhill 
Deputy Principal. The Director for the Centre for Lifelong Learning and her 
administrative colleagues played major team roles, involving liaison with some eight 
partnership organisations across the City of Birmingham. 
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Part 6 - Widening Participation research 
'Metbodical Rationale' - Meeting the project and évaluation criteria 
Figure 4 
Project crìteria in respect of case studies: a summary 
Criteria. Met? Yes/No, Implicit/Explicit. 
Extent which sites have 
community involvement in 
setting up or running 
împlicit in évidence. Can be understood from description 
of organisation (e.g. références to community based 
(Golden Hillock) or educational based (Women's 
Academy). 
Extent to which sites offer 
choice in relation to éducation 
and training. 
Explicit from introduction-outiine of what courses are 
currently offered. 
Extent to which sites prioritise 
iess well educated and skilled. 
Compensation • of négative 
educationaJ expériences? Equal 
opportunities? 
Perhaps not entirely clear, but in some instances this 
criteria is inferred {implicit). 
With référence to prioritisation, the information can be 
extrapolated from the nature and level that the courses are 
pitched at and provision of facilities such as Job Clubs. 
The 'compensation' question is not évident but may 
appear more in student,interviews. 
Equal Opportunities (E.O.) at the Women's Academy. 
Technical, économie and social 
changes (analysis). 
Implicit 
Extent to which sites represent 
educational innovations and new 
structures for adult learning. 
Policy implications for LL? 
Implicit from site descriptions in introduction and from 
interviews. 
Policy implications and attitude to LL derived (explicit 
and implicit) from interviews with respect to widening 
participation; this may be covered in thematic conclusions 
without being specifically identified. 
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Figure 5 
Evaluation Criteria with respect to case studies 
Criteria Mel? Yes/No, Implicit/Explicit 
1. Origin/motives 
2. Analysis of 
socio/economic/tech change 
1. Explicit. }From introduction. 
2. Explicit/implicit }From introduction and interviews. 
3. Choices of course, delivery 
mode, matching 
requirements. 
4. Quality of advice/support. 
3. Course - Explicit Mode - implicit (limited 
opportunity to for observation). 
4. Implicit? Perhaps may need further explanation - but 
this may be sketchy due to limited opportunity to 
observe advice/support mechanisms. 
5. Attempts to prioritise less 
skilled/educated etc. 
6. Attempts to overcome 
barriers to adult learning... 
7. Educational/training needs 
of women. 
5. See answer in Row 3 - Project Criteria. 
6. Not specifically addressed but implicit both in the 
introduction and interviews. 
7. Explicit if specific women's programmes are in place. 
8. Emphasis on education. 
9. Relationship between 
scheme & other training 
policies/initiatives. 
10. Motives & outcomes for 
employers/ees etc. 
8. Explicit and implicit. 
9. Not explicit, but can possibly be extrapolated from 
the information provided. 
10. Interviewees have raised the question of impact on 
staff and staff resources as well as costs. This is 
explicit in the interviews and conclusions when this 
subject has been particularly emphasised. 
11. Policy implications 
12. Site, size, type of enterprise. 
13. Transferability of site's 
operations. 
14. Proactive/reactive links with 
educational providers. 
15. Contribution to adult 
learning. 
11. Implicit from conclusions but not specifically 
mentioned. 
12. Explicit. 
13. Difficult due to specificity of operations. 
14. Explicit. 
15. Explicit and implicit from introduction and interviews 
and conclusions. -
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Data Collection and Research Methodologe 
The organisations identified for this research project are as follows: 
The Women's Academy, Birmingham 
Golden Hillock Community Centre, Small Heath, Birmingham 
Sikh Youth and Community Centre, Handsworth, Birmingham 
Muath Trust, Camp Hill, Birmingham 
Sparkhill and Sparkbrook Community College (524 Centre), Birmingham 
Aims 
The principle objective is to identify and investigate one of a séries of recognised social 
groups who have not to any great" extent entered into the higher éducation 
environment. In this instance the research has been directed toward Asian (Muslim) 
women, where a clear pattern has emerged where ferriales withdraw from the 
educational system at an early stage and often fail to re-enter further or higher 
éducation. 
In researching this particular category it is not necessarily within the remit of the 
project to identify specific reasons for this withdrawal and enlarge on them. The 
driving force behind the research is 'widening participation' in order to identify ways 
of enabling Muslim women to engage in HE. 
This enabling process can brought about by assessing cultural needs and commitments 
and providing a dynamic curriculum which is integral with communities on their own 
terms. This is facilitated by building strong partnerships between HE institutions and 
cultural/community organisations. * 
Potentially, this research acts as the initial catalyst in identifying ways of building 
partnerships, gaining trust and evolving the educational process to become more 
adaptable in meeting the needs of the identified subject groups. 
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Identifying responses 
A number of core áreas identified as a focus for research include: 
• What is the forni of knowledge that is emerging presently? 
• What are the core skills achieved, what courses are being offered 
(academic/vocational)? 
• What knowledge (professional, personal, educational) are students able to bring to 
the process? 
• How can this be recognised? 
• What is the current model (or culture) of learning? 
Data Collection 
Three methods are identified: 
• Accumulation of literature and statistics released by the community organisations 
(undertaken by the University of Central England (UCE), our partner in the 
HEFCE funded project and Westhill). 
• Interviews with a selection of education providers and key personnel (Westhill). 
• Interviews with students attending each organisation (UCE). 
Literature 
This can take the form of marketing material, reports and statistical analysis of the 
student profile. The aim is to provide a qualitative and contextúa] background to the 
organisation as well as complementing the main body of data. 
Interviews with students 
Undertaken by the University of Central England (Dr Fetemah Rabiee), they 
involved group interviews of approximately up to six students per organisation. 
It was decided that Dr. Rabiee should interview the Muslim women students 
because of concerns for meeting a community need for sensitivity and 
maintaining an ali female environment. 
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Interviews with Personnel 
Mainly one-to-one interviews with people involved in the gênerai running of 
the organisation or existing educational provision. The interviews were held in 
a relaxed, informai environment at each centre. Up to four people per 
organisation were questioned. 
The interviewing format was of a semi-standardised nature with a schedule of 
loosely framed questions identifying key thèmes and helping to provide a 
framework to the research. The questions were partially formulated from a 
séries of pre-meetings with each organisation where issues, needs and concerns 
had been already identified by a number of the interviewées. 
The interview process was less structured in order to accommodate aspects 
unidentified by the interviewer but seen as important by the interviewée. Every 
effort was made to avoid weighted questions which may provoke spécifie and 
controlled responses. At the end of the interview the interviewée was given an 
opportunity to raise any further issues which were omitted from the rest of the 
meeting. . 
The case studies which follow constitute Westhill's interviews with executive level 
employées and deliverers of éducation within each research group. Although not 
always mentioned specifically, it must be remembered that generally speaking the case 
studies and conclusions are written with respect to widening participation for Muslim 
women. Many of the observations and conclusions, however, could just as easily be 
applied to other student profiles. 
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CASE STUDY NUMBER ONE 
The Golden Hillock Centre. 
107-113 Golden Hillock Road, 
Small Heath, 
Birmingham B10 0DP 
Introduction 
Initiated in 1983, the Mosque and associated complex is one of the largest in Western 
Europe. The Centre provides a community service for ethnie minorities of 
predominantly Asian origin in the Small Heath and surrounding areas. Thèse districts 
are inner city environments with ail the associated issues of poverty, unemployment 
and social deprivation, which are continually being addressed. 
Dar-Ul-Uloom Islamia is the parent organisation for (amongst others) the foîlowing 
projects. 
• Golden Hillock Resource Centre 
• Welfare Ad vice Work 
• Gateways to Leaming 
• Projects with East Birmingham Collège 
• Adult Education Programme 
• Golden Hillock Community Centre 
• Golden Hillock Community Care Centre 
• Youth and Community Resource Centre 
• Golden Hillock Asian Languages and Job Club 
• School Education Project 
• Men's and Women's Study Centres 
• Golden Hillock Émployment Training Centre 
The objectives of the organisation are named as follows: 
• enhance émployment prospects; 
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• encourage économie growth and wealth création; 
• protect and improve the environment, housing and conditions; 
• targeted support for people in minority ethnie communities; 
• tackle crime and improve community safety; 
• enhance the quality of life for local people. 
Its educational provision is in partnership with East Birmingham Collège who are able 
to provide a wide range of FE courses. 
Typical courses include: 
• management and business administration; 
• IT; 
• childcare and nursery. 
Facilities at the Community Centre ihelude: 
• training rooms; 
• computer rooms (12 computers); 
• a variety ofvarious sized lecture/seminar rooms; 
• recreational area; 
• kitchen area; 
• sewing and crafts centre. 
Interviewées 
Name Title 
Pervez Iqbal Centre Manager 
Yvonne Bird Centre Manager (Women's Study) 
Imtiaz Shah Community Projects Worker with respect to 
Industry 
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Findings 
Opinions on Educational Provision, With Respect to HE 
It is believed that there is a need for such provision, allowing for certain 
considerations. For example, courses should be initiated from the Centre through new 
and wider partnerships charged with expanding the existing provision. 
In this provision gender issues were considered of particular importance. The careful 
and sensitive use of buildings and facilities will help provide confidence in attempting 
HE programmes. 
Flexibility for students in terms of timetables and especially subject matter is seen as 
very important. The HE institution "must put on the courses most widely requested". 
It was also commented that HND courses may prove popular. 
Finance is cited as a major concern. More funding and financial commitments need to 
be identified (although it was unclear from what quarter this would materialise). 
Certainly financing studies may prove the single biggest obstacle for students 
considering a pathway into HE. It appears that for a number of reasons (not least 
limited income) students or their families are unwilling to pay even relatively small 
amounts in fees of any kind. For example, at the moment Golden Hillock is 
withholding registration and exam fees for their courses because from experience the 
imposition of such fees decimates enrolment. 
Perception of Current Limitations or Restrictions (eg. physical/organisational/ 
logistical). 
Travel needs to be kept to an absolute minimum, particularly with relation to women. 
Even within the locale, travel is cited as a critical factor. However, it is believed that 
women students find Golden Hillock a particularly safe environment in which to work. 
If any visits have to be made to campus then they should be kept to an absolute 
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rninimum, with students being bussed back and forth. By maintaining close working 
relations between the HE provider and Golden Hîllock and building trust within the 
community, this may help ease the concerns of visits to campus. Pertinent examples 
riighlighting the travel issue are graphically Ulustrated below. 
• In a récent incident, fourteen students who were enjoying IT courses provided at 
Golden Hîllock were informed that attempts were being made to send them to 
other centres. This resulted in approximately 70% fall out. 
• One Student was identified as "desperately" wanting to go to Westhill îo undertake 
a Primary Teaching course but will not be allowed to travel such a distance (six 
miles) or participate within the campus environment. 
Opinions regarding finance and forging working parînerships (outlined previously) 
were reiterated in response to questions about limitations and restrictions. 
Although it is understood that extra facilities may be required (more computers, TV, 
video, reprographie equipment etc), the Centre complex has many suitable high quality 
rooms to accommodate students entering into HE. 
The Requirement for Additional Resources 
Apart from hardware, a well-resourced library is considered to be of particular 
importance. Whilst the local public library is used it is considered inadequate to meet 
HE students' demands. It was hoped that funding from the City Council would be 
fortheoming, but this did not matérialise due to budgetary limitations. 
Staff as a resource is.an important considération. Development, training and support 
programmes should be provided to empowèr staff within the Centre when meeting the 
demands of HE provision. 
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Views on the Delivery of HE Courses 
An interesting observation of the learning process on the Indian sub-continent was 
forwarded as a potential model of delivery. It appears that the methodology of learning 
can be very différent to that of the U.K. Much more emphasis is placed on practical 
work and discussion at the expense of theory and written work. Therefore, it was 
suggested that group activities and student input and assessment of this process should 
be given more emphasis, especially as language barriers would hinder the production of 
written assignments. 
Careful considération must be applied, a good balance of assignments and supervised 
practical work is also recommended, sometimes the validity of written work produced 
by the student away from the Centre is brought into question. Therefore delivery must 
be practice based and observational, with regulär "home work" and in-house 
assignments so that students can be monitored and supported with tutorials. 
IT is regarded as important. Older students may need more help with using computers 
but it is recognised that eclectic delivery through audio, video, practical work and IT 
helps stimulate and motivate the student. What is of concern is that the student is 
empowered in this process by having full flexibility of access when and where they 
want, with a complete (IT) infrastructure in place that will meet thèse demands. For 
example the strategie use of E-mail for correspondence will assist the process. Free 
and easy access to these and other resources was suggested. 
Quality Issues 
Building lasting partnerships is identified as a key factor in helping to widen 
participation within the Golden Hillock Community. Quality assurance can derive from 
active and continually on-going relationships between the HE provider and the Centre, 
building up the trust of the locai community. Assurances of quality must be in place 
and adhered to ensure that people do not get disheartened. 
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Based on previous expérience, the local community has sometimes become suspicious 
of FEFC funding centred on "quantity not quality". It was perceived that there was no 
évaluation of the people being enrolled, and conclusions made that it was an exercise 
merely to raise revenue for educational institutions. This must not happen if HE 
provision is to succeed. 
Cultural awareness is an important issue. The spécifie needs of Muslim women must be 
addressed in terms of local study in a safe, trusted and controlied environment, 
preferably with childeare provision. On a wider aspect, considérations for Ramadam, 
fasting and other socio-religious sensitivities should be addressed. 
Concerns of standards were raised. Good and consistent advice should be available for 
the assessment of students' suitability (e.g. language and note-taking skills) and, to 
ensure quality, entrance tests or some forni of "screening" process. 
Finally, it is proposed that class sizes should not be too large, due to the potentially 
high leve! of support students will need, although no clear indication was given of 
numbers. The provision of suitable study material is seen as an important issue in the 
support of students and maintenance of quality of delivery. 
Tutorial/Pastoral Suppor t 
In the initial stages of a course, assistance from the educational institution is viewed as 
particularly important. Practical académie support would be regarded as very helpful, 
with structured support sessions very important, especialfy for those less able to cope. 
The suggestion is that at least one hour's pastoral and one hour's tutoria! sessions for 
small groups should be allocated per week. 
Teaching and tutorial staff should posses great sensitivity and understanding, especially 
with respect to the needs of Muslim women. This aspect would be greatly assisted if 
tutors or mentors were drawn from the community. For example it was identified that 
up to eight people in the community have obtained degrees from abroad which are 
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unrecognised in this country. These individuáis could play a significanl role in assisting 
students at Golden Hillock. Complimentary to this would be the use of existing Asian 
students who are in their third year of a degree course and can offer peer support and 
advice on negotiating with HE. Staff from the HE institutions that actually know the 
community would be an important asset. 
What Type of (Women Friendly) Courses Should be Offered? 
Generally speaking it was considered that vocational courses are nearly always 
preferred. Modular type courses with flexible delivery were identified as being best 
suited to the needs of the community. Educational institutions must take the lead in 
this type of provision and recognising educational achievements gained abroad. 
The following were indicated: 
• teacher training/ classroom assistants/ national curriculum subjects; 
• religious studies; 
• social sciences/ counselling/ child care; 
• languages; 
• degrees in Islamic studies/ Arabie/ Urdù; 
• courses aimed at recognising and building upon degrees obtained from abroad 
(AP[E]L); 
• post graduate courses such as one year Ceri. Ed.; 
• pre-entry (taster?) modules to ensure people can cope with the demands of study; 
• business and management; 
• finance; 
• law; 
• medicine. 
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Other Issues 
Generally, opinions raised in previous questioning were reiterateti. Most notably: 
• finance 
- costs to be kept to a minimum; 
Small Heath is a "poor area", so many potential students cannot meet costs; 
- extended families of perhaps 100+ have continuing social and financial 
commitments (for example, fréquent community weddings and célébrations;. 
- even as little as £200 would be difficult to pay; 
Golden Hillock attracts students because of free courses. 
• counselling and one-to-one guidance will be important, with approachable and 
supportive tutors; 
• importance of the fäct that local people relate closely to Golden Hillock due to 
- cultural and ethic awareness; 
religious awareness; 
community landmark; 
sensitivity of needs. 
Therefore: . 
• building working relationships is a key factor when proposing and implementing 
HE. 
General Summary of Conclusions and Observations 
"The markeî is there, if we canprépare people îhere is no prohlem ". 
Building Partnerships is viewed as the key to progress. The above quotation is an 
extremely positive statement, but it cornes with a very important caveat. Bridges must 
be built to enable projects such as widening participation to succeed. At ail stages 
close co-operatiorï and communications between the HE provider and Golden Hillock 
must be maintained. 
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Community représentatives must be actively involved in the process of setting up HE 
study (and also running it as well). Their input with respect to the types of courses and 
nature of provision is vital if the confidence of the locai community is to be gained and 
high drop out rates avoided (which sometimes occurs if community concerns are noi 
fully addressed). One method suggested that may help this process is to canvass 
community elders. For example, on occasions men undertaking visits to the Mosque 
have been quesîioned on their opinions. A leaflet was suggested that could ask such 
questions as: 
- what type of courses do you want offered for you or your children? 
what community provision would like to see? 
do you want thèse courses offered? 
what would be your main concern? 
If widening participation is to succeed within Golden Hillock then it is important that 
other key thèmes identified throughout the interviews are addressed. 
• Flexibility and Quality - Delivery should be flexible in both its style and timetable. 
However quality must be maintained throughout; careful assessment of student 
capabilities will help rétention rates and foster confidence. 
• Sensitivity '-" Vitally important, particularly with respect to Muslim women. The 
needs of the community must be considered constantly, placing curriculum delivery 
within the Community Centre will be essential in meeting those needs. 
• Tutoring and Guidance - Setting up a reliable system of mentoring will assist 
greatly, especially for students in the early stages of study. It will provide firm 
foundations for lasting success, reduce drop out rates and encourage enrolment. 
• Finance - Ways must be sought of supporting both the Centre and the individuai. 
• Resourcing - The Centre must be adequately equipped to enable students to have 
the same opportunities as traditional students on Campus. 
Récognition - Due récognition of past study (sometimes achieved abroad) and help 
with languages and IT skills could play an important rôle in student developmenî. 
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CASE STUDY NUMBER T W O 
The Muath Welfare Trust 
The Bordesley Centre 
Stratford Road 
Camp Hill 
Birmingham B111AR 
Introduction 
Founded in 1993, the Muath Welfare Trust is dedicated to assisting the locai (Yemeni) 
community's cultural needs with respect to educational programmes, social welfare, 
religious activities and récréation. 
The Trust's base is The Bordesley Centre, a large (ex)school building situated in the 
Camp Hill/Bordesley Green area of inner city Birmingham. The area has a large ethnie 
population which is challenged with many of the problems associated with inner city 
areas, such as high unemployment and limited opportunity. The Trust provides a key 
focus in meeting and understanding the needs and problems of the community it 
serves. 
The Trust commands a wide student profile and serves people from a number of 
backgrounds, including: 
• Pakistani; 
• Yemeni; 
• Egyptian; 
• Iraqi; 
• Bangladeshi. 
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There are around 250 students enrolled on a variety of courses. Of thèse, around 200 
are women on mainJy daytime courses (the majority part time, but around 40 full time); 
many of the 50 or so males attend evening courses. 
Courses offered include: 
• Arabie studies and languages; 
• Islamic studies; 
• A-Level Urdù; 
• GCSE/NVQ business administration, 
• ESOL 1 and 2; 
• OCN qualifications; 
• computing; 
• teacher training and child care; 
• counselling; 
• a number of other business and training programmes. 
The courses are offered through a partnership with East Birmingham College, but the 
Trust offer other services such as specialist training programmes in cultural awareness 
and a consultancy service, ail with respect to the Muslim way of Hfe. They are also 
hoping (with EBC) to offer an Access to HE course in Arabie and Islamic Studies. 
The Centre is able to offer a variety of other facilities, including: 
• on site Mosque; 
- • crèche facilities; 
• 12 computers; 
• a small library; 
• catering; 
• conférence centre; 
• sports hall; 
• youth club; 
• a hostel for visiting (maie) students; 
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Women's Centre (They are hoping to employ an Arab Women's Development 
Worker in the near future). 
Interviewées 
Name Title 
Hamid Lea 
Kassim Ahmed Administration Manager 
Education and Training Manager 
Findings 
Opinions on Educational Provision, With Résped to HE 
It was suggested that the Trust would like to provide a continuity of éducation frorn 
7+ and upward and want to becomé involved in the delivery of HE courses (in much 
the same wày as their partnership with EBC). However, it is regarded as very 
important that a sound base in terms of éducation for younger people is established so 
that their educational expérience is a good one that will foster continuing study. 
It is believed that there is a current demand for HE and it is certainly worthwhile 
pursuing, therefore courses should be introduced as soon as reasonably possible as part 
of broadening opportunkies in éducation. There is already HE level study of a type at 
the Centre, through a passion for knowledge and study that certain students already 
possess, but this is not backed by any formai récognition. 
Perception of Current Limitations or Restrictions (e,g. physical/organisational/ 
logistica!). 
Generally speaking, it is believed that the physical and the administrative structure is in 
place, although a limited number of courses should be prudently matched to the 
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facilities at the Centre. It was suggested thaï existing support staff could certainly deal 
with the responsibilities of such provision. 
The Requirement for Additional Resources 
Although the library is small, the Centre staff are continualiy attempting to build up 
this resource. While it is quite generai with respect to Islamic/Arabie Studies it will 
need extra resources and core texts in order to cope with HE courses. In addition, 
further IT provision is thought désirable. It is conceded that thèse requirements will 
have to be Hnked to a cosî-effective system. 
Views on the Delivery of H E Courses 
It was suggested that activity based learning, rather than just formai lecturing should 
form a key part of the expérience. Where teaching does occur, it should involve small 
groups, as with the Mosque based Qu'ran teaching. However, what is vitally important 
is that the calibre of the teacher should be closely matched to the needs of the students. 
This is an area that in terms of staffing requires further development. 
It is agreed that no one spécifie method of delivery should be relied upon. Instead the 
opportunity should be taken to include a variety of formats, including: 
• IT/computers; 
• distance learning; 
• video; 
• lectures; 
• practical workshops. 
However, it is believed that for example, as an aid to teaching Arabie, IT would not be 
sufficient enough in itself. 
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It is hoped lhat links will be made with Arab universities abroad and access to thèse 
institutions would prove advantageous. Another suggestion was that an attempt could 
be made to 'dovetail' HE courses with the^Yemeni Institute since this organisation 
offers a high standard of éducation in the Yemeni National Curriculum to students 
from 7-20 years of âge. 
Quality Issues 
Good quality teaching and delivery was of particular concern. For example a non-
Muslim teacher in Islamic Studies would not be crédible in the students' perceptions. 
The curriculum itself was identified as a cause for concern. It was suggested that many 
Muslims are wary of the mind-set of secular universities in terms of their curricula and 
of Student life on university campuses. Delivery must be considered carefully in order 
to address the spiritual, moral and cultural issues that are regarded as important in the 
character forming process that a student undertakes. 
Tutorial/Pastoral Support 
This was viewed as a very important aspect of student needs. The student/teacher 
relationship should be geared so that the sensitive needs and aspirations of the student 
are flilly understood. Students may require a significant amount of tutoria! support and 
advice, whether it be community support or university assistance. Some help with 
languages.may also be required. With respect to religious studies, Muslim tutors are 
essential. 
What Type of (Women Friendly) Courses Should be Offered? 
• Islamic studies; 
• Arabie studies (language); 
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• womerrs srudies; 
• child development/education/nursery nursing/teacher training. 
Other Issues 
• The issue of trave! was raised. For single people it was deemed not to be too 
much of an issue. But for mature women with family commitments it would be far 
more difficult; the provision, support and resources should therefore be made 
available at the Bordesley Centre. Many people would prefer to study at the 
Bordesley Centre because of its sensitivity of provision and knowledge of the local 
community. 
• Flexibility of provision was regarded as a key élément in widening participation. If 
courses can be offered within a timetable which incorporâtes evening and weekend 
access to lectures etc., then this will go a long way to encouraging those who have 
other commitments during traditional weekday/daytime study. 
Other comments and suggestions include: 
• collaboration important in ensuring courses run well and progress is made; 
• secondaient of staff for developmental work (e.g. Islamic/Arabic Studies) will aid 
progression of HE provision; 
• a three year plan in terms of 
- university/community development to ensure strong roots; 
- marketing strategy; 
the practical possibility_of tying in with proppsed summer schqols may help widen 
the projects appeal; 
working through a pilot project so that on-going problems can be identifled and 
addressed; 
a partnership should be formed which will help build confidence in the community. 
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General Summary of Conclusions and Observations 
Clearly, the Muath Weifare Trust is intent on widening its educational provision to 
incorporate higher éducation, and that there would appear to be a demand for such 
courses. However, in the course of the interviews a number of réservations were 
expressed which need to be addressed with sensitivity and thoroughness. A number of 
recurring thèmes and concerns that were especially emphasised included in the 
following matters: 
• Sensitivity to Needs - It is essential that careful thought and considération should 
be applied at ail times. Especially when identifying teaching staff (i.e. Muslim) who 
will have a cultural and reltgious affinity with the Muath students and can therefore 
command respect in relation to the teaching of Islamic and Arabie Studies. Helpful 
and understanding support through tutorials is also important. 
• Delivery - The method (as opposed to the medium) of delivery was given 
particular emphasis. Once again sensitivity is an issue; with the requirement for 
supportive, practical and good quality teaching. Learning should. be placed in 
context with the cultural and religious development of the Student. -
• Resources - An expansion of the existing library was deemed necessary, with key 
texts and provisions to aid study in a variety of formats. Staff as a resource was 
also referred to (see above). • 
• Flexibility and Partnership - Forming understanding collaborations and providing 
courses with flexibility to enable as many students as possible to engage in HE if 
they wish. This will be essential if widening participation is to really work. 
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CASE STUDY NUMBER THREE 
The Women's Academy. Higher Education and Sixth Form Centre. 
730 Bordesley Green 
Birmingham B9 5PQ 
Introduction 
The Women's Academy (WA) claims to be the first purpose built centre of its kind in 
the UK. It provides advanced level further education and training courses for both 
school leavers and mature women. In doing so it provides a safe, secure and 
supportive environment for women to study and gain qualifications. 
In recent years' the Small Heath/Bordesley Green area of Birmingham has been 
identified as a region associated with economic and social deprivation, populated by 
low-income families and individuals. Agencies that contributed to the funding of this 
development include: 
• Saltley and Small Heath Regeneration Budget; 
• the European Regional Development Fund; 
• the Further Education Funding Council. 
Currently over 200 students (mainly full time) study courses at the WA (provided by 
East Birmingham College). Of these : 
• approximately 80% are Muslim, many between the ages of sixteen and nineteen 
years; 
• approximately 50% of the first year entry were mature students, thought to be 
women who stayed at home after their school education but are now returning to 
continue their studies. 
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1997/8 Women's Academy (V* A) Outputs 
Table 2 Registration da ta (WA) 
• Number of studenis registered = 205 (target - 200) 
• Number of enrolments = 422 
• Number of unemployed students trained = 164 (target - 100) 
• Number of qualifications gained = 407 (target - 200) 
Progression (%) 
Figure 6 Progression outcomes (WA) 
Course FE HE Employment Other 
A Level 2 n d Year 13 53 27 7 
Alevel 1SI Year 82.5 2.5 - 15 
Tee Nat N/N. 1* Years 100 - - -
DNN 86 14 
GNVQ 50 50 
CLA1T 100 
Courses offered include: 
• A level 
- biology; 
chemistry, 
- English; 
law; 
mathematics; 
physics; 
psychology; 
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sociology; 
- Urdu. 
• BTEC National Diploma in childhood studies; 
• NNEB nursery nursing', 
• Advanced Diploma in childhood éducation; 
• Advanced GNVQ - business studies; 
• RSA CLAIT; 
• first aid. 
The WA currently has a ninnber of good quality lecture roorns, kitchen faciiities and 
15 computers with internet faciiities. 
Interviewées 
Name Title 
Julie Allder Director 
Jan Flint Programme Team Leader - GCSE's and A-levels 
Findings 
Opinions on Educational Provision, With Respect to HE 
Higher éducation forms pan of the full title of the Women's Academy and is indicative 
of the opinions and aspiration expressed during interviews. Certainly the WA intends 
to participate in assisting delivery of HE courses and suitable progression routes 
(although not necessarily actually delivering content). The WA wish to work actively 
in widening access for local students who are unable (or unwilling) to travel to other 
campuses. 
Interviewées expressed the desire to make contacts and build partnerships with HE 
providers. In doing this the WA emphasised the need for flexibility, both in modes of 
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delivery and providing timetables that incorporate both full-time and part-time study, 
evening and possibly weekend study. 
On a more general note, the hope is that the majority of students will do HE courses 
and become role models within the community. There is a "rea! pool of talent and 
intelligence" which may be in danger of being underused, especially if the potential of 
these students is not met by meaningful careers. 
Perception of Current Limitations or Restrictions (e.g. physicaì/organisational/ 
logistica!). 
lt was noted that existing staff at the Academy will not have sufficient time for any 
great involvement in new courses. The différent (longer) timetable from that of 
universities means that WA tutors are heavily committed to marking and preparatory 
work when not teaching. 
Close co-operation must be achieved in order to combine resources and prepare 
materials. The time involved in setting up courses is also a concern. It was therefore 
suggested that a clear implementation pian was essential in the development stage. 
Finance is a concern. It was made clear that money must be made available to finance 
more resources and materials. Money and costs were also cited as of particular 
concern to students. 
The WA is currently undergoing major extension work to its premises, which will be 
completed by September 1999. The extra rooms and further resources (more 
computers etc) were considered essential to coping with HE study and additional 
students. Nevertheless, concerns were expressed about how best the WA could cope 
with an increase in courses. 
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The Requirement for Additional Resources: 
• more books/journals; 
• additional computers coming on line later in the year will assist in delivery; 
• technological compatibility important; 
• staff resources very important: 
- updating staff in specific subject areas; 
- a staff development programme would help; 
- close and good working relations with Westhill/UCE. staff viewed as vitally 
important. 
Views on the Delivery of HE Courses 
Flexibility should be maintained, but a number of delivery techniques were forwarded; 
• distance learnìng, weekend and summer schools to help prepare students for the 
rigours of HE; 
• video conferencing for students wanting to join ih with lectures taking place on 
other campuses; 
• IT/internet as a study aid, with email support; 
• lectures recorded on videotape so they can be re-scheduled for later study with 
handouts; 
• OU style delivery which would be well resourced. 
The style of teaching was raised as an issue of concern. Assessment and learning, it 
was suggested, should not solely rêly on formal, modes such as exams and lectures. 
Students should be assessed through a variety of exercises such as Seminars, group 
work, projects and report writing, for example. The emphasìs should be on learaer-
centred aciivities as opposed to didactic forms of teaching. Whilst students often prefer 
the teaching approach, it is believed that it will provide less opportunities for students 
to become independent thinkers and Iearners. 
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Qualiry Issues 
It was stressed that the genuine motivation of widening participation should not give 
way to a cost cutting exercise where the bottom line is financial gain. 
Through regular meetings between both parties good practice and consistent provision 
should be maintained (however, the logistics of implementation by September 1999 are 
a concern). This will help establish compatible record keeping, standardisation of 
marking and modération. One staff concern is of 'de-skilling' and 'dumbing down' if 
provision is not well thought out. 
Having the righi staff is an understandable concern. Whether it be through their own 
staff development or from the HE institution, staff sensitive to student needs and able 
to implement courses effectively will be required. This is paramount in giving good 
provision and support for students and will help develop confidence within the 
. community. 
If a *dynamic\ flexible curriculum is introduced, implications for staff include: 
training in new technology; 
training in the adaptation of'normal 1 teaching methods. 
Tutorial/Pastoral Support 
This was rather less emphasised than in the community organisations interviewed. This 
is probably because as an educational establishment, the WA is better geared to 
prò vision of this kind. However, the need for additional staff resourcing partly reflects 
concerns that existing staff will not have the time to assist students who will be 
undertaking HE study. 
'Non-traditional' students were defìnitely thought to need more support through 
regular contact. Assistance in study skills, English language and spécifie subject areas 
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all require consideration. A similar system that is currently in place at the WA could be 
suilable. For A-levels this involves weekly tutorials and in the first year they are 
centred around English skills: in the second year key skills are addressed. 
What Type of (Women FriendJy) Courses Should be Offered? 
• combined honours degrees (modularised in order to aid flexibility); 
• PGCE; 
• classroom assistant training; 
• training to be a teacher (nursery nurses); 
• management and business studies; 
• youth and community studies (in long term); 
• sociology/psychoiogy/English (most A-level enquiñes for these subjects). 
It was suggested that students did not consider career courses and progression to any 
great extent. This results in demand for courses that are "not particularly vocational". 
Other Issues 
• It has already been emphasised that finance should not be the solé reason for HE 
establishments offering to widen panicipation. Nevertheless, when- questioned 
about general issues, it was identified that for the WA, finance plays a vita! role in 
their ability to achieve this concept.' Acknowledgement of pay for weekend work 
was an example cited. It was advised that the funding the methodology should be 
fully investigated. 
• The subject of travel was highlighted. Generally the students at the Women's 
Academy are from the immediate locality, they are not keen on travelling and often 
get ferried to the Centre by male family members. Increasing numbers of students 
are travelling from further afield but when it comes to examinations, for example, 
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most of them do not Iike to travel or engage within the EBC main campus. 
AJthough engendering confídence to travel further was viewed as a worthy aim, in 
reality courses will need to be provided to a large extent within the centre. 
• There was a general feeling that both the WA and the HE provider should work on 
an equal footing to obtain máximum advantages for both parties. For example, 
there should not be just a one-way referral of students; in other words Westhill and 
UCE should reciprócate where appropriate. In addition, the WA and the HE 
provider should combine to form a common and coherent marketing and business 
plan. The WA could also offer Westhill/UCE stafF training in assessment skiíls for 
TDLB D32/33 and 34, and promote APL schemes. 
• Concern was expressed that any one group of staff should not feel the "poor 
relation" in any links with HE institutions. 
• It was suggested that it would be unwise to offer too much too soon, and that 
perhaps a pilot scheme should be considered followed by expansión at a later date. 
General Summary of Conclusions and Observations 
Clearly, the Women's Academy is different in many ways to an institution such as 
Golden Hillock which emphasises a variety of community related provisión. The 
essential difference is that the WA is purely an educational institution. Because of this 
they are well geared to progressing at a quick pace towards the development and 
delivery of higher education courses. This is regarded by its clients as an important and 
worthwhile development, a chance to broaden horizons and gain opportunities on 
women's own terms. 
However, some of the concerns and observations highlighted during the interviews are 
similar to those raised within the community organisations that form part of this 
research. To re-emphasise the most common themes; 
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Forming Partnerships - Seen as imponant to the success of widening 
participation Partners should work actively and closeiy towards a commonJy 
agreed progression route for students, but which satisfies the providers that each 
partner is geared to coping with new courses. A partnership should help build trust 
and mutual respect between staff of both institutions. 
Flexibiîiîy - The ability to provide courses across a broad timetable was identified. 
Delivery - A wide range of techniques should be utilised to aid flexibility of study 
and the timetable. A pilot scheme was considered important in order to test 
Systems, methodology and responses; building on such a scheme as time 
progresses. 
Finance - The concerns about financing staff, students and resources will not 
dissipate without a full investigation and explanation of how additional funding will 
be found to meet the identified needs. 
Resourcing- the WA are due to have additional computers and rooms which will 
aid greatly the delivery of HE courses. However, this should be supported with 
more books, journals and staff support. 
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CASE STUDY NUMBER FOUR 
Sparkhill & Sparkbrook Community College - 524 Centre 
524 Stratford Road 
Birmingham B11 4AJ 
Introduction 
The 524 Centre forms pan of South Birrningham College; Iocated on the busy 
Stratford Road around which the communities of Sparkhill and Sparkbrook are 
situated. These communities have a high proponion of ethnic minorities and, as an 
inner city area, are challenged with associated problems such as unemployment and 
social deprivation and exclusion. 
The 524 Centre is a thriving and active community college that is expanding on a 
regulär basis. Students and courses are split between the main building and up to thirty 
satellite 'Locai Access Centres', predominantly primary schools. A high proponion 
(between 75-90%) of students are women (many are Muslim), although some courses 
attract a more equal gender split. It is estimated that there are approximately 800 FTE 
students. 
Courses offered are numerous and varied, but include: 
• GCSE maths and English; 
• A-level Asian Ianguages; 
• C & G teacher training; 
• BTEC computing (with HND to follow shonly); 
• childcare; 
• crafts and music; 
• ESOL; 
• media studies; 
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• practical engineering and motor skills. 
During the course of the interviews staff identified an interest and need for higher 
education courses. This is confirmed in a recent newsletter, which stated that as a 
result of an open meeting a list of over eighty names had been compiled, all interested 
in gaining HE qualifications. 
Although many of the students may come from potentially disadvantaged backgrounds, 
often brought about through unemployment, it was suggested that they have high 
educational aspirations and/or qualifications. 
The Centre itself offers many facilities, including: 
• at least eight classrooms; 
• 15 main PC's, plus 12 laptops; 
• a mobile library service linked to the main campus; 
• creche facilities; 
• cyber cafe; 
• canteen area; 
• a radio sound booth; 
• 'The Student Voice', a magazine written by students on ESOL courses; 
• a regular newsletter compiled by staff for the benefit of all. 
Title 
Assistant Principal 
Head of Department - Development & Student 
Services 
Community Development Manager 
Interviewees 
Name 
Aziza Chaudry 
Ranjit Dhanda 
Assata Owen 
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Findings 
Opinions on Educational Provision, With Respect to HE 
The présent portfolio of the Collège and its students suggests that there are positive 
intentions and a wiliingness to engage in HE courses. This appears to be endorsed 
when interviewing staff. 
It was suggested that it is important for the 524 Centre to be seen to be ofFering 
further services in principle, but there is also a tangible need and demand for HE 
provision. In effect, the 524 Centre want to respond to student needs in this area by 
offering in particular a "seamless continuum of opportunity" which in not in place at 
présent. 
HE is viewed as a natural progression in offering courses to students in the local 
community who have the appropriate expérience and qualifications. Access to HE 
could take various shapes and forms in order to meet (or generate) this demand. 
Perception of Current Limitations or Restrictions (e.g. physicai/organisationaî/ 
logistical). 
Certain issues common to other organisations were mentioned; such as carefully 
planning space for extra provision, access for disabled people and staff as a resource. 
What was particularly interesting was the notion of overcoming mental boundaries and 
restrictions for both students and staff. 
With respect to the students; by providing information and empowering the student it 
is believed that any mental barriers in the form of confidence or hesitancy will be 
overcome. Once this happens students will engage and influence what is provided for 
them and emphasise what h is they actually want. 
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Staff also have menta] obstacles and may feel comfortable with the existing provision 
and be reluctant to advise students about HE issues and therefore engage fiilly in this 
process. Paradoxically, one interviewée suggested that staff can be quite flexible and 
can adapt to engaging in différent rôles. Whichever the case, building links and 
partnerships was stated as imperative. Regular contact and dialogue was viewed as 
important in overcoming barriers. This will help initiate a culture change in the 
broadest sense. 
The Requirement for Additional Resources 
This of course dépends upon the curriculum being provided. Generally speaking, it was 
believed that providing existing staff are appropriately trained, people do have the 
capacity and knowledge to deliver higher level courses. However, they may need 
supporting with respect to current delivery techniques for HE and how students cope 
with higher level courses. It is also interesting to note the conservatism in the 
formulation of a "provided curriculum" and to contrast this with the stipulations of the 
dynamic curriculum and a more contextualised perspective which was also présent in 
the views of staff at the centre. 
A largér and better-resourced library was identified as important, although it was 
suggested that students should be familiarised with locai facilities and opportunities, 
which could help their studies significantly. A regular organised trip to the centrai 
campus was also regarded as pertinent to a student's development. 
Views on the Delivery of HE Courses 
Exposure to a whole range of formats was seen as useful, including: 
• computers; 
• video; 
• internet links with HE institutions; 
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• video conferencing. 
Using computers was suggested as way of empowering women, providing them with a 
tool that gives them more opportunities and methods of accessing information of ali 
kinds (an opinion stated in a separate case study). 
It was instructive to observe two interviewées (in separate interviews) not necessarily 
identifying the format of delivery as being criticai, but regarding the contextual value 
of course coment as particularly important. In other words "getting behind the subject 
matter" to identify the purpose and relevance of the study to the student, with respect 
to today's world and the society in which we live. By relating subject matter to 
personal expériences and understanding, it will place study into context. This will have 
immediacy for the student, who will probably enjoy the educational expérience more, 
fostering further motivation to study. To help aid this process, a mechanism should be 
in place that recognises mature students' skills and give them value. An incipient 
understanding of the dynamic curriculum can be detected in thèse remarks. 
Quality Issues 
Dialogue was identified as a key issue and if this occurs on a regulär basis then 
overcoming any issues of quality will be greatly assisted. By communicating with 
students the college can maintain its relevance in terms of provision. For example, they 
are attempting to do this with référence to black people, although "there is stili more to 
do". Clarification of what students want and what the institution expects from them 
should be defined. lf mutuai expectations are clear "then there are no rea! quality 
concerns"; especially if they are bound by standardised procédures. 
Tutorial/Pastoral Support 
Support that is particularly sensitive to the cultural and social profiles of students was 
identified as a requirement, but should be focussed and clear in purpose. Funds for a 
mentoring system was regarded as important. 
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Ii was suggested that the centre's existing mentoring scheme could be utilised (this is 
being applied to courses such as the Diploma in Public Service Interpreting, the 
Certificate in Education (Cert. Ed.) and C & G teacher training). This is a system that 
provides peer support to those just starting, by students who are further along the 
programme. Often this helps clarify issues prior to seeing a course tutor, making the 
tutoria] process much more useful to the Student. 
What Type of (Women Friendly) Courses Should be Offered? 
Although many students apparently aspire to graduate status for its own sake, there is 
a trend towards vocational courses. Courses suggested as potentially populär include: 
• teacher training *; 
• social sciences; 
• youth & community studies; 
• media studies; 
• languages. 
*Identified as particularly important, with sixty students on a waiting list already. 
Mainly Primary Teaching courses are wanted. Many women have obtained a BTEC 
National Certificate in Chilàcare but wouldprefer to pursue the teaching option. 
Other Issues 
• Travel issues were idenîified but with varying opinions. To a certain extern it was 
emphasised less compared to other organisations. In fact it was even suggested 
that it is "a red herring" and that students of ail types want to expérience campus 
life and opportunities. If the facilities are there then they will make determined 
efforts to travel (a récent analysis identified students taking up to four bus rides in 
order to get the provision they want). It is believed that students will appreciate 
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occasional trips to campus in the form of day runs, weekends or summer schools. 
Indeed, it is regarded as an important part of their development; students would 
enjoy and benefit from the resources provided on the main campuses. 
Nevertheless, provision of courses at local centres was regarded as important in the 
widening participation process. Too much travel will inhibit those with family 
commitments to both young and old. Excessive time taken in travelling relatively 
short distances correspondingly reduces the potential study time they have at home 
or in their local study centre. Thus, the main delivery of courses should be applied 
within the community. 
The following issues emerged as being of significance to the centre: 
• flexibility and accessibility of provision was required; 
• no 'pilot' courses are required, courses are wanted which are ready to run; 
• it is important to identify' the correct initiatives so that students "stay on board". 
General Summary of Conclusions and Observations 
The general perception obtained from the interviews was one of confidence and a 
readiness to participate in HE provision in order to meet the demands of existing 
students who now want to take their studies further. This reflects the nature of 
Sparkhill and Sparkbrook Community College as an establishment addressing the 
educational needs of the local community. 
The proviso is that the concerns identified above should be addressed in order to 
ensure continuity and success. It is interesting to note, as with a separate case study, an 
interviewee commenting that providers should posses "no notions" and have "open 
minds" when trying to assess community needs. 
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General thèmes derived include: 
• Partnership and Dialogue - "Widening participation in the context of HE wilf 
only work by looking at HE opportunités in the community through parniership ". 
This is a recurring thème in other case studies, which surfaces again hère. It has 
been suggested that a working partnership should be recognised at an early stage 
of the process. This will build a good foundation and will help strengthen further 
links between the collège and HE institution, fostering meaningful dialogue and 
understanding. 
• Récognition - A System should be in place that recognises people's achievements, 
particularly with référence to mature students. 
• Perceptions and Understanding - Both the 524 Centre and the HE institution need 
to be aware of student issues, local demand for particular courses and find ways of 
meeting expectations. By offering the right courses this will générale markets and 
help widen participation. 
Resources - Ensuring that staff as a resource are well prepared and confident in the 
support they have and in the subjects they are teaching. Making sure that concerns 
are met with respect to materials and books. 
If the conditions are met which foster confidence for both institutions, and students 
have a good expérience of HE, then widening participation will occur through positive 
comments and word of mouth throughout the community. 
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CASE STUDY NUMBER FTVE 
Sikh Community and Youth Service (SCYS) 
348 Soho Road, 
Handsworth, 
Birmingham B21 9QL 
Introduction 
The SCYS was established around 1980. The organisation whilst acting as a focal 
point for the local Sikh community, undertakes a diverse range of activities and 
objectives. The Sikh religion binds the organisation in its philosophy and ils projects. 
The organisation's aim is to deliver wide ranging activities in order to improve the 
quality of life for local résidents. It concentrâtes on developing "social welfare 
facilities" in order to enhance opportunities for the Sikh community in Birmingham and 
the surrounding areas. Such opportunities may include assistance in recreational, 
vocational and educational progression. Its over-arching aim is to develop the centre as 
a "one-stop-shop service", particularly for the Sikh community in Handsworth. 
The SCYS quotes four main objectives in its 1997 Trustées Report: 
(i) The Employaient Resource Centre will provide services to enhance 
employment, training and career opportunities. 
(ii) The Women's Project will provide culturally sensitive services to address 
issues of family support and leisure. 
(iii) The SCYS will seek to develop new services to promote the aim of the 
organisation, in parmership with other statvtory and non-statutory agencies. 
It identifies three core services; Sikh information and resource provision, welfare 
advice and youth projects. In addition it has a Housing Project and a Children's 
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Project. The SCYS also promote training\educational programmes (in partnership with 
South Birmingham College) and ali courses take place at the Soho Road Centre. 
Seven full/part time employees currently staff the centre. These are supported by part 
lime and/or sessional workers, and a core team of up to 40 volunteers working on 
various projects. 
The premises contain a computer centre with twelve PC's, a small library and a number 
of meeting rooms (one accommodating twenty or more people, another 
accommodating approximately ten). 
Courses currently offered at SCYS are: 
• ESOL; 
• RSA CLAIT; 
• GCSE Punjabi; 
• CIT food & hygiene; 
• Sikh studies; 
• GCSE tuition; 
• first aid. 
Interviewees 
Title 
Project Officer (Learning Centre) 
Women's Officer 
Project Co-ordinator 
Name 
Mr Surjit Virdi 
Mrs Suptal Dogra 
Mr Jatinder Singh 
Findings 
Opinions on Educational Provision, tritìi Respect to HE 
Generally speaking, ail interviewées responded positively to the notion of providing 
HE courses, especially within their own environment. There were, however, varying 
responses to potential demand. For exarhple, it was thought that courses would be well 
attended and of interest to the local (female) community. Paradoxically, it was believed 
that whilst provision of HE holds potential, "numbers are always a problem" and that 
"marketing of the produci" needs care and considération with respect to "demand and 
supply". It was also noted that elderly Citizens are interested in éducation (e.g. 
understanding computers). 
Flexibility of provision was identifïed as being important to the success of HE access 
because it is believed that needs in the Sikh community can change very quickly. It is 
understood that although Asian women would be reluctant to travel away from the 
centre, they can bring skills that will enable them to engage in the HE process. 
The centre is attempting to develop itself as a 'mini college' with a lottery funded 
Learning Centre for FE adult provision. However, it was conceded that the SCYS 
needs to market itself more; the locai community not being fully aware of the activities 
within the centre. 
Perception of Current Limitations or Restrictions (e,g. physical/organisatìonal/ 
ìogistical). 
Travel was viewed as an important issue. The SCYS act as a focus for local 
communities who are inclined not to travel any great distance. Therefore it was 
generally believed that people would not consider travelling to campus at Westhill or 
UCE, although the UCE may be more possible due to the immediacy of its location. 
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In addition the opinion was expressed that locai citizens feel that the SCYC centre is a 
safe and comfortable environment for mature adults and their offspring, both groups 
may look to undertake further/higher éducation. However, summer groups and 
occasionai visits were deemed to be acceptable, subject to adequate travel provisions. 
It was suggested that in order for HE provision to work the centre would have to be 
biased much more towards a truly educational environment. The need for facilities 
such as more formai study resources for HE students was identifìed. Childcare 
provision would also be an important issue. 
Monetary restrictions were a cause for concern, particularly with respect to the fact 
that the SCYS is lottery funded, and therefore has to meet certain criteria. 
The Requirement for Additional Resources 
The need for more hardware in the form of TVs, video, headphones etc was 
confirmed, as well as an investigation into how their computers would be best 
integrated. The présent library was fairly comprehensive, but with particular respect to 
Sikh studies. This would need more resourcing with core texts if other subjects were 
to be offered. The issue of books and crèche facilities need to be considered carefully. 
Other suggestions that should be addressed include: 
• bilingual tutors/mentors; 
• more effective study centre; - " 
• resources and course work on the internet; 
• the ability to reserve college books over the internet. 
Views on the Delivery of HE Courses 
It would appear that most of the community is nòt aware of how HE courses or 
institutions work. Help in comprehending the system and identifying the expectations 
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of both the college and Student should be formulated so that a common understanding 
can be achieved. Adaptation to HE courses was not considered a major barrier. 
The OU model was suggested as particularly pertinent, with a system of mentoring, 
educational packs and occasionai trips to campus for periods of concentrated study. 
Guidance is important (generally people are used to everything being taught), and 
course-work was also regarded as a good way of monitoring progress. The 
observation was made that, generally speaking, Asian women prefer to be taught by 
women from the same cultural background. 
Students appeared to be well motivated when using computers as part of their study. 
This type of format was considered as one that could work well, although tutoria! help 
when interacting with computers was deemed désirable. CD-ROM is thought a populär 
format through which students respond positively. The use of the internet was 
regarded as a possibility (although the timetable for being on line, with links to the HE 
institutions was uncertain). Whatever the delivery methods, flexibility was regarded as 
essential, both in terms of delivery and time-scale. 
Quality Issues 
The need was emphasised for much more of an educational type environment, in which 
women would be able to study to the best of their ability. Women must be confident 
that they are being provided with adequate course work and tutorial support. 1t was 
deemed necessary for a quality assurance system to be in place at the start of provision, 
and not just as évaluation feedback following a course. 
lt.was specifically expressed that "no assumptions should be made". The dynamics of 
each class vary greatly and because of this the HE provider must adapt to the 
educational standards of each Student and set assessments etc accordingly. In this 
respect AP(E)L may have an important rôle to play. Easy access and interaction with 
the HE provider was thought io be a necessary requirement. 
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Other concems include: 
• the importance of equal opportunities; 
• limited access to the centre for people with disabilities. 
Tutorial/Pastoral Support 
This is regarded as an important factor, and one where every effort must be made in 
order to ensure a degree of success. First of ail students should be supported when 
making their choices of courses and advised on how the system works (e.g. 
modularisation). Tutors must be fully committed to supporting students studying away 
from campus, but they should also be flexible: working with students at their own pace 
and to a non-traditional time-table. 'Professional' tutors are considered imperative in 
order to fully understand the needs of students, but preferably with a cultural and 
linguistic afnnity, thereby creating a rapport. 
Close liaison between the educational institution and the SCYS is deemed very 
important. Both compromise and mutually agreeable policies need to be ensured so 
that the tutorial system can work effectively. It was thought that perhaps a 'go-
between' working for both partners could assist this process. Obligations need to be 
identified and agreed, e.g. timetables for tuition, contact phone numbers to aid the 
support process and exchange of E-mail provision. The OU model was advanced as a 
typical scenario. 
What Type of (Women Friendly) Courses Should be Offered? 
It was thought by at least one interviewée that it is very difficult to specify the level 
and volume of demand. The subjects below act as a general guide: 
• business and management; 
• child care, primary school teaching and curriculum subjects; 
• community and youth studies; 
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• sociaJ work and psychoJogy; 
• computing; 
• accountancy; 
• medicine; 
• health studies. 
Other Issues 
A range of complementary issues was raised and were regarded as being of equal 
importance. 
• Oualifications and the education women have received from abroad (often 
involving degree programmes) needs recognition. Some of these women will 
require further study programmes in order to gain this recognition and have better 
employment opportunities. 
The diverse range of expenences that women possess should be appreciated. 
Opportunities should be available for women who have achieved GCSE/A level 
qualifications and now want to return to education after/during the raising of 
families. 
Courses should be provided that will aid mothers' education whilst their children 
are growing, furnishing them with better work opportunities afier raising their 
offspring. With résped to this issue, the provisión of childcare facilities is 
importan!. 
Fees and the financing of study could prove a barrier; especially to the 
unemployed, housewives and mothers. Paying by instalments was suggested. 
Support with language skills, including the use of bilingual tutors, will help build 
confidence. 
People with experience of multicultural needs must be actively involved on joint 
boards/committees in order to ensure success. 
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People who have particular expérience in widening participation and the type of 
educational provision this involves should be utilised. 
General Summary of Conclusions and Observations 
There are a number of thèmes and issues which were consistently raised or considered 
to be of particular importance. "Never assume anything" was a recurring phrase, this 
must be applied at ail times throughout research, development and implementation. 
The Sikh Community and Youth Service are at an early stage in their development as 
an educational provider. However, their plans are to develop this particular aspect of 
their provision and build upon the important educational opportunities they already 
supply to the community. By working closely in partnership, a long-term 
understanding can be forged which will aid this process. Récurrent thèmes throughout 
the interviews are re-emphasised below. 
• Flexibility - Whether it be the provision of tutoring, delivery methods, assessment 
or timetable. There is a need to be able to set a pace that each student feels 
comfortable with and can study when, where and at what time they want. 
• Building Lasting Partnerships - Implementing a framework and liaison mechanism 
built on mutuai trust, respect and the co-operation of ail involved. Ensuring that 
key people from within the community, with an intimate knowledge of issues 
concerning local people are involved. Only by doing this, and with respect to the 
community's own agenda and timetable, can the success of provision be achieved. 
• Récognition - The ability to recognise achievements and qualifications (perhaps 
through AP[E]L ) already gained, often from abroad. 
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• Resourcing - Gearing the centre much more as an educational establishment. 
Providing extra facilities both in terms of hardware and library stock were regarded 
as important to student development. 
• Delivery - Ensuring a wide range techniques are utilised, not least the use of 
computers and the internet. But with the proviso that course-work is very 
important. The implementation of a tutorial System with affinity to the needs of this 
particular community must be panicularly emphasised. 
• Confidence - Building confidence is regarded as very important. Students must 
feel comfortable in confiding with familiar contacts (if possible from within their 
own community). The community must feel confident about the HE provider and 
the quality of its courses. This confidence is developed through continuai and 
close assessment of community needs and by providing the correct learning 
environment, ail on the community's own terms. 
Observations and Conclusions 
Whilst there must be récognition of spécifie community needs and sensitivities, it has 
become clear from the research that a number of over-arching thèmes permeate the 
individual community organisations. 
Each thème has evolved through qualitative research across ail the case studies. 
However, by virtue of the fact that each thème has been raised frequently in some form 
or other at the interview stage, this qualitative data could also be transposed into 
quantitative results. This was not the purpose of the research method adopted in the 
project. Using triangulation of data, thematic topics have developed from converging 
évidence both within each organisation and across disparate groups. 
Valuable information can be derived from each of thèse thèmes and it is clear that if 
they can be addressed both before and during the implementation of a widening 
participation policy it will assist greatly the success of the initiative. 
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Thèmes include: 
• building partnerships; 
• flexibility and curricular innovation (which recognises expérience, identity and 
différence); 
• resources; 
• finance; 
• tutoria! support. 
This section will briefly expound thèse différent thèmes and discuss them within the 
context of debate about widening participation. 
Building Partnerships 
This concem was raised consistently by a variety of organisations. Without an effective 
mechanism of dialogue the following thèmes will not be addressed and the whole 
initiative may wither. 
The process of developing schemes through partnership has been recognised. The 
DFEE's publication "Practice Progress and Value (Learning commuâmes: Assessing 
the Value They Add) " contains advice applicable as action research. 
"Schemes are only likely to be successful if they fit in with the ambitions and desires of 
the communities they set out to serve. ...Time and trust are important in dealings with 
communities. Allow sufficient time and resources to enable trust to develop". 
Without exception, each of the collaborative study groups associated with the research 
have suggested the need for working partnerships which will, over time, produce a 
successful strategy and trust,,both within the organisation and the wider community it 
serves. 
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Trust and confidence through the involvement of représentatives from the community 
on consultative groups were promoted by both SCYS and Golden Hillock. If people 
who have a wide ranging but in-depth knowledge of their community are then seen to 
be actively involved in the widening participation process, foundations will be laid for 
genuine growth of students (e.g. Muslim women) turning to HE study. From previous 
expérience, the Golden Hillock community has been concerned with implementation 
without full consultation. It is particularly appropriate with respect to issues sensitive 
to cultural identity and expectations, for example, meeting the needs of Muslim 
women's study groups. 
The Women's Academy aJso stressed the need for partnership, but in a more 
immédiate and direct context which reflects that institution's mission. They seek an 
active partnership that will address a number of issues quickly, e.g. 
• suitable progression routes; 
• marketing plans; 
• compatibility of IT and assessment methodology; 
• implementation plans; 
• resources and finance. 
Flexibility and curricular innovation 
In many ways this is the true test of widening participation and providing a dynamic 
curriculum. Flexibility of study programmes has been a continuing thème throughout 
the whole range of interviews. Widening participation within thèse communales will 
only be achieved through flexibility of: 
• timetables;' . ' 
• curriculum; 
• delivery; 
• récognition; 
• travel arrangements. 
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Timetables - The ability to provide courses where students can timetable study 10 îheir 
own needs and the practical arrangements of the community centre is essential. 
However, in many ways notions of timetabling are anachronistic. Whüst tutorials and 
lectures require regular time Windows, every effort should be made to introduce 
flexibility of provision through other learning (as opposed to teaching) methods. This 
will help the students: 
- schedule their work around other commitments (faith/family/work); 
- undertake summer or preparatory programmes of study; 
- utilise the learning environment within each centre to its maximum; 
pace their study; 
- utilise non-traditional timetables of study (evenings/weekends/inter-semester 
breaks). 
Curriculum - Strict adhérence to subjects.traditionally run within the HE establishment 
will stifle potential cohorts. However, there is some corrélation between subject 
demand and existing provision, for example: 
business and management studies; 
teacher training; 
national curriculum subjects; 
- psychology; 
counselling and community studies; 
child care; 
religious studies; 
- Islamic studies. 
More work needs to be done if the notion is to créate demand by encompassing the , 
interests of communities and recognising learning activities within each group. Areas 
of interest suggested at interviews with staff (which should be compared with 
interviews with students) include: 
languages (e.g. Urdu and Arabie); 
- IT; 
Sikh studies; 
medicine; 
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- accounting; 
- ESOL; 
- classroom assistant training; 
accréditation of prior leaming; 
combined studies programmes. 
Whilst some of thèse subjects sit comfortably within existing parameters of provision, 
care should be taken to investigate the spécifie interests of students. For example, it 
may be that students have particular expertise and knowledge that they would like to 
tap into as part of their study. HE providers should be adaptable enough to recognise 
this instead of enforcing their own research interests. It is within this area that the 
application of a dynamic development of provision and opportunities may be best 
addressed. Areas of study could also centre around the community centre's own 
interests and expertise, the acknowledgement of thèse activities by mapping against the 
universities' own interests may well be welcomed by community groups. 
Delivery - To help achieve a more flexible and dynamic delivery, a number of methods 
havë already been proposed, including; 
distance learning; 
OU style delivery; 
video and video conferencing, 
internet, e-mail, CD ROM; 
weekend and summer seminars; 
practical based work and discussion in addition to or as substitutes for some forms 
of written work. 
It was noted (particularly by staff representing ail female study groups) that whatever 
the method of delivery, it should be reinforced by practical course work with regular 
assignments and assessments. A well-structured tutoring system was proposed in order 
to give optimum support. 
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Récognition - HE providers must show flexibility in terms of recognising the 
expérience, éducation and life skills of women in these communities. The 'A* 
level/Access pre-requisites for entry are no longer sufficient if market driven and 
widening participation concepts are to be achieved. 
Currency by means of credit, and mechanisms such as AP(E)L could provide a 
framework that will help bring Muslim women into HE by accrediting their 
achievements. APEL modules can not only help prepare students for study, by 
recognising prior learning, they will also be given a step up on their path towards 
higher éducation qualifications. Both the SCYS and Golden Hillock specifically 
mentioned accréditation as an issue for students (maie and female) who gained 
qualifications abroad but do not receive genuine récognition for them in this country. 
Such students may especially benefit from this A]pEL process. Diagram 1. below 
suggests a possible scenario. 
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Diagram 1. Récognition for overseas graduâtes 
OVERSEAS GRADUATE 
(A level standard?) 
THEORY & PRACTICAL 
STUDY 
APEI? 
o 
PRACTICAL WORK EXPERIENCE & FURTHER 
STUDY 
GREATER 
EMPLOYABILITY 
m-
m. 
m 
3 
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Traveî Arrœigements - Highlighted extensively vvithin each case study, the need is to 
reduce travel to a bare mmimum. If indeed flexibility of provision can be achieved then 
it must overcome the requirement for visiting central campuses. Courses must be 
delivered from within the comrnunity if HE providers aim to address one of the 
primary needs of Muslim women 
Resources 
Resources are a genuine concern which ail institutions and organisations face. 
Resources are always at a premium and ail of the comrnunity organisations involved in 
this research expressed the need for additional resources to help students involved in 
higher éducation study. It is perhaps a practical concern that has not been addressed to 
any great extent within purely académie debate. 
Particular and common areas of concern include: 
• a well-stocked library with articles, books journals etc, directly relating to areas of 
study; 
• enough IT provision that is compatible with the HE provider; 
• staff training or extra staff to cope with additional courses; 
• crèche facilities; 
• more study areas. 
Finance 
Cost assessment is not onfy identified as important for the provider organisation, but it 
has already been noted in each of the case studies (particularly raised by Golden 
Hillock) how even the smallest fees for enrolment and examinations can inhibit the 
chances of a course running. 
The présent government has identified lifelong learning and widening participation as 
an important feature of its éducation policy. The real test will be in finding practical 
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ways to encourage students financially, and not only evolving Systems of adapting 
provision to incorporate those who have not traditionally been involved in higher 
éducation. The community groups described in this research are active in areas of 
Birmingham which have a history of economie problems, unemployment and decline. It 
follows thaï if Westhill is to help meet their economie and cultural needs through 
widening participation, financial pressures on individuate and families which may 
prevent significant involvement in higher éducation must be addressed. 
Tutorial Support 
This is a subject that has been highlighted in particular by community organisations. 
Tutorial support has been identified as important in the delivery format of courses. 
Their suggestion is that through effective use of tutorial support student rétention on 
courses will be greatly assisted. It could take various forms: 
• bilingual tutors to aid study and act as bridge between students and HE; 
• tutorial support through E-mail.; 
• tutorial support outside normal college hours; 
• tutors sensitive and flexible to the needs of each community, 
• uîilising mentors within the community who may have received higher éducation 
from abroad (see diagram 1 - Page 135). 
Tutorials may require both académie advice and pastoral care. If a system is put in 
place that can involve trained or qualified individuate from within each community, it 
will build confidence and support perceptions of partnership. In short, the dynamic . 
curriculum requires dynamic tutors! 
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General Summary 
In many ways the whole thrust of this research and the conclusions it has reached is a 
major part of a needs anarysis process for thèse community groups. But each 
community is différent, with independent challenges that can change quickly. To repeat 
one interviewée "no assumptions should be made". The over-arching thèmes in this 
conclusion are important, but care and sensitivity should be considered when applying 
them to each organisation. Identification of more spécifie community needs can be 
found in the case studies. 
In proposing HE provision, and thus widening participation, with respect to the 
various community groups (and perhaps especially for Muslim women) identified in 
this research project, interested parties should take heed of the following statement. 
(Education for ail)., "cannot be realised through institutionally-based éducation.... 
Only by reducing the need for teacher médiation, and by making use of the full panoply 
of communication média, is there the possibility of providing access to éducation, and 
especially higher éducation" 
The Open University, E355 Block BAdult learning: individual, group and 
community, P. 8. (1984). 
The implementation of the findings of this research is a continuing task for the 
partnership(s) which exist between the learning communities and the higher éducation 
institutions which took part (Westhill, the University of Birmingham and the University 
of Central England (UCE). Much undoubtedly remains to be done to meet the 
plethora of learning needs covered in this part of the explication. However, one fact 
has been established beyond contention. This is the récognition that for communities 
themselves which have faced récent économie insecurity and social/cultural 
marginalisation, there is increasingly a demand for opportunities, where once they 
expected threats and exclusion. Lifelong learning and widening participation in 
éducation therefore are now at the centre of community concern rather than beyond 
the boundary! 
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Phase 3 
Towards Solutions and Outcomes 
Part 1 - Establishing A Centre of Achievement for The Learning Age 
The publication of the government's The Learning Age (DFEE 1998) consultation 
paper signalled clearly its commitment to reshaping post-compulsory éducation. The 
paper is a positive response to many recommendations for the reform of FE and HE 
set out in the Kennedy (1997) and Dearing (1997) reviews. However, some of the 
basic assumptions of The Learning Age draw upon well established educational 
philosophy first cogently argued by R.H. Tawney in the second and third décades of 
this Century, and subsequently restated some 50 years later in The Russell Report on 
Adult Education . 
The ideals of establishing broad participation in educational opportunities and that 
this should take place throughout each individuar s life-time, have been encapsulated 
in the terms Widening Participation and Lifelong Learning. This positive message 
that lifelong learning should become a norm within British society was made by 
David Blunkett, the Secretary of State for Employment and Education, in his 
introduction to The Learning Age (1998). What is new in The Learning Age is that 
thèse calls for a new approach to post-compulsory éducation have come from 
government, rather than from Professionals or lobby groups. Thus, after nearly a 
Century of philosophical debate and uncoordinated initiatives there is an indication 
of a strong central commitment to the reform and restructuring of the FE and HE 
Systems, such that they should become more widely used by people throughout their 
lifetimes and thus help shape a society which is more highly skilled and culturally 
enriched, and which promûtes active citizenship and combats social exclusion. The 
Learning Age and its calls for Widening Participation and Lifelong Learning may 
now become fully integrated imo the mainstream of higher éducation. Many 
practitioners must hope this will be the case. However, the project under scrutiny 
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here has had io consider the following summary of the policy context and the six 
questions which arise from it as pan of a criticai and informed response. There is 
little doubt that The Learning Age has had an impact upon strategie thinking within 
Westhill and the wider University of Birmingham. These questions and the 
summarising responses are offered here to raise questions for considération in the 
context of the establishment of Westhill's and the University of Birmingham's new 
strategie alliance. The answers to the six questions are a schema only, intended to 
put the wider policy issues in the frame alongside the more specific and localised 
concerns of the strategie alliance which were negotiated during the évolution of this 
project. The project makes no claim to a social scientific policy analysis, however 
it has attempted to incorporate thèse policy concerns within its view of a new 
'centre' for the strategie alliance. Part 1 of Phase 3 therefore represents a manifesto 
for the new Westhill, as part of the University of Birmingham, whilst part 2 
adumbrates some of the major outeomes of the development work for which the 
author (the Deputy Principal) has been responsible during the gestation period of the 
alliance. 
The Learning Age and the new policy context: some initial considérations: 
• éducation and training policies are displacing industriai and employment policies 
as employment stratégies; 
• economie change is seen as education-led; 
• employability is presented as an economie (and human) alternative to welfare 
dependency and the rising cost of welfare; 
• a new emphasis is on the individual's responsibility for learning; 
• 16-19, 18-25 and adult and continuing éducation policies are seen as part of a 
strategy for lifelong learning; 
• the meaning of participation in éducation is shifting from a focus on institutions 
to a focus on learning; 
• the next phase of educational reform will be seen to focus less on éducation as 
the insulated activities of specialised institutions such as school, collèges and 
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universiùes and more on the Connecting activities of educational institutions 
pervading the rest of society; 
• ail thèse policies nave a dual potential which can be explored through the 
following questions: 
1. What is lifelong learning? 
• Rhetoric to mask the government's failure to tackle more fundamental problems 
and little more than collection of re-cycled ideas including: 
- learning centres in shopping mails; 
- The University for Industry (Ufi); 
- learning on the internet; 
• a term without focus, priorities or définition; 
• the centrepiece of an education-led strategy for modernising Britain; 
• the best opportunity we have for achieving a more just society in the 21st 
century; 
• an idea which recognises the new learning and the challenges posed by deep 
social changes in pur society - in particular: 
- the need to support learning across the lifespan; 
- that learning challenges are not linked to particular ages or stages of life; 
- that the contexts in which people need to learn encompass an increasingly 
wide range of sites and settings. 
Perhaps it would be fair to argue that it is an idea which emphasises the need for 
individuate to take greater responsibility for their learning, but neglects the need to 
create the context which would make that a reality? 
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2. What are the implications of taking the idea of lifelong learning seriously? 
• It will need a significant shift of resources from: 
- initial to continuing éducation; • 
- full to part time study; 
- higher to further éducation; 
- from formai to informai learning; 
- from a provided to a constructivist curriculum; 
- from educational institutions to the sites where people live, work and 
learn. 
The contradictions of a lifelong learning strategy will have to be faced. For example 
the major lifelong learning stratégies will involve: 
• increasing use of information and communication technologies; 
• promoting workplace learning which is likely to benefit existing successful 
learners and create more inequality not less; 
• a radical re-assessment of our approaches to learning that has hardly begun; 
• a récognition that lifelong learning is not a late 1990s substitute for improving 
mainstream provision. 
3. What are the problems in current government policies towards lifelong 
learning? 
• It is a collection of initiatives rather than a strategy, and we must continue to 
consider: 
- funding child care in collèges; 
- access funds for needy students; 
- funds for widening participation; 
- New Deal and Welfare to Work; 
- 'basic skills' summer schools; 
- Ufl-brokering éducation and training in workplaces; 
ILAs-individual learning accounts. 
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• the qualifications, funding and institutional structures of post compulsory 
éducation are being left largely unchanged; 
• TECs, NVQs, and the qualification system do not provide incentives for lifelong 
learning; 
• the industrial and économie structure does not provide incentives for the majority 
to become lifelong learners: 
- upskilling is not the only path to business success; 
- many unskilled jobs remain; 
- a high-skill economy needs lifelong learners, but it also needs new 
approaches to: 
• human resource management; 
• product design and marketing; 
• supplier relations; 
• access to investment capital; 
• major structural barriers to lifelong learning remain for the majority: 
poor previous éducation persists; 
- Iow incomes and jobs without progression possibilities persist; 
- class, race and gender inequalities persist; 
• there is no investment parallel to that in ILAs (individual learning accounts) and 
the UFI in new approaches to learning - e.g.: 
- integrating workplace and collège learning; 
- using information from the internet to reflect on practice and expérience; 
- establishing and sustaining new learning communities; 
- support for a dynamic curriculum and networks of learning. 
4. What is needed in a lifelong learning strategy? 
• a focus on the demand as well as supply of learning; 
• a reform of the industrial structure- promoting new régional industries; 
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• a coherent system of post compulsory education chat stimulates individuai 
learning and creation of new leaming communities; 
• social policies to overcome structural barriers; 
• improving the childcare and benefits system; 
• creating incentives for combining pan time work, benefits and learning; 
• a collaborative research and development programme on new approaches lo 
learning; 
• de-monopolisation of the 'leaming and knowledge industry'. 
5. How could we respond to The Learning Age? 
• welcome the broad idea lifelong learning and question the detail? 
• transform a collection of initiatives into a strategy; 
• identify priorities: 
- ILAs or full-time higher education ? 
- promote pan-time or full-time study opportunities? 
© expand opportunities for sub-degree study through new types of FE/HE links; 
• promote the realistic possibilities of workplace and community learning through 
ICT; 
• explore a basìs for 'integrating adult and continuing education and 16-19 
education into a lifelong strategy; 
• argue for (a) new forms of education/industry links and (b) research and 
development into new approaches to learning. 
6. What are the lifelong learning possibilities for the future? 
• a marginai addition to existing provision 
OR 
• an educational revolution with lifelong learning at the centre of educational 
policy and priorities J 
OR 
• an incrementai revolution leading to an education system based on lifelong 
learning 
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• this will be led by: 
- localities and régions; 
- institutions and clùsters; 
- professional in partnership with enterprises and community groups (the 
dynamic curriculum); 
• lifelong learning must therefore begin with learners and potential learners in 
context. 
The Learning Age is not prescriptive and genuinely appears to seek ideas which will 
develop the vision through initiatives and expérimentation. The challenges which 
face HE in engaging fully with thèse ideas are perhaps greater than in other sectors 
of éducation. Furthermore, in research-led universities, such as the University of 
Birmingham, with their emphasis upon research excellence and the attraction of 
young full-time students traditionally judged as 'good' by virtue of a narrow range 
of A level grades attained at one point in their life, the language and aspirations of 
The Learning Age are perhaps not generally well understood. However, the 
challenges of The Learning Age will not go away. To demur from actively engaging 
with thèse new agendas is politically unacceptable. Indeed there are clear signs from 
HEFCE (for example see Appendix 4, document A (iii), Consultation Document 
98/39) that the future funding and growth of institutions will dépend upon showing 
a strategie response to the widening participation and lifelong learning agendas. 
This section of the explication outlines an académie plan which is designed to enable 
Westhill College of Higher Education and the University of Birmingham as an 
'alliance' to engage strategically in the development of The Learning Age agendas. 
It is built upon four assumptions: 
1. That the concepts of Widening Participation and Lifelong Learning are 
inextricably linked. 
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2. Significant progress will only be made through a srrong body of expertise centred 
around a group of académie and support staff sharing similar ambitions and 
commitments to those agendas. 
3. There will be a need for many initiatives and experiments, driven by individuals 
and groups of académie and support staff, and thèse initiatives will need to be 
evaluated and reviewed to ensure that best practice becomes well understood before 
being embedded in the institution. 
4. A récognition that the changes called for in The Learning Age cannot be achieved 
by an institution acting alone. The ambitions of establishing a learning society are 
far wider than the remit of a single HE institution and require collaboration with 
many organisations and other educational institutions. However, the 'alliance' 
between Westhill and the University of Birmingham can, and should, be both a 
leader and a catalyst for change towards the aims of The Learning Age agendas. 
For the University of Birmingham, Westhill these assumptions imply the création of 
a centre of achievement, which brings together a body of académie and support 
staff, who are well resourced and whose principal mission is to develop and deliver 
the widening provision and lifelong learning agendas. 
The alliance is fortunate in that a core of académie and support staff expertise 
already exists which can drive these developments forward. In both the University's 
School of Continuing Studies and Westhill College, valuable resources and a strong 
body of expérience and expertise are established which currently address différent 
aspects of The Learning Age agendas. The School of Continuing Studies has 
particular expertise in the teaching of part-time programmes to a wide general 
public, while Westhill College, through its commitment to' social inclusiveness and 
its close working relationships with the Selly Oak Colleges, has an impressive 
record of student recruitment from under-represented sectors of society. Both 
Continuing Studies and Westhill have expérience in teaching programmes which 
offer curricula which are multi-disciplinary and inter-disciplinary. The strategie 
alliance between Westhill College and the University, can ensure that the work of 
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these two existing centres provides the expertise that is required for the development 
of new initiatives and growth. 
This new centre will of itself deliver a range of teaching programmes and 
educational initiatives which genuinely offer higher education Iifelong learning 
opportunities to a wide range of people tnroughout the West Midlands region and 
beyond. However, it is not intended to be an isolated beacon within the University 
of Birmingham. It will also actively facilitate the adoption of The Learning Age 
agendas across a wide section of the University and will grow to have influence 
both regionally and nationally. 
The academic strategy which follows lays out in broad terms the principles and 
activities which are necessary to deliver a dynamic but coherent strategy for 
promoting the Learning Age agendas in the University of Birmingham as a whole 
and as a corporate body. Much of what is required is already in place either at 
Westhill College or at the School of Continuing Studies. The challenge will be to 
bring the strengths and expertise of these two centres together and manage them to 
filini existing missions more efficiently and to add new activities. While it will take 
a number of years to fully develop this strategy it should be recognised that areas of 
growth are envisaged, particularly through the attraction of new funded student 
numbers, and these should become the starting point for collaborative work between 
the School of Continuing Studies and Westhill College. In particular Westhill 
College and the School of Continuing Studies identify the following areas for urgent 
development and growth: the establishment of the idea of learning communities 
based around a range of progression and credit accumulation partnerships which are 
focused upon the University of Birmingham, work based learning (WBL) within an 
expanded and refocused continuing professional development (CPD) programme, 
the building of networks and pannerships with FE and other providers in the region, 
the development of post-graduate provision for wider communities and the use of 
new communication technologies for the delivery of new and existing curricula. 
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A centre of achievement for The Learning Age: 
Académie Strategy 
As part of a university with a strong research profile it is appropriate that this 
alliance centre will nave a teaching strategy which is underpinned or informed by an 
active research programme. Teaching must address a wide range of académie 
disciplines and interdisciplinary studies and this should be reflected in the research 
activities of its staff. In addition there is a need to research and evaluate initiatives 
and experiments aimed at furthering the widening participation and lifelong learning 
agendas, whatever their subject base. 
Teaching 
In embracing the widening participation and lifelong learning agendas the new 
centre will need to actively distinguish itself through: 
1. The high quality of its teaching 
This will be indicated by: 
- use of the university-wide modular scheme; 
- implementation of the teaching quality assurance procédures which apply 
throughout the university; 
- research based teaching; 
- a continuous programme of teacher development and training with a particular 
focus on the teaching of non-traditional students. 
2. The adoption of a Iearner centred approach 
This will be indicated by: 
- the diversity of programme types; 
- the diversity of programme content; 
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- the flexibiliry of programme delivery; 
- the flexibiliry of student progression routes; 
- the high qualiry of student support and guidance; 
- the flexibiliry of programme entrance requirements; 
- the diversity of learaing assessment procédures; 
- collaborative arrangements with organisations which represent the interests 
of individuals and groups who do not currently benefit from HE; 
- a rapid response to demands for new programmes; 
- flexible use of funding mechanism which encourage widening participation; 
- the delivery of programmes at centres throughout the West Midlands 
région; 
- the création and delivery of the University of Birmingham, Westhill dynamic 
curriculum model within a network of learning (as outlined above in Phase 
2, pan 2). 
3. A research programme which will evaluate the implementation and theoretical 
underpirïning of the Learning Age agendas as applied to higher éducation. By 
combining staff from Westhill and the School of Continuing Studies, the alliance 
centre will have académie expertise in a number of disciplines. Staff will differ in 
their commitment to research and ability to attract research funding. Where 
appropriate, staff of the centre will be encouraged to pursue research programmes, 
to publish research findings, and to establish or maintain links with cognate 
discipline and schools in other parts of the university. Such links may include 
contributing to the Research Assessment Exercise (RAE) return of an appropriate 
unit. Howéver, inclusion in any particular RAE unit's retum will be at the 
discrétion' of the head of that unit, subject to the particular strategy which is being 
pursued in order to maximise the research rating of the University. [See also the 
final section of this part of the explication on Evaluation, Research and 
Management.] 
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4. Implementatìon of the académie strategy 
• Size of the teaching programme 
Funding of the new centre will need to be underpinned by HEFCE funded student 
numbers augmented by a range of fully self-fmancing programmes, and 
programmes funded upon marginai costs. (See the Académie Plan for the strategie 
alliance below at pan 2 - pi88). 
• HEFCE funded programmes 
Currently Westhill College has approximately 2250 students, of which some 850 
FTE are HEFCE funded student numbers, most of whom are on full-time 
programmes. The School of Continuing Studies has 520 FTE currently funded by 
HEFCE, ali on part-time programmes. Thèse total FTEs will be combined and it is 
intended to seek additional FTEs from HEFCE for part-time provision Thus the 
total funded numbers of the new centre are likely to rise to approximately 1650 FTE 
within a few years. This large number will allow growth into new areas of provision 
and flexibility in the allocation of programme targets in terms of différent modes of 
delivery (particularly between full- and part-time) and between différent subject 
areas. This will permit flexibility in responding to perceived demands for différent 
programmes or the setting up of initiatives to stimulate new modes of learning or 
curricula. 
Initially the balance between funded full and part-time students will be tipped in 
favour of full-time study. However, additional student numbers and adjustments 
within the current allocation can be used flexibly to alter this balance. Current 
trends, even among full-time students towards de facto part-time study, suggests 
that this balance should move towards a majority of student numbers being allocated 
to part-time programmes. The speed of this change will dépend upon a number of 
factors, but within 5 years could result in a balance of approximately 60/40 in 
favour of part-time students. 
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• Non-HEFCE funded programmes 
In addition to thèse HEFCE funded undergraduate numbers it will also be necessary 
to grow the number of students on self-financing programmes and on post-graduate 
programmes. The latter will include an expansion of taught masters programmes 
and part-time postgraduale research programmes. Self-financing programmes will 
include an expansion of short and residential courses aimed at a general public 
audience and of continuing professional development (CPD) programmes for 
specific client groups. The volume of all this non-HEFCE funded activity will 
dépend upon mamtaining a balance between opportunities and costs. These are 
likely to change rapidly as programmes grow and decline in popularity and as 
external economic factors, which affect client groups, fluctuate. Westhill has 
recently developed a large overseas programme with over 1500 students registered 
as distance students in Israel and Africa and India. 
Implementation of a leamer centred approach 
The strategy of the centre will be to build upon the current strengths of both 
Westhill College and the School of Continuing Studies, adapting and widening 
practices which currently encourage participation in the widening participation and 
lifelong learning arenas, and developing initiatives which address new opportunities 
or tackle perceived problems. 
Diversity of programme types 
The full range of programme types will be employed. As part-time programmes 
thèse will range from non-accredited short courses, through individuai accredited 
modules, short programmes leading to named awards, to undergraduate and post-
graduate degree programmes. 
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There will be an emphasis upon prograrnines leading to named awards at each 
académie level, and thèse will nave différent entry and exit points. Programmes 
leading to named awards will employ basic building blocks of 10, 20 or 30 credit 
modules grouped into 60 credit blocks or multiples of 60 crédits. The full range of 
programmes leading to named awards will include, for example, Certificate (60 
crédits @ level 1), Cert HE (120 crédits @ level 1), DipHE (240 crédits @ levels 1 
and 2), Advanced Certificate (60 crédits @ level 3), BPhil (120 crédits @ level 3). 
The balance of thèse programmes will be regularly reviewed hearing in mind 
existing and developing markets. This will require the adoption of a culture of 
continuous review and change of académie programmes. There will be an emphasis 
within the part-time provision of programmes which are regarded as 'core' . This is 
essential in order to take advantage of recently announced funding initiatives for 
part-time students. Thèse are likely to make available bursaries and access funds 
only to part-time students who are enrolled on programmes leading to the award of 
a minimum of 60 crédits per year. However, in order to provide a diversity of study 
opporrunities, and to provide entry routes into core programmes, a balance of short 
accredited programmes and of more substamial programmes will be essential. 
Initially the balance of short to core part-time programmes will be 30:70. This 
balance will be regularly reviewed. 
In addition to this range of programmes which employ the university-wide modular 
scheme, which is becoming established nationally, it will be necessary to provide 
other short-non-accredited courses. Such courses can act as programmes which 
bring new client groups into accredited study or fulfil aims aspired to in the 
traditions of liberal adult éducation. The School of Continuing Studies' expérience 
is that the latter programmes can be made self-financing and can act as valuable 
precursors to, or extensions of, study on accredited programmes. Modules which 
bring new client groups into general level 1 accredited study, or into spécifie 
accredited programmes as pan of Widening Participation initiatives, usually require 
subsidies or bursaries to reduce fees and it will therefore be necessary to locate 
panicular funds for this purpose. 
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Diversity of programme content 
Perhaps the greatest challenge for the new centre in the delivery of The Learning 
Age agendas is in the construction of short-courses, modules and programmes which 
serve to atrract a non-traditional audience into both full and part-time study at HE 
level. However, both Westhill and Continuing Srudies have considerable expertise 
in developing curricula which are innovative and attractive to new audiences. One 
of the initial benefits of the new grouping will be the development of new 
programmes, or alternative pathways combining éléments of existing programmes 
and modules which can lead to a range of new awards. There will also be valuable 
opportunities to employ existing modules in new ways to reach différent client 
groups through différent time tabling, modes of delivery or location of delivery. 
Flexibiliry of programme delivery 
An important élément in achieving the aims of widening participation in higher 
éducation is in the provision of programmes which are available when and where 
part-time students are able to attend. It will be essential that this ethos is embodied 
within the new centre. It must be possible to make courses available within a 12 
hour day, 6 or 7 days a week, and for up to 50 weeks per year. Thus modules will 
need to be delivered in the morning, afternoon and evenings and at weekends, 
whenever client groups finds it convenient for them to attend. It will be necessary to 
consider teaching modules which are part of full-time programmes outside of what 
are currently regarded as normal undergraduate teaching hours in order that a wider 
group of people can attend part-time. This flexible timetabling inevitably leads to 
diverse work patterns for full-time académie staff but a sensible system of in lieu 
time management can ensure that programmes are delivered when students are able 
to attend. Furthermore, the centre will need to rely upon a range of académie and 
support staff who are on part-time and hourly paid contraéis. Both Westhill and the 
School of Continuing Studies and have considerable expérience of effectively 
working with people on such contraéis. Such people are often of very high calibre 
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and willing to work what are regarded as unsociable hours. However, it is essential 
that they are not regarded as secondary members of staff but are fully integrated 
into décision processes and receive developmental support. 
While the fundamental features of the centres teaching will be face-to-face contact 
between students and their lecturers and tutors, much can be gained by considering 
other forms of programme delivery using techniques of distance learning and self 
directed study. Course information can be delivered in a variety of ways using 
computer based communications technology and the centre will need to develop 
existing distance learning expertise with Westhill Collège and explore the fulï 
possibilities of thèse newer modes of delivery, mainly as an adjunct to direct 
contact. Thus, while students would maintain close contact with académie staff, an 
increasing percentage of their study could be self directed, guided by modem 
communications technology. A range of such technologies and expertise are now 
available within the University of Birmingham through both Information Services 
(IS) and a newly established facility in the School of Electrical and Electronic 
Engineering. The new centre should become another source of such expertise 
employing thèse new technologies for the delivery of programmes to a new and 
wider audience. Such technologies are typically expensive to establish and maintain 
and the resulting products, while of high quality, are often expensive to prépare and 
deliver. A particular challenge will be to fund facilities and to produce new 
technology assisted materials at a price which is sensible for attracting new client 
groups. It is recognised that initially there may be insufficient expertise within the 
new centre and that new staff may need to be brought in, as well as new equipment. 
Flexibility of student progression routes 
The modular organisation of learning within HE permits the possibility that students 
can personally meàsure and pace their progress through programmes of learning. 
Students can also pièce together alternative and personalised progression routes 
towards the attainment of a particular award, or control the pace at which crédits 
are accumulated towards awards. It will be necessary therefore to allow for the 
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possibiliry of individually planned progression routes while at the same time 
ensuring that there is adequate cohérence in the programmes followed and that 
students are tracked adequately by an administrative and computer Systems which 
are sufficienüy flexible to meet the needs of the centre, its students and the alliance 
as a whole. The key to successfully employing flexible programmes, while at the 
same time ensuring académie cohérence, is to have clear progression routes with 
cléar choice points which can support the tMnking student and place more of the 
power over curricula choice with the learner. The system must allow sufflcient 
flexibility for negotiating progression routes for individuai students whose 
aspirations or life circumstances change. Such flexibility must, however, be 
supported by an adequate support and guidance service for students (see below). 
An additional aspect of progression will be the need for the alliance to work with 
académie schools across the university to either negotiate progression routes into 
existing full-time programmes for individuai students who commence their studies 
with the new centre, or to encourage and advise schools to open their programmes 
adequately to part-time students. The former type of progression route already exists 
in that students completing certain part-time certificated HE programmes with the 
School of Continuing Studies can progress to full time study on degree programmes 
in archaeology, English and history. Such progression routes should become a 
model that is more widely adopted across the university. 
High quality student suppor t and guidance 
Expérience within Westhül College and the School of Continuing Studies, and 
elsewhere already indicates that students from non traditional backgrounds, those 
who study while in work, and those with disabilities frequently encounter a range of 
problems which require a supportive and flexible response to their problems. 
Students with disabilities, those new to HE from non-traditional backgrounds, or 
those returning to study after a long break, may require particularly fréquent contact 
and support both before and during their period of study. The REACHOUT project 
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in East Binriingham has shown the value of cohérent support as a way of bridging 
new client groups back into éducation and from FE into HE. A dedicated service 
which can be contacted through a number of routes at différent times of day, which 
can inform people of wbat lies ahead of them, steer them through choices and 
opportunities, assist in obtaining funding for study and assist in finding suppon for 
particular disabilities, will be essential in fulfilling The Learning Age agendas. 
There will also be a need for short courses and training exercises addressing 
learning and study skills which students may need to take before and during 
programmes. Such courses will need to be supported by suitable materials. To 
ensure that such initiatives happen, and are to a high qualify, staff with a specific 
rôle in thèse areas will be essential. As in the case of developing new technologies 
for guiding students' learriing, there may be insufficient expertise within the new 
centre and new staff may need to be brought in. Funding such a development may 
require additional sources and thèse will need to be actively sought, perhaps in 
collaboration with other organisations, including charities, who represent the 
interests of particular socially excluded.groups. 
Of particular importance will be the level of information services support. The 
centre will need a dedicated library and IT service which can meet the study needs 
of part-time students who may attend courses only intermittently, for example at 
weekly or monthly intervais, or exclusively at weekends. Although information 
services are always likely to be over stretched in a university the size of 
Birmingham, it is recognised that part-time students cannot compete equally with 
full-time students for the same facilities. Therefore a dedicated library and IT 
service, which can also provide services for students studying remotely from 
Birmingham, is essential. This has been achieved by the School of Continuing 
Studies but only at the expense of having to finance and manage its library 
independent of the main IS which serves ail other students. Clearly the new 
Learning Resource Centre at Westhill provides an opportunity for a service for non-
traditional students to be established with service level agreements dedicated to the 
needs of a specific clientele. 
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FlexibUity of programme entrance requirements 
Concomitant with the diversiry of programme types and contents there will be a 
need to take a flexible approach to programme entry requirements. The School of 
Continutng Studies has considérable expérience of providing level 1 programmes 
with open entry for mature students, i.e. no prior académie qualifications. At higher 
levels of study it will be necessary to employ techniques which acknowledge prior 
learning through, for example, work expérience or voluntary activities which can be 
considered équivalent to académie achievement. The essential aim of this flexibility 
is to allow ali people who can benefit from study on a programme to do so, 
regardless of whether they have been able to demonstrate this through achievement 
in other Systems of learning. However, to operate such an open and flexible system 
is both time consuming and expensive for both the prospective soldent and the 
institution. It typically requires personal interviews with prospective students and 
the préparation of written materiate or portfolios which can attest to their personal 
abilities, motivation and readiness to study at a particular level. Dedicated staff who 
can build upon expérience of successfully judging the académie équivalence of prior 
expérience and of qualification équivalence, as well as make judgements on 
borderline cases, will be essential. Staff development in thèse areas, especially 
where they involve considération of students with disabilities will be essential. 
Diversity of learning assessment procédures 
The assessment of learning through examinations is rarely appropriate for part-time 
and mature students. The modular scheme allows learning outeome to be assessed 
regularly through a student's career. The new centre would ensure that a wide range 
of assessment procédures are employed, guided by the principle that the assessment 
procedure should be tied to the learning aims of the module and programme. As in 
other aspects of the approach of the new centre, thèse continuous and mainly non-
examination based Systems, are more time consuming to administer, record and 
ensure quality and equality. Staff who can cope academically and administrât!vely 
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with ihe coraplexiry of thèse procédures, and a System of external examination 
which can advise constructively on assessment problems, will be essential. 
Collaborative arrangements 
Irrespective of its size and expertise the new centre cannot of itself ensure that the 
ideals of The Learning Age become reality. There need to be significant shifts in 
funding and the establishment of a new ethos which engenders a motivation to enter 
into formai éducation at différent times throughout an individual's life. There are 
indications from government that funding changes which make it easier for part-
time students to fund their studies will be introduced. However, it will be necessary 
for the centre to seek funds for particular initiatives. Other important developments 
can only corne by working closely with organisations which represent the interests 
of individuals and groups who do not currently benefit from HE and with other 
providers of training and éducation throughout the région. The range of relevant 
organisations with which to collaborate is extremely wide. It would include 
educational providers (including schools, sixth-form collèges, further éducation 
collèges, other universiries and the WEA), community and religious groups, 
voluntary organisations, employers of ail sizes, and local government organisations 
including the soon to be established Régional Development Agency. Clearly, the 
new alliance will need to choose its alliances carefully for fear of over stretching its 
resources and not being able to deliver its own part of any partnership 
arrangements. Partnerships in this area of educational collaboration are often 
difficult and it will be necessary to ensure that the terms of any partnership or 
collaborative arrangements are explicit. The eventual aim would be to grow the 
achievements and réputation of the new centre and the university so that new ideas 
for partnerships and alliances which further the widening provision and lifelong 
learning agendas would be generated as much from outside bodies as from the 
university itself. 
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Rapid response to demands for new programmes 
It would seem axiomatic that an organisation dedicated to a learner centred approach 
in its teaching must be able to respond rapidly to new initiatives. Opportunities to 
take advantage of new sources of funding for serving the needs of new and non-
traditional client groups, could be transitory. Students whose learning expectations 
have been raised may move on to other providers if the new centre cannot respond 
rapidly to their needs. Further, it should be borne in mind that other organisations 
in the region will also be keen to push forward on The Learning Age agendas and a 
competitive market for new students could develop. Thus the need to respond 
rapidly in devising new curricula and transforming these into modules and 
programmes, while working within the university quality assurance procedures, will 
present a challenge for the centre and for the university's central administrative 
services and quality assurance procedures. 
Flexible use of funding mechanisms 
The range of funding mechanisms currently available to widening participation and 
lifelong learning in HE are rather limited. There are signs, however, that funding 
for a new range of initiatives will come through HEFCE and that the DFEE will 
make Access and perhaps other funds available for part-time study. It will be 
necessary to take full advantage of these schemes and ensure that they are used well 
to provide an adequate return. At the same time it will be necessary to take 
initiatives, to seek new funds from charitable organisations, and provide clear 
information to existing or potential students as to sources of financial support for 
which they will be eligible. 
Delivery of programmes at centres throughout the West Midlands region 
The School of Continuing Studies has always served a regional clientele by 
providing individual modules and programmes in towns and villages throughout the 
West Midlands region. Westhill, similarly has served a large number of students 
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across the greater Birmingham conurbation. Outside of Birmingham there has in 
récent years been an emphasis upon provision of continuing éducation in the county 
towns of Shrewsbury, Hereford and Worcester. This régional outlook has been 
important in conftrming the university's commitment to its région and in forming 
alliances with régional organisations. It also provides links through which part-time 
students from beyond commuting distance of the university can gain access to its 
resources. With the development of computer based communications it should be 
possible to extend the range of opportunities for study remote from the campus 
through a mixture of face-to-face, video, and other computer-aided communication 
Systems. As remarked above the development and use of thèse modem means of 
communication are expensive and potentially rime consuming although the volume 
of use can justify the expenditure over a period of time. However, collaboration 
with other providers in the use of such technologies, and in the use of teaching 
facilities remote from the campus, can maintain costs to a manageable level and 
well serve The Learning Age agendas in bringing the expertise of a major university 
into areas remote from its campus. 
Continuing Professional Development (CPD) programmes 
The development of CPD programmes will be a key to fulfilling the lifelong 
leaming aims of the new centre. Through CPD programmes people are brought 
back into contact with HE throughout their working lives, and in the context of a 
research-led university, fréquent contact with new minking in professional areas of 
work would seem most appropriate. Both Westhill and the School of Continuing 
Studies already have expérience in thèse self-financing areas of provision. 
Furthermore, there are a significant number of CPD programmes provided in other 
parts of the University of Birmingham. Thus considérable expertise exists to ensure 
that the centre becomes a focus of CPD growth and co-ordination across the 
university. To achieve this it will be necessary to focus on particular market sectors 
where the centre, perhaps in collaboration with schools across campus, can develop 
a strong profile of short and longer courses. At this time the School of Continuing 
Studies has particular expérience of working with public sector professionals, with 
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voluntary sector managers, and in dual accréditation i.e. providing university 
accréditation in addition to professional awards for particular groups. The latter has 
particular value for clients who wish to develop their own personal development 
profile through the accumulation of HE crédits outside of the narrower confines of 
their professional qualifications. 
The School of Continuing Studies also has particular expertise in training needs 
analysis in public sector organisations and mis could be extended to the commercial 
sector to help develop profiles of client group developmental needs. Accrediting 
portfolios of achievement attained through work, as well as work based learning in 
both small and large enterprises are other áreas where expertise already exists. 
However, despite this strength in CPD work much of it is uncoordinated and does 
not necessarily make contact with similar or allied work in other parts of the 
university or related institutions. To capitalise on this expertise and its potential 
growth within the West Midlands région and beyond, and to ensure that it exploits 
ali of the flexibility and diversity described above, requires clear coordination. A 
centre of expertise in CPD programmes within the new alliance centre reaching 
throughout the university would provide a clear focus for lifelong learning within 
the context of the world of work. This would complément the emphasis upon__ 
personal development, both within and outside the world of work, which would be 
the focus of the widening provision and lifelong learning activities of the main 
HEFCE ftinded provision of the centre. 
Marketing and Publicity 
. In fulfilling The Learning Age agendas the new centre will need constantly to 
develop new programmes and to attract new groups of students to study on them. 
There will be a need to grow markets as well as respond to detected demand. Some 
programmes will succeed by being aimed at particular niche markets and other 
programmes will be generated by negotiation with new client groups. Such activities 
require a thorough understanding of potential markets and how they change. This 
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knowledge should support both academic developments and guide the production of 
focused publicity materials. On some occasions such material will need to be 
produced and distributed at relatively short notice. While it will be necessary for 
this material to be recognisable as originating from the University of Birmingham 
and Westhill, and hence gain the benefits of the 'dual' corporate identity, it will 
also be necessary to ensure that materials appeal to particular groups. To achieve 
this understanding of markets, and to be able to proceed both rapidly and flexibly in 
the production of materials, the new centre will require its own marketing and 
publicity office. 
Evaluation, Research and Management 
The picture drawn above is of a new centre • which is dynamic and proactive 
simultaneously upon a number of fronts. To move towards the aims of The 
Learning Age requires many initiatives and some no doubt will be more successful 
than others. Priorities will have to be set and opportunities taken as they arise. 
There is a danger under these conditions of the centre losing its focus and 
fragmenting. To prevent this, clear management which maintains an overall focus 
and direction, while allowing new developments, will be essential. Equally essential 
will be mechanisms to both evaluate initiatives and underpin them with theoretically 
sound research which takes a wider perspective. Thus, a Lifelong Learning 
Evaluation and Research Unit will be both desirable and necessary, perhaps initially 
employing a small number of academic staff who can guide the collection of data on 
new projects and their evaluation. This small team should be able to grow its 
expertise and reputation to attract outside funding for research fellows and research 
students who can start to build a sound educational base for future developments. 
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Part 2: Out cornes and Products 
Four outcomes of the processes and developments dealt with previously are outüned in 
this section of the explication. The progress and development of the CLL is 
highlighted; the two successful Westhill initiatives in widening participation are 
described; a successful research and development partnership with Staffordshire 
University is adumbrated; and the Académie Plan for the strategie alliance between 
Westhill and the University of Birmingham is outlined. Each of thèse can be said to be 
an outeome and product of the streams of work and thinking described and developed 
in previous sections of the explication. In one sensé they are the continuing reality of 
the project itself and are thus work in progress, whilst in another sensé they are the 
producís of this D.Prof, module - DPS 5120 - which is both a recording of certain 
professional capabilities and contributions to the work of the author's organisation and 
profession and a development of WesthiïTs corporate capabilities as it enters a new era 
in its almost 100 years of existence. 
Progress of the CLL (with Anita Pickerden, Director of the Westhill Centre for 
Lifelong Learning). 
The Centre came into being in Aprii 1998 following a six month development phase 
led by the Westhill Deputy Principal and aided and supported by the Principal and 
Business Manager of the College. Anita Pickerden, a qualified lawyer and 
management studies lecturer was appointed CLL Director with effect from July 1998. 
Ali staff were appointed to the CLL on two year contraets, supported by a pump 
priming allocation of £300,000 from the Westhill College Trustées. As the CLL 
entered its second year of opérations at April 1999 it could point to a number of 
successes and achievements, the most significant of which was the delivery of a new 
curricular mission for the College which is described in Phase 1, part 2 of the 
explication. Its significance was enhanced by the onset of the proposais for the 
strategie alliance, which were mooted during the génesis phase of the CLL. 
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In essence, the CLL was remitted to help devise and to be primarily responsible for 
what became known as the 'dynamic curriculum'. This refers to a raft of curricular 
innovations and organisanonal Systems to support their development which are 
analysed in Phase 1, part 2 of this explication. The detailed exposition of the CLL's 
work and mission can also be partly understood through its marketing materiate, some 
of which are contained in Appendix 2. Two significant strands of work were proposed 
- an industry-based scheme for work-related learning and a community-based scheme 
intended to promote off-campus learning and the récognition of sites of learning. Both 
strands were to draw upon common methodological approaches to learning and were 
to utilise the range of accréditation procédures and methods which the Deputy 
Principal of Westhill had secured through the extension of accréditation with the 
University of Birmingham prior to the launch of the CLL. These included major new 
degree awards in Combined Studies and a comprehensive AP(E)L proposai covering 
personal, professional and work-based learning. By October 1998 the Director of the 
CLL was able to report on a range of programmes, successfully begun and covering 
part-time personal learning within the new Combined Studies programmes, an APEL 
toolkit widely disseminated within Westhill's partnership organisations, credit mapping 
for local industry-based clients and a range of community initiatives concerned with 
widening participation. 
What follows is compilation of three short reports (pages 165-177 below) drafted by 
the Deputy Principal and the CLL Director, working directly to the Deputy Principal. 
The reports contain détails on progress at October 1998, January 1999 and March 
1999.. A fourth élément is added with the Strategy document for the CLL which 
encapsulâtes the Centre's mission and objectives. These point to the fulfilment of the 
'Dearing Agenda' objectives set for WesthiH's role in the strategie alliance with the 
University of Birmingham and to the centrality of the dynamic curriculum concept for 
WesthilFs understanding of lifelong learning. 
The reports are simultaneously the expression of short-term achievement for the goals 
set in Phase 1 of the project and an indication of aspiration for future work. 
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Weslhill College of Higfaer Education 
Progress Report on Developments in 
Part time Learning as at October 1998 
David Davies, Deputy Principal. 
I. Learning for Life part time short courses 
The part time programme has commenced with much interest generated by our three 
open evenings. Useful lessons have been Ieamed to guide our promotional activity for 
January. Several members of the teaching staff have generously given time and 
support to assist CLL in the setting up of this programme, together with useful and 
constructive feedback to inform future action.. 
Two new Combined Studies degree level courses are running; Learning from 
Expérience (Monday) and Internet Searching and Resource Application: An 
Introduction (Tuesday). Each course has 11 regular attendees. In addition, a range of 
students are infiiling onto other part time courses, such as counselling and youth work. 
2. Professional learning 
• Classroom assistants (26 in total). A number of thèse have enrolled on the Learning 
from Expérience course. Roger Woods, Dean of Professional Studies, is 
overseeing APEL with the assistants, many of whom anticipate entering teacher 
training courses in the near future. 
• The part-time Counselling (Modular programme) and Youth and Community 
Studies courses have commenced successfully. 
Centre/or 
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• Training for school governors - Chris Szwed is working with the Head of 
Govemor Training in Birmingham and with Dawn MacCracken of Birmingham 
TEC to gain funding for those joining the scheme which will provide training and 
accréditation. CS is hoping to meet with around 60 governors in November to 
discuss the scheme, which has a proposed start date of January 1999. 
• West Midlands Police - a recent meeting with the head of the Employée 
Development and Training Department has led to a request for accréditation of ali 
police based and civilian learning activiry. A proposai, with costings, is being 
drawn up for their approvai. 
• CLL is participating with Westhill College in the Job Scene exhibition to be held at 
the National Indoor Arena on 15, 16 and 17 November. This will provide useful 
opportunities to make contact with the major employers in the West Midlands. 
• The Coventry childcare assistants' course, which leads to credit within Combined 
Studies modules at the College, began in September. It is anticipated that a cohort 
will gain a Certificate in Childhood Studies. 
1. APEL 
An APEL toolkit developed at the College is being wideìy used in accréditation for 
those studying towards both BA Humanities and Combined Studies courses, and CLL 
has been able to contribute towards making modularised courses more flexible across 
the whole portfolio of Westhill and Selly Oak Collèges. 
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2. Work based Learning 
Credit mapping has been offered to various local employers, and other organisations, 
and they are currently considering their options. Follow up visits are being arranged. 
An event to launch the consortium of trainers, Westhill Consultants (Training and 
Development), has been arranged for the afternoon of Wednesday 18 November to be 
held at the Archibald Conference Centre. 
Special publìcity has been created for distribution to training organisations and the 
académie staff of Westhill and Selly Oak collèges have been canvassed for additional 
contacts to the mailing lists being set up. 
3.. Community Liaison 
The Hindu Council of Birmingham and Hindu Women's Network are keen to work 
with Westhill to secure greater learning opportunities. An ESF Objective 3 bid has 
been submitted to seek funding for thèse groups to work with Westhill on a range of 
management development projects. 
4. O verseas 
• Israel. Anita Pickerden and Marilyn Miles are currently designing the modules for 
the BA (Hons) Combined Studies, which will be launched in Israel in late 1998. 
• Jamaica. This project to set up video conférence links is progressing, and it is 
hoped to work with further éducation providers in the Caribbean so that students 
can progress to higher éducation courses through Westhill's distance provision. 
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1. Collaborative project with East Birrningharn Collège. 
There has been a productive meeting with EBC staff to discuss Westhill running a 
variety of HE courses at the Women's Academy in Bordesley Green. A séries of 
subject spécifie team meetings to sort out détails has been scheduled for Westhill and 
EBC staff. 
2. Collaborative work with University of Birmingham 
Discussions are continuing with the University regarding a joint Widening Participation 
bid to the Higher Education Funding Council. If the bid is successful it will help to 
establish the framework for joint work within the Stratégie Alliance between the 
Collège and the University. 
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Centre for Lifelong Learning 
Centre for 
LIFELONG 
LEARNING 
Progress Report 
As at end of January 1999. 
1. Learning for Life part time short courses 
The part time programme started in September, and has continued with the following 
courses in the January intake: 
Using the Internet as a Teaching Tool (2 cohorts of 12) 
Introduction to English Literature (7) 
Introduction to Project Management (8) 
Introduction to Psychology (8) 
Some students are also in-filling into the full time programmes. 
2. Work based learning 
The following work based learning activities are currently under development: 
Training for school governors 
- we are assisting the CPD co-ordinator and conducting a trial of the APEL 
workbook (funded by Birmingham & Solihull TEC) 
West Midlands Police 
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- following successful preliminary meetings, we are at contract stage. We will be 
accreditine the main training activities of tbe uniformed staff, and also working 
with the civilian staff to enable all concerned to work towards a Combined Studies 
award. We are discussing the possibilities of jointly accrediting this work with Prof 
H.Thomas, who is working separately with the National Police Training 
Department. 
Birmingham City Council 
- We are working with the Black worker's group of Leisure Services to design and 
accredit a Racial Harassment Advocate training course leading to a 60-credit 
award. 
- We have been asked to accredit the mentoring training conducted by some of 
Birmingham's black led churches. 
Wesleyan Financial Services 
- We are working with one of Our Westhill Consultants to design and deliver a 
complete CPD programme for all Wesleyan employees, this will involve the 
Validation of a new pathway,,Finance, and new financial practices modules. 
3. APL/APEL 
APEL workbook and tool kit being prepared for use on the Internet. This is part of a 
TEC funded project. 
4. Credit mapping 
This activity is about to Start for West Midlands Police, and for some of the activities 
of our Westhill Consultants. 
5. Continuous Professional Development 
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We are working with the Brooke Advisory Centre to develop a 60 credit course in a 
new pathway of Health Studies, to enable accréditation to be awarded for sexual health 
éducation training. This should be ready for a September start, and will be open to our 
part rime evening learners, as well as teachers and social workers. 
6. Training Brokerage 
Several trainers and training providers have now joined our consortium called Westhill 
consultants. We are holding our first event on 3 r f Feb with the Head of the Lifelong 
Learning team of the DFEE talking to some 65 représentatives of industry and training 
providers. 
7. Community Liaison 
We are the lead partner is the Widening Participation bid with UCE. We will be 
working with the Women's Academy of East Birmingham College, the Golden Hillock 
Locai Learning Centre, and the Muath Community Centre. This work links closely 
with a research project with Staffordshire University, where other partners include the 
Sikh Community and Youth Service, and the Sandwell Afro-Caribbean Development 
Agency. 
Our Islamic Studies lecturer, xs now assisting with the BA(QTS) in Islamic studies, but 
has ìntroduced a link with a college that wants an Access to Islamic studies course -
we are working on this with Fircroft College. 
We have been invited to work with the Sparkhill Development group, with a 
potentially large cohort of classroom assistants and parent tutors, who want a 
Combined Studies degree course delivered in the community. 
8. Overseas 
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The Israel B.Phil, M.Ed., and the BA in Combined Studies are now under way (M. 
Miles co-ordinating) Programme Leaders and Liaison Lecturers have been appointed 
to co-ordinate. 
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Centre for 
LIFELONC 
LEARNING 
Report to Académie Board 
by Anita Pickerden, Director - Centre for Lifelong Learning 
Progress as at the end of March 1999 
The Stratégie Plan is attached to this report so that readers may judge for themselves 
on the progress made. There have been some changes in emphasis of the work of the 
Centre, brought about by the Stratégie Alliance with the University of Birmingham, by 
some success in the Widening Participation bid and by the success of the supported 
distance learning programme in Israël. 
There have been several staffing changes since the Centre was launched a year ago. 
Justine Mellor, who was appointed as Programme Manager in April 1998 was moved 
to the Registry in February 99 to assist with APEL claims. The temporary contract for 
Marian Jordan, department secretary, was not renewed. David Thompson was 
appointed in November as Sales Co-ordinator. Mohammed Mukadam was appointed 
in September as a shared post with RTS, but is now working solely with RTS. Roger 
Armstrong has been appointed in a consultative capacity to assist with management 
and finance courses. The post of Programme Manager (Industry) has been advertised 
and interviews are to be held in mid April. Clérical support is currently provided by a 
volunteer work expérience person and by the generous help of secretaries across the 
collège. 
The Centre has commenced activities designed to provide income for the collège in a 
number of ways, setting up in house part time courses, and engaging with employers 
and community organisations to widen participation in HE. 
1. Learning for Life part time short courses 
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This commenced in a small way in September 1998, with two sepárate classes and a 
number of individual students infiliing onto our full time programme. Four sepárate 
groups started in January, and we are hopeful that this will continué to expand. It is 
intended to run a few part time courses after Easter, to enable students to continué to 
accumulate credit in the Summer term. The courses on offer will include Film Studies, 
English Literature, Introduction to Psychology, Learning from Experience, 
Introduction to Srudy and Research SkiÜs and Introduction to Team Leader Training 
& Supervisory Management 
With regard to the September 99 programme, it would seem sensible to discuss our 
ideas with Continuing Studies, so as to offer a programme that is complementary 
rather than competitive. We have agreed to bring our fees into Iine with the 
University, which will mean an increase of £2 for a 10-credit module. 
By September the following courses should be available to be offered from Westhill: 
a) 60-credit Certifícate in Sexual Health Education (in partnership with the 
Birmingham Brook Advisory Bureau) 
b) 60-credit Certifícate in Finance for the Insurance industry (in connection with KGA 
Financial CoIIege - one of our Westhill Consultants) 
c) 60-credit Certifícate in Sales and Marketing (again, with one of our Westhill 
Consultants - Key Business Improvement) 
2. Work based learning 
The design and delivery of a CPD programme with Wesleyan Assurance has been 
slightly delayed, but an applicatibn to the TEC for funding has been submitted. A 
similar programme has been designed for another Birmingham based insurance group, 
and a further funding application has been made for this work. 
We have been approached by Gloucester County Council to look at the design of a 
work-based scheme, probably fítting in with their NVQ4 in Management. 
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We nave received an order for some in house training of 10 gradúate trainees at 
Fujitsu. This will take place over the next few months, and will be followed by our 
credit mapping some of their other training activity. 
We are working with the Black worker's group of the City Council Leisure services to 
, design and accredit a Racial Harassment Advócate training course, which will lead to a 
60-credit award. 
Other employers are starting to contact us for information about work based training, 
following our various pubhcity activities. 
3. APEL/APL 
The APEL workbook is now on our web-site (funded by Birmingham & Solihull 
TEC). We are looking at the various options for putting the Learning from Experience 
module onto the Internet - these options include COSE and WebCT. 
We will be offering the Learning from Experience module again in April, as well as 
running workshops for various employers who want their employees to get started on 
lifelong leaming. 
It is likely that most of our Israeli srudents will wish to claim APEL, and we have been 
setting up the systems to cope with the increased demand. 
4. Credit Mapping 
We now have a firm contract with West Midlands Pólice to begin a credit mapping 
exercise of some of their courses. We will be working with them to offer additional 
modules to créate 60-credh certifícate programmes for their Tutor Constables, OCU 
Trainers and also the Custody OfEcers. There is also a sepárate contract with 
Midlands Regional Pólice Training, to accredit their Sergeants Training programme. 
We have been asked to work with the New Testament Church of God to accredit their 
mentoring courses. This may involve some course delivery. 
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5. Continuous Professional development 
The work hère includes 
• assisting with the School Governors' training programme; 
• discussions with RAMP regarding CPD for community and youth workers; 
• discussions with the North East Training Group of Coventry Community 
Education on accréditation of NVQ4 Care candidates 
6. Westhill Consultants 
In November 1998 we launched our consortium of independent trainers and 
consultants who wished to work with us and deliver accredited courses to their clients. 
A few individuals joined up immediately, and this is continuing to grow, with a further 
organisation joining very recently. We are still following up our launch with contact to 
those who expressed interest. 
We organised a very successful event on February 3 r f , when Derek Grover, head of the 
DFEE Lifelong Learning Team, and the Training manager for Birmingham Chamber of 
Commerce spoke about Lifelong Learning. Some 60 people attended, providing us 
with excellent customer information as well as raising our profile in the business 
. community. The entire event cost less than £300 to arrange, and has already shown 
results in enquiries for crédit mapping and for Conférence bookings. 
7. Community work 
a) Courses in the community 
We have secured agreement to offer two separate full time degree courses in 
Childhood Studies, both to commence in September. Thèse are at the Womens* 
Academy, Bordesley Green and at Anderton Park School as part of the Sparkhill 
parents' partnérship community project. There will probably be about 15 students in 
each cohort. Jean Mills will be receiving support from CLL to run thèse. There will 
also be a cohort of part time students at Anderton Park School, supported by the LEA 
and various head-teachers. There will probably also be additional part time provision at 
the Womens Academy. 
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b) Research projects 
Widening Participation: our project with UCE is going well, and we have conducted 
research at the Women's Academy, Golden Hillock Local Learning Centre, the Sikh 
Youth & Community Association, the Muath Trust and the 524 Centre (which is 
attached to South Binningham College). There will be a dissémination meeting on 
Tuesday 27* April at our Conference Centre (paid by UCE). This will commence at 
12.30 with lunch, and the meeting itself will begin at 1.45. 
Staffordshire University: our project with Staffordshire is based upon the same 
organisations, and is looking at ways of providing and evaluating distributed learning 
in thèse community groups. If we use Staffordshire's COSE programme this may 
prove to be too expensive, so we are looking at alternatives. 
We will be involving ourselves in the college research department, and have agreed to 
contribute to the lunchtime discussions on research projects, which has been set up by 
Maxine Rhodes. 
8. Overseas work 
The Israel programme has become a large part of the Centre's work, as the majority of 
the Israel students are taking the BA Combined Studies programme. This work 
involves providing programme leadership and administration of the second marking 
procédures. 
9. Work within Westhill College 
The Centre is fully involved in the work of the college, taking part in both School 
Boards and committee work, and öfters assistance to individuate and departments 
when requested to do so. We have taken part in-open days and promotional activities 
for the college as a whole, and for departments and courses. 
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Widening Participation 
As an intrinsic part of the development of its curricular strategy Westhill submitted a 
bid to the HEFCE under the 1998 Widening Participation: Special Funding Programme 
1998/99 [see Appendix 4, document(s) A (i), A (ii) and A (iii)]. This initiative, 
involving the University of Central England and FE providers was led and written by 
the Deputy Principal. The bid was in effect a direct descendent of the thinking and 
conceprual work outlined in Phase 1, parts 1 and 2 of the explication, lt envisaged a 
major collaborative project with several thèmes and case studies designed to 
demonstrate the need for widened access and to sponsor in a practical way a research 
base for the dynamic curriculum idea. It was also designed to lead to the actual 
provision of courses in 1999. A key to its significance for Westhill lay in the action 
research and case studies which are reported in Phase 2 above. At the time of writing 
full implementati on is not possible as the project bid has run less than half of its 
allotted time scale. However, it is possible to report the successful generation of 
extemal funds of £40,000 for the project and subséquent success for the University of 
Birmingharn/Westhill bid to HEFCE for additional funded part-time places for 1999-
2000. This latter bid (contained in full at Appendix 4, document B) was written jointly 
by the Deputy Principal of Westhill and the Head of the University's Schoo! of 
Continuing Education. Central to the bid proposai was the intent to generate a 
learning network in Birmingham and the implementation of the dynamic curriculum. 
The successful outcomes of thèse bids are contained in the officiai HEFCE reports at 
Appendix 4, documents C and D. 
Perhaps the most significant resuit of WesthilTs efforts at deepening access and 
widening participation came with the announcement of additional funded places by the 
government in March 1998. The University of Birmingham and Westhill together 
were awarded 248 funded places. This signalled support from HEFCE for Westhill's 
growth, since the funding Council had approved earlier proposais for the strategie 
alliance which placed Westhill at the heart of the proposais for expanded provision. 
The bid itself contained substantial référence to both the dynamic curriculum and the 
notion of a learning network embracing FE and community providers. This 
represented an entirely new direction for mainstream University of Birmingham 
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provision. At the time of writing this explication it is too early to report on the 
delivery outcomes for this provision. Nevertheless the foundations for a shift in both 
Westhill's status and position and in the consciousness of its alliance partner have been 
laid and this represents an achievement for ail of those involved. 
The widening participation schema outlined above also involves a significant technical 
dimension. Three outreach centres in Birmingham, which have been designated within 
the project as sites of learning, are to be linked to Westhill through a web-based 
environment. Two software support packages designed to facilitate such work have 
been trialled. The first version - COSE - developed by Staffordshire University 
proved, initiaJly, to be less than wholly satisfactory. A second version WebCT - is 
currently being tested. Both packages are évaluated in technical and outline 
pedagogica! terms in a memorandum commissioned by the Deputy Principal from the 
Head of Westhill Information Technology and Computer Services (WITCS). This 
report is at Appendix 4, document E. 
Towards a network of learning 
The concept of a network of learning has occurred already at severa! points within the 
explication. The overall project had at its centre the création of new learning 
opportunities and organisationa! frameworks through the Centre for Lifelong Learning. 
This preceded the création of the strategie alliance but became central to the evolving 
alliance itself At the head of the alliance was (and is stili) the development and 
delivery of the Dearing (1997) agenda. This in addition to the Kennedy (1998) and 
Fryer (1998) reports has provided a thread of concem which has illuminated the 
national policy agenda, leading to the Labour Government's 'The Learning Age* 
(1998). Westhill's concem for widening participation action was refracted through the 
idea of a Cluster of learning sites (reported at Phase 2, part 3) which were designated 
as being-'special'-to Westhill and which were lo provide the focus for the action 
research éléments of the whole project reported at Phase 2, part 6. 
The originai core concept concerned the idea of designated 'sites of learning' which 
would be developmental nodes or components of an extended partnership based 
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around the higher éducation accréditation possibilités available through Westhill. The 
dynamic curriculum was however discovered, as it were, in the process of Westhill's 
need to develop a more powerful expression of partnership for learning as it entered 
the strategie alliance with the University of Birmingham. The Westhill team 
discovered the dynamic curriculum in practice as it is described in the successali bids 
for widening participation and for additional (access) places reported earlier. The 
dynamic curriculum was the generation of new forms of access, new types of learning 
and the émergence of new awareness of the force of lived expérience, especially that 
related to faith and ethnicity. It was discovered that there was a dynamic curriculum 
wherever nodes of learning could be brought imo alignment with an open and 
accessible form of higher éducation. In fact, the dynamic pan of the curriculum 
development process was the bringing of existing practice into awareness and 
consciousness. The Centre for Lifelong Learning was crucial in this since it was node 
or Cluster of learning opponunities in itself and was a 'point of condensation1 where 
models, théories and practices could re-invent themselves as part of an energised 
shared learning project. 
The network of learning has come into actual existence in 1999 and due to the benign 
interventions of the HEFCE (with funds fòr development) has a practica! and 
professional agenda to deliver. Its future success, it is hoped, will be judged outside 
this project, however, those responsible for its work anticipate that such positive 
judgements will be against the originai prospectus for the network drafted in 1998 by 
the Westhill Deputy Principal and reproduced here below: 
A netivork of learning — a prospectus statement 
The issues raised by the challenges of lifelong learning and widening participation 
together with the potential of technology ha\>e opened up the opportunity to explore 
'provider side ' issues which influence access to HE by under-represented groups. 
Developmental work arising from access projeets, aduli éducation and new Systems of 
'open learning ' has identified a need to revìew HE curricula in terms of content as 
well as modes of delivery. The intention of the network of learning is to recognise 
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innovative learning in practice, invoiving community learning partnerships and local 
employers who are sites of knowîedge extension and cortstruction. 
Aims of the network of learning: 
• to develop lifelong learning; 
• to widen participation in HE and target under represented groups; 
• to open up new routed to HE using new technology; 
• to identify and create pathways within a unified crédit framework; 
• to create new forms of partnership which will generate new knowîedge and 
recognise émergent forms of learning. 
Provision 
The network will emphasise programmes which: 
• do not involve full-time attendance in HE; 
• are delivered outside main sites (including the home and workplace); 
• can be delivered through and with différent média and develop a 'dynamic 
curriculum ', responsive to the needs of individuals and the community; 
• are inclusive, whilst presenùng the highest quality associated with the University 
of Birmingham and Westhill Collège. 
Towards a Unified Crédit Framework 
The network will establish a collaborative learning group which will develop modular 
blocks of provision within a common crédit framework which bridges FE and HE. In 
the first instance, spécifie curriculum areas will be highîighted which will be 
accessible in some way throughout Birmingham, employing outreach, technology and 
other methods to reach those currently under represented in HE. Maximum flexibility 
in modes of learning will be developed with a CA Ts System put in place such that 
achievement in one organisation can be transferred to another and there is accredited 
achievement at ail levels. 
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Using Technology 
A îechnology group will be established to explore the potential use of new technology 
for on-line and distance learning, sharing the expérience of FE and HE. 
Local and régional industry will be involved to develop distance learning packages 
and lirikages with the UFI and National Grid explored. A primary aim of the group 
will be to identify provision to be the subject of an initial Web-based and/or 
electronically deliveredprogramme in 1999/2000. 
Communicating with the Market 
The network of learning must ensure thaï the right services and provisions are 
established to meet the needs of the local community and enable individuals and to be 
qware of developments taking place. Under-represented groups of learners in 
Birmingham must be identified, together with iheir spécifie needs in terms of skills, 
content and modes of delrvery.. A strong identity for the University of Birmingham 
network of learning must be established, with an appropriate logo, web-site and other 
publicity materials and if will be necessary to investigate the feasibility of a 'one-
stop ' single téléphone information senùce to link existing and developing services. 
In order for such a network to truly meet the needs of the community which it sentes, 
real co-operative partnerships must be encouraged to develop between local HEls, 
FE institutions, schools, libraries, industry atul community-based organisations. The 
network must also have strong links with régional and national initiatives such as UFI 
and the Digital Collège. The establishment of such a network will provide for the 
kind of co-operation between institutions, which is innovative and allows for 
individual growth and community capacity building. Between the institutions 
involved, the network can be fully inclusive, providing something for everyone, at 
every level, accessible in some way or other, everywhere. 
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New partnerships 
The development of open access and widening participation at Westhili in 1997/98 led 
to the construction of a range of activities and partnerships. The dynamic curriculum 
evolved in this milieu as a form of collaborative learning and organisationai 
development. AJthough new in the Westhili contèxt, this process was of course 
another confirmation of a more general process of educational and internai change. 
The dynamic curriculum and its organisationai expression, the network of learning, 
applies and legitimises a range of educational practices that are in fact well established 
in both Britain and the United States. Bruffe (1995) and Schon (1980 and 1986) for 
example, have expounded on the relevance of collaborative learning for educational 
innovation and cultural change and have featured as influences upon this explication, as 
has the work of Robertson (1994) and Davidson (1994) on credit Systems, Teare et al 
(1998) on on-line and corporate learning and the work of the Middlesex University 
National Centre for Work Based Learning Partnerships on the intellectual and 
organisationai issues surrounding work-related learning. The Westhili and University 
of Birmingham alliance was conceived in curricular terms as an arena of convergence 
in an era when open Systems were expanding in higher and further éducation in Britain 
and when the significance of debates" about modemity and cultural transformations 
were impacting on the world of higher éducation. The influences of Habermas (1987), 
Mezdrow (1990) and Giddens (1991 and 1992) can be seen in this explication as can 
the impact of professional analysis of the 'state of the art' of post-school and 
continuing éducation. Watson and Taylor (1998) and Jary and Parker (1998) have 
been the most recent séminal compilations of ideas grappling with modemism, the 
post-Dearing agenda and the émergence of new forms of educational opportunity. 
Their influences are apparent in both the treatment of ideas contained in Phase 1 of the 
project, and are to a significant degree embodied in the empirical and concrete 
outcomes reported in Phase 3. 
In terms of project outcomes, partnerships have been formed with four further 
éducation collèges (City College, Birmingham, Bournville College, South Birmingham 
College and Solihull College) and a range of nodes or sites of learning. (These are 
described in particular in Phase 1, part 2 and Phase 2, part 1 of the project). The net 
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result of this activity will be a learning network with a richly contextuaiised culture of 
opportuniry, serving local and regional needs. With regard to the Deputy Principar s 
personal and professional activities, as a more-or-less direct consequence of the 
research activities dealt with in Phase 2 of the project, he has been able to join an 
existing cohort of colleagues who are developing Iifelong learning, drawing together 
poíicy, theory and practice through the publication of a new academic publication. 
This wili be called the Journal of Widening Participation and Lifelong Learning and 
the joint editors will be David Davies of Westhill, Professor David Jary, Head of the 
Gradúate School at StafTordshire University and Maggie Woodrow of the European 
Access Network. The publicity material describing the conference launch of the 
journal is attached below in order to better describe this specific outcome of Westhill's 
professional work during the period of the project. The accompanying letter is 
appended in order to demónstrate that the Deputy Principal and other Westhill 
colleagues have submitted pieces for publication under the rubric of widening 
participation thus showing the extensión of concern and commitment well beyond the 
college's sénior management team. Included also as an outcome at Appendix 4, 
document F is a copy of the journal article written by the Deputy Principal for the first 
edition of the new journal. 
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Front the Deputy Principal 
Westhil l College 
Email: d.davies@westhill.ac.uk 
Internet: http://www.westhill.ac.uk 
of Higher Education 
Weolev Park Roaa. Setlv 
Oak. Birmingnam B29 6LL 
TeieDnone 0121 472 7245 
15 March 1999 facstmae 0121 415 5399 
Principal: Fruteunr lohn ßrny.*.» 
SÌA. rSA. PRHutS. 
Liz Thomas 
Graduate School 
Staffordshire University. 
AfYtlùtcJ tn jnJ jieredaeJ hy 
the Univetury o/ Birmingham 
College Road 
Stoke ori Trent 
ST4 2DE 
Dear Liz 
1 attach my promised piece for the Journal on 'Moving on to the WorkplaceV It 
turned out slightly différent from the original spécification and contains something of 
a conceptual approach to WBL. I am arguing the case for the signìficance of WBL . 
and of a constructivist approach. I hope it fits the overall editorial scheme for the first 
édition. The editorial could point out the paucity of theoretical work on the 
burgeoning phenomenon of WBL! My piece could be a start to a debate. We could 
ask how did things get this far without clarity? 
1 attach also two short jaeces from colleagues at Westhill on "practice updates" which -
have significance within widening participation. 
With best wishes. 
Yours sincerely 
Professor David Davies 
Deputy Principal 
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Managing Editor 
Editorial 
Advisory Board 
UJ 
Ì R D S H I R E L : N I \ T R S I T Y PRKSS 
is pleased to announce the 
launch of its new journal 
i/idening Participation 
nd Lifelong Learning 
le Journal of The Institute for Access 
udìes and The European Access Network 
•ning Participation and Lifelong Leaming is an international high quality peer-revieweö journal 
/ing from a Wide range of disciplines. The journal v;i!i be produced in conjunction with The 
tute for Access Studìes, Staffordshire University' anr The European Access Network, 
ished three îimes a year, it will be available in prin: and via the internet. 
journal is based on the belìef that there are negier~d links between research and theory 
policy and practice in the promotion of widening participation in post-compulsory 
:ation and lifelong learning. The journal, Widening Participation and Lifelong Learning, seeks 
ridge this gap, and draw together policy, theory anc practice. This will be achieved by 
jding sections on policy and innovative practice, together with refereed académie articles. 
;les will draw on research but will be contextualisec within current policy debates. They 
also critically examine practical initiatives and ot'ner empirical research projeets. 
3ractitioners and policy makers • Researchers • Student recruitment staff 
Further and Higher Education 
ntributions are welcomed from académies, policy makers and practitioners 
the fields of éducation, community development social policy and related 
ciplines. 
bscription rates: 
•0.00 Institutional rate (3 issues) 
10.00 Personal rate (3 issues) 
.5.00 Individuai copies 
Code 
unch Date Aprii 1999 
i Staffordsbire 
U N I V E R S I T Y 
Access, the Changing Face of 
Further and Higher Education & 
Lifelong Learning 
The Launch of the Institute for Access Studies 
WEDNESDAY, 28th APRIL 1999 
NORTH STAFF0RD HOTEL - STOKE ON TRENT 
Staffordshire University is pleased to announce £ conférence to launch its recently established 
Institute for Access Studies. The one day conférence is imended to provide up-to-date 
information on access issues, to facilitate networking ano to encourage participants to develop 
and extend links with fellow workers and resear~hers in the fiefd of access. The Workshops are 
intended to cover access issues both from an asademic perspective and that of the 
practitioner. so the conférence will appeal to s v/ide range of interests. The conférence will 
provide an exciting opportunity for participants io find out more about the work which the 
Institute for Access Studies is undertaking in tne areas of widening participation and lifelong 
learning, linking poiicy, practice and theory. 
Audience: 
The expected audience of this conférence v/ill be drawn from further and higher 
éducation and will include policy makers and managers, académie researchers and 
praetîtioners responsible for widening participation and lifelong learning. 
Conférence fees include: 
- Lunch and full refreshments 
- Copy of 'The New Higher Education: Issues and Directions for the Post-Dearing 
University' edited by David Jary and Martin Parker, Bookshop price £ 2 0 . 0 0 . 
- Copy of the launch issue of Widening Participation and Lifelong Learning: The 
Journal of the Institute of Access Studies and The European Access Network 
plus an on-line démonstration of its elect'onic format. 
£ 9 5 . 0 0 Standard Rate 
£ 4 0 . 0 0 Concessionary rate (students) 
Overnight accommodation can be booked in advance if required. 
World wide web address: www.staffs.ac.uk/schoois/graduate schools/access.htm 
Post Code 
The fourth area of work which is claimed as an outcome of the project is that of the 
Académie Pian which was constructed for both of the parties to the strategie alliance. 
This project is not the place to analyse or report upon the relatively mammoth task of 
describing the complete strategie alliance which has kept cohorts of académies and 
offìcers at work for more than a full year at the point of writing. (See Appendix 3, 
document 2 for a schematic account of the process at July 1998). However, the 
Académie Plan for the alliance which follows below was written in part by the Westhill 
• Deputy Principal, as were several of the contributory papers and appendices which 
make up'the draft version of this plan. (At the time of writing it is a draft Académie 
Plan, which will require scrutiny by académie committees in both Westhill and the 
University of Birmingham and approvai by the Governors and Trustées of Westhill 
College). 
As the draft plan makes clear, it is a working document which ranges across the issues 
and educational politics of the alliance, not all of which nave been resolved. 
Nevertheless, it contains enough of the descriptive accounts of both institutions to 
demonstrate the vaìidity of the analysis yielded at Phase 1, part 2 of this explication. 
This réfers mainly to the sâgnificance of Westhill's newly defined rôle within and for 
the whole corporate body of the University of Birmingham in respect of lifelong 
learning and the post-Dearing agenda. The Plan is included in the text of this 
explication precisely for this reason. In particular attention is drawn to the proposais 
for new development which include work-based learning, lifelong learning, expanded 
student numbers through widening participation initiatives and the strengthening of 
local links'to facilitate the access agenda. One of the appendices to the Plan is in fact 
the Westhill/University of Birmingham Widening Participation bid to the HEFCE, 
which itself contains the alliance's commitment to the network of learning and the 
dynamic curriculum; concepts which were and remain central to WesthiU's vision of its 
own future. The draft plan follows as évidence of outeomes and products of the 
project, though as has been stated, it represents work in progress and unfinished . 
business at the time of completion and closure for the explication. Appended to the 
plan for illustrative purposes are 'diagrammatic' représentations of the centrality of the 
plan for future Westhill developments and the actual and potential links between 
Westhill and the.University ;s Schoo! of Continuing Studies. 
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The Académie Pian for the strategie alliance 
DRAFT 
UNIVERSITY OF BIRMINGHAM 
WESTHILL AND CONTINUINO STUDIES ACADEM1C PLAN 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Académie Plan has beenproduceà by a working group comprising: 
MrPWDenner, (Chair, University of Birmingham) 
Prof G R Martin, (School of Continuing Studies, University of Birmingham) 
ProfD Davies (Westhill College) 
Mrs J Newsome, (Secretary, University of Birmingham) 
The remit of the group was to produce a cohérent overarching Académie Plan 
which incìudes ali the related work in the School of Continuing Studies and at 
Westhill College where collaboration will take place and to ensure that other 
areas of Westhill and Continuing Studies work are considered Ii is also 
imended that any plan produced is capable of being separated io reflect 
separate fitiancial interests in the interim. 
The group met on 4 occasions and used as a basis for its discussions a 
document produced and agreed by the two centres entitled A Centre of 
Excellence for The Learning Age '. (Appendix 1) This document was 
considered by Académie Board on xxxxxx. The discussion has also been 
informed by the Westhill College Académie Plan, 1997/8 (Appendix 2) and a 
number of other documents which form appendices where applicable. 
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Some of the work was delegated to sub-groups who deaìt with the following 
topic oreas: 
Fees, Marketing and Student Financial Support 
Work-Based Leaming 
Counselling Course provision 
Information Technology 
Initial Teacher Training 
Of these groups, ali but the group chargea with looking at Initial Teacher 
Training has met and produced feedback. This is included in the appropriate 
section in this document. Ii was not possible lo set up the ITT group at this 
stage. 
2. THE CVRRENT SITUA TION 
Course Provision 
The Schooi of Coniinuing Studies spécialises in interdisciplinary and multi-disciplinary 
courses which cover a range of courses in subject áreas as diverse as Education Studies, Art 
and Archaeolog\:, Music, Philosophy and Religious Studies, History and Counselling. The 
Schoo! also provides self-funding CPD courses for the voluníary sector and in connection 
with this work is exploring developments in work-based learning. The majority of the 
provision is part-time and courses range from PHD, degrees. Certificate in Higher 
Education ihrough to non-credir-bearing awards. Some courses are offered at teaching 
centres awav from the main campus at Shrewsbury, Hereford and Worcester. Some of the 
programmes are offered as short courses, day schools and other non-traditional forms of 
delivery. An important dimension of the work of the School is in the area of flexible study 
for part-time students which is well-suited to the philosophies espoused in the consultation 
paper on the Learning Age. ' 
1
 777e Learning Age renaissance for a new Britain, Stationary Office, 1998 (Cm 3790) 
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The main focus of WesthiU work is on Education, Theohgy, Humanities. Counselling and 
Professional Development. Courses range from Certificates for 16 year-olds through 
degrees to masters awards. WesthiU is endeavouhng to reduce ils dependence on 
recruitment offuH-time studenis and to this end the Collège is increasing recruitment to the 
part-time Combinée Studies programme. It is also developing work in the area of Access 
and Widening Participation within its Centre for Lifelqng Learning (Appendix 3). As part of 
this work. the Centre is also looking at initiatives such as Work-based Learning. The 
Collège has a firm commitment to social inclusion. 
Whilst there are areas of différence, there are also a number of areas of work where there is 
convergence of development within the School of Continuing Studies and WesthiU. The 
areas where collaboration could take place are in the development of interdisciplinary and 
multidisciplinary courses which have flexible entry and study modes. Both groups ha\>e a 
strong commitment to recruiting 'non-traditional ' students and to flexible learning Thèse are 
in the subject areas of the libéral arts, humanities, theohgy and éducation. Both groups 
have developed Masters îevet counselling courses and are actively pursuing Work-based 
Learning initiatives as pan of Professional Development programmes. The diagram in 
Appendix 4 sets oui the broad areas for collaboration. Work in both centres fus well with 
the Lifelong Learning and Widening Participation agendas being put forward by the 
government. 
Student Numbers 
As at February ¡999 Continuing Studies has a total number of 6, ¡36 enrolled students, over 
half of whom are on HEFCE funded programmes. A full breakdown of the student numbers 
isgiven in Appendix 5. 
With a total of2664 students, WesthiU Collège has a larger proportion offull-time students. 
Of the total, 899 are full-time and 310 are part-time. The remaining students attend 
dislance learning programmes in hrael. A full list of student numbers and courses is given 
in Appendix 6. 
Externat Links 
Both centres actively develop links with FE Collèges. WesthiU is a major partner in the 
Selly Oak Collèges Fédération and has a number of other externat links. The School of 
Continuing Studies has also set up collaboration with a number of FE organisations. 
(David, Graham - do you wish to wish to explaîn thèse links in a sentence or two as I don 't 
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really have anything to say here?) 
made is given in Appendix 7. 
A fuit lisi of the organisations with which thèse links is 
Staffing 
A full list of the staff in Westhill and Continuing Studies is given in Appendix 
8. Westhill has 43 full-time staff of whom 8 are involved in Teacher 
Education and 4 in the Centre for Lifelong Learning. There is also a range of 
fractional posts. 
The School of Continuing Studies works with a relatively small core of full-
time staff (17) and a number of programme co-ordinator posts. These staff 
are charged with the development of continuing education. There are also a 
large number of special lecturers who support the wide-ranging programme. 
As well as support staff the School also has a number of library staff 
Infrastructure 
The School of Continuing Studies is based in Winterbourne house but also uses some room 
in Education, Arts and Biology. Students tend only to use the Winterbourne Computer 
Cluster and the School has its own library. The School has retained financial control of its 
library because of the need to ensure that the service provided matched the particular needs 
of part-time students. There are also library facilities available on the remote sites. 
Students enrolling for more than 60 credits are entitled to an ID card which gives them 
access to the main library and other libraries as appropriate. Summer Schools are held 
either on-site or in other locations depending on the nature of the course and for this the 
School has a real need for a range ofgood quality residential accommodation. 
The main teaching for Westhill College is done on its site in Selly Oak. There are three 
outreach centres at the Go/den Hillock Mosque, Handsworth Sikh Community Centre and 
the East Birmingham Women's College (or Kidderminster?). It also uses Cadbury Hall and 
Sports facilities which are part of the Selly Oak Colleges Federation. The site comprises a 
number of different buildings some of which are in need of repair and refurbishment. As 
well as teaching space, there are a number of residential buildings which are 
underoccupied. Also on the site is the Orchard Learning and Resource Centre (OLRC) 
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which offers a very modern learning centre which is capable of being exploited further 
within the remit of the owners'trustees of the building. 
The programmes in Israel are delivered in some 15 centres, largely in the Tel Aviv area. 
Fee Structures 
Currently the fee structures for part-time students are very similar since 
Westhiii has made a conscious decision to keep its fees in line with those of the 
University. Both centres are aware of sources of TEC funding and the 
categories of eligibility. The School of Continuing Studies produces an 
information sheet which covers all sources of funding for part-time students. 
3. PROPOSALS FOR NEW DEVELOPMENT 
The following proposals have been made in the light of existing provision and in the context of 
national developments in Widening Participation and Lifelong Learning: 
• Link of Continuing Studies and relevant Westhiii provision into a single academic unit 
The Westhiii TTA provision would be linked to the School of Education. The 
opportunities to develop part-time provision link strongly with Continuing Studies. It is 
proposed that there will be a closer academic liaison, possibly in the form of a single 
School within five years. The precise mechanisms for the final organisation and the 
transitional arrangements would require detailed articulation. 
• Move the School of Continuing Studies to the Westhiii site 
As indicated above, the maximum benefit can be gained by developing Lifelong Learning and part-
time provision within a single school. This may take some time. A first stage in enabling such a 
development should be a move of Continuing Studies to Westhiii. 
There is some spare capacity at the Westhiii site which could be used to accommodate the School of 
Continuing Studies. With either new building (the preferred option) or refurbishment of existing 
buildings, the problems of lack of space and provision for residential courses could be alleviated. 
The OLRC offers library and /earning centre space which is well-suited to the needs of the part-time 
students in the School and there is also good provision for car parking space which is an important 
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issue for ihe type of student which the school attracts. There is aiso poiential to provide more. A 
draft proposai is included as Appendix 9. 
• Expansion of Student Numbers to support the provision 
A bid has been mode to HEFCE for additional student numbers in a number of areas to support 
Widening Participation and to increase provision beiow degree ievei. The subject areas include ÏT 
Skiils. counseîling, management skills, éducation and care developmenl from HNC to postgraduate 
ievei. A fuil copy of the bid is given in Appendix î 0. 
• Centre of Excellence in Counseîling 
Discussion is taking place on the co-ordination of the Counseîling 
provision. The two centres currently offer complementary courses which 
will be qffered from a single académie unit which would market the whole 
provision in a co-ordinated way. This is proposed for the October 2000 
intake. The current courses at Westhill Collège will need to be reviewed 
and put in a modular format to facilitate the development. Further 
developmenl of the counseîling provision is urgently required to fulfill the 
proposed HEFCE target numbers. (Is there a written report on this?) 
• Closer collaboration on Combined Studies courses 
The flexible programmes in BA Humanities and BA Combined Studies (Westhill) and the BA in 
Integrated Studies (Continuing Studies) will explore ways in which closer collaboration will take 
place. This mav take the form of rationalisation of modules or interchange of students between the 
yarious modules comprising the awards. A brief exploration has been mode of this in the area of 
Englishfsee Appendix II. A andB). 
• Collaboration on CPD. and Development of Work-based Learning 
Initiatives 
There are sepárate developments in the Centre for Lifelong Learning and 
in the voluntary sector section of Continuing Studies on developing Work-
based Learning parmerships wilhin the context of increasing the 
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flexibility of learning. The two groups have agreed to collaborate and 
share expertise on good practice. (Appenâix 12) 
• Considération of Continuing Studies Staffing Model 
The School of Continuing Studies has devised a flexible stafling model to enable it to develop new 
courses initiatives in a wide range of subject areas. It works with a small core of permanent 
académie staff and a larger number of académie co-ordinators who are employed on fractionat 
contracts. Thèse individuah are appointed as académie advisors and any teaching they do is paid 
for separately. In addition, there are large numbers of hourly paid staff who make inputs to the 
teaching. The model allons for the réductions or increases in staffing according to the relative 
success of the différent programmes. It has been proposed that such a model would also facilitate the 
development work ai Westhill particularly in the area of Lifelong Learning. 
• Collaboration on fees, student support and marketing 
It has been agreed to fully harmonise the fee structures for 1999 entry of 
students if at ail possible. This would involve the Westhill part-time fees 
being increased by a small margin of on a 10 crédit module. National 
provision for funding part-time students is developing and new initiatives 
being introduced. Both centres currently exploit existing provision from 
agencies like TEC s to the full. They have agreed to produce a single 
information booklet for students which will cover this and the new 
HEFCE support being proposed. (see Appendix 13). As the opportunities 
arose they would seek means to collaborate on applications for 
development funding such as European Social Fund initiatives. 
• Development of IT provision and teaching 
The working group idemifled a split of the proposed additional HEFCE numbers and that there would 
be a conséquent need for additional investment in IT provision. Discussion is also taking place with 
Information Sen'ices with a view to inctude the existing Continuing Studies provision part of the 
overali University sen'ice. 
_ (Is there a written report for this?) 
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• Strengthening local links and facilitating widening participation and 
access agenda 
The two centres wish to continue to foster their local links and develop 
these further. This formed part of the initiatives which would be the 
subject of collaboration on development funding discussed above. 
4. SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS 
The School of Continuing Studies and Westhill College, although apparently different in the patterns 
of student attendance have a number of congruent areas of work which make them suitable partners 
in developing a strategy to respond the national developments in Lifelong Learning and Widening 
Participation. 
The key features of each School which will facilitate such developments are as follows: 
• School of Continuing Studies commitment to continuing education, flexible learning and 
outreach 
• Westhill College remit for outreach to disadvantaged groups and social inclusion and 
partnership with commun it}' groups 
• The development of credit-based modular schemes in both Continuing Studies and 
Westhill which will allow flexible entry on to courses along with flexible study patterns 
• Both Continuing Studies and Westhi/l have experience in teaching in curricula which 
are multi-disciplinary and inter-disciplinary 
• Teaching relating to arts, humanities, religious studies, education and professional 
development in both Schools which will facilitate collaborative development and 
possible interchange between course programmes 
• Specific expertise in Counselling 
• Developments in CPD and Work-based Learning 
• Spare capacity at the Westhill site to allow space for development 
• The OLRC at Westhill which provides a modern learning facility which is suited to the 
needs of part-time students and outreach development 
The specific proposals which have been agreed are as follows: 
• Link of School of Continuing Studies with those parts of Westhill with a common interest 
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Move of the Schooî of Continuing Studies to the Westhill site 
Expansion of student numbers in the context of Widening Participation and increasing 
provision below degree levei 
Development of a Centre of Excellence in Counselling 
Closer collaboration on Combined Studies Courses and possible development of links 
•with related subject areas in other parts of the University 
Collaboration on the expansion of Work-based Learning initiatives and Continuing 
Professional Development 
Considération of the School of Continuing Studies stafftng model as a means for aiding 
the development of new initiatives 
Collaboration between the Centre for Lifelong Learning and the School of Continuing 
Studies in the areas of student support, development of local links and seeking 
development funding. 
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Part 3: Collaborative Learning - a conclusion not to conclude 
l . Delivery on the learning agreement 
The Middlesex University agreement for this whole project listed three areas for 
development - the émergence of learning communities (sites of learning), institutional 
innovation (for Westhill) through curricular-led change and the exploration of new 
types and forms of knowledge, The dynamic curriculum was to be conceptualised as a 
generic thème and the whole project was to draw upon a team-led approach and was 
to engage with partnership development. 
As the project developed over some 18 months (from September 1997 to March 1999) 
it became clear that what was evolving v^d^the vital phases of the dynamic curriculum 
which themselves were beginning to help shape the discourse surrounding the strategie 
alliance. What had been originally designated as sites of learning carne to be re-
conceptualised as 'nodes' within an evolving network of learning. A nascent 
curriculum was discovered wherever the nodes were recognised. The practical 
expression of this schema is reported in the research material assembled by the team 
comprising the Westhill Centre for Lifelong Learning. The truly dynamic éléments of 
this discovered curriculum lay in bringing a nascent curriculum into lived practice, a 
process which by its very nature can have no definitive starting or finishing point. The 
Westhill centre was cruciai because it offered (and continues to do so) models, théories 
and practical outeomes for learning 'nodes' or 'sites' which can continue to re-invent 
themselves. An evolvine version of 'new knowledge' can be ascertained here 
involving both theoretical and empirical référence points. It includes: 
• interdisciplinare developments such as those reported in the programmes 
associated with the CLL and the emerging curriculum of the strategie alliance dealt 
with in parts 1 and 2 of Phase 1 of the explication; 
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collaborative leaming of the kind reponed in the research phase of the project 
and exemplified also by the partnerships with a range of further education colleges, 
community providers and with Staffordshire University. Of particular significance 
for Westhill is the notion of collaborative leaming with those living and working in 
ethnic and faith communities, illustrated by the successful bids to HEFCE 
concerned with widening participation and liaison with Muslim communities 
reponed in Phase 2, pan 6 and at Appendix 4; 
modelling learning processes which take into account the growth and appücation 
of 'open systems'. These developments were the basis of the Level 5 APWBL 
claim which preceded the project explication, and dealt with the application and 
extensión of credit and credit transfer systems, modularisation and the growth of 
AP(E)L. These open systems are crucial aspects of change based on curriculum 
innovation and lead directly to the development of the distributed learning reponed 
as pan of the project in association with StafFordshire University; 
managerial problem solving, of the kind exemplified in the development of the 
strategic alliance. This process has been underway for approaching one and. a half 
years as this explication is completed. An example of the complexity and range of 
issues at stake is given in document 2 at Appendix 3 and acknowledgement of the 
sheer volume of detailed work this involved is accorded to the Business Manager 
at Westhill, John Walmsley. The Sénior Management Team at Westhill, which 
includes the Deputy Principal, carried through a multitude of tasks which are 
beyond the scope of this explication to describe, nevenheless without whose 
contributions the curricular innovations reponed here would not simply nave been 
possible. The strategic alliance, reponed at Phase 1, pan 2 and in Phase 3 pan 1 
has undoubtedly been a managerial imperative throughout the whole project; 
cognitive gains - concerned mosí directly with the conceptualisation of the 
dynamic curriculum and the network of leaming which have both become 
enshrined in the new University of Birmingham, Westhill curricular profile. Phase 
1 of the project and of the explication attempt to articúlate a theory of learning 
based on social constructivist principies which it is contended enable meaningful 
discourse to take place around the new shibboleth of 'lifelong leaming'. New 
leaming, it is held, can take place beyond the boundaries of the classroom and the 
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campus and some new domain assumptions are introduced concerning our 
understanding of how knowledge is produced; and 
• organisational change and development - which has proceeded in parallel with 
the changes in curricular organisation and professional idéologies signalled above. 
This aspect of work analysed here has not been the exclusive focus of any single 
section of the explication, however, it has underpinned ail of them. The changes 
and innovations dealt with throughout the project have called upon a range of 
competencies associateti with leadership in organisational settings by the author 
(and the teams managed by the same), and include the following: 
Communication skills • Ability to express oneself verbally and 
in writing 
• Listening skills 
Managing information • Retrieving, analysing, processing and 
combining information 
• Using information technology 
Systems thinking • To learn and understand a whole, to 
see how things are related to each 
other and to understand the meaning 
of relations instead of things 
Problem-focused thinking and problem 
solving skills 
• To be able to focus on the core 
problem 
Putting new knowledge into practice • Seeing the connection between theory 
and practice 
• Transferring knowledge "from the 
head to the hands" . 
Managing oneself and others • Setting realistic targets and 
communicating them to others 
• Recognising the gap between the 
current situation and the target and 
understanding how to fil! the gap 
Team work • Sharing information 
• Collaboration 
• Achieving goals | 
2. Professional and personal objectives 
It is hoped that the essentially collaborative character of the project described in the 
explication is apparent and that credit has been given where it is due to those who 
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contributed. Within this collective endeavour it is hoped that at both a personal and 
professional leve! of expérience the following capacities were evidenced by the author: 
• reflection on practice which led to transformations of thought and action for both 
self and others; 
• authoritative invoivement in the life of an institution was demonstrated; 
• self-knowledge and self-evaluation was fostered and applied to improve 
professional and personal performance; 
• etnica! and social issues were considered and incorporated imo the 'démocratie' 
provision of educational services; 
• récognition was given to the range of situations, Systems, structures and 
relationships involved in the change process, analysed and exemplified in the 
• curriculum-led innovation which was tested against practical, resource, led 
constraints; 
• analytical understanding was demonstrated through: 
the creative transposition of meanings between différent contexts, such as 
the création of off-campus learning; 
synthesis of disparate éléments of social, ethnie and educational situations 
resuking in the offer of new participation opportunities for previously 
excluded catégories of students; 
contextualisation of learning and competencies which led to the adoption 
of a constructivist perspective for the dynamic curriculum; 
récognition of paradoxes and contradictions, some of which cannot be 
easily transcended and which diciate certain pragmatic solutions, for 
example, in the generation of a strategie alliance involving national funding 
councils, the Privy Council, the Charity Commission and the governing 
bodies of both institutions in question; 
evaluative skills applied particularly to the range of académie work 
contingent on the development of curriculum partnerships across higher 
and further éducation and designed to improve the professional practice of 
the staff involved; 
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• creativity and imagination, where an effort to develop and 'market' a vision of 
collaborative learning and work was made and where alternative choices and 
structures were offered to some of the straitjackets of past practice;.; ;~ 
• questioning and reasoning was supported by the author in work with collaborative 
partners so that all those involved were continuously aware of changes and were 
able apply curiosity and assess information gained as its result; 
• managing mental models and their application to demanding tasks and situations 
was demonstrated, particularly in relation to questions of how learning and 
knowledge becomes the property of some groups in society whilst serving to help 
create social exclusion for others; 
• personal mastery and command of a knowledge base was extended so that the 
following could be demonstrated: 
- team leadership as a knowledgeable lead-professional; 
strong personal vision; 
- clear and cogent understanding of the current reality; 
understanding of the value of compétence and skills as well as académie 
and subject-based knowledge; 
ability to take responsibility for creating a change environment and aptitude 
for propelline and cajoling it into existence. 
Ultimately it is for those involved and concerned to be the judges as to whether the 
overall project has succeeded in the terms set for it. It is hoped, however, that this 
explication demonstrates a collaborative development of professional practice which 
both meets the objectives set for it in the learning agreement, and simultaneously 
enhances both a personal and organisational capability, and indeed, takes both to a 
higher standard. It is hoped that the institutionally and socially structured context of 
the network of learning has been made clearer to those involved in it, and that 
knowledge and reflection in action has been demonstrated as part of the dialectic of 
shared learning which the project set out to identify and to progress. 
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If this has been achieved in some significant measure then the efforts expended will not 
have been in vain. The illumination of professionally based theory and practice does 
not end with the présentation of this explication; the project itself continues - but does 
so in the light of the expérience captured as knowledge in use, in thèse pages. 
David Davies 
Word Count = 50,873 words, excluding références and appendices. 
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STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL 
DISCUSSION DRAFT 
WESTHILL COLLEGE OF HIGHER EDUCATION 
A BUSINESS PLAN TO RE-ESTABLISH LONG-TERM VIABILITY 
Westhill College of Higher Education 
Birmingham 
UK February 1998 
Executive Summary 
Introduction 
During the last 5 years, following the College's disassociation from 
Newman College under Funding Council guidance, considerable 
progress has been made in academic restructuring and in 
strengthening the finances. In 1996 the College was adjudged to have 
failed 1 subject in a disputed OFSTED inspection which resulted in the 
loss of student numbers. Despite making significant savings of £500k 
through further restructuring the College began to forecast deficits 
form 1998 onwards and agreed to share a consultancy review with the 
TTA (its lead accountant) to ascertain a common understanding on 
strategies which would lead to a viable future. Since commencing the 
study it has been necessary to accept a worsening situation as 
knowledge has come to hanó that the application for INSET funds 
(TTA) and the allocation of extra students (HEFCE) will not be granted. 
Additionally, there was an adverse MASN adjustment. 
This Plan accepts as its starting point that in a "do nothing" scenario, 
College-cash reserves would run out in the year 2001 at which point 
investments (£1.4m) and substantial landholdings (last valuation for 
reinstatement £18.8m) would have to be used to achieve ongoing 
stability. 
The Mission Statement in the Future 
The College has reviewed its Mission Statement which it considers 
valid and tenable as well as broadly in line with current thinking about 
the development of the educational sector. The College's Mission 
' Statement offers meaningful diversity and not just diversity for its own 
sake. 
It has been suggested that the smallness of the College (say, 800 
students) may threaten its long term viability and that it would be 
sensible to seek' substantial long term alliances to secure a better 
future as well as growing by diversification into a market not affected 
by public funding. 
The Opportunities to Secure the Future 
The College' is stili financially strong and can support growth and 
. attract alliance partners: a window of opportunity st\i) exists for the 
College to retain strong initiative in these areas. The present portfolio 
of courses is recruiting well and its principal PGCE course is over-
subscribed. There is a strong emphasis on Quality Assurance 
procedures and academic standards which are vested in the College's 
Academic Board by the terms of its Accreditation Agreement with the 
University of Birmingham. The quality of its existing portfolio is 
considered a key requirement to underwrite the future development of 
new courses. 
The potential regional and national markets for part time and fees only 
income generating courses is considerable and the University of 
Birmingham has approved accredited provision which is designed to 
allow the College to market courses that will appeal to such markets. 
The College's broad approach to thèse markets will be through a third 
School developed from the newly established Centre for Lifelong 
Learning (CLL) - which is closely vested in the College's wider mission 
to serve individuáis and communities whose needs have not been fully 
met within conventional provision. There are considerable 
opportunities both at home and abroad which the College intends to 
exploit. 
In ils non-core business the College has also made significant 
progress in the Conference market and is developing contingency 
saving plans as well as allocating reserves which can all contribuie to 
support the CLL in its market entry phase. 
The Risks 
The key risks that the College faces concern the understanding and 
adaptability of staff that have already had to cope with significant 
changes. The new CLL approach will require a commercialism which 
is new to the College and which will test both its académie and 
resources Systems. There is a significant requirement for Governors 
and Managers to act with speed and conviction particularly with regard 
to alliances. 
Within its chosen new market place, the College's CLL School will 
have to tight hard to secure récognition and develop the commercial 
tenacity required to secure aecounts against compétition. The breadth 
and flexibility of the product offer that may be required will be taxing. 
The College has a strong conviction that it can handle such risks. 
Future Projections 
It is possible to demónstrate (see Page 53) that activity in the broad 
area covered by CLL, given positive support from the funding 
agencies, new conférence business and savings can bring stability to 
the College. It is considered, however, that such break-even 
scénarios, even with their contingency plans, offer a vulnerable future. 
Therefore it remains a feature of this Plan to explore new alliances of 
substance and longevity so that in combination there will be a 
worthwhile future for those who have sought their career in Westhill 
and value its Mission. The Action Plans given at the end of the Plan 
set out the stepping stones that will make future viability possible. 
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2.5 Reshaping the College (An Option) 
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2. STRATEGIC DIRECTION 
2.1 The Mission Statement and the College's Preferred Key Relationships 
The College's Mission Statement as set out in the 1997/8 Strategic Plan 
is set out below: 
Core Statement 
Westhill College seeks to develop and maintain high quality 
teaching, learning and research within the university sector and to 
ensure that all managerial, financial and academic structures are 
economically efficient in the service of a collegiate community. 
Supplementary Statement 
From a Christian base, Westhill College has always aimed to 
provide trained professional leadership for work with children and 
young people, without prejudice, in both the voluntary and state 
sectors, and to encourage research commensurate with that aim in 
all areas of its curriculum. It is now in the process of diversifying 
both its teaching and its research into a limited number of 
substantive disciplines within the spheres of arts, humanities, 
religious studies and educational theory and practice. 
As a unique foundation born out of a cluster of Christian 
denominations and societies, which together constitute the 
mainstream of the free Church tradition, the College holds to the 
main values of that tradition: an uncompromising search for truth; a 
concern for social and political justice; a high sensitivity towards the 
disadvantaged and the cultivation of a sense of personal 
responsibility. 
The College actively seeks to collaborate with others, both in the 
cause of efficiency and in keeping with its long standing 
commitments to the Ecumenical Movement and, more recently, to 
multi-faith participation. The College is proud of its Christian 
foundation, but does not impose any sort of religious test. Its 
recruitment policy encourages applicants from all religious, ethnic, 
political and social background and from those who have suffered 
physical, social, educational or material disadvantage, as well as 
from those who, like its founders, belong to minority groups. 
In the following pages of the 1997/8 Strategic Plan this statement has 
been set within the context of a broad pattern of Strategic Alliances. 
This Business Plan with its emphasis on work-based and lifelong 
learning gives new energy and wider meaning to the Mission Statement 
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and examines and extends the College's pattern of alliances. There is, 
therefore, compatibility and cohesion between the past, the present and 
the future which makes the proposals that follow easier to assimilate 
than might otherwise have been anticipated. . 
It is clear that there is a distinctiveness to the Mission Statement that 
makes it imperative that the College states if preferences at this juncture: 
- The College wishes to retain its distinctive image.. 
-The College strongly prefers to retain a close association with the 
University of Birmingham, an institution with which it has long 
established links. 
- The College strongly prefers to retain its close working association with 
the Selfy Oak Colleges federation of which it is a founder member and 
with whom it shares a campus. 
The College faces a serious financial crisis which requires realism in 
reassessing preferred relationships, the courage to make radical 
changes and the setting aside of contingency plans to allow progress 
against an uncertain future. 
In broad outline the College has suffered a cutback in the allocation of 
student numbers from both TTA (its accounting authority) and 
subsequently HEFCE as a result of a disputed OFSTED inspection and 
the past profile of College achievements. The cutbacks have been of 
unparalleled severity within the sector but were within the rules being 
applied at the time. Applications for additional funds or students have 
either not been successful, or the result is not yet known. This means 
that even after successfully implementing a £500k a year saving plan the 
College still faces a projected accumulated deficit of £1.7m over the next 
A years if it takes no further action. It is therefore imperative to assess 
new strategies to achieve at least a break-even situation and to avert a 
cashflow problem which could occur within 2 years, assuming that neither 
investments (£1.4m) or land (£18.8m) are liquidated. 
Financing Independence 
The College still awaits the outcome of applications for additional 
students which could affect future strategy. With regard to teacher 
training (in which the College has every intention of maintaining its PGCE 
course with particular emphasis on Primary Education together with 
PGCE RE and a program of CPU) the College notes that the emphasis on 
market economics and quality determination make increased participation 
an unacceptable high risk strategy. It therefore places an emphasis on 
growth and diversification in a non-public funded market and is 
considerably encouraged by the opportunities that are open to it in the 
work based and lifelong learning market at home and overseas. 
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The Criteria for Alliances 
Realistically, the College has to accept that generating the finance to 
underwrite its independence will be an onerous task that can be made 
easier if existing alliances are enhanced and contingency plans made to 
forge new partnerships as and where necessary. 
The Key Characteristics Required of Present and New Alliances 
A. Fundamental Characteristics 
Core Statement 
i. Quality 
The quality of teaching, learning and research is at the heart of 
the statement. Therefore, any proposed partner must enhance 
this aspect of the College's work and give endorsement in both 
the established and proposed new market places. 
ii. Business-like Efficiency 
The College has established a strong record of achievement in 
this area over the last 5 years and records excellent financial 
strength ratios under HEFCE criteria. Partnerships should 
enhance this and stimulate further improvements. 
Supplementary Statement 
The key elements are: 
i. Lack of prejudice. 
ii. The uncompromising search for the truth. 
iii. Social and political justice. 
iv. Sensitivity towards the disadvantaged. 
V. Ecumenical. 
vi. Consistent with the Free Church tradition, including the 
right to dissent. 
vii. Encouragement of personal responsibility. 
viii. Development of community values. 
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There is an underlying similarity within the 8 principies set out above 
which allows them to be drawn together in 2 fundamental concepts of co-
operative management viz: 
that in a partnership the Parties have to recognise that: 
if one side is constantly overruled, co-operation ceases, and 
effective partnerships have to be self-determining (free to be 
effective in their chosen market places) although they wil! not be 
self-supporting. 
In summary, the style of partnership that is consistent with the College's 
Mission Statement and which would support the growth and 
diversification programme would contribute new dimensions of academic 
quality to support the College in the market place and encourage more 
efficient operations. 
B. Practical Considerations 
An effective alliance would need to give practical assistance in the 
foliowing ways if the College were to diversify quickly and effectively 
into work based/lifelong learning: 
i. Accreditation 
The provisión of a flexible licence to opérate in and respond to 
the needs of the College's chosen market place at home and 
overseas. 
ii. Products 
Assistance in the provisión of quality producís to complement 
the College's limited range of activity for the work based and 
lifelong learning market. 
iii. Market Endorsement 
A clear and unequivocal statement that the 2 parties were 
working together. 
iv. Fee Revenue 
Short term assistance (as a mínimum) to improve fee valúes in 
the next 2 years. 
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C. Speed of Response 
Wïthin any chosen alliance the College must place a premium on 
secuhng effective pénétration in its chosen market place within the 
next 2 years. It is considered that if such an alliance can be 
achieved quickly there will be a higher mutuality in the arrangement 
and a shared responsibility towards success. Any alliances 
developed at a later date would almost certainly find a weakened 
college and therefore have to concentrate on the élimination of 
losses and survival which will weaken opportunités to develop 
chosen markets. 
2.3 The Approach to Specific Alliances and Time Frames. 
A. The HE Sector 
1. The University of Birmingham (the preferred choice) 
The College has already started on a process of revising the 
relationship and achieved significant breakthroughs in the range of 
activity that may be carried out under the Accréditation Agreement. 
Preliminary discussions are already underway with regard to new 
models of relationships and the College intends that this analysis 
should be completed as soon as practical. Legal advisers have been 
alerted and initial considération is being given to the impact of doser 
alliances on the Trust Deed as well as assessing possible charity law 
implications. 
2. The University of Central England and Oxford Brookes University 
The College will set up a briefing document outlining its requirements 
for a strong working alliance with both Universities who have already 
shown an interest in working with Westhill. Concurrents the College 
will seek to negotiate a formal offer of alliance. It is the College's 
intention to terminate negotiations if a strong alliance with the 
University of Birmingham is achieved. In appropriate circumstances 
the College would propose a dual alliance. 
3. Other Options 
By April 1998 the College will have drawn up a shortlist of 3 
alternative alliance institutions who may be approached if negotiations 
in 1 and 2 above falter. 
4. Fallback Position 
It is the College's intention to have established its longer term 
alliances by January 1999 at the latest. 
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2.4 The Federation of Sellv Oak Colleges 
The College derives benefits from and offers benefits to the federation of 
Selly Oak Colleges. The overall relationship between all the affiliate 
members is largely based on custom and practice and there is equality 
in relationships irrespective of size or need. For specific projects such 
as the LRC, the joint telephone exchange or the IT system, legally 
binding agreements are entered into. The Orchard Learning Resources 
Centre (OLRC) reflects a working relationship where the federation 
contributes land and capital and Westhill contributes the base load of 
student fee income to handle revenue requirements. 
Reassessment of Federal Working Relationships 
Within the key characteristics of the partnership which the College has 
determined the federation fits more closely to all the requirements of the 
supplementary statement, but adds nothing in terms of either 
fundamental characteristics, practical considerations or speed of 
response. 
The College believes that it can strengthen its federal relationships by 
dearly determining the contribution that each side can make and 
electing to develop these strengths together. In this way, no issues of 
sovereignty or issues of conflicting loyalty need arise and federal 
development issues, which continue to remain of immense importance to 
the College, will become more sharply pointed. This assessment 
acknowledges that recent attempts to merge parts of the federation into 
Westhill have failed and cannot be reactivated. The timing.of this 
revision is not crucial but it is important that a negotiating period is 
limited and does not become a diversion for management. Further 
information on the Selly Oak Colleges' relationship in practical 
application is given in the Estates section. 
2.5 Reshaping the College - What the College can do for Itself 
Shaping the College to be effective for the immediate future is difficult 
because of a wide range of uncertainties. Specifically the question of 
future student numbers is not yet resolved, with significant applications 
to HEFCE as yet unanswered. 
During the critical financial period over the next 24 months, the College 
may have to accept that its student intake will fall as low as 143 places. 
Previous and future years' intakes are at 297 and 317 students 
respectively. It is clear to all that the higher educational system 
generally, with the pattern of costs that prevail throughout, is not 
designed to cope with such year on year fluctuations which puts strains 
particularly upon a small college and crucially so upon its residential 
services. 
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The College therefore has developed a contingency plan which it may 
reluctantly have to carry out if it wishés to retain staff and some 
semblance of academic order through a period of low intake. 
A Further RestructurinQ of the College (An Qption) 
Presently the College is based on 2 Schools: the School of Professional 
Studies and the School of Arts & Humanities; each managed by a Dean. 
The Centre of Lrfelong Learning is currently proposed as a third School 
to be opened, albeit embryonicalty, in September 1998. The option the 
College may have to consider is the merging of the 2 original Schools 
and the diversión of staff into the new CLL School. Exercising such an 
option would clearly be a highly defensive measure and would require 
an exceptional level of understanding and support from staff. 
The effectiveness of exercising this option would also clearly depend 
upon identifying a small team of existing members of staff who could 
oriéntate themselves to new work aligned to work-based provisión. 
In such a move the maintenance of quality would have to be a matter of 
high level management concern and it would be necessary to appoint a 
sénior quality adviser who would oversee quality throughout the 
College's whole range of activity on a day by day basis. 
This option would not reduce staff costs aíthough the Combined School 
of existing activities as a Consolidated unit might be susceptible to some 
improved efficiencies. The main attraction of the scheme lies in the 
energising of the new School and the advantage of placing growth in the 
hands of employees who know the College and can network effectively 
within as new Programmes have to be drawn together. 
Summarv 
The College's strategic direction is therefore clear in so far as it is 
concentrating on adapting its preferred alliances and seeks resolution for this 
phase of its activity within the next 3 months. 
There are uncertainties that have to be coped with but nevertheless the idea 
of the College retaining its distinctive image can be retained. There are 
restructuring opportunities within the College's own capabilities that might 
speed up the development programme. In such circumstances, the staff base 
could be preserved but the change in direction would require substantial 
support and understanding. Such an option would be exercised within 6 
months. 
Overall, plans are in hand to achieve an alternative model of alliance that 
satisfies the Mission Statement within the next 12 months. 
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3 ACADEM1C AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 
3.1 Description of the current portfolio 
3.2 Détails on the accréditation policy wîth Birmingham University 
3.3 Description of the College's évaluation and management of 
qualiiy 
3.4 Description of how the portfolio has, and continues to be 
developed 
3.5 Description of research 
3.6 Description of recruitment stratégies, markets and entry 
standard. 
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3. ACADEMIC A1MS & OBJECTIVES 
3.1 The Current Portfolio 
The College's académie programmes are accredited by the University 
of Birmingham and are delivered through two Schools and a Centre for 
Lifelong Leaming. 
School of Professional Studies 
Undergraduate Programmes: 
BPhil Community and Youth Studies 
DipHE Community and Youth Studies 
Postgraduate and Professional Programmes: 
PGCE Primary 
PGCE Secondary Religious Education 
BPhil Primary Education 
BPhil and Diploma Community and Youth Studies 
BPhil and Diploma Counselling 
MEd Primary 
MA Applied Community Studies 
MPhil 
PhD 
Modular Masters Degree 
Centre for Church Education and Development 
RE Centre 
School ofArts and Humanities 
Undergraduate programmes: 
BA (Hons) Humanities 
• Childhood Studies 
• Creative Arts 
• English Literature, English Language and Art 
• History: Islam and the Christian West 
• Mathematics, Science and Psychology 
• 19th and 20th Century Studies 
• Race and Ethnie Studies 
• Sports, Physical Education and Community Studies 
• Visual Arts 
BA (Hons) Applied Theological Studies 
• Islamic 
• Christian 
• Mission Theology 
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Postgraduate Programmes: 
MA and Diploma Islamic Studies 
MA and Diploma Mission Studies 
MTheol Applied Theological Studies 
MPhil 
Modular Masters Degrees 
PhD 
Centre forLifeiong Learning 
The College has established a third arena for the development of its 
académie profile. The Centre for Lifelong Learning (CLL) is committed 
to devising and delivering teaching programmes and learning 
opportunities focused on students' achievements. 
The key objectives for the CLL are: 
• offer an appropriate range of qualifications for a lifetime of 
learning 
• connect éducation to performance 
• facilitate 'Open Learning' 
• identify learning communities 
• deliver éducation and training with the most innovative and 
effective methods available 
• ensure excellence in ail programmes at ail levels. 
CLL Programmes 
Learning for Life - a part-time Certificate, Diploma and Degree 
Programme based on a Combined Studies modular framework to be 
launched in 1998-99. 
Work-based Learning (WBL) - aecredited and approved study 
programmes for individuate and groups based on the workplace as a 
learning organisation. 
Overseas and Distance Learning - a programme of aecredited 
awards delivëred in Israel and Africa in 1998-99 and extended 
thereafter. 
Continuing Professional Development (CPD) - a programme which 
builds upon the College's traditional rôle as a deliverer of.teacher 
INSET and Religious Education (RE). CPD opportunities will be 
extended to a wide range of professional groups. 
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FE and Community Liaison (FE/CL) - collaborative and compact 
arrangements are to be developed and extended with further 
éducation and community learning centres across Birmingham and 
the West Midlands, based upon access to the Westhill accredited 
programmes and resources. 
Accréditation with the University of Birmingham 
Westhill's policy for académie development envisages a close and 
continuing relationship with the University of Birmingham. Ali the 
accredited higher éducation awards of the College lead to University of 
Birmingham qualifications. Since September 1997 the College has 
implemented a fully modular awards structure which includes taught 
first degrees and higher degrees. In addition, in 1998 the University 
accepted the College's APEL scheme allowing progression and growth 
possibil i tés for credit accumulation and transfer. 
The College's framework for awards and qualifications is also the 
mechanism whereby the University accredits diplomas, undergraduate 
and taught masters degrees within the Selly Oak Fédération utilising 
the agreed régulations of the University and its audit procédures. 
A new accréditation agreement between the College, SOC and the 
University will be negotiated in 1998-99. 
Description of the College's Evaluation and Management of Qualitv 
The supervision, maintenance and development of quality assurance 
procédures and académie standards in the College are invested in the 
Académie Board of the College by the terms of the Accréditation 
Agreement with the University of Birmingham. They are monitored 
through the process of Académie Audit carried out annually as part of 
the University monitoring system. 
Each programme carries out an annual programme review. This is 
audited by the Académie Audit Committee, (AAC), which may require 
additional information and materials and which may interview staff and 
students. The AAC then produces an Annual General Review Report. 
In addition, every fìve years a programme undergoes an In-Depth 
Review. The procédures for this are now being deployed to prepare 
for a QAA Subject Review. Both Annual General Review Reports and 
In-Depth Review Reports are received by the College Académie Board 
and forwarded to the Accréditation Committee for scrutiny and report. 
The College has recently committed itself to institutional review the 
outeome of which was a highly complementary report. 
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Devetopment of the Portfolio 
The Westhill portfolio of teaching programmes and learning activity is 
rooted in its mission to serve individuals and communities whose 
needs have not been fully met within conventional provision. The 
following issues of context are important features of its development 
programme: 
• the College's mission is addressed within a curriculum 
framework which is committed to growth 
• applicabilrty to future work opportunités for students is viewed 
as a key to the curriculum offer 
• progression possibilités: where students start is not important -
destinations are 
• a strategy for development has been adopted, e.g. lifelong 
learning which widens access and deepens crédit 
• transformative knowledge and expérience which can be 
demonstrated and measured is to be fostered 
• part-time provision; flexibility; partnership; and open learning 
are made available to learners 
• learning support and guidance is recognised as a vital élément 
of provision 
• innovative assessment - which is both critical and student 
friendly - is needed at ail levels 
• persona\ and professional development (PPD) will be 
encouraged 
• opportunités to gain qualifications at ail levels are offered 
• récognition of learning diversity and achievement will be the 
College's hallmark 
• collaboration and shared learning with "learning communities" 
and "learning organisations" is a key stratégie objective. 
The College's portfolio of courses and programmes continues to 
develop through: 
• the adoption of new programmes of stuôy, e.g., modular 
degrees and awards 
• more flexible accréditation procédures and the use of APEL 
• use of diverse delivery methods, e.g., open learning, distance 
tuition, computer-assisted learning (internet delivery) and work-
based learning. 
Most imporlanily, development is facilitated through the strategy for 
académie growth which focuses on lifelong learning and the notion of 
"Tomorrow's Col lège" which is rooted in the College's commitment 
to student and achievement centred learning and qualifications. The 
diagram which follows illustrâtes key features of the strategy. 
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WESTHILL COLLEGE OF HIGHER EDUCATION 
Tomorrow's College.. . 
the providers of achievement-based qualifications 
Entry > 
Standard Post 18 entry 
Diagnostic assessment 
Accréditation of prior learning 
-APEL 
Counselling & guidance 
Threshold qualifications 
Access 
Modular programmes, cross-
boundaries 
Bespoke Units of study 
Individualised, student-centred 
learning 
Flexible modes of delivery, 
offered throughout the year 
Roll-on, roll-off 
Tutorial support Systems 
Modular-based assessment 
and accréditation 
Credit for WBL 
APEL 
Underlytng skills 
• Self-study skills 
• Guidance/counseiling/listening 
• Flexible learning design 
• Diagnostic skills/accreditation 
• Development of both criticai 
and imaginative abilities 
Information & admissions unit(s) 
Flexible scheduling of resources 
Flexible learning 'centres' 
Resource-based learning 
Increased Access support: 
- special educational needs 
- crèche facilities 
High-profile student services 
Student-centred administration Systems 
Open learning via OLRC 
Off campus learning communities 
WBL Partnerships 
> 
Underlying momtonng & control Systems 
• Student tracking database 
• Resource target-setting & monitoring 
• Establishing & monitoring key indicators, 
rather than the total System 
• QAA 
• University accréditation 
Achievements 
(qualifications) 
APEL 
Certi fica tes 
Diplomas 
First degrees 
Masters 
Description of Research 
The SchooJ of Arts and Humanities and School of Professional Studies 
offer opportunities for students wishing to take higher degrees by 
research leading to the award of MPhil and PhD. Each school has 
research clusters identifying particular research interests. 
School oí Arts and Humanities 
The SchooPs History research cluster has particular interest in: 
• working class communities, childhood and welfare third world, 
postcolonial history, including the myths of empire and its 
legacy, orientalism, etc. 
• social histories of religión 
• the historical roots of contemporary cultural issues. 
The World Religions research cluster has identified a number of 
research áreas which it is seeking to develop: 
• hermeneutic and analytical studies within the Christian or 
Islamicfaith traditions 
• a cross-discipline analysis of fundamentalism as a religious, 
cultural and political category 
• comparative analysis of internacional models of inter-faith 
dialogue 
• conceptual and action research towards an applied theology 
• conflict and resolution studies in settings where affiliations to 
distinctive faith communities is one of the factors in the conflict. 
The Art and Design research cluster is conducting research into art 
practice in the culture industries and artist-in-residence schemes in 
schools, prisons, etc. 
School of Professional Studies 
The School's Community Studies research cluster is interested in the 
following áreas: 
• normative or action-based studies of community provisión, e.g. 
in health, counselling, youth work, etc. 
• the roles of church, youth, community acíivist and other groups 
operating in multi-ethnic settings 
• studies in interprofessional collaboration. 
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The School's Curriculum and Evaluation research cluster has 
research interests in: 
• national curriculum implementation studies, particularly with 
respect to Key Stage 1 literacy and numeracy 
• curriculum development and/or action research within the 
setting of the researcher's own school 
• policy critique of the national curriculum 
• évaluation of curricular innovation using qualitative 
méthodologies 
• effectiveness studies of teacher éducation provision 
The Language and Ethnicity research cluster has identifìed two 
primary areas of interest: 
• studies in the linguistic cultures of the inner city and their impact 
on schooling 
• bilingualism in the primary school. 
Learning City is a joint activity with the University of Birmingham's 
School of Education. It has an overall concern for active citizenship 
and the place of éducation in the making of the city. 
The Learning City research cluster is concerned with monitoring 
Birmingham's impaci as part of the international "Learning City" 
movement. Its two principal areas of interest are: 
• school improvement, particularly by utilising and extending the 
existing teachers' action research network 
• community éducation, especially with respect to the inter-
professional approaches in inner city settings. 
There are also research opportunités for students with interests in 
Health Education and/or Christians in Public Life. 
The Religious Education (Christian, Muslim and Interfaith) 
research cluster has a wide spread of concerns, but with two areas 
perhaps centrally placed: 
• RE policy and spirituality in the curriculum 
• faith and cross-faith in religious éducation. 
The Work, Community and Identity research cluster is concerned 
with work processes in schooling, and extends into post-structuralism 
and postmodemity through studies of work, race, sexuality and 
identity. 
Westhill aspires to enhance its réputation for practicalty-relevant, 
values-driven analysis and action research around questions of social 
policy and social justice. 
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Recruitment. Markets and Entry Standards 
Recruitment for the College's existing full-time, programmes within the 
humanities and teacher éducation fields is healthy and for the latter, 
heavily over-subscribed. The most significant 'driver* for the 
recruitment position of the College is that of the funding agencies, 
which currently limits the operational scope within the MASN 
allocations. These allow only very limited scope for expansion within 
the curriculum offered to students. In the field of teacher éducation no 
expansion can be envisaged given current national policies. Future [ 
expansion of full-time courses is dépendent upon the allocation of 
funded student numbers by either or both the TTA and HEFCE. 
The potential regional and national markets for part-time and fees 
only, income-generating provision is considérable and the University 
has approved accredited provision which is designed to appeal to such 
markets. The Centre for Lifelong Learning (CLL) has been established 
at the College, with a full-time team of three in the first instance, to 
exploit thesè opportunities. With regard to part-time adult learners, the 
CLL will develop a limited programme of campus and community-
based courses in 1998-99. The size and scope of this programme of 
continuing éducation (called "Learning for Life") will dépend upon 
whether the HEFCE approves a pump-priming proposai under its 
widening access scheme. (The Centre for Lifelong Learning is 
described in Section 4). 
Entry standards for the full-time courses will continue to be within the 
Parameters adopted by UCAS institutions. The College has formed a 
collaborative link with UCAS and its Director of Statistics, Research 
and Support Services is a Fellow of the College. Within the realm of 
part-time and off-campus learning the College has adopted an 
institution-wide APEL procedure and structure which will focus on: 
• facilitation, not didacticism 
• knowledge construction, rather than knowledge transfer 
• knowledge use and reflection rather than répétition 
• active rather than passive or inert knowledge 
• competencies which are learned both in the classroom and 
beyond it 
• continuous learning which requires progressive autonomy 
• learning organisations and communities as well as individuals. 
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4 THE CENTRE FOR LIFELONG LEARN1NG 
The following section is a self-contained Business Plan set out here to 
show the detailed approach to key activities. The Plan is also 
designed to be used with College teams independently of the füll 
Business Plan. 
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THE CENTRE FOR LIFELONG LEARNING 
(CLL) 
A Business Plan prepared for inclusion in an overall Viability Study for 
Westhin College of Higher Education whereby the College repositions itself to 
diversify into offering work-based education in the commercial 
and non public-funded areas 
February 1998 
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The Centre for Lifelonq Learninq 
Executive Summarv 
Overall, Westhill is encouragea* by the general market conditions that offer a 
favourable background to the introduction of its proposed new School - a 
Centre for Lifelong Leaming (CLL), Policy moves within the Government in 
general and the educational sector in particular appear broadly supportive. 
The weakness that the College has to overeóme largely concerns its lack of 
expérience in working commercially and generating income from sales within 
a regular pattern of activity. While the College is entering the market at an 
early stage, it is nevertheless a "small player" with no track record in this area. 
The pace of growth that is required to balance the College's fmancial profile 
will be hard to achieve. Realistic plans nave been drawn up bui even these 
will require considerable effort and dedication. 
Nevertheless, substantial advantages will arise from balancing College 
activity in non-Government funded áreas and aligning to a series of 
commercial and industriai activities with alternative lifecycies. 
Within the proposed marketing mix it is intended to offer an easy-to-
understand pricing system based on £/credit which would make purchasing 
décisions easier. The product range needs to be wide and flexible and 
responsive to the competitive needs of others. Such activity will only be 
achieved with a pro-active accréditation partner. Early ideas are being 
formulated for promotion and it is thought through networking with other 
professional that better sales/conversion ratios can be achieved. 
Within the model budget which is being drawn up, the College beiieves that 
by positioning itself with care both geographically and by industrial sector that 
it can establish a set of regional and national accounts that will underpin a 
stable business developed over the next 5 years. The state of the market is 
such that it is considered appropriate to divide the project into 2 stages: a 2 
year pilot phase and then 3 years of soundly researched market activity. 
Finding the people, who combine both académie and marketing expertise will 
not be easy: the College is encouraged to feel that it may find through internai 
search some colleagues who will be capable of adapting. 
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Introduction 
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Westhill College of Higher Education (WH) has been subject to severe 
cutbacks in student numbers which have lead to projections of financial deficit 
from 1999 onwards. 
Westhill is currently responsible to the Teacher Training Agency (TTA) which 
acts as lead accountant. The College's emphasis on teacher training, which 
occasioned its transfer from HEFCE to the TTA, no longer exists and it is 
therefore anticipated that WH will be transferred back to HEFCE in the near 
future. 
While this revision is considered helpful by allowing the responsible authority 
to oversee the majority workload, the College nevertheless makes it clear that 
is has no intention of withdrawing from teacher training. 
Nevertheless a strategic appraisal of public funding support in the future has 
made it clear to WH that it would be wise to diversify the source of its fee 
income and achieve a significant balance of its revenue from other than 
Funding Council sources. 
This decision is a pragmatic one based on economic criteria but in no way 
suggests or implies that WH wishes to weaken its relationship with the 
funding authorities whose long term support and guidance in many areas is 
crucial to the College's overall credibility, not least in the development of its 
proposed new markets. 
The Plan that follows is the College's initial proposal to develop activity. 
Therefore the first 2 years' of the Plan may be considered as having pilot 
phase status while Phase 2 (3 years) will need to be carefully reviewed as 
more robust information comes forward. 
Situation Analvsis 
This opening section of the Pian sets out the strengths and weaknesses, 
threats and opportunities that condition the College's approach to its Centre 
for Lifelong Learning. A strength of opportunity and an appropriateness of 
timing for such an operation support optimism, albeit tempered by the 
acknowledgement of the difficulties set out. Nevertheless, overall the 
appraisal offers an encouraging basis on which the College can found a new 
School of meaningful activity which is consistent with its overall Mission. 
Strengths 
The perceived strengths are: 
1. The proposed activity is positively encouraged by Westhill's Mission 
Statement. 
2. The Government offers overall support to the proposed activity. 
3. There is a demonstrable need for the proposed activity and external 
motivations to encourage the proposed development. 
4. Following restructuring, the College can now benefit from the enthusiasm 
and flexibility of younger staff. 
5. There are some existing departmental activities within the College that 
can be aligned to CLL and give support and impetus to the proposed 
Development Pian eg Continuing Professional Development (CPD) and 
the RE Centre. 
Weaknesses 
The perceived weaknesses are: 
1. The College has no experience of commercial development. 
2. Lack of market presence in the proposed activity area. 
3. The College has not yet developed proactive support for this activity with 
its accreditation body. 
4. Although the College has strong financial reserves, its present operational 
base has been weakened. 
5. Lack of commercial development experience may lead to unreasonable 
expectations as to the speed with which growth and diversification can be 
achieved. 
6. No immediately accessible public funds are available. 
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Opportunities 
The perceived opportunities are: 
1. Significant policy development which generates favourable market 
conditions to work in. 
2. A destabilising of the traditional labour market and the growth of 
"careership" based on an individual's self-sufficiency. 
3. The growth in an "acquisition of qualification'' market (sometimes 
paraphrased as the improvement of personal opportunity market). 
4. The "University of Industry" and corporate learning movement are 
developing quickly on both a national and international basis. 
5. There is a growing awareness of the value of networking (including 
education/industry links) and a merging of interests and styles of profit 
and non-profit organisations. 
6. A Government commitment to grow education and widen access. (Note: 
the restructuring of HEFCE regional organisation.) 
Threats 
The perceived threats are: 
1. The long time span required for development of the project in a 
competitive market place and particularly so when the competition may 
not be direct but indirect, and therefore more difficult to handle, requiring 
the reallocation of management and staff time within another organisation. 
2. Present lack of understanding (and therefore no proactive support) of 
accreditation agencies that may not understand the new market place that 
Westhill wishes to participate in. 
3. Already established competition from newer active universities such as 
Surrey, Oxford Brooks and Wolverhampton. 
Key Sensitivity Factors 
The key determining factors that affect the pace and quality of growth in the 
market place are: 
The development of a staff team with commercial acumen and sales 
ability which can also gain acceptance within the College. 
We need to offer a flexible customised programme of education to a 
customer base that is seeking competitive advantage for itself. This 
suggests a responsiveness to a provision of product offers that is unusual 
for the College. 
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The ability to attract and retain a broad spectrum of network partners to 
speed up and sustain growth and diversification. 
Assumptions 
The assumptions for Stage 1 of the Plan (Years 1 and 2) are: 
1. That the Funding Council(s) allocates resources to the College to develop 
and deliver "lifelong learning" opportunities. 
2. A proactive and responsive accrediting body. 
3. That industry, commerce and public services all budget significant training 
appropriations. 
4. A supportive environment within the College and the Federation. 
5. That a cost effective price tariff and course portfolio can be established. 
Additionally 
The assumptions for the further growth in Years 3, 4 and 5 are: 
1. Strategic commitment by Government and Funding Agencies to 
sustainable growth in lifelong learning. 
2. An adequate unit of resource allocated for such work. 
3. Continuity of a supportive College environment and ethos. 
4. Adequate staffing resources for new areas of work. 
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Main Obiectives 
The main objectives of the CLL Project are: 
- To draw together under the Centre for Lifelong Learning one effective 
marketing unit (a school) including the College's work-based learning 
(WBL), Continuous Professional Development (CPD), Religious 
Education, Extemal and Distance Learning activities (RE), continuing 
individual/part-time studies (CIPTS) and associated overseas variants of 
this combined programme. 
To ensure the long term viability of the College by balancing the risks of 
income generation across markets with different financial support and life 
cycles. 
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The Core Strateqy of the CLL School is: 
The development of a raft of non-directly funded programmes to energise the 
College, to give new meaning to its Mission Statement and to secure 
récognition that Westhill College is an effective participant and partner in the 
work-based learning sector. 
To devise and develop learning programmes and accredited learning for a 
variety of learning organisations and learning communities which it is the 
purpose of the College to serve. 
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TheDevelopment of a Marketing Mix to Deliver the Objectiyes of the CLL 
School 
The following activities are set out in the form of a traditional marketing pian 
where an examination of pricing, promotíon, product, people and delivery 
considerations combine to outline the scope of activity that wiH be undertaken. 
The activity is later Consolidated into an Action Plan (see Section 8) for 
monitoring purposes and a Budget set out on Page 36 
Pricing and Target Setting 
The pricing of educational producís in the work-based learning place had not 
yet reached a formalised stage and there is a wide range of activity which 
makes price comparisons difficult, and therefore the setting of pnce tariffs 
probJematical. 
It therefore foliows that at the early stage of the work based learning lifecycle 
where pub\ic\y funded educational institutions are the new entrants selling 
qualifications, that CLL will have to invest time and effort in researching the 
price strategies of others. It is to be anticipated that other universities are not 
yet sophisticated in their pricing strategies and that wide fiuctuations in price 
will be found. 
Such market conditions offer tmmediate negotiating opportunities but research 
in thís área is considered essential to underpin a long term market position 
based on competitive pricing. 
CLL has therefore decided to base its activity on a Zícreóit system. In such a 
system £/credits will have different valúes in each sector of the market. For 
example, in part-time learning (CIPTS) the £/cred¡t valué is generally stable 
within a range of £6.5/credit to £6/credit being based on a £60/65 per course 
fee with 10 credits). 
Work-based learning programmes researched thus far suggest an upper 
range of say £10/credit. Westhill is assuming a lower figure of £8/credit and 
projecting that 60% of income will fall to the bottom line. 
Extrapolaron would suggest that the surplus available per course per year 
(say, 30 participants) would range between £6,500 and £10,800. An 
employer fully funding such a learning programme might expect to pay, say, 
£900 per student per annum. 
The budget given in Appendix l and the targets given in the Action Plan 
(Appendix II) refíect this approach to pricing. 
As the price of work-based courses remains at an early stage, Westhill 
believes that if it seeks to establish a market position based on a credible and 
understandable price policy this will enable purchasers to make quick 
comparisons on a valué for money basis. This will aid decisión taking. 
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The Product Range 
New 
Market 
Liberal Arts 
Part-time (Combined Hons) 
Liaison with FE 
Accredited Corporate Learning 
Flexible Programmes based around 
Business Studies and Information 
Computing & Communications (ICT) 
Existing 
Markets 
Liberal Arts 
Teacher Training 
Community & Youth 
Counselling 
CPD 
Part-time 
Overseas (first target markets) 
Flexible Programmes based around 
Business Studies and Information 
Computing and Communications 
Counselling (advances) 
Part-time 
Variants of CPD 
Local Community Course 
Existing Products New Products 
It is considered that all variants are adaptable to overseas markets but that 
there is a fundamental need to identify partners/alliances to assist in the 
development of both new products and new markets. 
Promotion 
It is clear that the "acquisition of qualifications/improvement of personal 
opportunity market" in work-based learning requires activity at 2 levels: 
The specifying level where the company approves and funds or part-funds 
training for the future good of the institution. 
and 
The consumer level where the individuai agrées to participate free or part-
funded, knowingly appraised by the présent employer, but seeking 
leverage with future (unknown) employers. 
It follows that the spécification of benefits and promotional tools will need to 
operate at both levels. Examples of other sectors that work in the dual 
customer mode and which need approvai at 2 levels are, for example, contract 
caterers and pension scheme providers. 
Working at the spécifier level requires a consultancy-style approach with 
networking strengths supported by in-depth case and proof of quality 
performance. Westhill believes that it can widen its initial approach through 
alliances with other professions. An example of this is the consultancy 
profession. Consultants offen handle one-off assignments with high 
marketing costs but lack the ability to implement their recommendations 
through iong-term training because their costs are too high. If follow-through 
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Westhill's proposed product range is shown in matrix form to Highlight where 
existing products fall in existing or new markets and where new products fall 
into new or existing markets. In this way broad judgements may be made with 
regard to risk and the intensity of effort required for development. 
training were based on a jointly proposed educational programme at, say 
supervisor level improvements in sustaining recommendations could be made 
which would be mutually beneficial to all participants. 
At the consumer level, Westhill has a long tradition of student support that 
can be adapted to promote the benefits that can be derived from the 
academic learning process (as opposed to commercial testing). Additionally, 
the concept of student charter and the tutorial approach can be adapted to the 
work place. The fear of failing a course provided by an employer is 
considerable and offers considerable scope to the educational provider to 
give comfort benefits without weakening quality concepts. 
Other professional bodies which will be canvassed for growth alliances will be 
TECs, the RDA and the Chamber of Commerce. 
The present proposal for the CLL School is given in Appendix Series A. 
The People who will Deliver the CLLAWork-Based Learning Programme 
for the College 
It is proposed to develop a core team of practitioners under the leadership of 
the Deputy Principal. The core team will comprise a Director, a Programme 
Leader and a Secretary. The advertisements and job descriptions for these 
roles are given in Appendix A. 
The College has set aside £135,000 seed corn money to cover the start-up 
costs. 
Stage I 
Following appointment, the core team will verify the Action Plan and targets, 
develop promotional tools and set up the customer database, MIS systems 
and performance monitoring schedules. 
Stage II 
This stage concerns the co-ordination and incorporation of existing College 
strengths by way of alignment and development of existing programmes. At 
this stage the Continuing Professional Development section, the RE 
department and the overseas team (presently 1 person concerning Israel) will -
align their work to that of CLL. 
Stage 111 - Internal Promotion 
As part of the process of "energising the College" it is proposed that a portion 
of the Staff Development Fund be re-orientated towards a Programme 
Development Fund. Staff, either individually or in teams, can pitch for 
financial support to develop diversification or market growth projects. 
Stages l-lll above are all to be accomplished well within the initial 2-year pilot 
study period: at the 18 month stage a reappraisal of School staff strengths 
and needs will be carried out and, in the light of market experience, a revised 
team established to undertake Stage II (Years 3-5) programme. 
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Delivery of the Programme and Distribution of Activitv 
The Market Place 
The work-based learning market is clearly wide, has enormous potential and, 
within the setting of a well-development market such as the UK, for all 
practica! purposes appears to have unlimited potential. Such market places 
are, however, deceptive and have usefully been referred to as "ghost 
markets" - ie they remain a figment of the imagination unless précision and 
control is used in their exploitation. 
Westhill therefore describes the market as workplaces that either singly or in 
combination offer training opportunités. For control purposes, segmentation 
is proposed on a géographie basis. This can both aid cost effectiveness and 
give a closer alignment to the College Mission Statement. Further 
segmentation on an industriai sector basis assists in contaìning the costs that 
will arise from the inhérent flexibility required in the provision of customised 
programmes. 
Geographie Segmentation 
Westhill proposes to define its target areas in the UK by economic régions, 
but accepts the anomaly that Head Offices and decision-takers may réside in 
any région. 
Concentrating activity, as far as practical, in the East and West Midlands will 
be considered the piiot phase area's main target. Thereafter, when it is felt 
appropriate to do so extension will be made into the Manchester area and 
then Yorkshire, Humberside and Tyneside régions. 
The areas outlined, and shown on the attached map, contain industriai areas 
considered to be similar to the Birmingham conurbation and therefore 
susceptible to daims that Westhill can bring specialist understanding to their 
work-based learning programmes. 
The original limitation of the project to the East and West Midlands is a 
pragmatic response to ensuring that the logistics of a small team's initial 
workload emphasises the time made available for negotiation, décision and 
follow-up, and minimise the cost and time of travel wherever possible. No 
Problems are foreseen in detailing the database and most likely decision-
takers and seeking to establish high call rates to optimise the quotation to 
sale conversion ratios. 
The proposed targets and budgets . based on crédits delivered and 
programmes marketed are set out in Tables 1 and 2 overleaf. The approach 
is pessimistic in assuming that no work-based learning sales are invoiced in 
the first 12 months and that oniy limited ingress is made in Year 2. It is 
suggested that the provision of materials and the consolidation of 
partnerships are key limiting factors to the speed of progress. The input from 
other areas which it has been proposed should be aligned to the work-based 
learning division are also shown in the Table overleaf. 
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Progress in Stage II (Years 3-5 inclusive) can be no more than a projection at 
this stage since the validity of any forecast will need to be aligned to the 
evidence drawn on in the initial 2-year pilot study. 
Sector Segmentation 
The aim of sector segmentation in the pilot study stage is to ensure the 
development of knowledge and market penetration in different sectors as a 
protection against national economic fluctuations. Such segmentation also 
opens the way to identify more precise strategies for growth in the most 
rewarding areas. The sectors chosen for a balanced approach are: 
heavy industrial 
- light industrial 
service 
commercial 
and public-funded (eg schools and police) 
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TABLE 1 
CLL; Summarv of Growth f£00Qs) 
• Core Business Acl ivi ty 1997/ß 1998/9 1999/2000 2000/01 T O T A L A s s u m p t i o n s 
Learning for Life 5 5 5 15 Bid for 150 extra students in 
association with otbers failed. 
Some residual activity. 
Work-based learning: 
i. original expansion of part-lime numbers 
ii. Work-based learning offsile -
20 
40 
30 
86 
40 
126 
90 
252 
i. Marginal costing assumes 5 0 % 
surplus per Student 
ii. Assumed E8/credit with 4 0 % 
surplus 
4. University of Industry credit mapping - 1 3 3 7 
5. Continuous Professional Development (CPD) - 2 4 4 10 
6. Overseas: 
i. ". Israel 
ii. ' New Markets -
72 72 
39 
72 
39 
216 
78 
i. Assumes £120 min fee as 
contract @ 4 0 % surplus 
Ü. Assumes new market same 
resources. 
7. FE/Community Liaison 
Non-core business activily and other savings 2 5 5 12 
Total Surplus from CLL growth - 142 244 294 680 
t 
i 
i 
[ I 
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TABLE 2 
CENTRE FOR L1FELONG LEARNING - MODEL BUDGET 1998/9-2002/3 
1998/9 1999/2000 2000/1 2001/2 2002/3 
INCOME 227,000 | 849,000 919,000 1,057,000 1,215,000 
| 
COSTS ! 
F/T Académie Salar ies 20,000 | 234,000 237 ,000 275,000 315,000 
F/T Admin Salar ies 30,000 Ì 56,000 59,000 61,000 63,000 
P/T Admin Salar ies 10,000 | 38,000 39,000 40 ,000 41 ,000 
Staff Development - | 2,500 2,600 2,700 2,800 
Staff Travel 5,000 | 18,900 20 ,000 20,600 21,200 
Hospitality 500 | 2,500 2,600 2,700 2,800 
Equipment 5,000 6,200 6,500 6,700 6,900 
Subscriptions 1,300 1,300 1,350 1,350 
Materials 1,500 12,300 13,000 13,350 13,800 
Publicity 5,000 12,300 13,000 13,350 13,800 
Pos taae 2,000 5,000 5,200 5,350 5,550 
Photocopying 2,000 12,300 13,000 13,350 13,800 
Stationery 3,000 7,400 7,800 8,000 8,200 
Téléphone 1,000 3,800 3,900 4,050 4,200 
Equipment Maintenance - | 1,300 1,300 1,350 1,350 
Sundry - 1,300 1,300 1,350 1,350 
Admin R e c h a r g e s - I 189,900 198,500 204,500 210,500 
85,000 605,000 625 ,000 674,700 726,600 
Surplus 142,000 | 244,000 294 ,000 382,300 488,400 
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5. STUDENT NUMBERS 
5.1 Publiclv Funded Students 1994/5-1999/2000 
As a resume of activity past and future of student recruitment Figure 1 
(overleaf) serves to show the analysis of publicly funded students for the 
period 1994/5 to 1999/2000. 
Mention has already been made of the difñculties involved in planning a 
cost effective operation to run with such wide variations of intake. An 
overall appiication is before the HEFCE to return the College's MASN 
to, say, 1000 students. A furlher specific appiication for 150 students 
mainly part-time was considered a strong one with regard to its overall 
approach and consistency with criteria that found favour in the Dearing 
Report. The resutt of these applications will not be available until later 
on in March 1998 but it is now unfortunately understood that the specific 
request for 150 students may not go forward to Council for further 
consideration. 
The additional students resulting from the growth plan cannot be readily 
determined in the same way as traditional students. While, for example, 
"cohort" marketing in Israel could swell student numbers (eg 210 
students from initíally, say, 6 cohorts of 35 teacher training students), 
the financial impact is different. Further, the market plan for work-based 
students is based on credit/price units which again could make a direct 
comparison misleading. 
It is preferable therefore to see growth outside the publicly funded 
MASNs within the criteria of the financial projections given in Section 8. 
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FIGURE 1 
Figures taken from HESES statistics 
Year MASN HEFCE studente 
continuing on course 
Total ITT ITT New entrants New entrants 
excluding ITT 
1999/2000 626 423 86 86 317 
(Forecast) (Forecast) 
(estimate intake) 
199B/9 836 504 191 93 143 
(estimate Intake) 
1997/8 696 323 - 11 self supporting 297 - 3 self supporting 84 - 2 self supporting 297 - 6 self supporting 
Actual 906 312 294 62 289 
1996/7 1042 278 - 4 self supporting 534 - 1 self supporting 234 - 4 self supporting 
Actuat 1041 274 533 144 230 
1995/6 1040 25B - 3 self supporting 637 - 3 self supporting 134-1 self supporting 
Actual 1025 255 634 149 133 
1994/5 1036 726 - 3 self supporting 
Actual 1031 187 723 148 121 
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6. ACADEMIC AND RELATED STAFFING 
6.1 Présent Staffing Structure 
The complément of académie staff is as follows: 
School of Professional Studies lecturers 
(including académie Dean) 21 
School or Arts and Humanities lecturers 
(including académie Dean) 28 
Centre (School) for Lifelong Learning (CLL) 3 
Part-time and visiting lecturing staff 8 (FTE) 
Principal, Deputy Principal, Dean of Students 3 
Director Learning Resources Centre 1 
Professorial Research Fellow 1 
Graduate Teaching Assistants 4 
Business Manager and Commercial Manager/ 
Personnel Officer 2 
TOTAL 71 
6.2 Organisation 
Academic staff are organised into two schools and a Centre for 
Lifelong Learning. Academic line management is structured through 
Deans of Schools, and a third Dean is responsible for student affairs. 
Cross-school servicing is arranged through a matrix comprising 
academic subjeets or 'departments' and programme áreas, which are 
responsible for the delivery of the teaching time-tables of courses or 
modules. A majority of staff teach outside their host subject área for at 
least some part of the programme. 
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Staffino Policies 
Staffing appointments in academic areas follow agreed priorities for 
teaching, learning and course development. The College's developing 
portfolio, described at section 3.4 above, requires the specification of a 
new range of objectives connected to the growth of lifelong learning 
and the expansion of professional development and work-based 
learning. The College Governing Body has committed £135,000 to the 
establishment of the CLL in 1998 and has indicated its willingness to 
invest up to £250,000 more over a period up to the year 2002 in the 
diversification of the College's curriculum offer. Such investment is 
contingent upon the demonstration of successful performance in the 
first franche of CLL funds and upon agreed implementation strategies 
for the College's distinctive mission. 
Staff Development 
The College appoints a Staff Development Officer and allocates a 
substantial annual budget for this arena of work. Ali staff are 
encouraged to systematically update theìr skills systematically and 
acquire relevant advanced qualifications. Individuate are entitled to 
apply for 50% remission of fees for further degree study. The Staff 
Development Committee is chaired by the Principal/Deputy Principal 
and adopts an annual policy statement designed to support collegiate 
academic and professional priorities. Recent events have been held 
covering accred'rtation, academic audit, learning outcomes, innovative 
assessment methodologies, use of ICT and CAL and comparative 
educational systems. The College SMT has agreed to commit the 
whole institution to the Investors in People (IIP) award in 1998-99. 
Staff development is viewed as a key focus for the advancement of 
corporate strategie goals and for the implementation of curriculum 
change and professional upskilling. Staff training days and events are 
held throughout the teaching year and are evaluated within a feedback 
loop to the academic schools and the SMT. Part-time staff are 
encouraged to attend ali staff training events. 
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6.5 Management Structure 
ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE 
(By Post) 
Governors 
Deputy 
Principal 
Marketing Reglstry Dlrectir of 
OLRC, 
OLRC; Staff 
Principal 
Deputy Principal 
i u - r 
Business 
Manager 
PA^o (ha 
Principal 
Chspleln 
Dean of 
Professional 
Studies 
Deanof ArtsS 
Humanilies 
Dean of Students 
Academic Staff Academic Staff Nursing Staff 
j j Warden 
Technicians Technicians House Tutors 
Joint'Research Staff Quality 
Officers Development Assurance & 
Officer Audit Officer 
Research Staff 
Head of 
Secretarial 
Services 
Secretarìes 
Reception 
Telephones 
'Conference 
and 'Catering 
Offlcers 
Catering 
Managers & 
3Housekeepers 
Catering Staff 
Domestic Staff 
3Flnanclal 
Controller 
Financial 
Offlcers 
'Commercial 
Manager/ 
Purchasing/ 
Personnel 
Manager 
'Systems 
Manager 
Education 
Technicians 
S IT Staff 
Finance Staff 
In (he absence ot the Principal, (he Business Manager would report to the Deputy Principal 
KEY 
' Westhill College Enterprises Co Ltd 
' Federai service agreement 
' Executive Lease 
3
 Shared Federai services 
3cil 
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7. ESTATES 
7.1 The Overall Pattern of Land Ownership 
The overall pattern of land ownership w'ithin the context of the SeWy Oak Colleges 
fédération - of which Westhill is the prédominant founder member - is shown on the 
two following pages. It will be seen that Westhill owns two major blocks of land 
which encompass land leased from the Selly Oak Colleges fédération. The leased 
land is on long term "peppercom" rents - ie Plot A2 99 years from 24.6.68 at an 
annual rent of £300 and Plot A3 99 years from 26.6.68 at an annual rent of £25. 
The valuation for reinstatement purposes of the Westhill estate was professional^ 
assessed by DTZ Debenham Thorpe as £18.8m for the 1997/8 Accounts. 
For all practical purposes the College is self-contained and does not rely on 
landholdings elsewhere to carry on its opérations. 
The new Learning Resources Centre (OLRC) which is part funded by HEFCE 
(£1.41 m) and part funded by the SOC Endowment Trustées (£4m) is built on SOC 
Endowment Trustées' land but is managed under a formai, legally binding 
Management Agreement by Westhill College. The HEFCE position is protected for 
the future as there is mutual written agreement that the management of the OLRC is 
in accordance with the College's Financial Memorandum and that the College has 
majority voting rights throughout. 
7.2. Estâtes Strateqy and the Condition of the Estate 
The full analysis of the College's Estate Strategy has been set out in three 
previously submitted documents: the Capitai Bid for Library Development 
(September 1994), the agreed Estâtes Strategy and its Addendum (1995). The 
College's development plans were also "shaped" into the Master Pian concerning 
the Selly Oak College's campus which is approved by the Birmingham City Council 
(October 1996). The Master Plan is to be found in Appendix II of the 1997/2001 
College Strategie Pian. 
Commentary concerning the condition of the Westhill estate needs to be prefaced by 
the understanding that a long term policy has been adopted across the whole 
fédération to retain a balance between open space and buildings (40%/60%) The 
maintenance of this policy has ensured the continuing existence of a campus of high 
amenity value and generally the grounds, basic infrastructure and foliage are ali in 
excellent condition. 
Buildings, which include flat-roofed 1960s/70s stock nave, however, given cause for 
concern and a dedicated improvement programme based on a £300,000 a year long 
terni maintenance pian phased over eight years, and already three years underway, 
is beginning to show a significant improvement. 
The ovèrall expenditure required during the originai planned maintenance perioó is 
£1.9m which is well covered by the provision made. Extending the Pianto 8 years 
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incorporâtes some cycle maintenance requirements twice, therefore apparent 
variability to some values in the Appendices Séries B. 
More importante, the early stages of the maintenance plan included essential works 
for health and safety as well as matching funds to allow the Hunter survey work to 
also be concluded. Also, the primary upgrading of kitchens and student 
accommodation is now, say, 70% completed. 
In broad outline the long term maintenance policy has been to concentrate on 
secun'ng the "envelope" of ail structures thereby ensuring that later work conceming 
internai refurbishment is not put at risk. 
Considérable achievements have been made in cost savings and energy efficiency 
and ail energy efficiency schemes offering short term payback periods have been 
undertaken. Additionally, bulk purchasing of utilities has led to significant cost 
réductions in this area. A key project, however, conceming heating remains with 
HEFCE as an application under the Poor Estâtes Initiative. The College has an 
alternative approach under considération through a PFI arrangement with Johnson 
Controls with a payback period of 6-7 years. 
Overall, progress on maintaining and improving the condition of the estate is 
satisfactory and most importantly valuable improvements have been made in the 
development of student resources through the construction of the new Learning 
Resources Centre and the development of an IT and Communications network. 
The key features of the Estate Strategy are given in matrix fonm on the following 
pages and the detailed summary of expenditure on maintenance by structural 
éléments and annual requirements, together with broad space utilisation statistics in 
Appendix Séries B. It is clear that the College has space for growth without 
additional capital investment. 
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7 .3 W E S T H I L L P O L I C Y M A T R I X - E S T A T E S ( U P D A T E 1 9 9 8 - O R I G I N A L P O L I C Y D O C U M E N T 1 9 9 S ) 
P O L I C Y A R E A C O R E B U S I N E S S N E E D S 
A N A L Y S I S 
P R E S E N T A C T I O N S P L A N N E D A C T I O N S K E Y F A C T O R S C U R R E N T 
D E C I S I O N S 
Teaching 
Accommodation 
Yes 1. Gross internai 
area 15746m 2 * 
1a. LRC 4500 m 2 
2. ASC Category 
Teaching space 
3877 m r 
At présent no need 
for extra space. 
1. Reassignment of 
vacated LRC space in 
Hamilton Building. 
2. Consolidation of 
teaching departments. 
(Complete) 
1. Planned long term 
maintenance. 
2. Possible relocation of 
ad sports and arts to a 
new leisure centre. 
3. Re-analysis of space 
requlrements to 
incorporate the CLL 
Division. 
1. Student base less than 
1000 - substantlal growth 
possible. 
2. Planned student growth 
likely to offer better space 
usage over 24 hours/ 
annually. 
1. Await outeome of 
applications for higher 
student numbers. 
2. Determination of 
space needs when 
Business Plan 
complete. 
Learning 
Resources 
Centre 
Yes 1. Identified as top 
priority for 
académie 
development of 
Collège - resource 
now adéquate. 
4500 sq m resource 
opened on budget on 
time September 1998. 
1. Snagging Listwithin 
guarantee period. 
2, Full exploitation of 
resource 
- federally 
- locally 
Development of 
academically-sound resource 
- no known building 
implications. 
Minor improvements in 
local amenìty. 
Communications Yes 1. Severe déficit 
analysed in 1994/5. 
2. Investment of 
e.8m. 
1. LAN set up. 
2. WAN set up. 
3. Central Services 
established. 
4. Each staff members 
has individuai access to 
IT 
5. Student/machine ratio 
is 1: 
1. Maintenance Upgrade. 
2. Sale of Services to 
fédération through 
Technical Services 
Agreement. 
1. Technological 
improvements. 
2. Cost of runnlng System. 
1. Replacement policy. 
2. Information 
Strategy and MIS 
Upgrade. 
3. Cost of System 
monitoring and 
benchmarking. 
Residential 
Accommodation 
No, but strong 
influence on student 
well-being. 
1. AH residential 
accommodation 
Consolidated and 
upgraded. 
1. Consolidation 
achieved. 
2. 70% Upgrade but no 
en-suite facilìtìes. 
3. Surplus Kingsmead 
lease cancelted and 
£100k savìngs per annum 
achieved. 
1. Continue Upgrade. 
2. Consider self-catertng. 
3. Consider conversion of 
some rooms into 
conférence seminar 
rooms. 
1. Effect of student loans -
présent évidence that market 
is still reduclng. 
2. National or local profile for 
College. 
2a. Future alliances. 
3. The downturn of MASNs. 
1. Scope of second 
stage Upgrade. 
2. Self-caterfng. 
3. Total restructure of 
résidences. 
* excluding résidences 
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P O L I C Y A R E A C O R E B U S I N E S S N E E D S 
A N A L Y S I S 
P R E S E N T A C T I O N S P L A N N E D A C T I O N S K E Y F A C T O R S C U R R E N T 
D E C I S I O N S 
Sports Facility Yes 1. Westhill has 
developed a strong 
présence in this 
area and needs 
better modem 
facilities. 
2. A commercial 
présence to seil 
spare capacity 
considered. 
1. Feasibility Study. 
2. Open invitations to 
PFI. 
3. Lottery bid under 
considération. 
1. Build sports/leisure 
centre withln context of 
campus Master Pian. 
1. Proof of market strength 
for FeasibiMy Study. 
2. Provision of funds. 
3. Commercial Partners. 
1. Confidence In study. 
2. Confident in 
institution to absorb 
another major project 
and Its cost s. 
Conference 
Accommodation 
No 1. Opportunlty 
exists to ìmprove 
return on assets by 
utilising Archfbald 
building. 
2. College needs 
extra revenue. 
3. Conference can 
assist in the 
marketing of 
College overall. 
4. Commercial 
partner preferred 
but none found. 
1, AH Conférence work 
now Consolidated in one 
building. 
2. Tender and work 
schedule agreed for 
upgrade to meet legai 
requiremenls long term. 
Complete upgrade of 
building planned for 
September 1998. 
1. Marketing of facility. 
2. Achlevement of usage 
targets. 
3. Contlnulng development of 
cost effective opération. 
1. Turnlng surplus 
résidences in 
Archibald Into semlnar 
rooms if further fall In 
accommodation 
demand. 
2. Re-survey building 
for cost effective 
restructuring of ail 
facilities. 
Surplus 
Accommodation 
No 1. Alan Geale 
Building and Church 
Education Centre 
id enti fi ed as surplus 
to College 
requirements. 
1. Alan Geale Building 
taken out of mothballs 
and fullylet at£11/sqft 
1528m*£? 
2. Deteriorated section of 
Church Ed now 
demolished and turned 
info car park. 
3. Half remaining Church 
Ed building let at£11/sq 
ft 
4. Green Room - either 
mothball or develop as 
annex to Conférence 
Centre 
Now achieved. 
Now achieved 
Now achieved 
Agrée spécification for 
long let with third party if 
con tract signed. 
Quality of contract and 
acceptability of spécification. 
To await resuit of 
quotatlon. 
7.4 The Orchard Learning Resource Centre and the Relationships between 
Westhill and the Selly Oak Colleoes Federation 
Detailed appraisal of the Selly Oak Colleges' federation will show considerable 
differences between the structure of Westhill and the other Colleges, 
Departments and Centres within the federation. 
In overall terms Westhill supports, say, 1000 FTE students, has an annual 
turnover of £5.5m, is accredited and publicly funded. 
Other units of the federation support, say, 400 FTE students, have in 
combination a lesser turnover (say, £2.5m), are not directly accredited although 
they teach post-graduate students for the University of Birmingham and are 
generally privately funded. 
Each affiliate member retains their own sovereignty, accounting and control 
bodies but seek to work in co-operation with one another when it is appropriate 
to do so. The idea of joint working is long established and a fund was set up in 
1922 to support the development and maintenance of joint assets and 
activities. The "funding agency", following a split of activity in 1996 into funding 
and operations charities at the request of the Charities Commission, is known 
as the Selly Oak Colleges Endowment Trustees. These Trustees maintain and 
develop a range of designated and general endowment funds for the sole 
benefit of federal units. The investment portfolio is, say, £4m and assets are 
valued at say £10.1 m 
The operational arm, arising from the splitting of the original Trust in 1996, is 
known as the Council of Selly Oak Colleges Limited, generally has no funds of 
its own but operates some Central Departments, generally on behalf of Mission 
Colleges, who have no teaching arm of their own. Joint activity, both academic 
and practical is promoted. 
In 1994 Trustees from all federal units endorsed the idea of a joint Learning 
Resources Centre with the principle objective of bringing together the main 
campus libraries to establish a common "state of the art" resource for all. 
Westhill received a grant of £1.41 m from HEFCE towards the project and the 
Selly Oak Colleges Endowment Trustees received a grant of a further £4m from 
a non-aligned, but generally supportive Trust - the Edward Cadbury Charitable 
Trust Inc. 
The project was therefore conceived from the outset as a mixture of public and 
private finance. It was clear that Westhill was unlikely to attract a £4m gift but 
had a steady income flow to sustain a sizeable part of the running costs. 
Conversely it was clear that the SOC federation could not grow quickly enough 
to support an up-to-date resource on its own but it could contribute land and 
capital. 
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From the SOC federal viewpoint it was essential to ensure that its investment 
would be properly used and managed. By adapting the principle that Westhill 
should manage in accordance with "Treasury Rules" and its Financial 
Memorandum, professional control was assured. The formula also allows, 
through the assurance that the Treasury will receive repayment in case of 
liquidation, that the total resource can be held and maintained in SOC Statutory 
Accounts. 
In practice the Learning Resource Centre is leased to Westhill College 
Enterprises Company Limited (a wholly-owned subsidiary of Weshtill College) 
to ensure the tax efficiency of the operation. 
The overall result is that the public sector benefits from a gift and the creation 
of a modern resource for a very modest investment and SOC can invest safely 
and soundly on behalf of all affiliates, including Westhill. 
Concurrently, with the signing of building contracts, federal members undertook 
to underwrite the running costs of the OLRC according to their student 
numbers: subsequently Westhill set up a central IT servicing unit to ensure that 
all members could be linked to the Learning Resources Centre. Service 
Agreements currently yield £87k per annum and the Technical Services 
Agreement is constructed in such a way as to prevent Westhill being exposed 
to undue commercial risks. Appendix C demonstrates how there can be mutual 
advantage in circulating money throughout the federation and eliminating third 
party profits. Clearly, a federal unit benefits from having better economies of 
scale as well as the ability to carry specialists and to cover holidays for 
example. 
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8. Financial Projections 
8.1 Essential Background 
lt is important to understand the overall background that has influenced the 
College's financial planning and to appreciate that significant actions have 
been taken over a relatively short period of time. 
During Spring of 1997 the College became aware of the impact of financial 
funding restrictions (albeit not to the full extent that was later set out) and 
commenced a restructuring programme. Figure 1 set out overieaf shows the 
intensity of change that was undertaken to reconstruct a break-even position 
on the assumption that £500k had to be saved. Thèse moves saved the 
College from facing a set of immediate and possibly insurmountable financial 
difftculties but also, for a small college, "used up" the available cost saving 
opportunities. This analysis was used to support the Strategie Plan 1997-2001. 
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Figure 1 
S U R P L U S / D E F I C I T 1 9 9 6 / 7 1 9 9 7 / 8 1 9 9 8 / 9 
£500k Re-balance 
Investment profile 
Revalidate overall 
Financial Strategy 
Dowi>gràTted4ojecast -
Break-even investment for futùr&— Best Case • •—"f l iwGrowth 
V Worst Case / 
Elimination of projected 
loss } \ Rejected / 
£300k staff savings } * \ Case / 
<£500k) £150k assets savings } — 
£50k revenue savings} 
* \ / 
Key Ac t ions - Cost savings plans - Hold on to staff - Hold on to staff 
- Re-structuring 2 Schools savings savings 
- Re-structuring weak - Develop staff - Develop part-time 
programmes contrae! policy courses 
- Early Retirement % permanent, - Development of 
S c h e m e % fixed term, information 
- Re-shape Asset Base % hours strategy as 
- Appoint new key staff - Develop market compétitive tool 
- H E R A job evaluation strengths around - Use of IT in 
- Prepare for O F S T E D re- proven diversified distance learning 
inspection programmes - Develop sports 
- Develop IT complex 
service sales - - Prépare for next 
federai Research 
- Develop non core Assessment 
activities for profit 
- Optimise building 
utilisation 
Key Risks - Loss of confidence by - Confusion of - Part-time growth 
funders restructuring and slow take off 
- W e a k studerrt old loyalties - Energy "loss" with 
application^ - Loss of staff if growth, 
- Low staff morale expérience stabilrty not 
- O F S T E D re-inspection - Recourse to "old apparent 
methods" to save - Still too small a 
costs player in West 
Midi and s pool 
* Conscious décision not to put for a deficit budget 
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The Strategie Plan submission, however, had to be adjusted as it became clear that 
funding provisions had fallen further than the College had antieipated. The following 
analysis (Figure 2) shows how in the period July 1997 to February 1998 there were 
further downward movements. These have been shown net of any growth 
projections. 
It will be seen that on a "do nothing" scenario the College has had to react to a four 
year (200/2001) movement in projected accumulated losses of £657k to £1.735k. 
Such a movement would eliminate College cash availability by 1999 and would 
require recourse to Trustée Investments of, say, VAm in the following year if a 
balanced budget is to be achieved. 
FJQure 2: Financial Projections (Worse Case) 
S U R P L U S / ( D E F I C I T ) F O R 1 ["HE Y E A R 
1 9 9 7 / 9 8 
£ K 
1 9 9 8 / 9 9 
£ K 
1 9 9 9 / 2 0 0 0 
£ K 
2 0 0 0 / 2 0 0 1 
£ K 
T O T A L 
£ K 
Original Strategie Plan July 
1997 (153) (263) (241) (657) 
Amended Strategie Plan 
after T T A & H E F C E Gore 
Grants Clarification (sent to 
T T A Sept 1997 ) (21) (205) (357) (383) (966) 
Restated after losing 20 
students f rom 1998/99 
M A S N - say £ 7 0 k pa (21) (275) (427) (453) (1176) 
Allowance for T T A INSET 
Grants réduction (44) (89) (133) (266) 
Extract Expansion of 
Conference/Part- t ime 
Student F e e Surpluses (49) (69) (82) (93) (293) 
Revised Wors t -Case Pian (70) (388) (598) (679) (1735) 
Cash at Bank - Original 
Estimate 1237 1036 7 5 6 499 
Cash at Bank - Worst-Case 
Estimate 1167 731 116 (579) 
Notwithstanding the above analysis this would still leave the College with substantial 
Investments, say, £1m and land and buildings worth £18.8m on the most recent 
valuations. 
Projected Growth and Financial Improvement 
The College's growth plans are primahly centred on the Centre for Lifelong Learning 
where all improvements in the Student fee income have been incorporateti, and 
through the growth of Conferences. 
The summary of growth through the Centre for Lifelong Learning (CLL) and 
Conferences is set out in Figure 3 below, together with the impact on the College's 
forecast bottom line. The vital importance of alliances (Pages 9 and 10), the 
success of the CLL Plan (Pages 22-36) and generating other cost efficiencies 
becomes apparent. Equalfy, the necessity to have support funds ready for allocation 
to grow 
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Figure 3: Summarv of Growth (XOOOs) . 
Core Bus iness Actlvity 1997/8 1998/9 1999/2000 2000 /01 T O T A L Assumpt lons 
1. Return M A S N to 1000 students - 170 170 170 ' 5 1 0 Band 1 Arts & Humanities @ £2,500 
each 
2. Learning íor Lite 5 5 5 15 Bid for 150 extra students in 
association with others failed. Some 
residual activity. 
3. Work-based learning: 
i. original expansion of part-lime numbers 
ii. Work-based learning offsite -
20 
40 
30 
86 
40 
126 
90 
252 
i. Marginal costlng assumes 5 0 % 
surplus per student 
ii. Assumed £8/credit with 4 0 % 
surplus 
4. University of Industry credit mappinq - 1 3 3 7 
5. Continuous Professional Development (CPD) - 2 4 4 10 
6. Overseas: 
i. Israel 
ii. New Markets • -
72 72 
39 
72 
39 
216 
78 
i. Assumes £120 min fee as 
contract @ 4 0 % surplus 
ii. Assumes new market same 
resources. 
7. FE/Community Liaison 
Non-core business activity and other savings 
- 2 5 5 12 
8. Conferences - new business 
" i 
49 49 52 53 203 £250k sales achieved so lar. Target ' 
of £280 in last 6 months looks 
acbievable. 
9. Estâtes Savings . - 50 50 50 150 Assumes interior work not vital and 
can be rephased. 
Tota l N e w Bus iness and Sav ings 49 411 516 567 1543 
Revised Surplus/Deficit (21) 65 (40) (70) (66) 
Revised Cashflow 1216 1233 1176 1090 . -
Continqency Allocation of Trustée Funds - 100 100 • 100 300 
I 
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and sustain a new business is apparent since there are clear risks to be faced. (See 
Risk Analysis Pages 57 and 58.) 
Conclusion 
The College's Financial Strategy has proved to be a sound approach and does allow 
some time for adjustment to revised circumstances viz: 
Elements of Westhill Financial Strategy 
Westhill wishes its Financial Strategy overall to be consistent with its Free Church 
principles and its membership of the federation of Selly Oak Colleges Westhill 
recognises that as a College with only, say, 1,000 students and present funding split 
between the TTA and the HEFCE, the College could be vulnerable to government 
policy overall and weakened (or threatened) as a result of changes in funding 
regulations. 
The College therefore resolves that its Financial Strategy should ensure: 
1. adequate investment and cash reserves, and a low level of borrowing to buy 
time in the advent of difficult circumstances; 
2. to maintain sufficient financial strengths overall to ensure that the College 
does not have to enter into a "recovery regime" with funding authorities. 
a. To seek to have one source of funding. 
b. To maintain agreed commitments with the funding authorities to avoid 
undue investigation into the College's affairs e.g. Estate Strategy and 
audit recommendations. 
3. to invest funds to achieve student growth plans and to accept the cost of 
change to adapt vigorously to ensure long-term viability; 
4. to use the strengths and facilities of the Selly Oak Colleges federation through 
the medium of realistic long-term agreements but without jeopardising the 
College's own financial strengths; 
5. to eliminate any operating loss-making situation and to be active in income 
generation in its non-core businesses including the use of PFI/joint venture. 
The present financial projections give rise to serious concerns for the future and 
should show, despite strong efforts, how the viability of a small operation can be put 
at risk by policies largely outside its control. Such circumstances as set out make it 
clear that the College would benefit from a substantial alliance if there is to be the 
underlying stability for future diversification. 
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Risk Analvsis 
The key risks that confront the College are: 
1. Risk - Staff 
Staff concem and willingness to support a continually changing scenario 
and to adapt to new needs. 
a. Appraisal 
The changes in the Summer have left the College with a younger, vital 
and more adaptable staff team, nevertheless there remains a 
substantial gap between the académie environment and the more 
commercially-orientated work-based learning market place. 
2. Risk - Market 
The general work-based market is very active and is confused by many 
approaches to employers. There is a risk that Westhill's Higher Education 
produet offer will find it hard to gain attention and that growth will be slower 
than antieipated. Developing overseas markets are particularly vulnerable 
to change. 
a. Appraisal 
UK 
The size of the work-based market place is encouraging and the 
general environment supportive. The application of sound marketing 
and sales policies which will appear new to the College are required 
from the outset. 
b. Overseas Markets 
Growth in one market place (eg Israel) is vulnerable but the techniques 
used to grow that market and develop resources are readily adaptable 
elsewhere. 
3. Risk - Neootiatino Strategie Alliances 
The College's requirements are of utmost importance and require urgent 
attention. Proposed partners may not share the same attitudes and their 
decision-making processes may be slow. 
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a. Appraisal 
The strategy set out of identifying and dealing with several potential 
partners (concurrently if necessary) is a reasonable defence. 
Risk - Control and Soveretqntv 
The College presently is attracting attention (albeit helpfully) from the 
Funding Council and Consultants. This leads to further uncertainty within a 
situation that is inherently unstable and could result in a "stalemate" 
situation. 
a. Appraisal 
It is important that the Governors own the new Plan and that the 
Management set about convincing staff of the validity and 
appropriateness of the new Plan for the College's long-term future. 
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9. Action Plan 
Sheet A Items 1-6 Strategie Alliances 
Sheet B Items 1-3 Relationship with Funders 
Sheet C Items 1 -4 CLL Arrangements 
Sheet D Items 1-6 Estâtes 
The following Action Plans arise for the broad scope of this Plan and generally 
concem the initial stages of activity: they will be reviewed each 12 months on the 
anniversary of this Plan. 
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SHEET A 
MAIN ACTION KEY STEPS DATE FOR COMPLETION PROGRESS 
1. Develop broader based 
Accréditation Agreement 
with University of 
Birmingham 
Présent cases to 
Accréditation Committee 
Renegotiate Agreement 
Immediate 
- 1998/9 
First stage of wider 
agreement secured 
February 1998 (originai 
scherno) 
2. Develop stronger alliance 
with University of 
Birmingham 
Investigate scope and 
legal requirements for 
preferred model of alliance 
- 6 months Heads of 
Agreement, 12-18 months 
to complete 
Discussions ongoing 
Lawyers making 
preliminary investigation 
and considering Charities 
Act 
3. Develop a stronger 
alliance with Oxford 
Brookes University 
Determine if single or dual 
alliance 
Determine model of 
alliance 
If proceeding Heads of 
Agreement 6-9 months 
Initial meetings planned 
early March 
4. Investigate further the 
opportunity identified with 
the University of Central 
England 
Gain understanding of the 
precise nature of présent 
offer 
Negotiate revised offer if 
appropriate 
8 weeks/May 
Open 
Initial meetings have taken 
place 
5. Investigate opportunités For each Institution: 
Determine model of 
alliance 
Determine if single or dual 
alliance 
- Aprii 1998 
- May 1998 
Initial discussions have 
taken place 
6. Renegotiate Agreement 
with Fédération of Selly 
Oak Colleges 
Re-examine the 
contribution each one can 
make - academic/physical 
resources 
Negotiate appropriate new 
Model of Agreement 
Heads of Agreement 
1.1.99 
- 1.6.99 
Ongoing 
fco 
ACTION PLAN STRATEGIC ALLIANCES - KEY DATE FOR COMPLETION - 1ST QUARTER 1999 
SHEET B 
MAIN ACTION KEY STEPS DATE FOR COMPLETION PROGRESS 
1. Ascertain if MASN can be 
restored to 1000 level to 
stabilise the College 
- Negotiation with HEFCE - 1.4.98 Initial application made 
February 1998 
2. Determine the changeover 
(or otherwise) of lead 
accountant TTA/HEFCE 
Receive évidence of 
Department of Education 
considération (information 
important to 
alliance/policy) 
Immediate/asap Regulär discussions 
subject throughout this 
Plan exercise 
3. Secure acceptance of this 
Plan and Agreement on 
review stages 
Formai présentation of 
Plan from Westhill 
Governors to Funding 
Authorities 
- End March 1998 - Draft Plan review 27.2.98 
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ACTION PLAN RELATIONSHIP WITH FUNDERS 
SHEET C 
MAIN ACTION KEY STEPS DATE FOR COMPLETION PROGRESS 
1. AoDoint Staff 
- Director 
- Programme Leader 
- Secretary 
Advertise 
Interview 
Contract 
Induction Programme 
Immediate 
Up to end March 
March/May 
August-Sept (or prior) 
Done 
Ongoing 
2. Sales Pian Develop detailed Business 
Plan 
- Set targets 
- Set MIS system 
- Sept 1998 
- Sept 1998 
- Sept 1998 
Preparatory work being 
undertaken 
3. Academic and Quality 
backup for ali aspects of 
CLL 
Identify supporting 
networkers 
Set up Programme 
- Set Quality Control 
procédures 
- Sept-Dec 1998 
- Sept-Dec 1998 
- Sept-Dec 1998 
Initial discussions 
undertaken with our 
existing staff on CLL 
proposai 
4. Assign existing full or part 
time College staff of any 
Identify any staff with key 
ability or knowledge 
Negotiate contract 
amendment 
Refrain into team 
- June 1998 
Open 
Open 
Initial Senior Management 
Team discussions 
5. Monitor sales progress Monthly trend analysis 
Account potential analysis 
Ongoing 
Ongoing 
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ACTION PLAN (CLLi 
SHEET D 
MAIN ACTION KEY STEPS DATE FOR COMPLETION PROGRESS 
1. Examine space utilisation 
opportunités with new 
alliance/partner 
Space survey against new 
need 
Open Open 
2. Résidentiel 
Accommodation 
Review polìcy on 
residences and student 
offers (eg self-catehng) 
-September 1998 
3. Sports Facility 
(Lottery/PFI) 
- Feasibility Study 
Application for funds 
Project Team and Build 
- Jan 1999 
- March 1999 
- Nov/Dec 1999 
Feasibility Study underway 
4. Conférence 
Accommodation 
Archibald 
Complete refurbishment 
Complete licence 
application 
Target sales pian over 
£280k per annum 
- Sept 1998 
- June1998 
- Sept 1998 
Out to tender 
Licence applied for 
Présent sales on target 
5. Recost Condition Survey 
for annual savings of £50k 
Resurvey in conjunction 
with professional auditors 
- June 1998 
6. Land analysis for possible 
sale and investigation of 
fédéral leases 
- set up "land terrier" 
revalue within next year's 
1998/9 accounts 
- June 1998 
- June 1998 
- SOC Deeds identified and 
revalued 
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ACTION PLAN ESTATES 
APPENDICES 
A. Proposai for the CLL School: Advertisements and Job Descriptions for 
Director, Programme Leader and Secretary; Prospectus 
B. Estâtes Statistical Information 
C. Fédéral IT Services 
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APPENDIX 
WESTHILL COLLEGE 
OF HIGHER EDUCATION 
CENTRE FOR LIFELONG LEARNING 
Westhil] College is seeking io appoint the following personnel to 
establish and develop its dynamic new Centre for Lifelong Leaming: 
Director: To be responsible for the académie and business activities of the 
Centre. S/he will be expected to demónstrate a Track record in the 
development, management and delivery of innovative éducation and/or 
training programmes in either or both the private and public sectors. 
Salary range: £23.123-£26.210 p.a. 
Programme Manager: To support the Director in devising and implementing 
the business plan of the Centre. 
Salary range: £15,411-£20,041 p.a. 
Admimstrator/Secretary (part-time): To provide a full administrative and 
secretarial service to the Centre. 
Salary range: £11,208-f 12,026 p.a. pro rata 
Ail appointments are for a fixed-term period of two years in the first instance. 
* * » 
Application forms and further détails from: 
Ms S. Anderson, Commercial Manager 
Westhill College of Higher Education 
14-16 Weoley Park Road 
Selly Oak 
Birmingham B29 6LL 
Tel. No. 0121-415 2212 Fax No. 0121-415 5399 
EMail: a.moore@sellyoak.ac.uk 
Closing date: 2nd February 1998 
Wexthilî College srrives ío be an Equaì Opportunitìes employer 
WESTHILL COLLEGE OF HIGHER EDUCATION 
Centre for Lìfelong Lea ruin g 
Director of the Centre for Lifelong Leaming 
Post Specification 
The Director post will carry responsibility for the academic and business activities of 
the Centre. S/he will be expected to demónstrate a track record in the development, 
management and delivery of innovative education and/or training programmes in 
either or both the private and public sectors. No specific academic or professional 
specialism is required for this post, however, an awareness of a range of innovative 
educational and training issues and themes will be an initial requirement. 
The post will be at a senior level within the College and the successful candidate will 
be expected to contribute towards and receive the full benefits of college membership. 
The Centre will compóse a third strand of academic and professional activity 
alongside the Schools of Arts and Humanities and Professional Studies. The Director 
will be accountable to the Principal and Deputy Principal of the College and will work 
closely with the three College Deans and the College Business Manager. 
The Centre for Lifelong Leaming is essentially an enterprise unit within the College 
and is expected to utilise the existing resources of the College in addition to its own, 
lo achieve its objectives and targets. The Director is expected to be entrepreneurial in 
the approach and methods used to generate activity, resources and income for the 
College. A range of initiatives is underway and will become the direct responsibility 
on a day-to-day basis of the Centre. The Director is expected to develop new 
initiatives in order to deliver strategie change for the College within measurable time 
periods and to pian and manage budgets in accordarle with business strategy. 
Quali fi cali ons. skills and experience required: 
Degree or equivalent educational and professional qualifications; a 
postgraduate degree or equivalent professional status will be an advantage but 
is not a requirement of the post 
A demonstrable record of achievement in education or a related field from 
industry and commerce 
Willingness to innovate and contribute to the fìelds of education, training, 
professional development and work-based leaming 
Ability to strategically pian, manage and expand programmes of leaming 
Experience in the management of staff and resources 
Credibility and professional leadership in the field of'lifelong leaming* 
Director of the Centre for Lifelong Learning (continued) 
IT literacy up to PC user level for communication purposes 
Familiarity with systems of work-based learning; open learning and 
professional continuing development (CPD) 
Entrepreneurial skills with recognition of the social purposes of public sector 
Higher Education 
Person Specification 
Aptitude for developing and sharing a vision of lifelong learning 
Adaptability and flexibility 
High level of motivation to succeed 
Ability to communicate effectively, orally and in writing 
Willingness to work a non-traditional timetable 
Capacity to motivate and enthuse others 
Excellent interpersonal skills 
Ability to work with minimal supervision to achieve targets within deadlines 
Salary range: £23,123-£26,210 p.a. 
Conditions of Employment 
The Director of the Centre for Lifelong Leaming is an academic member of staff. In 
order to meet the requirements of this new initiative, the postholder is expected to 
adapt a flexible working pattern. 
The Director is entitled to 35 working days annual holiday in addition to statutory 
holidays. 
This appointment is for a fixed-term period of two years in the first instance. 
W E S T H I L L COLLEGE OF HIGHER EDUCATION 
Centre for Lifelong Learaing 
Programme Manager 
Qualifications. Skills and Experience Required 
Degree or équivalent educational and/or professional qualification 
Knowledge and experience of work within the field of education or 
curriculurn development, or équivalent expertise acquired in business, industry 
or public service 
IT literacy or the aptitude to acquire and apply it quickly 
Experience of devising and implementing organisational Systems 
Knowledge of industry-based training and qualifications 
Ability and willingness to develop and adapt ideas in practical settings 
Knowledge and/or experience of Higher Education and/or Further Education 
and/or Adult and Continuing Education would be an advantage 
Post Spécification 
The person selected will have complementary abilities and tasks to that of the Director 
of the Centre for lifelong leaming and will: 
Support the Director in devising and implementing the business plan of the 
Centre 
Manage the various programmes of the Centre in conjunction with Westhill 
staff and other members of the Centre who may be within industry or public 
service 
Work closely with the Deans and staff of the two academic schools to deliver 
programmes 
Develop new programmes and help implement the stratégie plan of the Centre 
Teach on courses and programmes as appropriate and/or contribute to course 
and curriculurn development across the Centre and Collège. 
Devise, develop and disseminate leaming materials, including those needed 
for student support and guidance 
Contribute to the development of a culture of lifelong learning and its practical 
implementation through the Centre 
Programme Manager (continued) 
Person Specification 
Ability to manage teaching and learning programmes 
Adaptability and responsiveness to fast changing environments 
Excellent communication skills 
Interpersonal skills of a high order 
Capacity to work unsupervised 
Willingness to accept responsibility 
Able to set own targets and evaluate performance 
Team membership skills and competence 
Written and oral skills to a high degree of competence 
Salary range: £15,411-£20,041 p.a. 
Conditions of Employment 
The Programme Manager of the Centre for Lifelong Learning is an academic member 
of staff. In order to meet the requirements of this new initiative, the postholder is 
expected to adapt a flexible working panern. 
The Programme Manager is entitled to 35 working days annual holiday in addition to 
statutory holidays. 
This appointment is for a fixed-term period of two years in the first instance. 
WESTHILL COLLEGE OF HIGHER EDUCATION 
Centre for Lifelong Learning 
Islamic Learning Co-ordinator 
Qualifications, skills and experience required 
Degree or equivalent educational or professional qualification; a higher degree 
will be an advantage but is not a requirement of the post. 
An understanding of the contexts of'lifelong learning', especially in relation 
to the educational and training needs of Muslim communities and individuals. 
A demonstrable record of achievement in education and/or related fields 
covered within the Islamic faith community. 
Willingness to innovate and contribute to the fields of education, training and 
professional development for Muslim communities. 
Experience in the production of leaming materials, including guidance and 
support for students from Muslim communities. 
Entrepreneurial skills necessary for the development of partnerships between 
Muslim communities in need of access to education and training and the 
Centre for Lifelong Learning. 
Ability to develop income bearing programmes and funded schemes. 
Familiarity with innovative methods of curriculum development and delivery 
suitable for Muslim learners at all appropriate ages and stages of their learning 
careers. 
Person Specification 
Ability to liaise between the Centre, Westhill College and Muslim learners at 
local, regional and, where appropriate, national level. 
Excellent communication and language skills. 
Highly developed and applied interpersonal skills necessary for the tasks set 
for the post. 
Willingness to perform as a team member, both within the Centre and the 
wider College. 
Aptitude for self-starting in the generation of programmes, courses and 
fundable ventures. 
Islamic Leaming Coordinate* (continued) 
Understanding and sympathy with the economie and cultural features of 
Muslim communities. 
Understanding and sympathy with the wider mission of Westhill College to 
serve a range of ethnie and faith communities. 
Salarv range: £13,871-£20,041 p.a. 
Conditioris of Employmgnt 
The Islamic Leaming Co-ordinator of the Centre for Lifelong Leaming is an academic 
member of staff. In order to meet the requirements of this new initiative, the 
postholder is expected to adapt a flexible working pattern. 
The Islamic Leaming Co-ordinator is entitled to 35 working days annua! holiday prò 
rata in addition to any statutory holidays which fall within the period of employment. 
This appointment is for a fixed-term period of two years in the first instance. 
W E S T H I L L COLLEGE OF HIGHER EDUCATION 
Centre for Lifelong Leaming 
Administrator/Secretary (Part-tirne) 
Post Spécification: Qualifications and skills 
An academic qualification or its équivalent professions] qualification or status. 
A demonstrable record of récent achievement in the fields of administrative 
support, including managing record Systems. 
Provision of full administrative services for the Centre for Lifelong Leaming. 
Supervision of office Systems, communication and records of planning and 
stratégie developments for the Centre. 
Produce reports on ail appropriate matters. 
Manage databases and computer-based records for the Centre. 
Provision of secretarial support and secretarial services to staff of the Centre. 
A high degree of compétence in IT and wordprocessing skills 
Proven secretarial and administrative expertise 
Person spécification 
Excellent interpersonal and communication skills 
Ability to work with minimum supervision and to complète tasks on time 
A proactive and business-like approach 
Accuracy and attention to détail 
An understanding and commitment to the aims and objectives of the Centre 
Administrator/ftecretarv fcontinuedl 
Salary range: £11,208-£12 :026 p.a. pro rata 
Conditions of Emplçyment 
The Administrator/Secretar>- is a pan-time member of the resources staff team. 
Hours of work: 30 hours per week 
Annual boliday 
entitlement: 20 working days pro rata plus any public holidays which fall 
within the Administrator/Secretary's normal working week 
Pension: A contributory pension scheme is provided by the Selly Oak 
Collèges 
This appointment is for a fixed-term period of two years in the fïrst instance. 
WESTHILL COLLEGE OF HIGHER EDUCATION 
Centre for Lifelong Learning: A Prospectus 
Introduction 
For maximum impact on learning opportunities there is a need to extend 
existing and emerging provision to people, where and when they require it. 
Everyone, in the workplace, the home, in local communities and centres 
should have lifelong access to a range of supported learning activities at the 
levels they need. 
Westhill College has established a Centre for lifelong learning in order to 
ensure that as a provider of education, training and professional development it 
is at the forefront of educational developments in the year 2000 and beyond. 
Professional and academic knowledge demands a dynamic curriculum which 
cannot be restricted to the academy or campus alone. The Centre will 
encourage the growth of learning opportunities wherever they occur and will 
seek to generate new knowledge in partnership with learners in a variety of 
sites of leaming. Such new knowledge will, it is anticipated, require new 
forms and methods of accreditation and this focus will be supported by the 
work of the Centre. 
Key Activities of the Centre for Lifelong Learning 
The key activities of the Centre will cohere around the Westhill College 
mission, in particular that of facilitating access to learning for previously 
excluded individuals or groups. The Centre will be concerned with extending 
these leaming and accreditation opportunities previously delivered on the 
College's Selly Oak campus to potential students in learning communities, 
including those of the workplace, which are far beyond the physical bounds of 
the college. The core activities will include promoting and marketing 
learning, brokering leaming opportunities, providing information and 
guidance, commissioning educational development, accrediting and assuring 
the quality of course provision with which the College is associated and 
developing the educational principles of personal, professional and workplace 
leaming. The Centre will devise and deliver a range of innovative 
programmes which are relevant to the vision of lifelong learning. 
Core Functions: 
Promotion and Marketing of Leaming Opportunities 
Profile the needs, lifestyles and expectations of key client groups. 
Exploit the sTjengths and traditions of the public provision promoted 
by the Collège. 
Connect the curriculurn expertise of the Collège with that of industry 
and commerce, locally, regionally and where appropriate narJonally. 
Target key target groups and leamers. 
Establish a high profile and brand for Westhill's professional and 
workplace leaming schemes. 
Brokerase 
Provide and market leaming opportunities to individuals and 
companies. 
Target particular groups in order to meet priorities. 
Establish direct relationships with leamers and centres of the 
'University for IndusTry* and the 'National Leaming Grid\ 
Adapt and reshape existing programmes of education to meet new 
needs. 
Give advice, guidance and support to ail potential lifelong leamers. 
Commissioning 
" Develop flagship programmes of relevant, accessible and high quality 
provision capable of generating and sustaining fee income. 
Stimulate new partnerships across the public and private sectors of 
employment. 
Support and develop solutions to leaming access which utilise the new 
communication technologies. 
Encourage and build networks so that 'communities of interest' are 
able to benefit from and contribute to the development of the Collège. 
Commission research relevant to the work of the Centre. 
Market Analysis and Stratégie Planning 
Idenîify critical économie, social and educational trends which will 
impact upon the College's provision and programmes for lifelong 
leaming. 
Anticipate future knowledge and skill needs to which the College can 
respond. 
Analyse research and act as a source for information gathering and 
intelligence. 
Act as a 'market-maker' helping to create demands for WesthiU's 
educational resources and opportunities amongst a variety of public 
and leaming communities. 
Initial Programmes 
The Centre will take responsibility for the following teaching and leaming 
programmes and activities from 1998 onwards: 
* 'Learning for Life' - a part-time modular awards programme based 
upon the Combined Studies Awards Scheme approved by the 
University of Birmingham and involving the HEFCE widening access 
proposais 
* Work-based learning - a programme of personal and professional 
development for industry-based leamers 
* Israeli B.Phil and Masters Degree Distance Learning Programmes 
* WesthiU's University for Industry pilot programme (in association 
with IMC and Oxford Brooks University) -
* Credit mapping and credit rating industry-based training courses 
through APEL 
* Islamic Learning Communities Project which will promote 
partnerships for education and community development (including 
where appropriate business interests and training) 
Staffing 
The initial staffmg complément will be: 
Director of the Centre 
Programme Manager(s) 
Islamic Learning Co-ordinator 
Centre Administrator/Secretary 
CENTRE MEMBERSHIP 
Fellows 
Professor Richard Teare 
Oxford Brooks University 
Professor Richard Deaïtry 
International Management Centre, Buckingham 
Dr Gaie Davidson Burnett 
Director of Research and Statistics, Universities Council for the Admission of 
Students (UCAS) 
Reverend Dr Stephen Sizer 
Vicar, Virginia Water, Surrey 
SUMMARY OF COSTS BY BUILDING BY YEAR 
APPENDIX "B" 
Building Name TYPE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 TOTAL 
GRAND TOTAL 401,011 309,347 171,285 204,835 118,115 149,950 139,250 108,410 1,602,203 
BUILDING 
REFERENCE 
Building Nnme TYPE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 TOTAL 
BLOCK C Hamilton Teaching 4,910 6,5S5 5,930 3,060 2,630 2,400 1,900 1,500 28,915 
BLOCK D Teaching Centre Teaching 36,556 28,527 21,300 13,720 14,110 3,250 7,750 3,250 128,463 
BLOCK F Frank Pricc Building Teaching 3,520 10,810 12,860 9,200 3,680 3,700 2,500 2,500 48,770 
BLOCK K Sports Centre / Gym Teaching 3,190 2,760 340 60 210 4,000 1,000 1,000 12,560 
BLOCK 0 Quiet Room & Offices Teaching 510 1,020 2,560 610 60 0 0 0 4,760 
BLOCK P Terrapin Building No 2 Teaching 200 50 3,050 50 1,600 50 50 50 5,100 
BLOCK R The Link Block Teaching 1,935 3,925 25 385 3,085 0 0 0 9,355 
BLOCK S Mary Burnie House Teaching 17,380 33,000 29,500 2,000 0 17,200 10,000 5,000 114,080 
BLOCK T Terrapin Building No 1 Teaching 430 700 60 1,160 60 4,400 600 60 7,470 
BLOCK ü Terrapin Building No 3 Teaching 100 150 150 1,100 0 0 0 0 1,500 
BROOKS BANK Brooks Bank Centre Teaching 350 75 750 1,145 0 0 1,000 0 3,320 
Area Type Total 69,081 87,602 76,525 32,490 25,435 35,000 24,800 13,360 364,293 
BUILDING 
REFERENCE 
Building Name TYPE 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 TOTAL 
BLOCK A Refrectory & Chape) Other . 5,930 5,550 4,235 2,925 1,500 2,100 3,000 3,000 28,240 
BLOCK B Melville Mail Other 3,510 3,240 4,700 2,380 1,770 1,470 470 470 18,010 
BLOCK H Maintenance Department Other 490 1,890 5,300 1,500 9,180 
External Areas Other 93,565 62,375 8,360 8,530 2,460 5,000 5,000 5,000 190,290 
Gardeners Compound Other 6,805 2,490 2,260 2,500 100 100 100 14,355 
1067 Bristol Road Other 5,900 2,250 3,100 3,750 0 0 . 0 0 15,000 
BLOCK L Alan Geale Uouse Other 21,750 12,930 7,030 10,260 3,160 14,700 1,200 200 71,230 
Area Type Total 137,460 89,325 31,575 33,145 11,390 24,870 9,770 8,770 346,305 
B U I L D I N G 
I M W r c i l K N C K 
Bu i ld ing N n m c T Y P E 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 T O T A L 
B L O C K l i B i u t o w C i u l b u r y House Kcsi i lcnt inl 9 2 , 3 5 0 7 ,100 4 , 0 0 0 4 8 , 0 0 0 4 8 , 6 0 0 3 9 , 5 0 0 3 9 , 5 0 0 3 9 , 5 0 0 3 1 8 , 5 5 0 
B L O C K M . lohnslon House Rcsidenl ia l 34 ,670 88 ,160 120 7 ,320 120 10 ,000 8 ,000 8 ,000 156 ,390 
N o 2 . Close Resident ia l 3 ,550 1,150 4 , 2 7 0 5 ,370 0 2 , 5 0 0 0 3 ,000 19 ,840 
N o ' s l A & l B ; , Close Resident ia l 4 ,210 4 ,090 2 ,410 3 ,750 0 5 ,000 1,500 4 , 0 0 0 2 4 , 9 6 0 
N o ' s 3 A & 3 B ! _ Close Resident ia l 9 ,700 1,920 5 ,120 4 , 1 2 0 120 5 ,100 0 0 2 6 , 0 8 0 
N o ' s 4 , 5 A & 5 B Close Resident ia l 13,840 2 ,720 4 , 1 8 0 6 ,420 11 ,580 4 , 0 0 0 9 ,500 16 ,800 6 9 , 0 4 0 
45 W E O L E Y H I L L Pr ìnc ipals House Resident ia l - S t a f f 2 ,460 1,450 9 5 0 8 0 0 4 , 7 0 0 2 3 0 2 3 0 2 3 0 11 ,050 
B L O C K J C a r e t a k e r s B u n g a l o w Resident ia l - S t a f f 2 ,490 1,760 2 ,800 2 5 0 2 5 0 2 5 0 2 5 0 . 2 5 0 8 , 3 0 0 
A r e a T y p e T o t a l 163 ,270 108 ,350 23 ,850 7 6 , 0 3 0 6 5 , 3 7 0 6 6 , 5 8 0 5 8 , 9 8 0 7 1 , 7 8 0 6 3 4 , 2 1 0 
BUILDING 
REFERENCE Building Name TYPE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 TOTAL 
36,475 
No's 10 & 11 Kingsmead Cose Conference 
8,975 4,620 60 3,060 60 11,000 6,700 2,00(1 
BLOCK G Archibald House Conference / Residential 
22,225 19,450 39,275 60,110 15,860 12,500 39,000 12,500 220,920 
Archibald Annex Conference l'I... 
Fifiurcs included in a )ove 0 
/ 
Area Type Total 
31,200 24,070 39,335 63,170 15,920 23,500 45,700 14,500 257395 
S U M M A R Y OF C O S T S BY E L E M E N T 
SUMMARY OF COSTS by ELEMENT 9 5 / 9 6 9 6 / 9 7 9 7 / 9 8 9 8 / 9 9 9 9 / 2 0 0 1 2 0 0 1 / 0 2 2 0 0 2 / 0 3 2 0 0 3 / 0 4 
ELEMENT v é a r r YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4 YEÀR 5 YEARJS YEÀR 7 YEÀR 8 t o t a l " 
Cliimneys & Fines ""ït406 " 6 , 2 5 0 " 8 0 0 0 0 0 '..."„9 1 4 , 4 5 6 
Structures above Roof Level 6 6 0 l^ ÒÒO Ö 2,000 ~ 0 0 3 , 6 6 0 
'arapets, Cornices and Copings 2 , 0 5 0 3 , 8 9 5 4 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 , 8 4 5 
<oof Coverings - Pitched 3 3 , 1 3 5 0 4 , 0 0 0 2 , 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 9 , 5 3 5 
roof Coverings - Fiat 7 9 , 5 9 8 4 6 , 9 9 0 9 , 6 5 0 0 3 2 0 1,000 0 0 1 3 7 , 5 5 8 
Roofliglits, Laylights, Donners 6 , 7 1 0 0 3 , 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 , 8 1 0 
Rninwntcr Oootls, Pipes niul Guttcrs 2 , 5 7 0 J 0 J J . . 0 6 , 4 8 0 3 1 0 6 , 1 4 0 0 0 0 2 5 , 6 1 0 
Laves, Sollits and Fascias " , 5 9 0 ™,Ï60 " " „ 7 5 ™1"Ö5Ö " ~ 0 U 0 Ö Ì 7 , 4 7 5 
Cladding and Curtain Walling 1,715 6 ,765 2 7 5 4 1 , 8 5 0 25 0 0 0 5 0 , 6 3 0 
Structural Walls and Frames 18 ,152 15,533 2 6 , 7 4 0 3 , 5 2 0 2 , 6 2 0 3 , 5 0 0 3 , 5 0 0 3 , 5 0 0 7 7 , 0 6 5 
Structural General 3 , 0 2 0 7 2 0 6 2 0 6 2 0 6 2 0 100 100 100 5 , 9 0 0 
External Works, Pavings, Walls, Gates, Cycle Sheds Eté 9 7 , 7 7 3 6 5 , 9 7 5 1 2 , 0 1 0 10 ,540 4 , 5 7 0 5 , 5 5 0 5 , 0 5 0 5 , 0 5 0 2 0 6 , 5 1 8 
External Décorations 2 8 , 9 4 0 12 ,500 15 ,750 4 , 5 0 0 4 , 2 0 0 9 , 4 0 0 10 ,500 0 8 5 , 7 9 0 
External Total 291,319 173,898 82,500 67,290 18,495 19,550 19,150 8,650 680,852 
Engineering Matters, Heaters Etc 6 , 7 9 0 150 150 4 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 , 0 9 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
. . . . . . 
0 
Attic Spaces, Roof Voids- 11 ,300 5 , 0 0 0 2 , 2 4 0 5 ,300 6 , 5 0 0 11 ,000 Ö *" Tl,34Ò 
Circulation Spaces, Landings and Staircases 8 ,455 " 6 , 8 3 5 8 , Ï 4 0 " 6 , 7 7 0 1,130 7 , 2 0 0 0 0 3 8 , 5 3 0 
Floors, Walls and Ceilings 2 2 , 0 5 0 6 7 , 7 9 0 2 7 , 6 2 5 11,415 7 , 4 8 5 " 5 , 0 0 0 1 0 , 5 0 0 7^860 159 ,725 
Windows and Doors 3 2 , 0 0 0 16 ,230 5 ,910 6 6 , 4 8 0 5 7 , 6 4 0 3 8 , 2 0 0 5 8 , 7 0 0 3 8 , 2 0 0 3 1 3 / 3 6 0 
Kitchens and Welfare Rooms 4 , 2 1 0 8 , 9 2 0 6 , 5 0 0 6 ,515 0 8 , 5 0 0 2 , 5 0 0 _ _ 7 £ 0 0 4 4 , 1 4 5 
Toilets and Sanitary Accommodation 12 ,847 6 , 9 5 4 15 ,170 9 ,915 5 ,415 4 , 3 0 0 3 , 5 0 0 8 , 1 0 0 6 6 , 2 0 1 
Internai Drainage 2 , 9 3 0 160 130 130 130 7 0 7 0 7 0 3 , 6 9 0 
Basements 3 , 5 6 0 1,190 120 1,420 120 0 0 0 6 , 4 1 0 
Internai Décorations 5 ,550 2 2 , 2 2 0 2 2 , 8 0 0 2 5 , 6 0 0 2 1 , 2 0 0 5 6 , 1 3 0 4 4 , 8 3 0 3 8 , 5 3 0 2 3 6 , 8 6 0 
Internai Tota 109,692 135,449 88,785 137,545 99,620 130,400 120,100 99,760 921,351 
Grand Tota 401,011 309,347 171,285 204,835 118,115 149,950 139,250 108,410 1,602,203 
% SPACE UTILISATION AT WESTHILL COLLEGE 
0830-1630 1630-2230 WEEKENDS 
Brooksbank 02 29 5 
03 55 12 
04 32 3 
Hall 38 1 
Frank Price 04 43 -
05 41 4 
12 43 11 
13 27 -
14 42 12 
Gym 46 -
Hamilton Hall 36 1 
Unit M 30 -
Mary Burnie 70 30 8 
71 31 7 
72 31 13 
73 17 7 
74 16 7 
- 75 16j -
Music 1 31 1 
Teaching Centre 1A 45 -
1B 45 
-
02 43 -
- 06 40 
-
07A 37 -
07B 44 -
08 37 -
16 41 -
19 44 
-
20 49 -
30 65 -
32 17 -
35 42 -
37 23 -
46 27 -
48 28 -
53 26 -
Hall 60 4 
Archibald Conference Centre 0830-2230 - présent utilisation approx. 20% outside 
bookings only - also used for internal meetings regularly. 
A P P E N D I X 
VVITCS Income to date 
I T S E R V I C E S TO THE FEDERATION OF SELLY OAK COLLEGES 
Collège/Centre Date signed TSA 
Value 
Additional work 
Fircroft College 15/8/97 £3.800 £745 
United Coll. of Ascension 23/9/97 £3,978.85 £210 
Westhül - School of Prof. 
Studi es 
30/9/97 £3,500 £11,380 
Westhill - Scbool of Arts & 
Humanities 
30/9/97 £3,500 £11,800 
St Andrews Hall 8/10/97 £2,410 £80 
Islam dept 6/31/97 £2,440 £915 
Orchard Centre 21/11/97 £6,550 £8,484 
English dept. 26/11/97 £2,410 £274 
Presidente Office 26/11/97 £2,410 
Social Studies dept. 1/12/97 £4,170 £540 
Christians in Public Life 2/12/97 £2,800 
Mission dept. 23/1/98 £2,410 £270 
SOC installation (depts) £6,812.50 
Springdale College £100 
CrowtherHall £20 
Univ. of Minnesota 12/1/98 £3,132 £245 
Westhill - Research dept- 3/2/98 £2,200 
Indiv. student logins £195 
TOTAL £52.523.35 £35,258 
This gives a grand total to date of £87,781.35 (vat not included) 
N.B. Technical Services Agreements run for 12 months from the date of signing, 
except for Westhill Schools, the Research department and the Orchard Centre, which 
are backdated to the start of the academic year (Ist August 1997). 
Appenda 1 - document 2 
STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL 
The changing financial prospects of Westhill since the summer of 1997 
J. It was subsequent to the appointment of David Davies and myself that it was recognised by the 
College thai the consequences of the 1995 OFSTED failure were being applied across all 
previously funded TTA student numbers. BEds converting to BAs as well as PGCEs. Accordingly 
the College MA SN was reduced more radically than anticipated with a consequential loss of funds. 
Student numbers and associated finances were mitigated in a very limited way by the subsequent 
re-inspection of Primary PGCE Language work (which secured a grade of'good'). 
2. My fust act as Principal, before formally taking up post, was to communicate this changed situation 
to staff in August before the change of regulations in the Teachers' Pension Scheme came into 
being. A further consequence of the deteriorating financial position was that the Governors were 
persuaded under the pressures of the situation to appoint Consultants to explore these issues with 
joint funding from the TTA. 
1 now have to report to you that even whilst the Consultants have been at work, there has been a 
further deterioration in the College's position which can be clustered under two headings: 
( 1 ) Actual loss of income 
(2) Non-success of Bids to the Funding Bodies 
3. Under (1) I need to inform you that, along with 50% of current providers, the College has been 
unsuccessful in its bid for the continuation of INSET funds. This means that a further £180.000 of 
funding wili reduce to nil over 4 years. The block grant will reduce by 25% per year in favour of 
successful competition bidders, but rebidding only takes place every 3 years, save for a small 
annual bid possibility (£'/:m 1999, £lm 2000). There may be special grants to institutions like 
Westhilf worst hit by this change of provision (NB a change of policy for TTA which has 
previously not been concerned with institutional viability). There appears also to be protection of 
some £14.000 of grant which is deemed to be HEFCE funded. The problem under this heading is 
not the immediate future but the situation in 4 years' time. 
4. Secondly under (1 ). our MASN for 1998 on actual calculation came out at 838 not 858, as 
projected which, on an average of core funding and fees, we calculate as a further loss of c £80,000 
per annum (but see attached submission to HEFCE on this). 
5. On the bidding front we were unsuccessful in our bid to TTA for the Professional Development of 
Head Teachers and we now believe our submission to HEFCE for funding under Circular 20/97 is 
not to be funded. 
6. What we vitally need to know here is whether we are writing the wrong kind of documents or 
whether the College is locked into a situation where it cannot move forward because judgements 
are constantly being made on the basis of past track-run, a hisiory that the present management is 
powerless to change. 
7. The outcome of these financial changes I would summarise as the need for the College to enhance 
its income not by c £300.000 recurrent as at the beginning of the academic session but by c 
£550.000 recurrent with 2 bid opportunities lost. 
8. Expressed another way I believe thai such a quantity represents too large a gap to be bridged in the 
years available by development of the Centre for Lifelong Leaming. though it is important to 
understand that i still place critical strategic importance of that development for the College's 
future whatever form that may take. 
9. Alí ihis is the more disappoinrine in thai negotiañons with the Universiry which consumed a loi of 
inhial energy have now been successfuily completed. giving the College ven.- much of the freedom 
it has been seeking (eg ref Pan-time Certifícales. Diplomas and Degrees, Modular Masters' 
Degrees, APEL agreemem and BPhil. MA in Applied Dance in Education and the Community). 
10. As the financial gap has opened up beyond our capacity to bridge. so the management has had to 
work even more urgently at new alliances both with the University of Birmingham and potentially 
with new panners. 
11. One institution has made a proposal to us. we ourselves have opened conversations with a second. 
and our Consultants have made an entry with a third, whilst a fourth may also emerge possibly in 
combination with one of the other partners. 
12. This is a time consuming enterprise and raises questions to which the answers are few because of a 
Jack of precedents within the system. Key questions include: 
What models for alliance are available in the system, shon of mergers, which protect in some 
measure the autonomy of the smaiíer institution? 
(Existing answers seem to be Charlotte Mason/La Sainte Union, neither of which we judge helpfu!) 
How would any change impact upon the role of Trustees? 
(Might they need to change their objeenves. by adding an additional clause embracing the new 
partnership (with Charity Commission permission) or enter into some covenant to make available 
College faciiities to a new body) 
Is there any merit in exploring a holding company/ trading company model of relating to the parent 
institution? 
What presence would the new institution require on the Governing Body/Academic Board? 
What would the artitude of the Funding Bodies be to such arrangements? Who would they fund? 
Are they desirous of eliminating smaller colleges and therefore prepared to use their good offices 
to enable this to happen? 
Would a joim bid for M A S N from rwo ínstítutions working jointly together be more powerful than 
our previous suppücations? 
13. Clearly the College needs to deveiop as strong a negotiating position as possible. This has to be 
done with great care. For example. the knowledge that severa! partners are showing ¡nterest is not 
without significance. We are currently in a position of drawing up a Westhill Asset List, actual and 
potential. to aid this process. 
Appendix 1 - document 3 
MEMO 
TO: Prof J.H. Briggs DATE: 26 January 1998 
John Walmsley 
Ann Lance 
Bud Winteridge 
Roger Woods 
F R O M : David Davies 
Subject: Business Plan for HEFCE & TTA (with projected 
Financial savings of £300K p.a.?) and JW's memo of 
20.1.98 
1. In my view it will not be possible to state how we will "balance the books" 
by the end of February 1998. We shall have no definitive évidence by then 
of: 
• HEFCE MASN re-calculations 
• HEFCE widening provision bid from the college 
• Israel programme financia! realities (as opposed to spéculations) 
• the Lifelong Learning Centre's specific activities 
• any strategie alliances which many yield benefits to the college 
2. I have stated on several occasions that speculative scénarios are one thing, 
but meaningful activity schedules and estimâtes of income, if they are to be 
real, are quite another. For example: 
• we have not yet appointed to the CLL 
• a meaningful business plan for the CLL must take account of the staffs 
expérience and capacities, yet they have not yet been appointed 
• joint federal activities are a drain on académie resources, not an addition to them 
• we do not have Mnew business arrangements" yet, rather we have good ideas and 
proposais which are developing towards business plans (eg, CPD and part-time 
provision) 
3. Robson Rhodes have not produced a College Business Plan but rather a list 
of areas and topics which we could have done for ourselves (at considerably 
less cost). 
4. The financial projections, if based on our discussions with Robson Rhodes 
cannot be rooted in reality and expérience. As we stand at présent, I do not 
feel able to subscribe to a projection which puts some £300,000 imo the 
bottom line in 1998-99. 
5. I feci our Govemors are noi fully aware of the precariousness of oui 
financial future and nave been "oversold" on the remediai actions we have 
taken so far. If our salvation is to be Israel and the CLL, we shall, in my 
personal view, need to invest a great deal more than we have. 
6. On the question of alliances (and the Robson Rhodes matrix), we have 
identified no prospect that would ensure survival and increase our numbers 
within the rime scale set by this business plan. It is not possible to state that 
any partner acceptable to Govemors currently has been found who will 
materially influence our deficit to our benefit. 
I am sure that we can produce a document which may satisfy or convince Robson 
Rhodes and HEFCE/TTA that we have a plan. I cannot convince myself that we 
have or are likely to secure the £1.0-£1.5 million turnover needed to put £300,000 
net into our budget on a récurrent annua! basis. I am committed to making a 
success of what we have begun, but I would like an open and frank discussion with 
senior colleagues on this situation. 
MEMO 
TO: John Briggs 
John Walmsley 
DATE: 9 February 1998 
FROM: David Davies 
Re: Financial projections for College Bus iness Pian 
I think the following targets are ambitious but reasonably realistic. They are 
based, however, on a set of assumptions, which cannot be tested in time to 
meet the TTA and HEFCE deadlines. Nevertheless, I have been persuaded 
that the College's interests are best served by agreeing to make projections 
at this stage. 
Centre for Ufelong Learning (CLL) 
Activity Centres 
• Part-time Certificate, Diploma and Degree Programme (Learning for Life) 
• Work-based Learning Programme (WBL) 
• Israel Programme 
• University for industry/Credit Mapping (UFI/CM) 
• Islamic Learning (IL) 
• Continuing Professional Development (CPD) INSET and Religious 
Education (RE) 
• FE and Community Liaison (FE/CL) 
Forecast Financial Summary - CLL 
Activity Centre 1998/99 Income 
Part-time 
Programmes 
'Learning for Life' 200,000 *© 
(HEFCE) *© 
Work-based 
Learning (WBL) * 0 
Israel 
University for 
Industry and Credit 
Mapping 
Islamic Learning 
CPD - INSET/RE 
*<3> 
36,000 *<2) 
(8,000) 
2,000 
10,000 
FE & Community 5,000 
Liaison 
1999/2000 income % return to 
balance 
200,000 *© 
54,000 *<2) 
110,000 
8,000 
Total 245,000 
20,000 
15,000 
407,000 
20% 
40% 
50% 
40% 
20% 
25% 
Surplus/(Deficit) 
1998/99 
40,000 *<D 
14,400 *Q) 
800 
2,000 
1,250 
58,450 
Surplus/(Oeficit) 
1999/2000 
40,000 *<D 
21,600 *<2> 
51,000 
3,200 
4,000 
3,750 
123,550 
NOTES 
*<D Subject to HEFCE allocation. Assumes 100 FTE x £2,000 per unit. 
*© Assumes in year 1 (1998/99) that 4 cohorts x 30 students x 30 crédits x £10 per credit = £36,000 and in year 2 (1999/2000) 
that 6 cohorts x 30 students x 30 crédits x £10 per credit = £54,000 
*G) Assumes additional CPD/RE income to historic programme 
CONCLUSIONS 
• The targeted income and forecast surpluses will not remove the forecast deficit at the year 2000 of £357,000 
• The most optimistic target rests on several sets of unproven assumptions, which include HEFCE allocations of part-time MASN 
at 100 FTES at £2,000 per FTE and Israel income of £110,000 in 1999;«èither of which ìs secured. 
• The recovery plan is not sufficient to balance the récurrent budget. 
• A stronger position on a partnership which will bring income is needed. 
• We need to re-assess our décision not to address costs. 

Appendix 2 
Westhill College 
of Higher Education 
Centre for Lifelong Learning: A Prospectu 
WESTHILL COLLEGE OF HIGHER EDUCATION 
Centre for Lifelong Lea min g: A Prospectus 
1. Introduction 
For maximum impact on leaming opportunities there is a need to extend 
existing and emerging provision to people, where and when they require it. 
Everyone, in the workplace, the home, in local communities and centres 
should have lifelong access to a range of supported leaming activities at the 
levels they need. 
Westhill College has established a Centre for lifelong leaming in order to 
ensure that as a provider of éducation, training and professional development it 
is at the forefront of educational developments in the year 2000 and beyond. 
Professional and académie knowledge demands a dynamic curriculum which 
cannot be resîricted to the academy or campus alone. The Centre will 
encourage the growth of leaming opportunities wherever they occur and will 
seek to generate new knowledge in partnership with leamers in a variety of 
sites of leaming. Such new knowledge will, it is anticipated, require new 
forms and methods of accréditation and this focus will be supported by the 
work of the Centre. 
2. Kev Activities of the Centre for Lifelong Leaming 
The key activities of the Centre will cohere around the Westhill Collège 
mission, in partlcular that of facilitating access to leaming for previously 
excluded individuals or groups. The Centre will be concemed with extending 
thèse leaming and accréditation opportunities previously delivered on the 
College's Selly Oak campus to potential students in leaming communities, 
including those of the workplace, which are far beyond the physical bounds of 
the collège. The core activities will include promoting and marketing 
leaming, brokering leaming opportunities, providing information and 
guidance, commissioning educational development, accrediting and assuring 
the quality of course provision with which the Collège is associated and 
developing the educational principles of personal, professional and workplace 
leaming. The Centre will devise and deliver a range of innovative 
programmes which are relevant to the vision of lifelong leaming. 
3. Core Functions: 
* Promotion and Marketing of Leaming Opportunities 
Profile the needs, lifestyles and expectations of key client groups. 
- 1 -
Exploit the strengths and traditions of the public provision promoted 
by the Collège. 
Connect the curriculum expertise of the Collège with that of industry 
and commerce, locally, regionally and where appropriate nationally. 
Target key target groups and leamers. 
Establish a high profile and brand for WesthiU's professional and • 
workplace learning schemes. 
Brokerage 
Provide and market learning opportunities to individuals and 
companies. 
Target particular groups in order to meet priorities. 
Establish direct relationships with leamers and centres of the 
'University for Industry' and the 'National Learning Grid'. 
Adapt and reshape existing programmes of éducation to meet new 
needs. 
Give advice, guidance and support to ail potential lifelong leamers. 
Cpmjnissioning 
Develop flagship programmes of relevant, accessible and high quality 
provision capable of generaîing and sustaining fee income. 
Stimulate new partnerships across the public and private sectors of 
employment. 
Support and develop solutions to learning access which utilise the new 
communication technologies. 
Encourage and build networks so that 'communities of interest' are 
able to benefit from and contribute to the development of the Collège. 
Commission research relevant to the work of the Centre. 
Market Analysis and Stratégie Planning 
Identify critical économie, social and educational trends which will 
impact upon the College's provision and programmes for lifelong 
leaming. 
Amicipate future knowledge and skil) needs 10 which the Collège can 
respond. 
Analyse research and act as a source for information gathering and 
intelligence. 
Act as a 'market-maker' helping to create demands for WesthiH's 
educational resources and opportunities amongst a variety of public 
and leaming communities. 
Initial Programmes 
The Centre will take responsibility for the following teaching and leaming 
programmes and activhies frora 1998 onwards: 
* 'Learning for Life' - a part-time modular awards programme based 
upon the Combined Studies Awards Scheme approved by the 
University of Birmingham and involving the HEFCE widening access 
proposais 
* Work-based learning - a programme of personal and professional 
development for industry-based leamers 
* Israeli B.Phfl and Masters Degree Distance Learning Programmes 
* WesthiU's Unrversity for Industry pilot programme (in association 
with IMC and Oxford Brooks University) 
* Crédit mapping and crédit rating industry-based training courses 
through APEL 
* Islamic Leaming Communities Project which will promote 
partnerships for éducation and community development (including 
where appropriate business interests and training) 
Sttffing 
The initial staffing complément will be: 
Director of the Centre 
Programme Manager(s) 
Islamic Learning Co-ordinator 
Centre Administrator/Secretary 
CENTRE MEMBERSHIP 
Fellows 
Professor Richard Teare 
Oxford Brooks University 
Professor Richard Dealtry 
International Management Centre, Buckingham 
Dr Gaie Davidson Burnett 
Director of Research and Statistics, Universities Council for the Admission of 
Students (UCAS) 
Reverend Dr Stephen Sizer 
Vicar, Virginia Water, Surrey 
WESTHILL COLLEGE OF HIGHER EDUCATION 
Centre for Lifelong Learning 
Director of the Centre for Lifelong Leaming 
Post Specification 
The Director post will carry responsibility for the academic and business activities of 
the Centre. S/he will be expected to demónstrate a track record in the development, 
management and delivery of innovative education and/or training programmes in 
either or both the private and public sectors. No specifíc academic or professional 
specialism is required for this post however, an awareness of a range of innovative 
educational and training issues and themes will be an initial requirement. 
The post will be at a senior level within the College and the successful candidate will 
be expected to contribute towards and receive the full benefits of college membership. 
The Centre will comprise a third strand of academic and professional activity 
alongside the Schools of Arts and Humanitíes and Professional Studies. The Director 
will be accountable to the Principal and Deputy Principal of the College and will work 
closely with the three College Deans and the College Business Manager. 
The Centre for Lifelong Leaming is essentially an enterprise unit within the College 
and is expected to utilise the existing resources of the College in addition to its own, 
to achieve its objectives and targets. The Director is expected to be entrepreneurial in 
the approach and methods used to generate activity, resources and income for the 
College. A range of initiatives is underway and will become the direct responsibility 
on a day-to-day basis of the Centre. The Director is expected to develop new 
initiatives in order to deliver strategie change for the College within measurable time 
periods and to plan and manage budgets in accordance with business strategy. 
Qualifications. skills and experience required: 
Degree or equivalent educational and professional quali fi cations; a 
postgraduate degree or equivalent professional status will be an advantage but 
is not a requirement of the post 
A demonstrable record of achievement in education or a related field from 
industry and commerce 
Willingness to innovate and contribute to the fields of education, training, 
professional development and work-based learning 
Ability to strategically pian, manage and expand programmes of leaming 
Experience in the management of staff and resources 
Credibility and professional leadership in the field of 'lifelong learning' 
Director of the Centre for Lifelong Learning (continued) 
IT literacy up to PC user level for communication purposes 
Familiarity with systems of work-based learning; open learning and 
professional continuing development (CPD) 
Entrepreneurial skills with recognition of the social purposes of public sector 
Higher Education 
Person Specification 
Aptitude for developing and sharing a vision of lifelong learning 
Adaptability and flexibility 
High level of motivation to succeed 
Ability to communicate effectively, orally and in writing 
Willingness to work a non-traditional timetable. 
Capacity to motivate and enthuse others 
Excellent interpersonal skills 
Ability to work with minimal supervision to achieve targets within deadlines 
Salary range: £25,359-32,781 p.a. 
Conditions of Employment 
The Director of the Centre for Lifelong Learning is an academic member of staff. In 
order to meet the requirements of this new initiative, the postholder is expected to 
adapt a flexible working pattern. 
The Director is entitled to 35 working days annual holiday in addition to statutory 
holidays. 
This appointment is for a fixed-term period of two years in the first instance. 
WESTHILL COLLEGE OF HIGHER EDUCATION 
Centre for Lifelong Leaming 
Programme Manager 
Qualifications. Skills and Experience Required 
Degree or equivalent educational and/or professional qualification 
Knowledge and experience of work within the field of education or 
curriculum development, or equivalent expertise acquired in business, industry 
or public service 
IT literacy or the aptitude to acquire and apply it quickly 
Experience of devising and implementing organisational systems 
Knowledge of industry-based training and qualifications 
Ability and willingness to develop and adapt ideas in practical settings 
Knowledge and/or experience of Higher Education and/or Further Education 
and/or Adult and Continuing Education would be an advantage 
Post Specification 
The person selected will have complementary abilities and tasks to that of the Director 
of the Centre for lifelong leaming and will: 
Support the Director in devising and implementing the business plan of the 
Centre 
Manage the various programmes of the Centre in conjunction with Westhill 
staff and other members of the Centre who may be within industry or public 
service 
Work closely with the Deans and staff of the two academic schools to deliver 
programmes 
Develop new programmes and help implement the strategic plan of the Centre 
Teach on courses and programmes as appropriate and/or contribute to course 
and curriculum development across the Centre and College. 
Devise, develop and disseminate leaming materials, including those needed 
for student support and guidance 
Contribute to the development of a culture of lifelong learning and its practical 
implementation through the Centre 
Programme Manager (continued) 
Person Specification 
Ability to manage teaching and learning programmes 
Adaptability and responsiveness to fast changing environments 
Excellent communication skills 
Interpersonal skills of a high order 
Capacity to work unsupervised 
Willingness to accept responsibility 
Able to set own targets and evaluate performance 
Team membership skills and competence 
Written and oral skills to a high degree of competence 
Salary range: £35,411-£20,041 p.a. 
Conditions of Employment 
The Programme Manager of the Centre for Lifelong Leaming is an academic member 
of staff. In order to meet the requirements of this new initiative, the postholder is 
expected to adapt a flexible working pattern. 
The Programme Manager is entitled to 35 working days annual holiday in addition to 
statutory holidays. 
This appointment is for a fixed-term period of two years in the first instance. 
WESTHILL COLLEGE OF HJGHER EDUCATION 
Centre for Lifelong Learning 
Islamic Learning Co-ordinator 
Qualifications, skills and expérience required 
Degree or équivalent educational or professional qualification; a higher degree 
will be an advantage but is not a requirement of the post. 
An understanding of the contexts of'lifelong leaming', especially in relation 
to the educational and training needs of Muslim communities and individuals. 
A demonstrable record of achievement in education and/or related fields 
covered within the Islamic faith community. 
Willingness to innovate and contribute to the fields of éducation, training and 
professional development for Muslim communities. 
Expérience in the production of leaming materials, including guidance and 
support for students front Muslim communities. 
Entrepreneurial skills necessary for the development of partnerships between 
Muslim communities in need of access to education and training and the 
Centre for Lifelong Learning. 
Ability to develop income bearing programmes and funded schemes. 
Familiarity with innovative methods of curriculum development and delivery 
suitable for Muslim leamers at ail appropriate âges and stages of their leaming 
careers. 
Person Spécification 
Ability to liaise between the Centre, Westhill Collège and Muslim leamers at 
local, régional and, where appropriate, national level. 
Excellent communication and language skills. 
Highly developed and applied interpersonal skills necessary for the tasks set 
for the post. 
Willingness to perform as a team member, both within the Centre and the 
wider Collège. 
Aptitude for self-starting in the génération of programmes, courses and 
fiindable ventures. 
islamic Learning Co-ordinator (continued) 
Understanding and sympathy with the économie and cultural features of 
Muslim cornmunities. 
Understanding and sympathy with the wider mission of Westhill Collège to 
serve a range of ethnie and faith communities. 
Salarv range: £13,871-£20,041 p.a. 
Conditions of Employment 
The Islamic Learning Co-ordinator of the Centre for Lifelong Learning is an academic 
member of staff. In order to meet the requirements of this new initiative, the 
postholder is expected to adapt a flexible working pattem. 
The Islamic Leaming Co-ordinator is entitled to 35 working days annual holiday pro 
rata in addition to any statutory holidays which fail within the period of employment. 
This appointment is for a fixed-term period of two years in the first instance. 
WESTHILL COLLEGE OF HIGHER EDUCATION 
Centre for Lifelong Learning 
Administrator/Sécretarv (Part-time) 
Post Spécification: Qualifications and skills 
An academic qualification or its équivalent professional qualification or status. 
A demonstrable record of recent achievement in the fields of administrative 
support, including managing record Systems. 
Provision of full administrative services for the Centre for Lifelong Leaming. 
Supervision of office Systems, communication and records of planning and 
strategie developments for the Centre. 
Produce reports on ail appropriate matters. 
Manage databases and computer-based records for the Centre. 
Provision of secretarial support and secretarial services to staff of the Centre. 
A high degree of compétence in IT and wordprocessing skills 
Proven secretarial and administrative expertise 
Person spécification 
Excellent interpersonal and communication skills 
Ability to work with minimum supervision and to complete tasks on time 
A proactive and business-Iike approach 
Accuracy and attention to detail 
An understanding and commitment to the aims and objectives of the Centre 
Administrator/Secretary (continuedl 
Salary range: £ 11.208-£ 12.026 p.a. prò rata 
Conditions of Employment 
The Administrator/Secretary is a part-time member of the resources staff team. 
Hours of work: 30 hours per week 
Annual holiday 
entitlcment: 20 working days prò rata plus any public holidays which fall 
within the Administrator/Secretary's normal working week 
Pension: A contributory pension scheme is provided by the Selly Oak 
Colleges 
This appointment is for a fixed-term period of two years in the first instance. 

WESTHILL COLLEGE OF HIGHER EDUCATION 
CENTRE FOR LIFELONG LEARNING (CLL) 
AN ACTIVITY AND BUSINESS PLAN FOR WORK WITH 
COMPANIES 
We believe new information and communication technology allied to action 
learning has the power to open up communication and collaboration channeis to 
such an extent that if sufficient imagination and flair is applied, the révolution in 
learning it inspires will have the potential to bring about the learning society. 
Indeed, this power is the onïy significant new factor which could allow the 
possibility of a rapid breakthrough. 
Our objectives for 1998 are as foliows: 
• take up of Westhill accréditation services by 6 large companies 
• take up of management development and learning by 40 small companies 
• take up of management éducation and learning by 100 individuáis 
• establishment of a brokerage service offering information, help and guidance 
based on ICT 
• testing the provision of management éducation and learning materials in an IT 
format 
• supporting learning and stimulating demand by promoting the use of local 
learning centres starting initially with the OLRC at Selly Oak. 
DESCRIPTION OFACTMTY 
Any pilot seeking to increase the market for learning will have to consider both the 
demand and supply side of the market, and look at brokerage between the two. It 
will also on another axis have to look at issues which are barriers to the take up of 
learning - issues to do with the capability of organisations and individuals to learn, 
access to learning and motivation to learn. 
Learning Infrastructure 
Supply Side Brokerage Demand Side 
Barriers to Capability 
Learning Access 
Motivation 
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On the supply side of learning, there is an increasing amount on offer in ternis of 
capability, access and desire for organisations to offer training. What is lacking to 
maximise the impact of the learning infrastructure is informed demand from 
individuáis and businesses, especially with regard to motivation for learning. 
UFELONG LEARNING 
In order to compete in the rapidly changing job market and remain employable, 
individuáis will need to ensure their skills are kepi up to date. We have chosen to 
operate a model in relation to management development but the outcomes will be 
applicable to ail levéis of learning. 
Brokerage cannot stand alone. The dynamics of learning are such that the 
brokerage fonction will also need to act as a catalyst for change in the supply side 
and demand side. There must at least be some drawing in of supply and demand 
factors. 
Proposed objectives address the following supply side factors: 
51 . Supply accréditation possibilities for in-company and work-related learning. 
52. Supply management éducation materials and development of IT versions of 
training materials (but thèse will not be the only materials/services whose 
détails are made available to clients). 
53. Tutor support via E Mail. 
54. Partnership suppliers who can supply ICT access skills. 
A pilot scheme will stimulate the demand for learning by: 
D l . Breaking down barriers to learning by making brokerage and learning 
available at convenient times for companies and individuáis. 
D2. Providing learning and brokerage in places convenient to individuáis and 
companies - in the workplace, at home and in local learning centres. 
D3. Providing access to ICT equipment at the OLRC. 
D4. Introducing an élément of fun into learning. 
Work with smalï employers suggests that a barrier to take up of management 
development and éducation is the absence of time for key staff to undertake a course 
of study. Where the owner managers themselves are the potential learners, the 
problem is even more severe. This pilot will explore whether getting to people 
through a company initiative, but providing flexible access to learning outside of 
work, will overeóme thèse barriers. 
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DETAILS OF WORK TO BE UNDERTAKEN/METHODOLOG Y 
Our methodology will involve provoking demand from small companies and 
individuáis via our marketing campaign. The campaign will emphasise the unique 
nature of the support and delivery we will offer, designed to overeóme the barriers 
to learning and to increase the propensity to take up learning. Whether individuáis 
learn in the workplace as pan of an employer based initiative, outside the workplace 
(with or without employer support) we will offer innovative means of supporting 
and delivering learning. 
Client Group 
Our target client groups will be: 
a) Small companies who are committed to training, eg, IIP committed 
companies, and companies who nave graduated from TEC provided 
programmes. 
b) Small companies who are committed to the use of ICT but who have not 
taken up management education and development. 
c) Individuáis who are taking up management education and development as 
pan of an initiative by their employer, with learning possibilities in and out 
of the workplace. 
d) Individuáis taking up management development and education outside of an 
initiative by their employer. 
Work to be undertaken based on BROKERAGE 
Bl . Establishment of a datábase of ¡ocal and regional management education and 
development opportunities. 
B2. Providing a choice making tool that will allow companies and individuáis to 
assess what provisión would be best for them. 
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Providing IT based individual learning planners, readily accessible and free 
to users 
• we will make available via the local learning centres, a Personal 
Development Planner produced by Westhill College. The Planner 
will allow individuáis to log their learning objectives and goals, to 
reflect on what has been learned and plan next Steps. It is a 
formative toolkit and is a development of a successful project 
introduced to businesses in Surrey 
• individuáis will be able to draw the Planner down from our intranet 
for free. Use of the Planner will help people plan their learning 
more effectively, get more from learning and recognise distance 
travelled. 
Providing a local learning centre or centres where brokerage services can be 
accessed and where learning can subsequently take place and be supported 
• a centre(s) could be open in time for this pilot and will be designated 
as a local learning centre 
• in this pilot the local learning centre(s) will allow access to IT 
equipment and access to the internet. Each centre will need staff 
trained to help clients in the use of IT. The centres will act as local 
study centre(s) where people can find out what management 
developmem is available to them, study IT and paper based learning 
materials 
• the local learning centre(s) could be used by people exploring 
options, by those who ha ve already made a décision on a learning 
path, by those whose learning began in the workplace but who are 
subsequently learning outside working hours, or by people accessing 
tutor support. 
Access will be backed up by people on line via PC's on the téléphone 
through a helpline, and in person through guidance at CLL 
• no matter how easily accessible and user friendly the IT Systems, 
there will be a need for people support. 
Management development needs analysis provided to small companies 
• for many small companies access to information will only be the start 
of a process. They will need professional help to assess the needs of 
their staff and to determine which route of management development 
and éducation is most appropriate. This service will be provided by 
one of our accredìted associate consultants. We will use an existing 
paper based diagnostic tool. 
The SUPPLY work undertaken is as follows: 
51. Supply of management education materials and development of rraining 
materíals 
• an essentia] eleroent of making the breakthrough will be having 
materials available in a format that can be studied by the learner at 
times, in places and at a pace to suit them 
• provisión of accreditation for in-company programmes and for 
personal and professional development (PPD). 
52. Tutor support via E Mail 
• Westill College will provide tutor support by E Mail for companies 
and individuáis using their own learning materials. 
53. Partnership with suppliers who can supply access skills provisión. 
To properly test the brokerage ftinction we will also need to test out some 
DEMAND stimulation as follows; 
DI . Breaking down barriers to learning and learning available at convenient 
times for companies and individuáis 
• help in making chotees, planning learning and delivering learning 
materials at times convenient to the customer 
• our helpline will be open outside of office hours and on an 
experimental basis, at weekends 
• our local learning centre(s) will offer evening and weekend opening, 
allowing access to uiformation, learning and support at times to suit 
the lives of learners. 
D2. Providing learning and brokerage in places convenient to companies and 
individuáis - in the workplace, at home and in local learning centres 
• the pilot intranet will be accessible from wherever there is a PC with 
an internet connection and, via the helpline, wherever there is a 
phone 
• learning can therefore take place in the workplace, home or 
elsewhere 
• our local learning centre(s) nave a wide geographical coverage. 
D3. Introducing fun into learning. 
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STRATEGY FOR ATTRACTING CLIENTS 
A fui] marketing strategy and plan will be developed. The messages will emphasise 
the uniqueness and novelty of the offer. We will capitalise on the marketing 
resources and skills of our partners. 
The marketing strategy wiU target three différent market segments. 
i) Commitment to learning starts: 
Small companies: 
• we will target companies who have shown a previous or current 
commitnienî to training through involvement in existing parmerships 
or the provision of partners 
• we will build a datábase of 'hot leads* and do a direct mail campaign 
• promotion through the TEC and regional associations. 
Individuáis: 
• advertisements and éditorials in local press to promote the intranet 
and incentives for learning 
• giving information on oppoitunities 
• direct mailshot to graduâtes of training 
• promotion through existing guidance centres 
• marketing through professional associations. 
ii) Existing use of ICT: 
Small companies: 
• promote management development training opportunities at 
Awareness Sessions 
• promote through local partner/provider websites 
• direct mail to companies that have attended ttaining sessions, events 
or 
• promotion through Business Link(s) and the TEC(s). 
Individuáis: 
• use of local press as above 
• promote in the open access centres, cyber-cafes etc 
• promote through existing guidance providers. 
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iii) Those untouched by either learning or ICT: 
Small companies: 
• sales campaign linked io tightly targeted direct mail 
• promotion through Business Link(s) 
• promotion through trade associations and trade press. 
Individuais: 
• press and advertisements as above 
• we will attract PR and media attention by emphasising the novel and 
fun aspects of the scheme 
• through leaflet campaigns targeted at tight localities around the locai 
learning centres. 
TIMBSCALB AND PROJECT MILESTONES 
Establish & set up activity base 
Marketing campaign (1) commences 
Internet/Intranet site developed and live 
300 Learning opportunity records on database 
1 st companies & individuai take up 
learning services 
Company visits by CLL business services 
commence 
Marketing campaign (2) commences 
10 Companies & 25 individuals taken 
up services 
600 records on database 
12 Companies & 30 individuals taken 
up services 
Interim évaluation of Ist 6 months of project 
Records on database 
Marketing campaign (3) commences . . 
Ist Week April 1998 
3rd Week April 
End May 
End May 
2nd Week June 
3rd Week June 
Mid July 
End July 
End July 
End August 
End August/September 
End August/September 
Ist Week October 
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Records on database End November 
26 Companies & 65 individuate taken 
up services End November 
Records on database End December 
45 Companies & 116 individuate taken 
up services End January 1999 
Evaluation & feedback 3rd Week March 1999 
COSTS - anacbed at Annex 1 
OUTCOMES AND MEASURES OF SUCCESS 
Outcomes 
• learning opportunity records on database 
• 6 large companies 
• 40 smali and medium sized companies involved 
• 100 individuate involved 
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Annex 1 
Breakdown of Expenditure Cost ("October 97 
- February 98) 
Supnlv and Delivery 
Quality framework 
Learning Materials Access Cost £ 
Map resources against standards £ 
Brokerage Function £ 
Information collection 
Internet database technical development £ 
Choice enablement tool £ 
Demand. Learners and Access £ 
Marketing campaign 
Email tutor support £ 
£ 
Industry Development Fund Contribution £ 
Contribution towards Administration and 
Management Costs (inc. below) £ 
Expenditure £ 
Sub-total Private Leverage £ 
Expenditure (cash or in kind) from Other 
Sources £ 
Sub-total Other £ 
Grand Total £ 
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Annex 2 
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COLLABORATJVE PARTNERS, THEIR ROLES AND FACIUTIES 
OFFERED: 
Orchard Learning Centre, Selly Oak 
Oxford Brookes - University for Industry 
Transart Plc - Cambs 
Westhill Enterprises Ltd . 
AZTEC - West London Training and Enterprise Council 
The Marriott Virtual University 
clibp.doc 
four O p p o r t u n ï t y 
"his is your opportuni ty t o become a m e m b e r of Westhi l l Consultants which wi l l gîve you access t o H igher 
•ducation crédits for your t ra ining courses, gîving your courses a d d e d value a n d your students access t o a 
•ligner Education Degree f r o m the University o f Birmingham. As a m e m b e r of this organisat ion y o u w o u l d 
lave access t o other trainers w h o w o u l d complément your work , t o g e t h e r w i t h t h e resources a n d various 
ervices of fered by Westhi l l College. 
Vlembership Benefits 
• Commission structure for referrals of business 
V Various Westhill Collège resources 
f Networking opportunités 
W Opportunities for personal development 
Hîgher Education Crédi ts 
Scheme Benefits 
m Higher éducation crédits from the 
University of Birmingham 
M Cohérence of training portfolio 
0 Training referrals 
Westhill Consultants provides a qualifications framework for t h e t ra in ing a n d d e v e l o p m e n t w o r k conducted 
wi th in companies, w h e t h e r t h a t t ra in ing is delivered by i n d e p e n d e n t trainers or by organisations. Existing 
training and learning activities can be m a p p e d against u n d e r g r a d u a t e and pos tgraduate qual i f icat ions, thus 
adding value for t h e client organisat ion. 
N e w t ra in ing o p p o r t u n i t i e s can 
ident i f ied and programmes of learning 
act iv i ty des igned t o fu l f i l t h e 
qua l i f i ca t ion cri ter ia f r o m t h e 
outse t . W h e r e act iv i ty is 
compétence based, t h e n our 
qual i f icat ions wi l l ar t iculate 
w i t h NVQ's a n d SVQ's a t 
higher levels. 
Westhi l l Consultants wi l l also 
cont inue t o act as a t rad i t ional 
brokerage , being in a position t o 
recommend appropr ia te trainers and 
consul tants fo r any t y p e o f 
organisat ion in a spécifie location. 
Centre for Lifelong Learning 
T h e Centre for Lifelong Learning works w i t h companies, c o m m u n i t y and char i table organisat ions t o provide 
a dynamic curriculum o f work based lea rn ing and exper ient ia ! learning, w h i c h can t h e n be used t o gain 
crédits towards a cert i f icate, d ip loma or d e g r e e f r o m t h e University of B i rmingham. This w o r k is carried out 
across a diverse range of organisations, including in ternat iona l corporat ions. 
Westhill College of Higher Education 
Weoley Park Road, Selly Oak, 
Birmingham B29 6LL 
Tel: 0121 472 7245 or 0121 415 2404 
Fax: 0121 415 2406 
Email: cll@westhiil.ac.uk 
Website: http://www.westhill.ac.uk 
Centrefo 
LIFELONG 
LEARNING 

Westhill 
The College 
Westhil l is a university sector col lege fully 
accredited by t h e University o f B i rmingham. 
The College is organisée! into t w o Schools: t h e 
School of Arts and Humanit ies a n d t h e School 
of Professional Studies. In addi t ion t h e College 
has a Centre fo r Lifelong Learning which 
delivers a range of programmes o n campus as 
wel l as in communi ty a n d work based settings. 
Ali undergraduate and postgraduate programmes 
lead to certificates, diplomas and degrees of the 
University of Birmingham. 
Westhil l was f o u n d e d in 1907 a n d it is a 
founder member , and the largest, o f t h e 
Colleges of t h e Selly Oak Fédérat ion . The 82 
acre Selly Oak campus is located less t h a n four 
miles f r o m Bi rmingham city centre . Campus 
facilities include an indoor h e a t e d swimming 
pool , tennis courts, gymnas ium, Heal th 
Centre, Nursery, Chape!, a n d M u s l i m Prayer 
Room. The College is easily accessible by road 
and rati f r o m t h e w h o l e of t h e W e s t Midlands 
région and surrounding counties. 
The n o r m a l col lege t imetab le runs f r o m 9 a m 
t o 9 p m . However , w e are cont inual ly striving 
t o e x t e n d learn ing o p p o r t u n i t é s by opera t ing 
a m o r e f lex ib le t i m e t a b l e and of fer ing 
a l te rna t ive m o d e s o f study. This a l lows fo r t h e 
del ivery of some short courses, and 
p r o g r a m m e s outside of normal college hours 
and by a l te rna t ive methods such as distance 
learn ing. 
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Guidance 
Before you enro l as a s tudent w r t h us you wi l l 
have t h e o p p o r t u n i t y t o discuss y o u r learning 
requ i rements w i t h an academic advìser w h o 
wì l l he lp you construct t h e p r o g r a m m e most 
suited t o your needs and ìnterests. 
Once you are registered as a s t u d e n t o n a 
Cert i f icate, D i p l o m a or D e g r e e p r o g r a m m e 
you wi l l be e n t i t l e d t o m e e t w i t h a n academic 
adviser a t var ious points dur ing y o u r studies to 
rev iew your m o d u l e selections a n d ensure t h a t 
you are w o r k i n g effect ively t o w a r d s your 
chosen personal academic goals. 
Learning Resources 
/ 
I m p o r t a n t t o your study wi l l be the necessary 
back-up of up t o d a t e learn ing resources easily 
accessible t o a l i . 
Our spacious n e w Learning Resources Centre, 
the Orchard Cent re , w h i c h is accessible t o 
whee lcha i r users, is a n ideal p lace for pr ivate 
study and research and provides n e t w o r k e d 
da ta , C D - R O M S , manuscripts, v ideos, books 
a n d periodicals, a u d i o visual, l ibrary and 
media services. A w i d e area n e t w o r k links the 
Centre w i t h al i parts of the campus and 
students may access t h e locai c a t a I o g u e r t h e i > -
files and I n t e r n e t - o m t h e ' p e r s p n à l computers , 
w h i c h o f f e t e r n a i ! a c i | ^ E s * a s ' w ê l ï a s Microsoft^: 
Off ice. ;.'A_r^ò7ìe\wisri|rig to" consurt bòolcs ó r ^ 
'periodicals 'not Wéld iri'thè Orchard C e n t r e ' o r 
in _ a n y o t h è r B i rm ingham library h a s / t h e 
o p p o r t u n i t y to requèst thém from elsévyHere 
via the inter - I ibrary loäns service. • 
The Orchard Learning Resources Cent re a l lows 
us t o m a k e fu l l use o f t h e latest techno logy for 
teachìng a n d learn ing fo r b o t h o n campus and 
off campus del ivery of modules , t h e r e b y 
increasing t h e f lexibi l i ty o f learning 
oppor tuni t ies . 
X 
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Accréditation of Prior Expérience 
and Learning (APEL) 
The Collège opérâtes an APEL scheme which 
enables candidates for undergradua te and 
postgraduate awards t o d a i m advanced 
standing. This means t h a t if you have relevant 
prior expérience and learning a c b i e v e m e n t s * / • ' " -
thèse can be accredited and you m a y ' b e 4 
ent i t led t o enter the p r o g r a m m e at d i f f é r e n t / - / , ••* ? . 
points beyond entry level by using A P E L ^ t o & ^ t ' ^ v ^ i , 
gain advanced standing. p , 
W e recognise t h a t many m a t u r e studènts-j 
beginning or re turn ing t o u n d e r g r a d u a t e and 
postgraduate study o f ten have significant 
prior expérience a n d learning which should be 
given récognit ion and accredited. This may be 
in t h e f o r m of académie or vocationa 
qualif ications ga ined in another insti tut ion or 
may be related to expérience and 
achievements in t h e workp lace or other 
settings. T h e APEL scheme o p e r a t e d by t h e 
Collège enables you t o d e m o n s t r a t e your 
achievements and , w h e r e appropr ia te , d a i m 
crédit fo r up to t w o thirds of a modular 
u n d e r g r a d u a t e p r o g r a m m e and o n e th i rd of a 
modular masters p r o g r a m m e . 
This means t h a t a student a w a r d e d t h e 
m a x i m u m a m o u n t of credit under t h e APEL 
scheme w o u l d need to comple te f u r t h e r 
modules to ta l l ing 120 crédits a t t h e 
appropr ia te level. 
For f u r t h e r détai ls o f t h e APEL scheme contact 
t h e Centre fo r Li fe long Learning 
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& Combined Studies 
Undergraduate Programme 
T h e C o m b i n e d Studies modu la r p r o g r a m m e 
has been designed t o prov ide students 
wishing t o pursue studies u p t o BA or BSc 
Honours d e g r e e level t h e m a x i m u m flexibil i ty 
and diversity t o construct t h e p r o g r a m m e 
most suited t o their needs and interests. 
T h e C o m b i n e d Studies p r o g r a m m e consists of 
f ree standing credit bear ing modules . Single 
modules carry 10 credits. Some a r e o f fe red as 
doub le modules and these are w o r t h 20 
credits. M o d u l e s are g r o u p e d in to pathways 
and if you are w o r k i n g t o w a r d s a d e g r e e you 
must f o l l o w a m i n i m u m of t w o and a 
m a x i m u m of t h r e e designated pa thways . 
A t o t a l o f 3 6 0 credits are requ i red for t h e 
degree but t h e p r o g r a m m e is designed to 
enab le you t o accumulate credi t t h r o u g h 
levels 1 , 2 a n d 3 w i t h exit points providing 
cert i f icat ion f o r credit achieved as set out in 
t h e t a b l e be low . 
Certificate 
At level 1 students may select modules f r o m 
t h e w i d e range o f subject modules avai lable 
and these n e e d n o t be w i t h i n a designated 
pathway. Students not cont inu ing beyond 
level 1 , bu t w h o have accumulated 6 0 or 120 
credits, wi l l be a w a r d e d a cert i f icate as 
out l ined in t h e t a b l e be low. 
Diploma 
Students wishing t o study beyond level 1 must 
f o l l o w modules w i t h i n 2 or 3 des ignated 
pathways and accumula te a t o t a l o f 120 
credits a t level 2 . Students not cont inu ing 
beyond level 2 , b u t w h o have accumulated 
120 credits, wi l l be a w a r d e d a d ip loma as 
out l ined in t h e t a b l e be low. 
Degree 
Students studying fo r t h e d e g r e e must 
complete a f u r t h e r 120 credits a t level 3. 
Title 
Combined Studies Certificate 
Subject Certificate 
Certificate of HE 
Subject Diploma 
Diploma of HE 
BA / BSc Hons 
No of credi ts Level 
60 - combination of subjects CATS 1 
60 - within a pathway CATS 1 
120 - combination of subjects CATS 1 
60 - within pathway(s) CATS 2 
240 - within pathways CATS 2 
360 - within pathways CAT5 3 
Entry requirements 
The u n d e r g r a d u a t e m o d u l a r p r o g r a m m e is 
designed t o be an 'open scheme o f study'. 
This means t h a t , at level 1 , you m a y en te r t h e 
p r o g r a m m e w i t h no previous e n t r y ^ 
qual i f icat ions. In order t o c la im an a w a r d ^ 
beyond level 1 , however, you must satisfy t h e 
condit ions fo r t h a t a w a r d a n d this m a y require 
prerequisites according t o t h e regula t ions for 
t h e a w a r d . W h e r e a p p r o p r i a t e , credi t may be 
a w a r d e d t h r o u g h t h e APEL scheme fo r up t o 
t w o thirds o f a n u n d e r g r a d u a t e p r o g r a m m e . 
Pathway combinations 
Designated pa thways m a y be c o m b i n e d in t h e 
f o l l o w i n g way : 
M i n o r : M i n o r ^ M m c Ma jo r : M i n o r .i ' iSssTJoint ?'r -• 
-•T'A••'< . •'• ' 
160 
140 
80 
100 
120 : 120 80 80 
Pathways 
• A r t 
• C o m m u n i t y Studies 
• Counsell ing 
• Creat ive Arts 
• Dance 
• Educat ion 
English 
History 
Music 
Sport 
Theo logy 
adular f v ì a s t e r s 
The modular programme has b e e n designed 
t o provide students wishing t o pursue higher 
taught degrees to Masters level t h e maximum 
flexibility and diversità' to construct the 
programme most suited to their needs and 
interests. 
The modular programme offers designated 
pathways and each pathway comprises core 
(compulsory) and optional credit bearing 
modules . You may fo i low up t o three 
pathways through the programme, one of 
which must constitute a major. Thus, there is 
the possibility t o gain a multi-discipiinary 
award, or t o concentrate on o n e specialist 
subject area. As well as taught modules , you 
will also comple te a dissertation which 
provides the opportunity t o conducî a 
detai led, in depth study in a particular area of 
interest within t h e chosen fieids of study. 
Single modules at M level carry 2 0 crédits. 
Some modules may run for a w h o l e year and 
be des ignated double modules : thèse are 
worth 40 crédits. To obtain a Masters degree 
you must accumulate 180 crédits s t M level 
but the programme has been structured to 
a l low earlier postgraduate award bearing exit 
points as s h o w n in the table be low . 
Entry r e q u i r e m e n t s 
For entry to t h e Modular Masters p r o g r a m m e 
you should normally hold a g o o d Honours 
d e g r e e or équivalent qualification. Where 
appropriate, credit may be a w a r d e d through 
the APEL scheme for up to o n e third of a 
Masters programme. 
P a t h w a y s 
The fo l lowing pathways are currently offered: 
© Applied Community Studies 
© Applied Theological Studies - Christian 
Studies 
© Applied Theological Studies - Islamic 
Studies 
© English Studies (Language & Literature) 
© Training and Deve lopment 
Continuing Professional 
Development (CPD) 1:^  
Education 
W e of fe r a range of courses t h a t have been 
taf 
specially des igned t o support t h e profess i^p^ j^^ , ^ 
development of teachers and allied professiorìa^^lfe%'f r ^ ^ f e h 
If you hold a reievant professional q u a l i f ì c a t o j , ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
t h e structure of t h e CPD p r o g r a m m e enables 
you t o study credit hear ing modules andjworjc 
t o w a r d s an Advanced Cert i f icate 
(ACE), BPhil or Masters degree 
p a t h w a y s as ou t l ined below. A I t h o u g h , V 
students normal ly register fo r a n ACE, - . i tMS 
possible t o register fo r just o n e m o d u l e . p h ^ ^ é Â ^ ^ - ¿$$4* 
P a t h w a y s 
• Early Ch i ldhood Educat ion 
O English fo r Pr imary Teachers 
• I n f o r m a t i o n a n d C o m m u n i c a t i o n 
Technology in Primary Schools 
• M a t h e m a t i c s a t Key Stages 1 & 2 
• Physïcal Educat ion 
• Religious Educat ion 
• School I m p r o v e m e n t 
• Spécial Educat ional Needs Co-ord ina t ion 
• Subject Leadership a n d Co-ord ina t ion 
• U p d a t i n g Pr imary Skills * (Pr imary 
Teachers Returner Course) 
• This is a refresher course f o r qual i f ied 
pr imary teachers w h o have b e e n o u t of t h e 
classroom fo r some t i m e and wish t o update 
the i r skills b e f o r e re turn ing t o t e a c h i n g . 
For f u r t h e r détai ls of CPD programmes: 
C o n t a c t : T h e C o l l è g e R e g i s t r y o r 
C h r i s S z w e d , C P D C o - o r d i n a t o r , 
Te l : 0 1 2 1 4 7 2 7 2 4 5 
E m a i l : c . s z w e d @ w e s t h i l l . a c . u k 
7 
Other Part-time Courses 
U n d e r g r a d u a t e 
p r o g r a m m e s 
The College offers the following undergraduate 
full-time programmes leading t o degrees of the 
University of Birmingham which can a!so be 
studied on a part-time basis: 
BA ( H o n s ) H u m a n i t i e s : 
- ChiJdhood Studies 
- Creative Arts 
- History: islam & the Christian West 
- Mathematica, Science and Psychology 
- Race & Ethnie Studies 
- Sport, Physica! Education & Community 
Studies 
BA ( H o n s ) A p p l i e d T h e o l o g i c a f S t u d i e s : 
- Christian 
- Islamic 
BPhil C o m m u n i t y a n d Y o u t h S t u d i e s 
D ip HE C o m m u n i t y , P lay a n d Y o u t h S tud ies 
Post e x p é r i e n c e 
p r o g r a m m e s 
The College offers the 
programmes on a part-time 
C e r t i f i c a t e i n C o u n s e l l 
BPhil - C o m m u n i t y a n d ; 
D i p l o m a 
S t u d 
BPh 
Di 
Higher d e g r e e s 
by research 
Under Westhilt's close relationship wi th the 
University of Birmingham, there is an 
understanding that students pursuing 
research degrees of the University can be 
attached t o Westhill and supervised by 
College staff. There are opportunit ies t o study 
for t h e degrees of MPhit and PhD in the 
fo l lowing académie areas: 
- Art and Design/Drama/Dance 
- Community Studies 
- Contînuing Education and Lifelong Learning 
- Education 
- Englîsh 
- History 
- Interdisciplinary Health Studies 
- Interdisciplinary Studies 
- Religious and Theological Studies 
* • & * • . n - 1 * - . „ r - - - - . " " " ^ ' » . V , - -W. . * -
Learning for 
Life Programme 
Studying fo r a f o r m a i a w a r d need n o t be your 
g o a l . There m a y be a short course offered 
w i t h i n t h e Learning for Life p r o g r a m m e which 
y o u would l ike to study because rt is in 
subject area t h a t interests you a n d y o u w a n f 
t o f i n d o u t m o r e , or it may be somethingiP 
COMMUNITY STUDIES 
• Action Research 
• Community & Youth Work in Detached Context 
• Dance in the Community 
• Xqual Opportun raest>-~. 
» / ' F o u relations qf Counsellingî 
y o u th ink wi l l be useful t o you in y o u r jJgBBÄ"=£** 
You m a y t a k e as many short coui 
b u t because t h e y have a credit 
a t some stage y o u decide t o w< 
h igher a w a r d such as a 
B i r m i n g h a m Cert i f icate, w h i c B ^ 3 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ $ p i ^ y 
crédits, u p t o a Degree r e q u i n n g ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f e ^ Y 5 
y o u may use credit gained f r ° J | | | F 
t o w a r d s t h a t a w a r d (see pagesgï 
o u t l i n e of u n d e r g r a d u a t e a n d | 
awards structure) . Short ! 
t h e r e f o r e , be used as 'tastersj 
dec ide w h e t h e r an area of stf 
n o t . You m a y w a n t t o tak ï 
b e f o r e you decide whetheptS 
c o n t i n u e y o u r studies in par i 
areas a n d as t h e r e are noìP 
n e e d t o w o r r y if you have n g g r _ ? i ^ 
re levant expér ience or qua l i f i ca t ion^^" * 
T h e f o l l o w i n g short courses a ^ â ^ j ^ ^ ^ n t 
t h e Learning f o r Life p r o g r a m m e ^ j g r / 
M o s t short courses last fo r o n e ^ ä Ä K ^ 
w e e k s or équ iva len t ) , or t w o semeatërsi/Â. 
ART 
• Drawing Media and Techniques - An I 
• Making Criticai Judgements in Ar t 
CREATIVE ARTS 
• Dance in the Community 
• Drawing Media and Techniques - An hrtroduc 
• English Language Studies - An Introduction 
• English L'rterature - An Introduction 
• Jazz - An Introduction 
O Making Criticai Judgements in Ar t 
9 Making Dances 
0 Studying Drama - An Introduction 
© Twentieth-Century American Classàcal Music -
An introduction 
O What is Dance? 
GENEJ^^URSt^^oven^grâirçathways 
9^4nier^^àf^]n^ihà.Resource Application -
An^n^'âu^cûT"* 3""*^ 
O Learning from Expérience 
O Women Returning to Education 
9 Word Processing and Spreadsheet Use -
An Introduction 
Short Courses 1998/99 
The fol lowing short courses ars offered. Most short courses iast for one semester {10 w e e k s or 
uivalent)
 o r t w o semesters {indicateti " or r * ) and have a credit vatue as indicateti. Courses 
will run on a Monday, Tuesday or Wednesday evening , 7.00-9.00 pm (indicated M , T or W ) , uniess 
otherwise stated. Semesters begir; in September and January. 
Short courses may be studied independent ly or credit applied towards a Certificate, Diploma or 
Degree in the Combined Studies ' jndergraduate programme. Relevant pathways are indicated. 
Courses des ignated CATS 2/3 wil: be assessed at the appropriate level. 
Although pathways are identif ied for each of these modules you can study a combinat ion of 
modules worth up to 50 crediti (ieatiing to a certificate) before selecting specific pathways. 
Ti t le : A c t i o n Research 
Leve l : CATS 3 
C r e d i t v a l u é : 10 
pathway: Community Studies, EducHÓon, Engiísh 
S t a r t d a t e : September, January * T 
This module will develop the understanding 
and skills necessary for carryir.g out small-
scale research. The emphasis is on research 
for practica! outcomes, particularly within 
the helping professions. Both q-jantitative 
and qualitative methods will be explored, as 
will issues relating t o valúes , ethics, 
representativeness, reiiability and validity. 
The intention ¡s to develop a ciear research 
strategy including both prima ry and 
secondary research methods. 
T i t l e : C h i l d D e v e l o p m e n t 
L e v e l : CATS 1 
C r e d i t v a l u é : 10 
P a t h w a y : Education 
S t a r t d a t e : September, Januan.- ' M 
This module aims to enable s tudents t o 
develop an understanding of v/ny children 
and young children behave in t h e ways they 
do. The nature/nurture argument \i considered 
in some depth as are theories of d e v e l o p m e n t , 
particularly t h e behaviourist, naturalist and 
constructivist theories . 
T i t l e : C o m m u n i t y a n d Y o u t h W o r k in 
D e t a c h e d C o n t e x t s 
L e v e l : CATS 3 
C r e d i t v a l u é : 10 
P a t h w a y : Community Studies 
S t a r t d a t e : September, January * W 
This module wíli enable studerr^ -.o consider 
the principies, practice and skilis involved in 
workíng in a detached context . 7.' is includes 
the skills of ¡nforrnation ga the ; i - . g , making 
contact, deve lop ing relationshipí, obtaining 
and using community-basec resources, 
m a n a g e m e n t and networkinc . STjtients will 
explore the political role of de~eched work 
and vísit projects involved in ---.is type of 
work. 
T i t l e : C o n t e m p o r a r y Issues a n d S p o r t 
L e v e l : CATS 1 
C r e d i t v a l u e : 10 
P a t h w a y : Sport 
S t a r t d a t e : September, January * M 
This module introduces s tudents t o t h e 
socio logy of sport from an issues based 
perspective. Áreas will include se lected topics 
such as: drug abuse and sport, children in 
intensive sport, equal opportunit ies d e b a t e s 
including gender and 'race', v iolence and sport 
and the significance of the social body in shaping 
sports participation. To increase understanding 
of these issues students will be ¡ntroduced to 
selected sociologica! theories as appropriate. 
T i t l e : D a n c e i n t h e C o m m u n i t y 
L e v e l : CATS 2 / 3 
C r e d i t v a l u e : 10 
P a t h w a y : Community Studies, Creative Arts, 
Dance 
S t a r t d a t e : September, ianuary * W 
Students will be involved in an examinat ion of 
the concept of community and t h e nature of 
community projects for workers and clients. 
They will explore t h e diverse meanings of 
dance in the community and t h e skills required 
in this area. Students will be ¡ntroduced t o 
research methods appropriate for invest igating 
community dance and will have t h e 
opportunity t o undertake a case study within 
their locality. 
T i t l e : D r a w i n g M e d i a a n d T e c h n i q u e s -
A n I n t r o d u c t i o n 
L e v e l : CATS 1 
C r e d i t v a l u e : 10 
P a t h w a y : Art, Creative Arts 
S t a r t d a t e : September, ianuary * M 
This module will involve studio based practica! 
work which introduces students t o a se lected 
range of drawing media and techniques . The 
course focuses on the visual l anguage of line, 
t o n e , colour, texture, shape and composi t ion 
and is based on the examination of both 
natura! and man-made objects. 
T i t l e : E d u c a t i o n f o r C i t i z e n s h ï p 
L e v e l : CATS 2 / 3 
C r e d i t v a l u e : 10 
P a t h w a y : Educat ion 
S t a r t d a t e : September, January * T 
This m o d u l e aims t o increase students' 
awareness o f citizenship a n d in part icular 
examines ways in w h i c h éducat ion for 
ci t izenship can be achieved. This current 
c o n t e m p o r a r y issue provides a background for 
consider ing h o w schools can encourage active 
cit izenship a n d can eva iua te the i r success. 
Stratégies f o r deal ing w i t h controversial issues 
are e x p l o r e d a n d schemes t o assist this process 
are e x a m i n e d . 
T i t l e : E n g l i s h L a n g u a g e S t u d i e s -
A n I n t r o d u c t i o n 
L e v e l : CATS 1 
C r e d i t v a l u e : 10 
P a t h w a y : Creat ive Arts, Educat ion , English 
S t a r t d a t e : September , January * W 
Students w i l l unders tand w h a t is involved in 
l a n g u a g e study. They w i l l acquire appropr ia te 
t e r m i n o l o g y (i .e. m e t a l a n g u a g e ) t o m a k e t h e 
best use o f the i r descript ive abil it ies and 
deve lop conf idence in addressîng key 
l a n g u a g e issues. They wi l l appreciate 
a t t i tudes t o l anguage use a n d l anguage 
var ie ty a n d also study a br ief history of 
English. Accents a n d dialects a n d notions of 
corréctness w i l l be covered . Différences 
b e t w e e n speech and w r i t i n g a n d patterns of 
spel l ing w i l l also fea tu re . 
T i t l e : E n g l i s h L i t e r a t u r e - A n I n t r o d u c t i o n 
L e v e l : CATS 1 
C r e d i t v a l u e : 10 
P a t h w a y : Creat ive Arts, English 
S t a r t d a t e : September , January * M 
Students w i l l deve lop t h e i r k n o w l e d g e of 
practical criticism approaches t o t h e study of 
prose f i c t i o n , poetry, d r a m a . They wi l l 
practice t h e i r skills in m a k i n g j u d g e m e n t s 
a b o u t w o r k s o f l i te ra ture a n d establish 
a p p r o p r i a t e at t i tudes, such as: respect for 
each other 's views; conf idence in the i r o w n 
j u d g e m e n t s ; preparedness fo r active 
i n v o l v e m e n t . Students wi l l read a t least o n e 
novel , t w o plays, a sélect ion of poetry and 
repor t o n t h e i r reading t o t h e i r peers. 
T i t l e : E q u a l O p p o r t u n i t i e s 
L e v e l : CATS 1 
C r e d i t v a l u e : 10 
P a t h w a y : C o m m u n i t y Studies, Counsel l ing, 
Educat ion , Sport , Theo logy 
S t a r t d a t e : September , January * M 
This m o d u l e w i l l explore h o w pré judice occurs, 
d i f fé ren t kinds of d iscr iminat ion a n d t h e idea 
of equa l o p p o r t u n i t i e s as a response. 
Equal oppor tuni t ies wi l l be analysed in terms 
of policy re la ted to e m p l o y m e n t , and 
éducat ion and t ra in ing . Positive 
discrimination, positive act ion and awareness 
t ra in ing wi l l be analysed in t h e context of 
good practice, part icularly in terms of those 
w h o are w o r k i n g in t h e he lp ing professions. 
T i t l e : F o u n d a t i o n s o f C o u n s e l l i n g 
L e v e l : CATS 1 
C r e d i t v a l u e : 20 
P a t h w a y : C o m m u n i t y Studies, Counsell ing, 
Education 
S t a r t d a t e : September * M 
N.B. d a y t i m e c o u r s e o n l y : 1:30 p m - 3 :00 
p m . Th is c o u r s e Jasts f o r 1 6 w e e k s . 
C o n t a c t R e g i s t r y f o r d é t a i l s o f f e e s . 
This m o d u l e is suitable fo r people w h o wish t o 
explore counsell ing but have l i t t le previous 
k n o w l e d g e or expér ience. It wi l l introduce 
participants t o core ideas a b o u t t h e 
counselling process and t h e rôle of t h e 
counsellor. Pre-registrat ion is requi red . 
T i t l e : I n t e r n e t S e a r c h i n g a n d R e s o u r c e 
A p p l i c a t i o n - A n i n t r o d u c t i o n 
L e v e l : CATS 1 
C r e d i t v a l u e : 10 
P a t h w a y : Ai l 
S t a r t d a t e : 5eptember , January * T 
This m o d u l e is i n t e n d e d fo r those w h o have a 
little k n o w l e d g e of computers and wish t o be 
introduced t o t h e w o r l d of t h e In ternet and e-
mai l . Topics covered wi l l include: t h e World-
wide w e b - func t ion and f o r m ; search tools 
and techniques; acquir ing resources for use in 
other documents; e -mai l ; pr int ing and file 
handl ing. 
T i t l e : I n t r o d u c t i o n t o W o r l d R e l i g i o n s : 
I s l a m a n d H i n d u i s m 
L e v e l : CATS 1 
C r e d i t v a l u e : 2 0 
P a t h w a y : C o m m u n i t y Studies, Theo logy 
S t a r t d a t e : S e p t e m b e r * * T 
One of t h e g rea t privilèges of living in the 
m o d e m w o r l d is t h e access it gives t o the 
forms of life and religious t radi t ions which 
have developed over hundreds and thousands of 
years. This module will provide an insight into 
Islam and Hinduism and students wi l l be 
encouraged t o consider t h e v iew t h a t 
acquaintance w i t h o ther t radi t ions can 
d e e p e n and c o m p l é m e n t one's o w n , and 
sometimes reveal shal low simplicities w h e n 
w h a t was requi red was a m o r e t h o u g h t f u l and 
universal v iew. 
T i t l e : Jazz - A n I n t r o d u c t i o n 
Leve l : CATS 1 
C r e d i t v a l u e : 10 
P a t h w a y : Creative Arts, Music 
S t a r t d a t e : September, January * M 
This module wi l l învolve a course or lectures 
:
 and recorded music which examines the 
development of jazz f rom 'rs eariy 
recordingsto t h e présent day. Styles such as 
New Orleans, Chicago, Swing, Bei jDp, West 
Coast, Jazz Rock and Free Jazz wi l l be 
covered in some deta i l . 
T i t l e : L e a r n i n g f r o m E x p é r i e n c e 
L e v e l : Mult i - level 
C r e d i t v a l u e : 15 
P a t h w a y : Ail 
S t a r t d a t e : September, January * M 
Most individuals learn th roughout " eir ìives 
and sometimes t h e skills, k n o w i e - g e and 
abilities they acquire can be é q u i v a l e n t to 
those obtained by students fo l lowing 
traditional university courses. The récognition 
of individuai achievement throuçr . crédits 
and qualifications actually empo.vers t h e 
person, of fer ing a currency which can be 
t raded for o p p o r t u n i t é s for f u—her ing 
learning or for employment . Th:s m o d u l e 
focuses on t h e ident i f icat ion and 
articulation of individuais' learning and on 
t h e process of claïmïng académie c e d i t for 
prior and exper ient ia l learning. It wi l l 
provide the oppor tun i ty for an indrvidual t o 
identify significant learning f r o m 
expérience and t o match thèse si i l ls and 
abilities f r o m t h a t learning to part icular 
modules, or distinct parts of modu les , t o 
form an individuai programme o f study at 
appropr iate levels w i th in higher é d u c a t i o n . 
T i t l e : M a k i n g C r i t i c a i Jud g e m e r i t e i n A r t 
L e v e l : CATS 1 
C r e d i t v a l u e : 10 
P a t h w a y : Art , Creative Arts 
Start d a t e : September, ìanuary * T 
This module wi l l consist of a course of 
lectures, video f i lms and gallery vïsrts which 
aim to enhance students' a p p r é c i a t i o n of 
works of art by considering a p p r o p r i a t e 
criteria by which they might be î u d g e d . 
Drawings a n d paînt ings in i m p o r r nt locai 
collections wi l l be examined in sor re d e p t h 
at first hand. 
T i t l e : M a k i n g D a n c e s 
L e v e l : CATS 1 
C r e d i t v a l u e : 10 
P a t h w a y : Creat ive Arts, Dance 
S t a r t d a t e : September, January * T 
Students wi l l part icipate in in-rc-ductory 
theoretical and practical sessions " dance 
composition. T h r o u g h Workshops ~ e y wi l l 
be encouraged t o share a range zJ r . a r t ing 
points and composit ion processes. 
Observat ion a n d éva luat ion tasks wi l l f o r m a n 
o n g o i n g part of t h e course. There wi l l be 
opportuni t ies for presentino work in i n f o r m a i 
per fo rmance situations. 
T i t l e : N i n e t e e n t h - C e n t u r y S o c i a l H i s t o r y 
L e v e l : CATS 1 
C r e d i t v a l u e : 10 
P a t h w a y : C o m m u n i t y Studies, Educat ion, 
History 
S t a r t d a t e : January * W 
This m o d u l e explores t h e politicai and social 
effects o f industrial isation. It traces t h e 
g r o w t h of n e w social classes in Britain and 
the i r struggle t o claim a share in poli t icai 
power. A m o n g t h e topics covered are t h e 
Reform Acts o f 1832 a n d 1867, w o r k i n g class 
movements such as Chartism and t h e Ten 
Hours M o v e m e n t , t h e debate a b o u t t h e 
posit ion of w o m e n and t h e g r o w t h of t r a d e 
unionism. T h e course offers a g r o u n d i n g in 
t h e use of a var iety of source mater ia ls as 
évidence t o support conclusions a b o u t 
historica! debates . 
T i t l e : P r o f e s s i o n a l a n d E t h i c a l I ssues 
L e v e l : CATS 1 
C r e d i t v a l u e : 20 
P a t h w a y : C o m m u n i t y Studies, Counsel l ing, 
Educat ion 
S t a r t d a t e : January * M 
N.B. d a y t i m e c o u r s e o n l y : 1:30 p m - 3 : 0 0 
p m + 1 S a t u r d a y w o r k s h o p . T h i s c o u r s e 
lasts f o r 1 6 w e e k s . C o n t a c t R e g i s t r y f o r 
d é t a i l s o f f e e s . 
This m o d u l e is sui table fo r people w h o wish t o 
w o r k t o w a r d s becoming counsellors. It aims 
t o develop an ethical f ramework for counselling 
practice based on t h e British Association for 
Counselling's Code of Ethics a n d Practice. Pre-
registrat ion is requi red . 
T i t l e : R e a d i n g w i t h C o n f i d e n c e 
L e v e l : CATS 2 / 3 
C r e d i t v a l u e : 10 
P a t h w a y : Educat ion, Engltsh 
S t a r t d a t e : September, January * M 
Students wi l l explore a variety of l i terary 
criticai approaches and work in small groups 
t o p repare a criticai présentat ion fo r peer 
criticism and assessment. They wi l l also 
improve thei r . criticai wr i t ing skills and 
encounter a var iety of n e w and excit ing 
l i te ra ture . Questions raised by d i f fé rent 
approaches wi l l be focused on t h r o u g h an 
explora t ion of a variety of l i terary texts across 
t h e genres of poetry (e.g. Shakespeare's 
Sonnets), prose (e.g. Edgar Al len Poe's short 
stories) and drama (e.g. Wilde's The Impor tance 
of Beîng Ernest). 
T i t l e : R e l i g ï o u s I n t e r e s t s , P u z z l e s a n d 
C o n f u s i o n s 
L e v e l : CATS 1 
C r é d i t v a l u e : 2 0 
P a t h w a y : Theo logy 
S t a r t d a t e : September * * W 
W h a t are t h e roots of religious life? W h a t do 
people k n o w ? W h e r e can o n e go f r o m here? 
Miracles, prayer, e ternal life, myths, evil, spirit, 
conjure up a w o r l d which is almost ai ien to t h e 
m o d e m m i n d . Are w e missing something? 
Thèse a re t h e questions w h i c h wil l be 
discussed t o g e t h e r in this course. 
T i t l e : S k i l l s o f C o u n s e l l i n g f 
L e v e l : CATS 1 
C r é d i t v a l u e : 10 
P a t h w a y : C o m m u n i t y Studies, Counselling, 
Education 
S t a r t d a t e : September * M 
N.B. d a y t i m e c o u r s e o n i y : 3 : 3 0 p m - 5 : 0 0 
p m + 1 S a t u r d a y w o r k s h o p . T h i s course 
lasts f o r 1 6 w e e k s . C o n t a c t r e g i s t r y f o r 
d é t a i l s o f f e e s . 
This is a practical in t roduct ion t o basic 
counsel l ing skills. It is suitable for p e o p l e w h o 
wish t o d e v e l o p the i r interpersor.al skills in 
any he lp ing capacity. Pre-registrat ion is 
requ i red . 
T i t l e : S k i l l s o f C o u n s e l l i n g I I 
L e v e l : CATS 1 
C r é d i t v a l u e : 10 
P a t h w a y : C o m m u n i t y Studies, Counsel l ing, 
Educat ion 
S t a r t d a t e : January * M 
N.B. d a y t i m e c o u r s e o n l y : 3 : 3 0 p m - 5 : 0 0 
p m + 1 S a t u r d a y w o r k s h o p . T h i s course 
lasts f o r 1 6 w e e k s . C o n t a c t R e g i s t r y f o r 
d é t a i l s o f f e e s . 
Part ic ipat ion o n this course requires 
complet ion o f t h e module Skills of Counsell ing I. 
This m o d u l e seeks t o extend t h e skill répertoire 
o f part icipants by bui lding upon t h e support ive 
and exptora tbry skills learnt in t h e first 
m o d u l e . It is part icular ly su i tab le f o r those 
w h o wish t o beg in t o t ra in as counsellors. 
T i t l e : S p o r t P s y c h o l o g y - A n I n t r o d u c t i o n 
L e v e l : CATS 1 
C r é d i t v a l u e : 10 
P a t h w a y : Sport 
S t a r t d a t e : September , )anuary * T 
This m o d u l e w i l l focus o n indiv idual and 
g r o u p issues in sport and exercise psychology. 
This wi l l inc lude topics such as t h e psychology 
of t e a m sports, stress m a n a g e m e n t , effective 
leadership in sport and m o t i v a t i o n for 
p e r f o r m a n c e . Students w i l l be given t h e 
o p p o r t u n i t y t o explore t h e app l ica t ion of 
psychological skills t o t h e practical sport 
context . 
T i t l e : S t u d y i n g D r a m a - A n I n t r o d u c t i o n 
L e v e l : CATS 1 
C r e d i t v a l u e : 10 
P a t h w a y : Creat ive Arts, Education, English, 
Dance 
S t a r t d a t e : September, January * T 
Students wi l l learn h o w t o approach a d rama 
text as a per formance brief t h r o u g h study of a 
sélection of d i f fé ren t kinds of plays. They wil l 
appreciate someth ing of t h e rôles of the 
director, l ight ing, set and costume designers, 
props, sound and set-makers. Students wil l 
also become fami l iä r w i t h various workshop 
techniques, w o r k i n g w i t h texts, basic voice 
and m o v e m e n t exercises. 
T i t l e : S t u d y Sk i l l s a n d M é t h o d o l o g i e s in 
t h e S t u d y o f R e l i g i o n 
L e v e l : CATS 1 
C r e d i t v a l u e : 10 
P a t h w a y : Theo logy 
S t a r t d a t e : September, January * M 
There have been disputes a b o u t w h a t is the 
subject mat te r of t h e study of rel igion and 
thus t h e appropr ia te methodology . This 
m o d u l e wil l consider thèse and students wil l 
be encouraged t o reflect on t h e di f férent 
approaches and wi l l discuss t h e implications of 
thèse for t h e a d o p t e d methodology . In 
addit ion, the module wil l familiarise students 
w i th the skills required, and facilities available, 
for study at higher éducat ion . 
T i t l e : T h e B o d y i n A c t i o n 
L e v e l : CATS 1 
C r e d i t v a l u e : 10 
P a t h w a y : Sport 
S t a r t d a t e : September, January * W 
This m o d u l e wi l l include def in ing issues of 
physical activity, exercise, fitness a n d heal th . 
Students wi l l investigate t h e major Systems 
and responses of t h e body related to physical 
exercise. This knowledge will be applied to 
kinesiological arialysis of common sports 
techniques. 
T i t l e : T h e C e n t u r y o f N a t i o n a l i s m 
L e v e l : CATS 2 / 3 
C r e d i t v a l u e : 20 
P a t h w a y : C o m m u n i t y Studies,Education, 
History 
S t a r t d a t e : September * * T 
Nine teenth -century nat ional ism has shaped 
the m o d e m w o r l d . It destroyed cont inenta l 
empires, led t o t h e créat ion of t h e m o d e m 
states of Europe and contr ibuted t o the 
l ibérat ion movements which destroyed the 
global empires of France and Britain. This 
double m o d u l e explores t h e effects of 
nationalist ideafs, develops skills in historical 
analysis and offers t h e oppor tun i ty to study in 
a m ix ture o f distance learning, electronic and 
classroom modes. 
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T i t l e : T h e I n d i v i d u a ! a n d S o c i e t y 
Leve l : CATS 1 
C r e d i t v a l u e : 10 
p a t h w a y : Community Studies, Education 
S t a r t d a t e : September, January * W 
Individuai adults and chi ldren may dìffer in 
many ways, including gender, ethnicity, age, 
ability/disability, economie circumstance and 
family structure. This m o d u l e explores some 
of the effeets thèse différences may nave on 
the sort o f choices i n d i v i d u a i are free t o 
make and their expectat ion for their own 
future 
T i t l e : T w e n t i e t h C e n t u r y A m e r i c a n 
Classica! M u s i c - A n I n t r o d u c t i o n 
Leve l : CATS 1 
C r e d i t v a l u e : 10 
P a t h w a y : Creative Arts, Music 
S t a r t d a t e : September, January * T 
This m o d u l e wi l l involve a course of lectures 
and recorded music which examines the 
deve lopment of American music from the 
late n i n e t e e n t h Century t o t h e présent day. 
the works of Ives, Copland, Partch, Cage, 
Riley and Reich, amongst others, will be 
considered in some depth . 
T i t l e : W h a t is D a n c e ? 
L e v e l : CATS 1 
C r e d i t v a l u e : 10 
P a t h w a y : Creative Arts, Dance 
S t a r t d a t e : September, January * M 
This m o d u l e wil l in t roduce students to 
dance in its widest sense. It wi l l involve 
practical and theoret ical sessions on a range 
of dance techniques a n d styles, e.g. 
contemporary, jazz, social dance, cultural 
and folk dances, and historical dances. 
Through thèse sessions students wil l share 
and increase their k n o w l e d g e and 
understanding of dance. 
T i t l e : W o m e n R e t u r n i n g t o E d u c a t i o n 
L e v e l : CATS 1 
C r e d i t v a l u e : 10 
P a t h w a y : A i l 
S t a r t d a t e : January, S e p t e m b e r * M 
N.B. T h i s c o u r s e w i l l a l s o r u n o n 
W e d n e s d a y s f r o m 1 .00 - 3 . 0 0 p m 
This course wi l l provide students w i t h t h e 
skills necessary for académie success. It wil l 
operate t h r o u g h 2 hour Workshops for ten 
weeks and cover research skills, essay 
wri t ing a n d présentat ion skills t o build 
confidence a n d compétence . Support wi l l 
be given t h r o u g h de ta i led indiv iduai and 
groûp tutor îals. 
T i t l e : W o m e n R e t u r n i n g t o W o r k 
L e v e l : CATS 1 
C r e d i t v a l u e : 10 
P a t h w a y : C o m m u n i t y Studîes, Educat ion 
S t a r t d a t e : January, September * W 
N.B. T h i s c o u r s e w i l l a l s o r u n o n 
M o n d a y s , f r o m 1 .00 - 3 . 0 0 p m 
This course wi l l opera te t h r o u g h 2 hour 
Workshops for t e n weeks. It wi l l cover 
essential skills inciuding CV letters of 
appl icat ion a n d interv iew techniques a n d 
students wi l l be supported t h r o u g h 
individuai tutor ia ls . It is part icular ly 
designed for those students w h o have not 
been in t h e labour force or are r e t u r n i n g to 
w o r k . 
T i t l e : W o r d P r o c e s s i n g a n d S p r e a d s h e e t 
Use - A n I n t r o d u c t i o n 
L e v e l : CATS 1 
C r e d i t v a l u e : 10 
P a t h w a y : Ai l 
S t a r t d a t e : September, January * M 
This m o d u l e is i n t e n d e d for those w h o have 
a l i t t le k n o w l e d g e of computers a n d wish t o 
be in t roduced to w o r d processing and 
spreadsheet^ via Microsoft Off ice. Topics 
covered wi l l include: t h e process o f w o r d 
processing; mov ing tex t , page layout and 
tex t f o r m a t t i n g ; t h e basics of a spreadsheet; 
simple funct ions a n d formulas; char t ing 
f r o m spreadsheets; incorporat ion of charts 
and images in to text ; pr int ing and f i le 
handl ing . 
Pathways ® 
MODULES Art 
Community 
Studies Counselling 
Creative 
Arts Jance Education English History Musk Sport Theology 
Action Research 
i • • • 
Child Development • 
Community & Youth 
Work in Detached 
Context 
• 
Contemporary Issues 
& Sport • 
Dance In the 
Community • • • 
Drawing Media 
& Techniques 
An Introduction \ 
• • 
Education for
 v 
Citizenship • 
English Language ' 
Studies-
An Introduction 
• • • 
English Literature -
An Introduction 
• • • 
Equal 
Opportunities 
-
• • • • 
Foundations of 
Counselling • • • 
Internet 
Searching & Resource 
Application -
An Introduction 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
Introduction to 
World Religions: 
Islam & Hinduism 
• • 
Jazz -
An Introduction • • 
Learning from 
Experience • • • • • • • • • • • 
Making Critical '.S'C^ ioì 
Judaements ¡n Artv^sE im • 
M O D U L E S Art 
Community 
Studies Counselüng 
Creative 
Arts Dance Education English History Music Sport V, , 1 Tneology 
Making Dances • • 
Nineteenth Century 
Social History • • • 
Professional & Ethical 
Issues • • 
Reading with 
Confidence • • 
Religious Interests, 
Puzzles & Confusions • 
Skills ol Couns«llliKj 1 • • 
Skills of Counselüng II • • • 
Sport Psychology -
An Introduction • 
Studying Drama -
An Introduction • • • • 
Study Skills and 
Methodologies 
in the Study of 
Religion 
• 
The Body in Action • 
The Century of 
Nationalism • • • 
The Individual and 
Society • • 
20th Century 
American 
Classical Music -
An Introduction 
• • 
What is Dance? • • 
Women Returning 
to Education • • • • • • • • • • • 
Women Returning 
to Work • • 
Word Processing 
& Sprcüdshcet use -
An Introduction 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
How To Apply 
If you wish t o apply for a short course o f fered 
in t h e Learning for Life p r o g r a m m e you 
should fi l i in t h e appl icat ion f o r m on t h e page 
opposite a n d send it t o : 
T h e R e g i s t r y 
W e s t h ï l l C o l l e g e o f H i g h e r E d u c a t i o n 
W e o l e y P a r k R o a d 
S e l l y O a k 
B i r m i n g h a m B 2 9 6LL 
You m a y o b t a i n add i t iona l appl icat ion forms 
f r o m t h e Col lege Registry. 
Appl icat ions fo r short courses can be m a d e up 
unti l t h e b e g î n n i n g of t h e first session of t h e 
course y o u wish t o appfy for. 
A i l c o u r s e f e e s s h o u l d a c c o m p a n y t h e 
a p p l i c a t i o n f o r m a n d m u s t b e p a i d o n o r 
b e f o r e t h e f i r s t s e s s i o n o f t h e c o u r s e . A 
d i s c o u n t o f 1 0 % a p p l i e s t o p a y m e n t s 
r e c e i v e d b y t h e C o l l e g e a t l e a s t 1 w e e k 
b e f o r e t h e s t a r t o f t h e c o u r s e . I n t h e 
e v e n t o f a c o u r s e n o t r u n n i n g , a i l f e e s 
p a i d w i l l b e r e i m b u r s e d . 
A d v i c e 
If you requ i re advice or i n f o r m a t i o n about a 
longer p r o g r a m m e of study or a b o u t APEL 
t h e n y o u should first contact t h e Centre for 
Lîfelong Learn ing . A n adviser wïl l discuss your 
learning requ i rements w i t h you e i ther on t h e 
t é l é p h o n e or in person a n d wi l l advise you of 
t h e APEL process if this is appl icab le . You wi l l 
be requ i red t o comple te re levant appl icat ion 
forms w h i c h can be o b t a i n e d f r o m t h e Centre 
and your appl ica t ion wi l l t h e n be processed by 
t h e Col lege Registry. 
What It Costs 
The cost of t h e short course or m o d u l e t h a t 
you study w i l l vary d e p e n d i n g u p o n t h e crédit 
value t h a t it carries. As a gênera i rule, most 
u n d e r g r a d u a t e courses are w o r t h 10 crédits 
and pos tg radua te courses are w o r t h 20 
crédits. Some u n d e r g r a d u a t e courses are 
'double modu les ' w o r t h 2 0 crédits. For t h e 
académie year 1998 /1999 charges are as 
fo l lows unless o therwise stated: 
• 10 crédit courses £65 
• 20 crédit courses £ 1 3 0 
N . B . Counsel l ing courses involve addi t iona l 
sessions a t Col lège a n d at t ract h igher fees. 
Please contact t h e Col lège Registry fo r détails. 
A dissertat ion is w o r t h 4 0 crédits a t BPhil level 
and 6 0 crédits a t Masters level a n d is charged 
accordingly. 
A P E L - There is a charge for thîs scheme which 
varies d é p e n d e n t upon t h e process involved 
and a m o u n t of crédit a w a r d e d . Please contact 
the Col lège Registry or t h e Centre fo r Lifelong 
Learning fo r f u r t h e r détai ls of costs. 
D a t e s , T i m e s & 
Further I n f o r m a t i o n 
Ail courses w i l l be held o n t h e Westhi l l 
campus unless stated o therwise . 
Courses w i l l be he ld o n e i ther a Monday, 
Tuesday or W e d n e s d a y evening f r o m 7 .00pm 
t o 9 . 0 0 p m unless stated otherwise . 
M o s t courses last fo r 10 weeks or équivalent . 
Semester dates: 
S e m e s t e r l 2 1 . 9 . 9 8 - 5 . 1 2 . 9 8 
Semester 2 11.1.99 - 26 .3 .99 
Westhill College of Higher Education 
VVeoley Park Road 
Selly Oak 
Birmingham B29 6LL 
A Universiry Sector College accredited by and afiiliated 
To the University of Birmingham 
Tel: 0121 472 7245 Fax: 0121 415 5399 
Regtstered Charity No: 52891Ä 
PAS SPORT 
SIZE 
PHOTOGRAPH 
Short Course Application/Enrolment Form 
Complete thisform using typescript or black itik sui table forphotocojmng and return to the Registry at tbe 
address above 
Surname principal or family name Title (eg Dr, Mr, Mrs, Ms, Miss) 
Personal or forenames (in füll) 
Permanent address {to which all corresoondence will be sent) 
Postcode: 
Tel: Home: Business: 
Fax: E-Mail: ... 
Course De ta i l s - For which course(s) you are applying 
Ist Choice 2nd Choice 
3rd Choice 
Proposed startmg date: Month Year 
From what source did you learn of ou.- courses? (If by advertisement, please speeify) 
Fees 
All course fees should be submitted w:~h this form and must be paid on and before the Ist session of the course. A 
discount o f 1 0 % appl ies t o fees reeeived at least o n e w e e k prior t o c o m m e n c e m e n t o f the c o u r s e . In the 
event of a course not running any f s « said will be reimbursed. 
Personal Deta i ls 
The information you provide does not affect judgements concerning your suitability for a course, and is treated 
confìdentially. However, it enables data to be collected from which the progress of equal opportunités for ail 
students in higher éducation can be monitored. 
_______ Day Month Year 
Sex: Male (M) 
Female (F) 
Married (M) 
Single (S) 
Date of 
Birth 
Country of birth Nationality 
Country of domicile or permanent residence 
Dtsabil i ty/Special Needs 
In keeping with the Colleges' commitment to develop positive policies to promote equal opportunities in relation to 
people with disabilities, please state whether you have any disability or médical condition which might require any 
special arrangements or facilities. The information you provide does not affect judgements concerning your 
académie suitability for a course, and is treated confidentially. However, it enables data to be collected from which 
the progress of equal opportunities for disabled students in higher éducation can be monitored. 
If you have a disability or special need, please enter the code from the list below that is most appropriate to you. 
FOR OFFICE REFERENCE ONLY 
0 You do not have a disability or are not aware of 5 You need personal care support 
any additional support requirements or 
accommodation 6 You have mental health difficulties 
1 You have dyslexia 7 You have an unseen disability e.g. diabètes, 
epilepsy, asthma 
2 You are blind/partially sïghted 
8 You have two or more of the listed 
3 You are deaf/hard of hearing disabilities/specialneeds 
4 You are a wheelchair user/have mobilîty 9 You have a disability not listed 
difficultés 
Disability Code Number 
If you enter any code other than 0, please describe below any disability you have specifted and give détails of any 
special support you may require. Please use an additional sheet if necessary. 
Engl ïsh Language Qual i f ica t ion 
If your first language is not English, state which qualification in English Language (eg GCSE or équivalent, IELTS, 
TOEFL) you hold (with score or grade) or expect to hold before admission. 
A c k n o w l e d g e m e n t 
If you wish your application to be acknowledged, please attach a self-addressed postcard with this application. 
I déclare that the information above is true and complete. 
S igna ture o f app l icant D a t e 
NOTE: Whilst every effort is made to avoid any changes to the programme, published détails may be altered without notice, 
at any t ime. The College reserves the right to withdraw or amend any part of of this programme without prtor notice. 
Frequently Asked Questions 
W h a t i f I d o n ' t w a n t t o c o m m i t t o s t u d y i n g 
f o r a d e g r e e ? 
^You do n o t need to register for a degree. You 
can study any of the modules listed in this 
brochure as short courses. A l l o f t h e courses 
have a credit value however, a n d if you decide 
tha t y o u w a n t t o work t o w a r d s a formal 
qual i f icat ion you may use t h e credit you have 
gained f r o m relevant short courses towards 
tha t a w a r d . 
The m o d u l a r structure enables you t o begin 
the p r o g r a m m e by w o r k i n g towards a 
Cert i f icate of Higher Educat ion. If, a f ter 
achieving t h e required a m o u n t o f credit for a 
Cert i f icate you wish t o cont inue your studies, 
you may cont inue to t h e D i p l o m a level and 
then , if you wish , t o t h e Degree . A t whichever 
point you choose t o exit t h e p r o g r a m m e you 
will receive t h e relevant a w a r d . You can gain 
a subject cert i f icate after achieving only 60 
credits. 
H o w m u c h t i m e w i l l i t i n v o l v e e a c h w e e k ? 
Unless t h e m o d u l e is be ing del ivered by 
distance learn ing , each m o d u l e t h a t you take 
is likely t o involve 2 hours contact t i m e a w e e k 
w h e n you wi l l be required t o a t t e n d a class a t 
College or another des igna ted site. In 
addi t ion , y o u should expect t o spend a fur ther 
4 hours e n g a g e d in i n d e p e n d e n t study which 
may, d e p e n d i n g u p o n t h e m o d u l e you are 
tak ing , involve project w o r k . 
i [ 
Can I g e t cred i t f o r re levant w o r k exper ience? 
Yes. T h e Col lege APEL scheme enables you t o 
claim credit for re levant work experience for 
up t o t w o thirds of an u n d e r g r a d u a t e 
p r o g r a m m e a n d up to o n e th i rd of a 
postgraduate p r o g r a m m e . The Centre fo r 
Lifelong Learning wi l l be pleased t o advise 
you o n your el igibi l i ty fo r APEL. 
C a n I g e t c r e d i t f o r a n y s t u d y i n g ( V e d o n e 
b e f o r e ? 
Yes. Providing t h e studying you are claiming 
credit fo r is a t t h e appropr ia te level and in an 
area re levant t o t h e pathways you plan t o 
study, t h e n you may claim credit for up t o t w o 
thirds of an u n d e r g r a d u a t e p r o g r a m m e and 
up to one th i rd o f a postgraduate p r o g r a m m e . 
The Centre fo r Lifelong Learning wil l be 
pleased t o advise you on your el igibil i ty for 
APEL. 
H o w m u c h w i l l i t c o s t ? 
The cost of a m o d u l e or short course is 
currently £65 fo r a 10 credit m o d u l e and £130 
for a 20 credit m o d u l e and this is payable a t 
t h e beg inn ing of each course. Counsell ing 
courses are charged at a h igher ra te as they 
involve add i t iona l sessions a t col lege. Please 
contact t h e Registry fo r details of fees. If you 
are using t h e APEL scheme, there is an 
adminis t ra t ion and processing charge which 
varies d e p e n d i n g u p o n the a m o u n t of credits 
a w a r d e d . 
W h e n w i l l I h a v e t o p a y ? 
Fees are payab le o n or before t h e first session 
' o f t h e module(s ) t h a t you are t a k i n g . You wi l l 
. r e c e i v e a discount o f 1 0 % of t h e f e e if 
p a y m e n t is received by t h e Col lege at least 1 
w e e k be fore t h e beginning of t h e m o d u l e . 
Ó Westfol 
Selly Oak Cam 
Teaching Centre and Gymnasium 
Weoley Park Road 
Hamilton Building 
RECEPTION 
Frank Price Building 
Brooksbank 
Mary Burnie " 
The Orchard Centre 
• Learning Resource Centre 
Johnson House -
10. Alan Geal - 1 • 
• ' Bookshop 
• Health Centrò ' , -
11 . The Close 
' e No's 10 and 11 -
12 The Close -
9 No's 4 and 5 
13. The Close 
• No 3 
14. The Close 
• No's 1 and 2 
15. Housekeeping 
16. Melville Hall . 
• Guild of Students 
17. Rendezvous Restaurant 
18. Chapel -
19. BarrowCadbury Hall 
20. Archibald House 
• Conference Centre 
2 1 . Archibald Annexe 
22. A38 Bristol Road 
A Bus Stop 
• No's 6 1 , 62 and 63 from City ( 
B George Cadbury Hall 
C Gillett Centre 
• Swimming Pool 
• Squash Courts 
9 Development Educatìon Cent 
D National Christian Educatìon Cen 
E Fircroft College (FE) 
F Woodbrooke College 
G Central House 
O How To Find Us 
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S CATS 
' \ This is the nat iona l Credit Accumula t ion and 
-. Transfer Scheme which recognises î h e level 
a n d amount o f credit appropr ia te f o r awards 
and modules. The level dé te rmines the 
assessment s tandard. For example , a module 
in an undergradua te p r o g r a m m e may be 
designated as CATS leve! 1 if it is a t t h e entry 
level, or CATS level 3 if it is at t h e advanced 
level. Credit is awarded according to the 
a m o u n t of learning required a n c assessed. 
Masters level modules are des ignated M level. 
APEL 
If you have re levant prior expér ience and 
learning achievements thèse can be accredited 
a n d you m a y be ent i t led t o enter a 
p rogramme at d i f férent points b e y o n d entry 
level by using APEL to ga in advanced 
standing. 
A d v a n c e d S t a n d i n g 
This means hav ing su f f iden t prior expér ience 
and/or learn ing t o enter a p r o g r a m m e at a 
po in t b e y o n d e n t r y level . T h e p o i n t o f en t ry 
wi l l be d e t e r m i n e d by t h e a m o u n t of crédits 
a w a r d e d t h r o u g h t h e APEL scheme. 
C r e d i t 
The major i ty of h igher éducat ion (HE) awards 
(Certif icates of HE, Diplomas o f HE a n d 
Degrees) have a credit ra t ing . Alt o f t h e HE 
awards in this Prospectus are in accordance 
w i t h na t iona l levels. Awards are m a d e up of 
modules which have an individuai credit 
ra t ing . 
M o d u l e 
A self contained uni t of study. AU programmes 
at Westhill are made up of modules. Modules 
are also of fered independently as short courses. 
-2- / -V 
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Partnership between Westhill College and The University of Birmingham 
Section One 
1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 This paper has been prepared for the use of the Westhill College Trustees and 
Senior Management team in their negotiations for strategie alliance with the 
University of Birmingham ("the University").' It is intended to act as an internai 
discussion paper to enable the College to agree on appropriate starting point on 
which to commence detailed negotiations with the University. It is envisaged that 
the heads of terms will then be developed and eìaborated on through negotiation 
and will form a basis on which the Coliege's legai advisers will prepare a full set of 
contractual documentation which will form the Membership (Partnership) 
Agreement. 
1.2 The paper includes a schematic setting out our view on the potential contributions 
each of the partners could make to the alliance and the role of the Joint Venture 
Company ("the Company"). 
1.3 The schematic and the heads of agreement notes attached for discussion, are based 
on the core principies that if the advantages of the partnership are to be delivered 
then the Joint Venture Company has to be a trading company and to have 
management control of its workforce. Within this context the challenge for. the JVC 
will be to operate within a structure which gives comfort to the University of 
Birmingham and to the staff working in the JVC, irrespective of their route into the 
company, whilst at the same time providing enthusiasm and commitment to both 
staff and the parties to the achievement of the agreed objectives of the strategie 
alliance. 
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Section Two 
STRUCTURE 
2.1 The University of Birmingham and the Trustees of Westhill College will have equal 
representation on a newly formed Company limited by guarantee each having a 
50:50 shareholding. 
The new Company will be called Westhill University College. 
2.3 The objectives of the Company will be structured in order to meet the objective of 
the revised Westhill Collège Trust Deed and to ensure that they are not contrary to 
the University's Charter. 
2.4 • The Articles of Association will include provision for the Trustees and the 
University to.have "golden share" voting rights over reserved matters. 
2.5 The reserved matters will include: 
for the Trustees: 
• appointaient of the Chairman; 
• appointaient of the Principal who will also be the Chief Executive of the 
Company but will not have voting rights; 
• appointment of 50% of the Company's Board of Directors being 4 
Directors; 
• final détermination re within mission, 
for the University: 
• appointment of 50% of the Company's Board of Directors being 4 
Directors including the Vice-Chairman; 
• authorisation of amendments to the approved "annual budget" which 
have a projected financial cost in the current fînancial year in excess of 
say £100,000(7); 
• final détermination re quality. 
2.6 The Articles of Association will include provision for no changes to be made to the 
Articles without agreernent by 100% of the voting sbares. 
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Section Two 
STRUCTURE CONTINUED 
2.7 The following will be entitled to attend the Board of Directors' meetings: 
• Directors appointed by the University 
• Directors appointed by the Trustees 
• the Chief Executive of the Company 
• the Deputy Principal and the Senior Administrative Officer of Westhill 
University College 
• 2 officers appointed by the University 
• the Secretary to the Board, who may be one of the appointed 8 Directors 
or a new appointment approved by majority voting 
• other persons invited to attend future meetings as minuted and approved 
by 100% of the voting shares attending the Board meeting approving the 
attendance. 
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Section Three 
3 OPERATIONS 
On an annual basis and prior to the start of a financia! year, trie Board of Directors 
will approve a business plan setting out: 
• the detailed budget for the forthcoming financial year; 
• a three year forecast taking into account strategic plans. 
The Chief Executive will be responsible to the Board for delivery of the agreed 
company objectives, the detailed budget, and maintenance of key ratios. 
At each Board meeting the Board will receive financial information which reflects 
the current financial position of the Company and its projected out-turn for the 
current financial year. This information will consist of income and expenditure 
accounts, cash flows and balance sheets. 
Any Director will be able to cali an extra-ordinary meeting of the Board if at any 
time he/she becomes aware that the financia! position in the year to date is say 
£100,000(7) worse than shown in the approved budget. 
The Company will be able to purchase goods and supplies from any source subject 
to the following: 
Whilst the company is projected to be operating at a déficit the University is given 
the opportunity to quote to provide goods and services on the same terms and 
conditions as other suppüers and will be selected if their specification and delivery 
dates are acceptabie to the Company and the University's price is comparable to the 
lowest external bidder for the same or similar specification and delivery dates. 
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Section Four 
4 STAFFING 
Note - Robson Rhodes itleas - to be reviewed/altered by employment lanyer 
4.1 AJI contracts of employment will be between the University and the employée. 
4.2 For ail staff transferring from Westhill Collège to the University the employment 
contract will incorporate a job description which sets out: 
• that the employée will be working under the direction of the Chief 
Executive of the Company; 
• that the Chief Executive will have responsibility, which he can delegate, 
to prépare annual appraisals on each employée which will form the basis 
on which the employées salary review will be undertaken. 
4.3 The Chief Executive will have delegated power from the Board to select and 
appoint new staff that were approved in the annual budget. 
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5.1 HEFCE funds will be channelled through the University. 
5.2 These funds will be "ring fenced" by the University and transferred to the Company 
less a management allowance to be agreed to reflect the actual administration costs 
incurred by the University for "their" employées working for the Company. 
5.3 The direct cost of the employées used by the Company will be recoverable by 
charging the company for the direct cost of the employées salaries. As the HEFCE 
funding has been reduced to cover the administration cost of the staff this unit cost 
will reflect the actual cost of employing the employée. 
an alternative method wh/ch will also need ta be checked oui for ils VAT 
implications maybe 
5.4 The salary costs of the staff will be recoverable by the University as part of the 
appropriation of surpluses made by the Company 
• in the first instance no cost will be charged to the Company for the staff 
used; 
• this will result in the accounts for the Company showing surpluses; 
• these surpluses are then apportioned in the following way: 
l" tranche - to the University up to an amount equal to the direct costs of 
the staff used by the College 
any resulting surplus - split 50:50 
In this way the financial position will be guaranteed and when surpluses are 
generated the cost of the staff is recovered by the University. 
The split of remaining surpluses will need to be agreed. 
This alternative method needs a careful VAT review but if workable solves the 
method by which the University undenvrifes the fi/rancia/ position t/sittg their own 
proposais of giiaranteetng the wage costs. 
5.5 Other than for "salary" apportionment of surpluses ali surpluses will be retained in 
the Company until a surplus balance of £ (amount to be agreed) has been 
achieved to fund development opportunities. 
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LAND AGREEMENTS 
Section Six 
6.1 The Trustées will retain all land ownership. 
6.2 The Company will enter imo agreements with the Trustées for the use of the land. 
6.3 These agreements will be for a peppercom rent 
or altemaiively 
6.4 These agreements will be at the iower of: 
(a) a market rent and 
(b) the amount of surplus avaiiable for appropriation if 5.4 is adopted ie if 
there is a surplus after the University has been paid back the salary costs 
then the Trustées "investment" in the JVC should be identified and 
recognised. This surplus would not be extracted from the Company 
unless the cumulative surplus "reserve" figure had been reached. 
6.5 Ali land agreements will run for the length of the JVC agreement. 
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Section Seven 
7 EXIT STRATEGY 
7.1 To ensure that there is no detrimental effect on students a notification period of 
years ? will be needed to end the JVC agreement. 
7.2 In the event of such notice the members of the agreement will have the option to be 
able to sell their shares in the company to the other member. The shares to be 
valued in accordance with evaluation method to be agreed. 
or 
If the other party does not wish to purchase the shares then the "selling" member 
will have the right to offer the shares to another party. 
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WITHOUT PREJUDICE 
STRATEGIC ALLIANCE BETWEEN THE UNIVERSITY OF 
BIRMINGHAM 
AND WESTHILL COLLEGE 
HE ADS OF AGREEMENT 
PURPOSE 
The University of Birmingham (the University) and Westhill College of Higher 
Education (Westhill) wish to fonn a strategie alliance in order to achieve the 
following objectives: 
For the University of Birmingham 
a. to prò vide further opportunities and facilities for greater access to higher 
éducation for non-traditional and under-represented groups, particularly in 
the West Mìdlands région. 
b. to provide for a wider provision of part-time programmes and for enhanced 
continuine éducation programmes. 
c. to provide a focus for wider continuing professional development 
programmes at ali levels. 
For Westhill College 
a. to afford long terni protection of the College's Mission 
b. to provide Financial stability for the future for the College and certainty for 
its staff and students. 
c. to provide a pathway for the further development and diversity of higher 
éducation activity at the College. 
and, Jointlv to enable possible new developments to take place which mi_ht he 
appropriate within the context of the strategie alliance. 
1 
MECHANISMS 
1. A strategic alliance shall subsume the current accreditation arrangements 
between Westhill and the University. The activities of teacher training and 
certificate, diploma and degree programmes (and any other awards) 
currently delivered at Westhill via an accreditation arrangement with the 
University, together with any new awards, will derive directly from the 
degree awarding status of the University under the jurisdiction of its Senate. 
2. Westhill shall retain a separate identity within the joint framework of the 
strategic alliance in order to provide continuity with its history and role, and 
to enable the alliance to pursue its distinctive mission in relation to widening 
access to higher education. The working title of the campus at Westhill shall 
be Westhill College, The University of Birmingham. This title shall be 
determined before contracts are signed with both parties being informed by 
the development of an external relations and marketing strategy for the 
alliance. 
3. Development of the strategic alliance is contingent upon the Privy Council 
or the Charity Commissioners, as appropriate, agreeing to widen the current 
provisions of the Westhill Trust Deed, in order to ensure that the objectives 
of the strategic alliance can be legally fulfilled. 
4. Subject to Privy Council approval and to the strategic alliance being entered 
into, the University, shall provide for a Trustee of Westhill to sit on the 
Governing Council of the University for as long as the strategic alliance 
remains in force. 
5. The strategic alliance is contingent upon appropriate arrangements being 
entered into with the Trustees of Selly Oak Colleges Endowment Trust, and 
any other interested parties in land and buildings to be used by the alliance, 
in order to ensure that there is sufficient security of tenure to permit the 
alliance to fulfil its objectives. 
6 . The Higher Education Funding Council for England shall be the lead body 
for accounting purposes for both the University and Westhill. 
7. There shall be a single Financial Memorandum between the University and 
the Higher Education Funding Council for England covering the activities of 
both the University and Westhill and reflecting the institutional plans of 
both. Discussions shall be held with HEFCE regarding appropriate 
statements in the Financial Memorandum in relation to activities at Westhill. 
8. The Designated Officer for accounting purposes for both the University and 
Westhill shall be the Vice-Chancellor for the time being of the University. 
The Vice-Chancellor will act as the Designated Officer singularly and 
severally in respect of the University and Westhill. 
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9. Arrangements will be made with the Higher Education Funding Council for 
England to idenüfy separaiely the components of recurrent grant and srudent 
numbers indicated for Westhill, although the overall announcement of block 
grant and student numbers will be made to the University. The University 
and Westhill will discuss arrangements wherebv for accountine purposes 
anv ñnancial involvement of the Trustees of Westhill is recosnised. 
10. Joint discussions will continué to be held between the University and 
Westhill with the Teacher Training Agency with a view to ensuring that the 
support received from that body is consistent with the objectives of the 
strategic alliance. 
11. Westhill and its staff shall work within the powers and the quality control 
and assurance processes of the Senate and the Academic Board of the 
University in a similar way to existing staff* of the University. In order to 
assure quality Westhill shall adopt common procedures for academic 
management alongside those current within the University. 
12. An agreement will be reached prior to the sienature of contraéis between 
the University and Westhill in relation to the exact status of students at 
Westhill in such matters as application, registration. representaron and 
discipline. 
13. Jointly, the Council'of the University and the Trustees of Westhill shall form 
a Company, límited by guarantee with charitable status, to be the vehicle for 
the eovernance of the strategic alliance. The membership of the Board of 
the Company shall be agreed fqllowing discussion between the University 
and Westhill and shall reflect the imerests of the two institutions in the 
alliance. 
14. The Company will enable the Trustees to meet their obligations under the 
Trust Deed, and will be the mechanism to meet the agreed objectives of the 
strategic alliance. It is not envisased at least initially that the Company 
will trade in commercial terms. It shall be the vehicle whereby the physical 
assets necessary to achieve the objectives of the alliance are made available 
on terms which provide comfort to the University and Westhill. 
Professional advice will be taken in relation to the tax position of the 
institutions and the Company. 
15. That further thousht will be eiven and agreement reached on the 
integration and location ofoperations that reflect the joint purpose and 
initial business plan activity of the strategic alliance. Thereafter joint plans 
for academic and other activities at Westhill and the financial and 
management plans to underpin them shall be agreed through the Board of the 
Company. 
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16. The necessary assets of Westhill to achieve the jointly agreed académie and 
business plans shall be made available by the Trustées of Westhill to the 
alliance on terms to be agreed. Where applicable the University and 
Westhill shall seek to ensure access to these assets where they are held by 
third parties e.g. the Selly Collèges Endowment Trust. 
17. Principal draftìng re. Instruments and Articles. 
18. The Principal of Westhill College shall become a Pro-Vice-Chancellor of the 
University of Birmingham and shall, subject to Privy Council approvai, be 
an officio member of the Senate of the University. The Principal of 
Westhill shall also be a member of the Strategy, Planning and Resources 
Committee and, subject to the approvai of the Privy Council, the Council of 
the University. 
19. The Principal of Westhill shall be the chief academic and administrative 
officer of Westhill, within the framework agreed jointly through the 
Company, the University Senate and Council, and subject to overall 
responsibility to the Vice-Chancellor of the University. 
20. In the interests of simplicity and efficiency, Westhill and the University shall 
adopt common systems and administrative processes wherever practicable, 
working through the administrative departments of the University and 
avoiding duplication. The partners will constantlv review areas of activitv 
which optimise the advantases of ìoint working and aeree that the routes to 
secure such advantages mav chanee from time to time. 
21. Westhill will need to agree with The University of Birmingham and the 
Funding Authorities protocols for the malàns ofbids so that they con be 
made r'ointlv or severallv as appropriate, and for data being aeeregated or 
sesregated as mav be most appropriate. 
22. Subject to the necessary assurances e.g. relating to the widening of the Trust 
Deed, the approvai of the Funding Bodies, and the availability on 
appropriate terms of the necessary assets, the University will be willing to 
employ the current staff of Westhill recognising the Transfer of 
Undertakings (Protection of Employment) Regulations. Further discussion 
will take place between the University and Westhill, consulting the relevant 
Trade Unions as necessary, as to how this process will be carried out in 
detail, including pension arrangements. 
23 . It is recognised between the University and Westhill that there may be a 
need for an assembly to provide an advisory, promotional and networking 
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forum for Westhill, which is separate from the Court of the University. 
Further discussions will be held between the instimtions on this matter. 
24. The progress of the strategie alliance shall be kept under review but that the 
alliance shall endure for a minimum perìod of 5 vears. In the event of 
either party wishing to withdraw from the alliance it shall give ai least 5 
years' notice to the other party in order fully to safeguard the interests of the 
parties and of their staff and students. Discussions will take place with a 
view to devising mechanisms to enable the Trustées to continue to operate 
the College in the event of the University giving notice of withdrawal from 
the alliance. 
25. The parties agrée to work together with a view to bringing the strategie 
alliance imo effect from 1 August, 1999 or as soon as possible thereafter. 
DJA/KMD/A13 
29.10.98 
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APPENDIX 4 
ACTION PLAN STRATEG1C ALLIANCES - KEY DATE FOR COMPLETION - 1ST QUARTER 1999 
MAIN ACTION KEY STEPS DATE FOR COMPLETION PROGRESS 
1. Develop broader based 
Accréditation Agreement 
with University of 
Birmingham 
Présent cases to 
Accréditation Committee 
Renegotiate Agreement 
Immediate 
- 1998/9 
AT 01.02.99 
See 5 below 
2. Develop stronger alliance 
with University of 
Birmingham 
Investigate scope and 
legal requirements for 
preferred model of alliance 
6 months Heads of 
Agreement, 12-18 
months to complete See 5 below 
3. Develop a stronger 
alliance with Oxford 
Brookes University 
Determine if single or dual 
alliance 
Determine model of 
alliance 
If proceeding Heads of 
Agreement 6-9 months 
See 5 below 
4. Investigate further the 
opportunity identified with 
the University of Central 
England 
Gain understanding of the 
precise nature of présent 
offer 
Negotiate revised offer if 
appropriate 
8 weeks/May 
- Open 
See 5 below 
5. Investigate opportunities For each Institution: 
Determine model of 
alliance 
Determine if single or dual 
alliance 
- ApriM998 
- May 1998 
Heads of Agreement document agreed as the 
basis for further negotiation by UOB Council and 
Westhill Governors 09.12.98. 
6. Renegotiate Agreement 
with Fédération of Selly 
Oak Colleges 
Re-examine the 
contribution each one can 
make - academic/physical 
re sources 
Heads of Agreement 
1.1.99 "Heads" recognise relationship. Service Level 
Agreements substituted for Joint Resources Unit. 
ACTION PLAN RELATIONSH1P WITH FUNDERS 
MAIN ACTION KEY STEPS DATE FOR COMPLETION PROGRESS 
1. Ascertain if MASN can be 
restored to 1000 level to 
stabilise the College 
- Negotiation with HEFCE - 1.4.98 AT 01.02.95 
Westhill bidding jointly with UOB and UCE - se 
also JHYB note attached. 
2. Determine the changeover 
(or otherwise) of lead 
accountant TTA/HEFCE 
Receive évidence of 
Department of Education 
considération (information 
important to 
alliance/policy) 
Immediate/asap AT 01.02.9S 
TTA have agreed the principle. HEFCE 
response awaited. 
No difficultés presently foreseen: UOB anxious 
to achieve asap. 
Matters still outstandina. 
3. Secure acceptance of this 
Pian and Agreement on 
review stages 
Formai présentation of 
Plan from Westhill 
Governors to Funding 
Authorities 
- End March 1998 AT 01.02.95 
Plan agreed 28.2.98 and under action/on target. 
ACTION PLAN (CLL) 
MAIN ACTION KEY-SIEEß DATE FOR COMPLETION PROGRESS 
1. Apooint Staff 
- Director 
- Programme Leader 
- Secretary: 
Advertise 
Interview 
- Contract 
Induction Programme 
Immediate 
Up to end March 
March/May 
August-Sept (or prior) ; 
AT 01.02.99 
All staff in post: 
secretarial role now being modified to Sales 
Co-ordinator 
2. SalesPlan ¥ /• Develop detailed Business 
Plan 
Set targets 
- Set MIS system 
- Sept 1998 
- Sept 1998 
- Sept 1998 
AT 01.02.99 
Plan & targets set. 
MIS system embryonic: 
Sales Co-ordinator appointed. 
3. Academic and Quality 
backup for all aspects of 
CLL 
Identify supporting 
networkers 
Set up Programme 
- Set Quality Control 
procédures 
- Sept-Dec 1998 
- Sept-Dec 1998 
- Sept-Dec 1998 
AT 01.02.99 
Detailed procedures being agreed with UOB to 
maintain quality control of fast developing Israel 
Student intake. 
4. Assign existing füll or part 
time College staff of any 
Identify any staff with key 
ability or knowledge 
Negotiate contract 
amendment 
Retrain into team 
- June 1998 
- Open 
Open 
AT 01.02.99 
Staff identified and working on specific 
programmes eg 
- part-time courses 
- Israel (see 3. above) 
5. Monitor sates progress Monthly trend analysis 
- Account potential analysis 
Ongoing 
- Ongoing 
AT 01.02.99 
D Davies, Deputy Principal, submitting report to 
Review meeting. 
ACTION PLAN ESTATES 
MAIN ACTION KEY STEPS DATE FOR COMPLETION PROGRESS 
1. Examine space utilisation 
opportunities with new 
alliance/partner 
Space survey against new 
need 
-. Open AT 01.02.99 
All landholding information reviewed and 
condition survey has been re-checked by UOB. 
Condition considered satisfactory. 
2. Residential 
Accommodation 
Review polìcy on 
residences and student 
offers (eg self-catering) 
-September 1998 AT 01.02.99 
Residences reduced ¡n numbers. Self-catering 
not to be introduced at this stage. Archibald 
Conference Centre now free of students for 
development. Licence works completed. 
3. Sports Factlity 
(Lottery/PFI) 
Feasibility Study 
Application for funds 
Project Team and Build 
- Jan 1999 
- March 1999 
- Nov/Dec 1999 
Project lapsed in preference to review of joint 
use of facilities with UOB for the time being. 
4. Conférence 
Accommodation 
Archibald 
Complete refurbishment 
Complete licence 
application 
Target sales pian over 
£280k per annum 
- Sept 1998 
- June 1998 
- Sept 1998 
AT 01.02.99 
See 2. above. Management Accounts results 
11/98 in pack. 
5. Recost Condition Survey 
for annual savings of £50k 
Resurvey in conjunction 
with professional auditors 
- June 1998 
Revised and re-budgeted at £250k per annum. 
6. Land analysis for possible 
sale and investigation of 
fédéral leases 
- set up "land terrier" 
revalue within next year's 
1998/9 accounts 
- June 1998 
- June 1998 
AT 01.02.99 
On hold pending formal discussions with UOB 
within a new Academic & Business Plan which 
will need to drive and inform Estates' issues in 
the future. 
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Appropriaie siructures for the Strategic Alliance: an initial response 
by David Davies 
]t is understood ihat the 'structures* paper is concemed with procedures and structures and is 
not focussed on individuáis. ] hope that my comments can be viewed as a positive response 
to whal is clearly a major step towards clarity of purpose for the strategic alliance. 
Context 
Whereas the general and oven contexts are those stated in the paper and are about forming an 
"alliance" for mutual advantage", we need to be clear amongst ourselves at Westhill that the 
primary reason for our actions is an impending fmancial déficit. Our problems in securing 
and recruiting enough funded places to maintain viability over the médium term (2/3 years) is 
the real context. 
Bearing this in mind, and noting the shortfaH in 1998 recruitment to UCAS full-time courses 
and the intense local competitiveness for part-time students at both HE and FE levéis, I feel 
the paper could and should focus on the issues of the curriculum we need and the associated 
financial benefits. In concrete terms, this means the alliance framework should specifically 
set out what will happen with the University of Birmingham's Continuing Studies provisión. 
The management relatíonship, reporting lines, how it fits in to WesthiU's management and 
committee structures and how the new alliance fits with the University itself should be 
explicitly laid out in the structure framework. To leave this whole issue as an implicit 
'unspoken' and tacit accomplishment is to be hostage to fortune at best. 
Westhill's mission is not that difieren! from that of Continuing Studies and this is further 
complicated by our own Centre for Lifelong Leaming. Failure to clarify the mission of the 
alliance and its management structure at an early stage could lead to ill feeling and even chaos 
later. 
I assume that this structures paper will be the basis for the Agreement between Westhill and 
the University of Birmingham, and therefore, will set the operating framework for the 
alliance. It is vital, therefore, that we begin from a strong negotiating position based on two 
factors: 
" (I) a clear and,explicit view of our curriculum (and mission) 
(II) how we are to act on behalf of the whole alliance (and therefore how WesthiU's remit 
for work is represented academically and managerially within the University). 
This is the least we need to demand if we are to present a new curriculum face for a new 
period in the College's development. We must change the management structures of WH, 
Continuing Studies and the CLL. Staffwill need to move into new categories of work, and, 
in short, the College will need to substantially re-invent itself in order to play an alliance part 
as against reproducing the relatively closed cultures of College and University. 
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(Part i ) 
General Issues and Comments 
The major concem I have is whether we have fuïly stated the benefns that Westhill will 
bring to the alliance and thereby sought to have thèse formalìy enshrined in the alliance -
at the levels of both policy framework and organisational/operalional structure? 
What Westhill ofTers needs to be derived from its new mission, and this requires formai 
acknowledgement within the alliance, in terms of both policy and organisational structure. 
The structures paper as it currently stands ìisis the profile of courses lo be offered at 
Westhill (Appendix A). It does not explicitly seek to construct the alliance in terms of an 
agreed remit for Westhill to develop and manage an educational agenda on behalf of both 
sides of the alliance. 
An alternative approach would be, I think, to ask and answer the question - what does 
Westhill ofTer the University and how will this be recognised within the structures 
required for the alliance? We canno! expect the University to simply accede to WH's 
request to be responsable for the total Dearing agenda on behalf of the whole University, 
through the strategie alliance. That would be unreasonable. However, we could specify 
our wish to act for the wbole alliance in developing policy and practice covering for 
example: 
• Multi-strand Combined Honours courses 
• Interdi sci plinary studies 
• APL/APEL 
• Work-related learning/lifelong learning 
• Access programmes and Outreach provision 
• FE and Adult Education Liaison 
• Regional Awards Scheme 
Such an approach would take us further towards a concrete remit for College development 
with the University than the hoped for congruencies (para. 4) and the financially driven 
contraets for services, which it is suggested will evolve ìnto relationships of synergy and 
economy (para. 8). I believe such relationships will only evolve successfully if there is 
mutuai and reciprocai récognition of functions, capacities and responsibilities. Such 
récognition requires, in my expérience, two-way représentation of a more explicit kind 
than described in the structures paper so far. 
The current proposais suggest that the Westhill Principal and Chief Executive of the 
JDC/BM holds the title of PVC at the University of Birmingham and will sit on the U of B 
SPRC. This is very much to be welcomed. However, if we wish to act for the 'corporate 
alliance' as a development 'animateur', remitted to work as a genuine partner, we need 
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wider recognition of our ftinction and deeper representation within ihe University itself for 
WesthiU sénior managemeni. As Ihings stand within the proposal, University of 
Birmingham policy inputs lo the Westhi]] Board of Management is by U of B 
representatives on the BM and the WesthiU Principal, who will sit on the U of B SPRC 
(and elsewhere?). There is thusadejjcit of representation of WesthiU within the 
University's stractures^which would and should facilitate the dialogue needed to develop 
collaborative academic policy involving the two inslitmions. Some pohcy creating inpul 
froro WesthiU to the U of B is needed which extends the influence of the WH PrincipaLgn 
Universify structures. This would facilitate and guarantee a policy related input to the BM 
which emanates from the WesthiU and U of B partnership and not exclusively from the 
University, or separately from WesthiU. 
ln summary - we need in the framework document: 
1. Recognition of the (new) WH mission and a remit to work on behalf of the whole 
alliance to develop and enhance the range of programmes available in the two 
institutions. 
2. Cross-representation at academic and management levéis within appropriate University 
Committees or structures (or the creation of a joint policy group which can debate policy 
and which would be binding on both alliance partners, with reference to the strategic 
remit agreed for WesthiU). 
(Part 2) 
Specific Points 
Para 7 - with whom will the WesthiU financia] memorándum be negotiated? (HEFCE, U of 
Para 11 - employment of staff- this was, in my view, a crucial element in the WH staff s 
'acceptance' of the U of B as the alliance partner; resolution is paramount. 
Para 14 - it is vital that the sénior management offícers of WH are BM members with executive 
responsibilities and duties. 
Para 16 - the phrase.. ."action requested by WH trastees of the JDC will be performed at cost" is 
cryptic. 
Para 34 - could this be less overtly protectionist, -.. ."alliance turns sour" is poorly phrased. 
Appendix A - point 8 - could we add "liaison with adult, continuing and further education". 
Appendix B - point 3 - a sentence is repeated. 
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The establishmenl of appropriate struclures for Wesfhill College's 
strategic alliance with ihe University of Birmingham: 
some considerations 
I CONTEXT 
1. ]t has been agreed that Westhill CoDege (WH) and ihe University of Birmingham (UOB) should, 
with thc suppon of HEFCE and TTA, form a strategic alliance to mutual advantage. Reinforcing 
the strengths of past relationships, this will provide the basis for further collaboration to the 
advantage of both the midland región and to higher education nationally. 
2. As envisaged, the alliance would see WH continué as a sepárate Higher Educalion Institution 
(Westhill University College) but with an operationaJ brief which interprets its mission as 
distinctive, but congmenl with that of UOB. The vehicle to be used would be a Joint 
Deveiopment Company (JDC) on which the Council of UOB and the Trustees of WH have equal 
representaiion. Provisions would exist for the operation of 'golden share' protections for 
each/either partner. 
3. A JDC operates through a Board of Management (BM), and the ways in which this functions in 
the commercial world are well established. What is needed for the proposed alliance ís to relate 
and adjust that commercial pattern of functioning to the academic objectives and strucrures of the 
partners in the alliance. 
4. In developing a strategic alliance it is important that the process is seen as evolutionary. Thus 
what is required at this stage is a modus operandi for the immediate future, not a once-and-for all 
mechanism. It is, however, also important that from the ouiset, congruencies are sought with the 
existing UOB pattems of operation wherever possible. 
5. The Chief Executive of the JDC would be the Principal of WH who would also hold the title 
Pro-Vice-Chancelior (Westhill) within UOB. 
6. The Umversity's generous offer of a place for a Westhill Trustee to sil on the University Council 
is noted. 
II FINANCE 
7. Central to the functioning of a JDC in the academic world must be the issue of finance. In the 
context of an alliance and not a merger it is -believed that HEFCE will continué to fund WH 
direct or through a ring-fenced/earmarked allocalion to UOB. WH will continué to have its own 
financial memorándum with HEFCE. 
8. It is expected that over time relationships of synergy and economy will evolve between WH and 
UOB. The initial steps can be expected to take the form of contracts for servíces. 
9. The Coilege will continué to monitor its costs closely, and on the basis of those costs and a need 
to secure margins of profitability in the context of market factors, sel its charges for subsidiara 
servíces includtng short courses and non-traditional educational packages. 
10. It is importan! that HEFCE recognises that the alliance créales a joint and several relationship. 
This will need to be reflected in both Higher Education policy considerations and in the 
presentaron of data (eg to HESA, RAE and other like exercises where we need to preserve the 
freedom as to what processes best serve the alliance, jointly and severally). The Funding 
Council will also be expected to recognise the exchanges of services that take place over time 
and to respond practically to new alignments of activiry and new initiatives. 
11. The issue of the employment of staff, joint employment of staff, secondment of staff to 
CoJlege/University functions is at present unresolved. 
] 
12. College and University together need to develop an appropriate strategy for maximising their 
appeaí to ihe Funding CounciJ's Resriucruring Fund. 
II) BOARD OF MANAGEMENT 
13. The BM of ihe JDC wílJ refíecl the imerests of the rwo insiirutions in alliance. Il wjj] not, 
therefore, have the representative character of the present WH Boards of Trustees and 
Goyemors. Consíderation musí be given 10 providing within the structure for a cominuance of 
this representative function. (cf the UOB Court of Governors). 
14. The detailed makeup of the BM will need to be considered in due course. In particular it will be 
necessary to determine wbether the Chief Executive and certain other employed officers of WH 
should be members of the BM and if so, how. 
15. New arrangements will have to be made for staff and student representation within WH. This 
wjj) be al below board level. It might well be that the annual meeting of Governors and staff be 
replaced by an annual meeting between Directors and staff. It would probably be appropriate 
and indeed necessary for the accounts of the Student Guild to be submitted through the General 
Purposes and Finance Committee to the Board of Directors but for the Guild President to present 
an annual repon to the College Committee and the Court of Governors. 
16. It is recognised that the WH Trustees will necessarily continué to exercise responsibility to their 
Trust Deed. It must be understood that they will only take action in áreas of activity assigned to 
the JDC with the agreement of the BM, and that any action requested by the WH Trustees of the 
JDC will be performed by the JDC at no less than cost. 
IV W'ESTHILL COURT OF GOVERNORS 
17. As suggested in Para 13 such a body is probably needed as an annual advisory, promotional and 
networking forum, preserving links with church sponsors, present staff, students, alumni and 
other partners. 
18. If so, then both staff and students should be represented on this body, as would the Trustees and 
Directors, and those church and community imerests which presently have a representation al 
function on the Board of Governors. 
19. It would also be the ideal place for Selly Oak federal imerests to be represented, by, for exampie, 
the President, the Chairman of Council and the Chairman of the Endowment Trustees or other 
nominees. Indeed it might wish to establish a sepárate Selly Oak Colieges Liaison Committee. 
20. The Principal shall, on behalf of the College, present to Court an Annual Report. 
V FUNCTIONING OF THE JDC 
21. A JDC has to opérate to a remit covering overall policy and operations. In this instance the remit 
will be determined by agreement jointly by the Council of UOB and the Trustees of WH. 
22. Operational delivery of the remit will be the responsibility of the BM. In this respect the BM can 
be seen, in.UOB termínology, as functioning as a sub-level SPRC (Strategy, Policy and 
Resources Committee). It would be responsible for delivery of the agreed objectives in the 
designated field within the constraints of the financia! provisión available expressed in a business 
plan approved by the B M . 
23. Policy input from the Trustees of WH will be direct to the BM of the JDC. 
24. Policy input from UOB will be from two directions: (i) direct to the BM of the JDC 
(exceptional); (») through or from SPRC via the Principal of WH who will sil on this committee 
as a member. 
2 
25. The formal line of communication from WH to UOB will be: (i) via ihe JDC to the SPRC and 
(ii) via the Principal sitting on SPRC. 
26. The inienlíon is thai it will be possible to shon-circuit (ii) above by developing direct exchange 
and interaction as appropriate berween the WH College Board and its Boards of Study and 
relevant units and individuáis in UOB. WH believes that such links will evolve naturally within 
the alliance. * 
27. A flow chart illustrating the above is appended. 
28. At Westhill the following committees which have reponed to the Board of Governors would now 
become sub-comminees of and repon to the Board of the JDC: 
Audit 
Finance and General Purposes 
Personnel and Staffing 
Remuneration 
It is believed that a new sub*committee on Extemal Relations will become necessary. 
V TRANSÍ TI ON 
29. The creation of a strategic alliance would be a major development in relations between the 
institutions. It also has the potential to bring about significant change in the delivery of Higher 
Education in the Midlands. However, the ongoing operations of each institution have to continué 
and so it is imponant to ensure that change disrupts ongoing work as linie as possible. This may 
well cali for the adoption of interim procedures. 
30. It is panicularly important for the operation of WH that there is a seamless transition in respect 
of accreditation and the College's existing freedom to innóvate is protected. 
31. Existing agreements and permissions for the broad framework of courses and College strucrures 
already agreed with the University through the mechanism of the oíd accreditation agreement 
should all be transferred to the new Westhill management with its Academic Board having power 
to resoive matters of detail which come within such agreed frameworks. 
32. Though hitheno the College has not had the powers of registering its own research students, it is 
believed that this was an anticipated change in the re-accreditation of the College and that it 
should form pan of the new relationship between College and University, leaving to the College 
the timing of its introduction in the different áreas of its work. 
33. The College sees its partnership with the University as being a matter of well-founded evolution, 
rather than one of dramatic change. It hopes that all parts of the College will find enriching 
partnerships with appropriate colleagues and enterprises in the University. 
34. In panicular it is aware of the need to be aware of the interests of colleagues who in many cases 
have given many years of service in the School of Continuing Education, and will wish to pay 
panicular attention, in conversation with Professor Manin, to how this work will in future relate 
to the work of the College's Centre for Lifelong Leaming. 
V] R E V I E W AND CONTINUATION 
35. Good practice would suggest that the performance of the alliance between WH and UOB should 
be reviewed after five years by a mechanism jointly agreed by the Council of UOB and the 
Trustees of WH and thereañer al agreed intervals. 
36. The inienlion of boih parties is to créale an alliance for the long-term, henee the expeciation 
would be that the review procedure would not cali in question the basics of the association. 
However since rwo charitable bodies are ¡nvolved a necessary safeguard must be to protect the 
freedom of action of each in pursuance of its responsibilities. lt is imponant therefore that the 
link berween WH and UOB must be capable of being ended with mínimum consequences in the 
(hopefulíy unh'kely) situation that the aJliance ceases to be mutualíy advantageous or extema] 
circumstances make it counter-productive. 
37. At this stage the biggest difficulty in this área would appear to be the position of staff transferred 
within the alliance or appointed by the JDC. 
Vil M A T T E R S TO BE A D D R E S S E D 
38. The first task is for WH and UOB to reach agreement on the broad implementation of a strategic 
alliance as sketched in this paper and the earlier exchanges of material. WH would propose that 
a joint meeting be held at sénior level in the very near future to forward the matter. 
39. Ai that meeting it wili be necessary to put in hand detailed discussions of a number of crucial and 
immediate issues. These include: 
(i) • approach to the Funding Council; 
(ii) constitution of the Board of Management; 
(iii) curriculum; 
(iv) lifelong learning; 
(v) staffing; 
There will undoubtedly be others. 
40. It may also be desirable to initiate discussions on possible economies which could result from an 
alliance. Although decisions here cannot be implemented at once it is important to attempt to 
have some economies at least in place in time for the financia! year 1999-2000. The approach to 
the Funding Council may lead to discussions on financial matters. 
41. WH has papers prepared or in preparation on the above. 
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Strategie AUiapcf herween the University of Birmingham and West hi 11 College 
Structures and Adminktrative Processe* 
Alliance 
1. Westhill College and the University of Binningharn have agreed to forni, jointly, a 
strategie alliance. This strategie alliance will consist of jointly agreed academic plans for 
Westhill College with associated fmancial, managerial and business plans, Unked to the 
University of Birmingham plans. 
2. The alliance has the support and endorsement of the Higher Education Funding 
Council for England and the Teacher Training Agency. The objectìve of the alliance is to 
enhance the ways through which higher education can be delivered, and to maximìse the use 
of the assets, human, physical and fmancial, that are available to the two institutions. 
3. The alliance is seen as a n evolutionary process, in which the admini strati ve 
arrangements and relaticmships may change alongside the academic and business objectives. 
AjTangements shall be made for periodic review by both University of Birmingham and 
Westhill College. 
A. Through the strategie alliance, Westhill College shall become a College of the 
University of Birmingham, with a separate identity but linked though the agreement and 
through appropriate joint structures. 
5. The formation of the alliance shall respect the distinct characters of both Westhill 
College and University of Birmingham. 
Purpose 
6. The purposes of the alliance shall be:-
For University of Birmingham: 
a) to provide further opportunities and facilities for greater access to higher 
education for non-tradirional and under-represented groups, particuJarJy in the West 
Midlands regi on. 
b) to provide for a wider provision of part-time p T O g r a m m e s , and for enhanced 
continuing education programmes. 
c) to provide a focus for wider continuing professional development programmes at 
ali levels. . 
d) to enable possible new developments to take place which might be appropriate 
within the context of the strategie alliance 
I 
ForWcsthiU College: 
a) to provide fmancial stability for the future for the College, and certainty for its 
staff and students. 
b) lo provide a pathway for the further development and diversity of higher 
éducation activity at the College. 
7. The mechanism of the strategie alliance shall subsume the current accréditation 
arrangements berween Westhill College and the University of Birmingham. The académie 
work of the College shall therefore derive directly from the authority of the University 
Senate and the degree awarding status of the University of Birmingham. The activitics of 
teacher training and certificate, diploma and degree programmes (and other awards) currently 
delivered by Westhill College through the accréditation arrangements shall continue under 
the new mechanism. 
Ideptirv 
8. Westhill College shall retain a separate identity within the joint framework of the 
strategie alliance with University of Birmingham providing continuity with its history and 
role. The title of "Westhill College, University of Birmingham" would reflect this although it 
is a working title which could be reviewed. Further discussion of the extemal relations and 
marketing strategy will be required. 
WesthiU College Trustées 
9. The importance of the Trustées in the relationship between Westhill College and 
University of Birmingham is recognised. The Trustées have a responsibility to ensure that the 
requirements of their Trust Deed are met in the joint arrangements, and that the distinctive 
ethos of Westhill College is reflected in its future activities. 
10. Il is clear to both parties that the future development and perhaps the connnued 
existence of the College will dépend upon the widening of the provisions of the Trust Deed 
to allow a broader range of higher éducation activities at the College. Without this, the 
strategie alliance cannot meet its objectives. 
11. A seat on the Council of the University of Birmingham shall be made available for a 
member of the Westhill College Trustées for as long as the strategie alliance remains in 
force. 
Seily Oak Colleges Endowment Trust 
12. It is recognised that, at least through the legai arrangements for the holding of land 
and buildings, the Trustées of Selly Oak Colleges Endowment Trust also have an interest in 
the formation of a strategie alliance between Westhill College and the University of 
Birmingham. This interest should be recognised and addressed in the context of the general 
development of the strategie alliance. 
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Admin is t ra t i ve A r r a n g e m e n t s w i t b thc H i g h e r Educa t ion F u n d i n g C m i n c i l f o r E n g l a n d 
and tbe Teacfaer T r a i n i n g A g e p ç y 
13. ï t is agrccd that thc H igher Education Funding Counci l for England shall be the Icad 
body for accounting purposcs for both University o f B i rmingham and Westh i l l Col lège. This 
wi l l enable a single line o f accountabil ity and a single audit process to be ef fect ive for both 
institutions and for the jo int processes that w i l l corne into being through the stratégie 
alliance. 
14. For funding and accountabil i ty purposes, there shall be a single Financia l 
Mémorandum between the Un ivers i ty o f B i rmingham and the H igher Education Funding 
Council for England covering the activïties o f both Institutions, and reflecting the 
Institutional Plans o f both. T h e V i c e Chancelier o f the Universi ty o f B i r m i n g h a m shall be the 
Designated Ofïïcer for accounting purposes for both the Universi ty o f B i r m i n g h a m and 
Westhi l l Collège including the jo in t activïties developed through the stratégie al l iance. 
Through arrangements to be developed w i th the Higher Education Funding Counci l for 
England, there shall be sepárate identif ication o f the componente o f the B l o c k Grant and 
other funds, of the M A S N and the Student Contract numbers for the Universi ty and the 
Col lège. 
15. Further discussions w i l l be needed about the représentation o f the activïties o f the 
University and the Collège m the statisîical returns that are required, recognising the interests 
o f the Trustées o f Westhi l l Co]]egc. 
16. Further discussion w i l l be needed to determine the mechanisms for funding for 
Westhi l l Collège from the Teacher Tra in ing Agency w i th a v i e w to ensuring that this is 
consistent with the objects o f the stratégie al l iance. 
A d m i n i s t r a t i v e A r r a n g e m e n t s f o r A c a d é m i e P r o g r a m m e s be tween W e s t h i l l Col lège and 
the University- of B i r m i n g h a m 
17. Through the stratégie al l iance, Westhi l l Collège and its staff shall work w i t h in the 
powers and the quality control and assurance processes o f the Senate and the Académie 
Board in a similar way to exist ing staff o f the Universi ty . This w i l l subsume the current 
accréditation process. I t fo l lows, in order to assure quality, that Westh i l l Col lège should 
adopt comxnon procédures for académie management alongside those currer.t w i t h i n the 
Universi ty o f B i rmingham. 
18. Further discussion o f the procédures for the registration, représentation and 
discipline o f students is needed. 
A d m i n i s t r a t i v e A r r a n g e m e n t s to u n d e r - p i n t h e stratégie a l l i ance . 
19. Jointly, the Counci l o f the Univers i ty o f B i rmingham and the Trustées o f Westh i l l 
Col lège shall form a C o m p a n y , l imi ted b y guarantee, to be the vehicle for managing the 
stratégie alliance. T h e Board o f Management o f the Company shall reflect the interests o f the-
two institutions in the al l iance. T h e detailed constitution o f the Board o f Management w i l l 'i 
need to be determined b y discussion. • 
20 . T h e Company w i l l enable the Trustées to meet their obligations under the Trust 
Deed , and wi l l provide a mechanisrn to meet the agreed objectives o f the strategie al l iance. 
2 1 . Joint plans for académie and olher activities at Westh i l l Col lege and the financial and 
management plans to under-pin them shall be agreed through the Board o f Management o f 
the Company . 
22 . T h e necessary assets o f Westhi l l College to achieve the jo in t ly agreed académie and 
business plans shall be made avai lable b y the Trustées o f Westhi l l Co l lege to the al l iance. It 
is not envisaged at least in i r ia l îy thaï the Company should trade in commercia l terms, or that 
it should employ staff. ìt w i B b e a vehicle whereby the Trustées and the Univers i ty Counci l 
can j o i n t l y exercise their g o v e m a n c e responsibilities for the al l iance. 
23 . I t is agreed that the Pr incipal o f Westhi l l Col lege shall become a P ro -V ice 
Chancelier o f the Univers i ty o f Bi irrurignam, and shall be a member ex-qffìcìo o f the Senate, 
Strategy, Planning and Resources Commit tee and the Counci l o f the Univers i ty o f 
B i rmingham. 
24. T h e Principal o f W e s t h i l l College shall be the chief académie and administrative 
officer o f Westh i l l Co l lege , w i t h i n the fxamework agreed jo in t ly through the C o m p a n y , the 
Universi ty Senate and C o u n c i l , and subject to overal l responsibil ity to the V i c e Chancel ier as 
a Pro -V ice Chancellor. 
25. Whereever possible i n the interests o f simplicity and ef f ïc iency, Westhi l l Co l lege 
and the Univers i ty o f B i r m i n g h a m shall adopt c o m m o n S y s t e m s and administrat ive 
processes, relying upon the Un ivers i ty o f B i r m i n g h a m administrat ive departments and 
avoiding duplication. Ar rangements shall be made for an administrat ive présence to be 
provided at the Westh i l l C o l l e g e campus to support staff and students work ing there. 
26. T h e Universi ty o f B i r m i n g h a m has offered to take over the employment o f the staff 
o f Westh i l l Col lege, recognis ing that T U P E would apply. C o m m o n terms and conditions for 
ali o f the staff of the U n i v e r s i t y and the Col lege could be o f benef i t w h e n the objectives o f 
académie development m a y require f lexible work ing across both institutions. Further 
discussion w i l l be needed to determine the m o s ! satisfactory w a y f o r w a r d in this area. 
Discussion w i l l also be requ i red to determine the best m e eh an i sm for the représentation o f 
staff in Westh i l l Col lege. Déc is ions i n this area m a y influence pension arrangements, and 
further considération m a y b e needed to résolve thèse. 
27 . Discussions w i l l b e required between the Gui lds o f Students o f Wes th i l l Co l lege and 
the Univers i ty o f B i r m i n g h a m to determine the best structure for the support o f students i n 
the l ight o f the arrangements agreed by their parent institutions. I t should be noted that, in 
advance o f agreement, the G u i l d o f the Universi ty o f B i r m i n g h a m has agreed that Westh i l l 
College students may have access to the facil it ies at Edgbaston. 
W e s t h i l l C o u r t 
28 . There may be a n e e d fo r a Court for Westh i l l Col lege to p rov ide an annual advisory, 
promotional and n e t w o r k i n g f o r u m , l ink ing the Col lege to its var ious stakeholders i n a w a y 
that the Univers i ty Court m a y not be able to do in a clear w a y . T h i s is part o f preserving;a 
separate but l inked ident i ty fo r Westh i l l Col lege. T h e constitution for such a body w o u l d 
requÏTe careful considérat ion to avoid possible contention w i th the Un ivers i ty Cour t in • 
matt ers o f jo in t interest. 
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Supser Provisions 
29. In the unlikely eveni that either party should wish to wïthdraw from the alliance, at 
least five years' notice will nced to be given in order fully lo safeguard thc interests of staîT 
and students. Discussions will take place wjth a view to devising mechanisms to cnable the 
Trustées to continue to operate the College in the event of the University giving notice of 
withdrawal. 
Nat Sleps 
30. If the alliance is to take effect from August 1999 and maximum advantage obtamed 
from the current Government poìicy to widen participation in further and higher éducation, 
earry agreement will be needed on an académie and business plan. The necessary structures 
can then be put in place to support thèse plans and a criticai path determined. 
DRW/DJA 
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Appendix 4 - document A 
W1DEMNG PARTICIPATION: SPECIAL FUNDING P R O G R A M M E 1998/99 
WESTHILL COLLEGE OF HIGHER EDUCATION AND THE UNIVERSÏTY O F 
CENTRAL £r<GLA^D: B1D FOR PROJECT FUNDING : NEW SITES O F LEARNING; 
UNDER-REPRESENTATJON OF MUSLIM W O M E N 
Preamble 
We applaud the détermination of the Funding Council to establish the exiem of under-
representation in higber éducation of paniculai sections of sociery. We would sugeest that our 
ov>n expérience and that of others indicates that a considérable amount is known already. For 
example, il is widely known that African-Caribbean men are under-represented in higher 
éducation. So too are disaffected young men from low socio-economic groups. There is also 
Pbvidence of under-representation amone Muslim women from certain cornrnunities. It is the 
need of this latter group that this bid seeks in particular to address. 
Both because of their own préférence and because of family pressures, some Muslim women 
wish to study in female only environmems. This is particularly, but not solely, true in the case 
of certain groups of Bangladeshi and Pakistani women. There is évidence in Birmingham, as in 
some other cities, of the virtual disappearance from the éducation System of womèn from thèse 
cornrnunities once they reach their teens. In other cases, there is évidence of women being 
unwilling to study either at any distance from home or in a mixed environment. The City has 
sought to cater for the wishes of thèse groups by maintaining a number of single sex girls' 
schools. In their tum, further éducation institutions have been active in providing éducation 
opponunities in a single gender environment. There is now a need for progression 
opportunités and for increased educational opponunities to be made available for older women 
in thèse cornrnunities. 
The Project Partners 
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The bidding partnership comprises the University of Central England (UCE) and Westhill 
Collège of Higher Education (WH), which is the lead institution for submitting and managing 
the fmanciaî aspects of the project. The allocation of delivery activity and HEFCE funds will 
be in a ratio of 3/5ths to 2/5ths for UCE and WH respectively. The funding allocation will 
reflect the volume of activity undenaken by each HEI. 
Activity 
The newly-created City Collège, Birmingham has a welî-established Women's Academy with 
170 students and European funding to extend the accommodation. South Birmingham Collège 
has access to a number of venues, including use of the Muath Welfare Trust 's premises. The 
latter is a large Muslim communiry organisation which already works with Collège partners to 
provide éducation for women. Thèse two main locations are on opposite sides of Birmingham 
in the heart of Muslim cornrnunities. and represent facilities that will be used to deliver the 
programmes associated with UCE. 
The Wesihil) contribution io the project will be cemred on a séries of pilot studies of a 
'Dynamic Curriculum' Model. This involves developmemal work arisinc from access proiects. 
aduli éducation and new Systems of "open ieamingT and has identified a need to review HE 
curricula in terms of coment as well as modes of delivery. As in other récent approaches to HE 
curriculum development. the emphasis is on ieaming rather than teaching and the individuala 
responsibiliry for learning. 
The iniention of this pan of the project is to develop and test a 'dynamic curriculum' model, 
which recognises innovative Ieaming in praciice. and how différent sites of learning influence 
wbat is learned and bow it is leamed as well as wbere the learning takes place. The case 
siudies will generate three separate but related project data sets, which will be used to assess the 
feasibiliry, validiry and costs of the model, for possible wider use. Community Ieaming 
pannerships and local employers will be involved, where feasible. 
^ The proposed case studies are: 
(a) A joint project led by Westhill College, with the Hindu Women's Network and East 
Birmingham College, to recognise the "Women's Academy" as a site for access and 
opportunity in HE. A range of progression opportunities from the existing A Jevel and 
GNVQ qualifications will be developed, and joint curriculum delivery between Westhill 
College of HE and East Birmingham FE College will be piloted. The existing Westhill 
Islamic Learning programme, which supports progression from FE to HE, will be 
reshaped for women only. 
(b) A joint project led by Westhill College, with the Golden Hillock Mosque. Golden 
Hillock currently provides: an employment centre utilising Koranic languages and 
languages of the sub-continent; a supplememary school; hospital and prison visiting and 
community development and support services in housing and health. The cultural and 
linguistic capacities of the Golden Hillock Islamic community will be placed at the 
centre of a "capacity building" scheme aimed at recognising and developing the 
^ understanding and skills of those providing the community's services (described above). 
^ A séries of courses will be provîded, focussed on Ieaming skills which will include HE 
outcomes and lead to credit recognised by the University of Birmingham and UCE 
probably at Level 1. 
(c) A joint project lead by Westhill College, with the Hindu Council of Birmingham where 
the problems and issues of developing and managing community resources will be 
tested, and learning achievemerrts recognised. The focus of the project will be on the 
development of a learning programme to meet the needs of the professional and 
voluntary managers of a cornmunity temple project (costing approximately £6m and 
opening in 1998). A significant population of Hindu résidents will be ofTered an 
opportunity to acquire self-development and managerial skills. 
The outcome of the projects will be (i) a number of students from traditionally excluded 
backgrounds will be given access to HE and (ii) évaluation of the case studies by the partners 
will indicate the effectiveness of this model for future work across the région in faith 
communities, and possibly for a range of other groups who do not currently access HE. 
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1. Project Aims 
In collaboration whh ils panners. WH and UCE wish 1 0 : 
1.1 investigate the demand for singie-sex higher éducation among Muslim 
women; 
1.2 develop and pilot programmes which can be provided in single sex 
environments within the framework of a 'dynamic curriculum'; 
1.3 design partnership arrangements which will draw upon the opportunities offered 
by part-time, distance, cornmuniry-centred methods of provision and modes of 
delivery and which sponsor credit transfer between and within the partnership 
FE and HE institutions. 
^ ^ 2 . Evidence of Need and Work Programme 
2.1 Evidence of Need 
The preamble to this bid has alluded io the point that under-representation in HE 
may indicate need within defined social, gender and faith communities but that 
there is évidence of this failing to be translated into demand. We would go 
further ai this point and argue that our task is to generate demand and that the 
proposed project cannot simply quantify demand which is pre-existing and pre-
defined. The criticai objective addressed by the project is to engage in action 
research which both identifies and shapes demand for progression to HE, 
simultaneously. 
The following data gathered from the Institute of Employment Research, 
University of Warwick and the Centre for Research in Ethnie Relations is 
relevant to the analysis of need in relation to the partnership FE institutions with 
whom provision will be piloted. 
Overall, 115.5 thousand students were enrolled in the 14 FE collèges in 
Birmingham during the académie year 1996-7, 52.9 per cent of whom were 
female. The following data sets are given in respect of the Partner collèges 
involved in this project. 
College Siudents 1 Male Female Pan Hirne Full-time */• Female % Part-time 
Easi Birniinpham 7833 ! 4297 3536 ' 6210 1623 45.1 J 79.3 
Handsworth 14273 1 6823 7450 12224 2049 52.2 85.6 
South Birmingham 15450 1 7177 8273 11395 4055 53.5 73.8 
Table 1.2: Age, sex and full or part-time status of students 
Ape Group Male remale Ali % ofPaxt-
Time 
% of full-
Timc 
y .o f 
Students Pan-lime Full-time Pan-time Full-ume - Pannime Full-time 
19-24 6659 2498 7614 3100 14273 5598 164 20.6 17.4 
25-34 12762 USI 14175 2183 26937 3364 31.0 12.4 26.6 
35-44 9399 589 10431 1225 19830 1814 22.8 6.7 19.0 
45.54 5513 294 5849 439 11362 733 13.1 2.7 10.6 
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T a b l e ! . ? : Ä f f h r e a k d o w n of y iudents hy college 
1 ColJept Ali siuûrm.' Aj>ec! I M { Acec l t - 2 i Aged :5 anc 
Over 
! Sc I t - l i 
1 
M 19-2- l
-t 25 anc pvc: : 
i 1 East Birmingham ColiePf. 1305 i:?5 5 i : : f I t : Ifc.fr 65.t- ! 
: HanojworJi Collect uz:-* J9-»c 968t- 1 13.: 17.f 68.1 1 
1 £.puih Birmincham Collect i 5 : m 3465 950-i i i t . : 157 62.5 1 
Table 1.4 presemi ihe broad eihnic breakdown of srudents enrolied ai further educaiion colleges in Birmingham and Solihull. Overali. 
nearlv 34 thousand (29.2 pei ceni) were fjom minoriry ethnic groups, the majority of whom were from the three South Asian eihnic 
groups (Indian. Pakistani and Bancladeshi). mosi of the remainder being from one of the Black ethnic groups (Black-Caribbean. Black-
African or Black-Other). 
Table 1.4: Ethnic composition of students by college 
- Nutrirei of students Pcrcentaee of" siudents bv broad ethnic Eroup 
College Ali White Minoriry Ali minoriti' Black South Asian 1 Chinese and 
Ethnic 
Groups 
Ethnic 
Groups 
"Other" 
Easi BirminEham College 7833 4849 2163 27.6 8.7 15.9 1 3.0 
Hand5wonh Colleee 14173 5824 7574 53.1 18.3 29.7 1 5.0 
k South Birmingham Colite; 15450 7S37 6130 39.7 7.1 27.4 ! 5.2 
Contrasts in the characierisiics of srudenis by ethnic group are summarised in Table 3.5. The female share of srudents was greatest in 
the Chinese and Black-Caribbean ethnic groups and smallest in the Pakistani and Biack-African ethnic groups. Nearly four-fifths of 
white studenti were srudying part-time. Among minoriry ethnic groups, rwo-thirds were studying part-time, with black srudenis most 
lìkeiv io be srudying pan-lime (notably Black-Caribbean and Black-African srudents), while rwo-thirds of lndian students were 
srudying part-time. 
Table 1.5: Characteristics of students by ethnic group 
All Male Female Part-time Full-time Aged Aged Aged 25 
Students 16-18 19-24 and over 
White 72150 47.8 52.2 79.4 20.6 17.9 16.8 63.7 
Minorin-ethnic croups 43.5 56.5 66.5 33.5 27.4 19.0 50.9 
lndian 7983 43.2 56.8 68.3 31.7 29.6 16.2 49.3 
Pakistani 9629 48.0 52.0 61.8 38.2 36.2 22.9 38.7 
Bangladeshi 1595 50.7 49.3 56.2 43.8 38.8 22.1 36.9 
All ethnie eroups 115454 47.1 52.9 76.4 23.6 19.9 17.2 60.5 
Participation rates 
^Table 2.1 présents the overali participation rates for maies, females by broad âge group for Birmingham, Solihull and the two boroughs 
taken together. Around an eighth of 19 to 24 year olds were students at the 14 collèges, but women in this age group were much more 
likely to be students than men, less than a tenth of whom were anending further éducation colleges. The higher participation rates of 
w'omen relative to men are maintained in ail older age groups. Participation rates decline with age, more slowly for women than for 
men. 
Table 2.1: Perceniage of population enrolied in Birmingham and Solihull collèges by age and sei 
Birmingham Solihull Birmingham and Solihull 
Abc Group Males Ferna! es ! AJ1 Maies Females Ail Maies Females Ali 
All apes 5.1 6.7 ! 5.9 4.9 7.1 6.0 5.1 6.8 5.9 
16-18 33.8 34.8 1 34.3 45.0 50.6 47.6 35.4 37.0 36.2 
19-24 9.9 13.6 1 11.7 9.4 13.4 11.3 9.8 13.5 11.6 
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Evidence dra\vn from the widening participation data includes: 
• The desirabiliry from the students r point of view of pan-time provision. 
• The share of fuîl-iime studenis participatine in partner collèges declined 
steadily with age; older women are studying mainly part-lime. 
• Opportunities for older members of minoriry ethnie and faiih groups exist 
but are not iaken up in the same proportions as for white and Chinese and 
Black-Caribbean people. 
• In Birmingham, the largest single ethnie minoriry group among students is 
the 9.500 Pakistani population; mature women within this particular 
population we suspect are poorly represented since in relation to white 
people to minoriry ethnie groups the population of Pakistani students is 
smaller. 
• People from minoriry ethnie groups particularly Black-Caribbean and 
Pakistani people are more likely 10 anend local collèges than white people 
supporting tbe view that local leaming communities are of vital significance. 
• Women from certain ethnie groups between the ages of 16 and 24 tend to 
'disappesr'' from participation in the preparatory stages of progression to HE. 
• Pakistani and Bangladeshi people have amongst the Iowest levéis of 
participation in FE at the older age levéis. 
2 . 2 Research Phase: January - March 1999 
2 3 Programme Development: March - December 1999 
2.4 Delivery Development: September 1999 onwards 
Project Management 
3.1 Steering Committee: 
Deputy Principal, WH (Chair) 
Director of Académie Quality and Support Department, UCE (Deputy Chair) 
Director of Lifelong Leaming, WH 
College représentatives of local FE collèges 
Représentatives from partner organisations such as the Muath Welfare Trust 
Project Managers (x2) 
Director of Centre for Research into Quality, UCE 
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5.2 Project Team 
Project Manager?* 
Research siaiTfrom the Centre for Research imo Qualiry. UCE 
Siaff seconded from City Colleee. Birmingham and South Birmingham 
College 
* Project Managers (who will be appointed from the staff of UCE and of WH or one of the 
partner colleges or communiry organisations collaborating in the project) ideally will be 
women. The persons appointed will have an understanding of and sympathy with the needs and 
beliefs of Muslim women. 
Programme development and deliveiy mechanisms will as far as possible seek to build upon the 
HETs and their partner colleges1 existing arrangements for collaborative provisión. Thus the 
project is designed to concéntrate upon programmes and delivery mechanisms geared 
speciñcally to the needs of the target group. Funds derived from the core activities will be 
available however to suppon a proponion of the development and delivery costs for these 
programmes and stafTof the HEl's and Colleges, with guidance and support from the project 
team, will contribute to the project. 
3.3 Project Management Structure 
3.3.1 Management Structure 
The Project team, under the leadership of the WH and UCE Project 
Managers, will be responsible for the day-to-day operation of the project 
and will submit regular progress reports to the Steering Committee 
during the research, programme development and delivery development 
phases. The Steering Committee will be responsible for the 
establishment of mechanisms to monitor progress and evalúate 
outcomes and will be chaired by the Deputy Principal of WH 
representing the lead HEI with an altérnate and Deputy chair provided by 
UCE as indicated in 3.1 above. 
3.3.2 Communications and Meetings 
The Project team will meet fortnightly throughout 1999. The 
frequency of meetings subsequently when partnership 
arrangements for delivery are being finalised will be determined 
in the light of experience of the task. 
The Steering Committee will meet at least four times during 1999 
and more frequently in the last quarter if deemedinecessary. It will 
continué to meet in 2000 as necessary. 
3.3.3 Work Programme 
See timescale set out in 2 above. 
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5.4 Evaluation. Monitoring and Dissemination 
lliese pilot studies and deliver}' projects will be carefully evaluated as part of the 
respective UCE and WesthillflJniversity of Birmingham overall strategies for the 
development of responsive and widened participation. In both cases a formal 
evaluation repon will be submitted to the Project Steering Group. UCE will 
appoint a Senior Researcher who will be capable of directing the evaluation 
report on behalf of both HE institutions. 
Monitoring of progress and results and their dissemination will be the 
responsibility of the respective project managers in both bidding institutions. 
Wiihin WH. programme development will also be within the remit given to the 
project manager for the College's pilot studies and projects. 
Dissemination will be through formal project reports on progress, through a 
quarterly project bulletin distributed through the FE and HE regional networks 
and placed on the WH and UCE internet web sites and via a publication on 
"New Learning Communities - towards the dynamic curriculum", which will be, 
it is anticipated, a substantial monograph on this theme. 
leering National and Regional Criteria 
National Criteria 
4.1.1 Meets a clear need 
The und er-repre sentati on of Muslim women from certain communities is 
well established. This project aims to build upon the success of women-
only education at school and FE level by providing progression to HE. 
4.1.2 Promotes a longer term commitment to widening participation 
In addition to the above aims, the project seeks to establish and extend a 
framework of partnerships, procedures and systems to ensure a long-term 
commitment to promoting HE and meeting the demands of the target 
group in the future. 
- 4.1.3 Develops synergy with other funding sources and partnerships 
UCE, WH and their local partner FE Colleges are active and committed partners 
in many local and regional initiatives and partnerships including: 
Widening Participation: the Birmingham and Solihull Partnership 
The Birmingham Lifelong Learning Forum 
The West Midlands HE/TEC Network 
The Birmingham Education Business Partnership 
A local and regional network of associated and accredited Colleges of UCE 
The University of Birmingham and Westhill College Alliance. 
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Trie HETs and Colleges work very closely wiih local communiiies and local authoriiie 
and have a significarli level of expérience in çaining fundinc in partnership \viih others 
The panners are also very active in the delivery of EC structural funded projects. 
Regional Cîiieria 
The proposai specificali)' targets one regional criterion: 
"'Communityprojea whichwiïl address knownpriority areasfor 
widening access in the région " 
h also contribuées to a second regional criterion: 
"Feasibility studies. considering whether it is possible to replicate 
successful projects in widening participation in différent areas and/or on a 
wider scale'\ 
lt will contribute to the second ofthe above criteria îhrough the mechanism of the 
regional HEI Widening Participation Network of which both HE partners are members. 
Funding Sougbt 
UCE 
5.1 Establish the level of demand for HE from the targeted community: 
Staff: 
Senior Researcher 8850.00 
Research Assistant 4425.00 
Travel Subsidence 500.00 
Consumables 500.00 
14275.00 
5.2 Devise and develop programmes of study to satisfy the demands 
established. It is expected that development work will continue into early 2000 
so that programmes can be offered from September 2000. 
Programme Deve)opment Staff 10000.00 
Consumables 725.00 
10725.00 
5.3 Establish a framework of partnerships, procédures and Systems to ensure 
a long-term commitment to promoting HE and meeting the demands of 
the target groups in the future. 
Development Staff 5000.00 
TOTAL 30000.00 
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Y\ e f l h i l l Co l lege o f H i g h e r E d u c a t i o n 
5.4 Staff 
Researcher 5000.00 
Travel Subsidence 500.00 
Consumables 500.00 
6000.00 
5.5 Programme Development 
Staff 10000.00 
Consumables 1000.00 
Travel Subsistence ¡000-00 
12000.00 
5.6 Materials Development and 
Accréditation 2000.00 
TOTAL 20000.00 
5.7 O v e r a l l p r o j e c t t o t a l £ 5 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 
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Proposal for w i d c n i n g Parlicipalion -Cover Sheel 
Lead Institution: Wesihill College of Higher Education 
Tille of Proposal: New Site? of Leaming: Women-friendly higher education for Muslims 
Objectives of Proposal: Increasing the participation of Minorin' Ethnie and Muslim Women in 
HE through the use of a dynamie curriculum model of leaming 
Funding sought from the Couacih £50000.00 
UCE W H 
g a l a r y Costs: 28275.00 15000.00 
Travei and Subsistence 1725.00 3000.00 
Other (Materials and Accréditation) 2000.00 
Indirect costs 
Sub-Total 30000.00 20000.00 
Total £50,000.00 
Timeseale overwhich funding is sought: from Januaryl999 to December 1999 
Partners: City Collège Birmingham, South Birmingham Collège and Muslim 
Community organisations. 
Contact name and address at lead institution: 
Dr David Daviés 
Deputy Principal 
Westhill Collège of Higher Education 
Weoley Park Road 
Selly Oak 
West Midlands B29 6LL 
Téléphone Number: 0121-475 7245 email: d.davies@westhill.ac.uk 
Signature of head of institution (or représentative): 
Name and Position: 
~J)tu^d ~J)ćf^tj ?tu~c^p*JL 
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Tb Heads of HEFCE-funded higher éducation institutions 
Of interest to those responsable for Access, collaboration, learning and teaching strategy 
Référence 98/35 
Publication date June 1998 
Enquiries to Yvonne Perry tel 011 7 931 7233 
e-mail y.perTy@hefce.ac.uk 
Emma Koiston te! 0 1 1 7 9 3 1 7107 
e-mail e.koiston@hefce.ac.uk 
Wendy Rigby tel 0117 931 7324 
e-mail w.rigby@hefce.ac.uk 
Executive Summary 
Purpose 
This document invites proposais for funding in \99B-99 to help 
widen participation in higher éducation. 
Key points 
1. We have allocated £1.5 million in 1998-99 to this initiative, 
which focuses on building partnerships between higher 
éducation institutions (HEIs) and other organisations. 
2. HEIs funded by the HEFCE are eligible to bid for funds. 
Further éducation collèges and other organisations may be 
included in collaborative proposais led by an HEI . 
3. We will aliocate the funds regionally, to support partnerships 
which can address low demand from under-represenred groups 
by encouragïng progression into and within higher éducation. 
We encourage institutions to work together, and with other 
organisations in the région, to deveiop either a single, combined 
proposai or a suite of collaborative proposais. 
4. Partnership proposais should respond to a clear régional or 
local need, and promote longer-term institutional commitment to 
widening participation. They should also address régional 
priorities. Thèse priorities are being identified at our régional 
seminars in July. We will confirm the régional priorities to 
institutions by the end of July. 
Action required 
5. Institutions should send copies of proposais to Emma 
Koiston at the HEFCE to arrive no later than Wednesday 
23 September 1998. We will announce the outcome in 
December 1998. 
Background 
6. There is an accepted need to incrcase the 
participation in HE of srudems from under-
represented groups, particularly from lower 
socio-economic groups, borh for higher éducation 
to play a greater rôle in increasing social equiry in 
the United Kingdom, and to use the talents of its 
people berter. 
7. The HEFCE's new standing commirtee on Equal 
Opportunities, Access and Lifelong Learning 
(EQUALL) is advising us on developing a longer-
term funding strategy to encourage wider 
participation in HE. In anticipation of this strategy, 
we are running a spécial funding programme for 
1998-99, concentrating on building partnerships 
and disseminating and promoting good practice. 
8. The programme will help to lay the foundations 
for effective institutional stratégies in rhe future, 
and to initiate acrivities for developmem in 
1999-2000 and beyond. 
Aims and principles 
9. Our aim is to enable HEIs to build partnerships 
with other organisations to widen participation in 
higher éducation. 
10. We want to encourage HEIs to play a more 
active rôle in stimularing demand for HE from 
under-represented groups. Many of the causes of 
low participation from disadvantaged groups fall 
outside the HE sector. Within thèse groups demand 
from suitabfy qualifïed entrants or those wirh the 
abiliry ro benefn, is currently limited. The reasons 
for this include low expecrations and low 
attainment levels, with conséquent low rates of 
progression to H E . 
11 . There are opportunities for HEIs to raise 
expecrations and improve attainment and 
progression rates, by working in partnership with 
other organisations, such as schools, further 
éducation collèges, employers and cornmuniry 
developmem bodies. Thèse partnerships can address 
low demand by stimularing and facilitating 
progression into and within higher éducation. 
12. The regional and local aspects of widening 
participation are crucial. Most collaborations 
between HEIs and other partners take place within 
a region, reflecting the relative lack of mobility of 
under-represented groups. Many other sources of 
funding are also targeted regionali}'. Some of these 
have similar themes - for example, the FEFC's 
Strategic Partnership Fund, the Government's Single 
Regeneration Budget and European Union Funding 
- which provide an opportunity for synergies 
between Council funding and other programmes. 
Scope and funding 
13. Institutions themselves will wish to determine 
the focus of the partnerships. There is already 
significant experience in seeking to widen 
participation in all sectors of education and 
training, much of which reflects regional diversity. 
Some areas have made considerable progress in 
developing regional and local strategies. We aim to 
work with these strategies, as well as within our 
own national strategy, to achieve the most benefit 
with the funding available. 
14. Wc have allocated a total of £i.5 million in 
1998-99 T O this initiative, divided among nine 
regions according to need. We have measured need 
by the number of young people from poor 
neighbourhoods in each region who do not enter 
higher education. This definition draws upon 
research by the HEFCE's Statistical Unit, which 
describes students' backgrounds by neighbourhood 
type rather than socio-economic group. The 
initiative, however, is aimed at all age groups and 
not only young people. 
15. The funds available in 1998-99 for each region 
are shown at Annex A. We expect to increase 
funding for the widening participation programme 
in future years. 
16. Since the amount of money to be allocated in 
1998-99 is quite small, we believe that it might best 
be used to help establish or consolidate a strategic 
approach. This could involve regions, subject areas, 
institutions or other groupings. The aim would be 
to build a framework within which future projects 
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would bc more effective. We would encourage HEIs 
and other stakeholders within régions to reduce the 
competitive aspect of bidding as far as possible, and 
to work together to produce either a combined 
project or a suite of projects thaï complément one 
another. 
Strategie approach 
17. A strategie approach might include éléments 
such as analysing need, developing partnerships, 
and building capaciry. 
Analysing need 
18. To develop effective stratégies in the longer 
term, we need to understand the nature of low 
participation of particular groups in any area, and 
what is currentlyconstraining growth in 
participation. It is also important to understand the 
nature and extent of existing partnerships that are 
effective. Projects might involve: 
• analysing local need 
• examining existing initiatives and target groups 
• mapping existing partnerships 
• ïdentifying gaps in practices and partnerships. 
Developing partnerships 
19. Partnerships are an important mechanism for 
sharing expertise, particularly across différent 
éducation and business sectors. Where they operate 
informally, they might benefit from a higher profile, 
which could encourage a more systematic approach 
to learning from the expériences of others. 
Partnerships often help to promote and embed 
successfui practice. Projects might involve: 
• evaluating effective partnerships 
• setting objectives and priorities for partnerships 
• outlining plans and stratégies for régional or 
local activity 
• establishing responsibilities, timescales and 
targets. 
Building capaciry 
20. Partnerships might consider how they can help 
to promote H E to a wider community and how they 
can develop staff in HE to manage the demands of 
a more diverse student body. Projects might involve: 
• building and developing the rôle of partnerships 
• developing staff awareness of and commitment 
to widening participation 
• identifying resources, both within and outside 
HEIs 
• establishing mechanisms for monitoring and 
measuring progress. 
Criteria and Priorities 
National criteria 
21. Each bid will need to satisfy the following 
national criteria. Thèse are threshold criteria, 
necessary but not sufficient for the success of a 
proposai. 
Meet a clear need 
22. Institutions should demonstrate that a particular 
need exists in the région or locally and show how 
their proposai will help to meet this need. They 
should specify the outeomes that they wili measure 
to assess the effectiveness of their project. 
Promote longer-term commitment to 
widening participation 
23. Proposais should show how the funding sought 
will promote longer-term commitment to widening 
participation. 
Develop synergy with other funding 
sources and partnerships 
24. Institutions should identify other relevant 
funding sources and partnerships that exist in the 
area, and state how their proposai links to and 
builds upon thèse networks. 
Régional priorities 
25. In addition to threshold national criteria, each 
proposai will need to address régional priorities. 
Thèse priorities may differ from région to région. 
We are consulting with institutions and other bodies 
to identify the priorities relevant to their région, 
through a séries of régional seminars. 
26. We will confirm the régional priorities to 
institutions by the end of July. 
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Assessment 
27. The HEFCE's Regional Consultants have set up 
regional advisor)' networks, or other groups of key 
players involved in regional strategies for widening 
participation. These will assess the proposals and 
advise the HEFCE Board. 
Bidding rules 
28. HEIs directly funded by the Council are eligible 
to submit proposals. As indicated above {paragraph 
16 ), we hope that institutions and others will 
• reduce the competitive element of bidding for funds. 
We are seeking collaborative proposals: these may 
be a single, combined proposal from institutions 
and other stakeholders in a region, or a suite of 
linked proposals. 
29. There must be a lead HEI for all bids to ensure 
clear lines of accountability for the use of funds. 
Further education colleges and other organisations 
may be included in collaborative proposals led by 
an HE I . 
30. All activities in a proposal must satisfy- the 
threshold national criteria and address the regional 
priorities. 
Monitoring 
31. We will ask institutions to provide information 
about progress in achieving their objectives and we 
may audit the extent to which institutions have 
implemented their proposals. 
Application Process 
32. Proposals should be no more that four sides of 
A4 plus a cover sheet, except where a Regional 
Consultant requests additional information. If " — 
submitting hard copy we require 6 copies of each 
proposal and cover sheet. A template for the cover 
sheet is at Annex B. 
Timetable 
33. Institutions should post hard copies o: 
proposals to Emma Koiston, HEFCE. Northavon 
House, Coldharbour Lane. Bristol BS16 1QD, to 
arrive no later than 23 September 199S. We will 
accept proposals by facsimile or e-mail. I : using 
e-mail the format used should be either .TXT, .RTF, 
Word 97 or earlier, or WordPerfect 5.1 or earlier. 
34. The relevant regional advisory network or oth 
group will assess the proposals and advise the 
HEFCE Board in December 1998. 
35. We will announce the outcome in December 
1998 so that partnerships can begin to implement 
rheir proposals in January 1999. Institutions will 
have until to 31 December 1999 to use the funds. 
Annex A 
Regional distribution of funds 1998-99 
Region £ 
North-East 156,000 
North-West 212,000 
Merseyside 86,000 
Yorkshire and Humberside 210,000 
East Midlands 126,000 
West Midlands 206,000 
Eastern 96,000 
London 195,000 
SouuVEast 117,000 
South-West 96,000 
Annex B 
Proposai for widening participation 
Cover sheet 
Lead institution 
Title of proposai 
Objectives of proposai 
£ 
Funding sought from the Council: Salar)' costs 
Travel and subsistence 
Other (e.g. surveycosts-piease specify) 
Indirect costs 
Total 
Tìmescale Over which funding is sought: from (month) 1999 to (month) 1999 
Partners 
Contact name and address at lead institution 
Telephone number E-mail address 
Signature of head of institution (or représentative)! 
Name and position 
1
 If providing proposai by e-mai) please provide ryped 
confirmation rhat the Vice Chancellor supports the application. 
e HEFCE 96/35 
Higher Education Fundìng Council for England 
Northavon House 
Coldharbour Lane 
BRISTOL 
BS161QD 
Tel 0117 931 7317 
Fax 0117 931 7203 
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Executive summary 
Purpose 
1. We plan to introduce new funding 
arrangements in 1999-2000 to encourage 
institutions to widen participation in higher 
éducation. This paper invites comments on our 
broad strategy for widening participation and 
our related funding proposais. 
Key points 
2. We propose a strategy which encourages 
institutions to increase the participation of 
under-represented groups and to ensure that 
such scudents succeed. We will also encourage 
collaboration berween higher éducation 
institutions (HEIs) and ocher éducation sectors, 
to tackle the problems of poor progression rates. 
3. We recognise diversiry in institutional 
approach to widening participation, and 
acknowledge that many H E institutions have 
strong track records in this area. We expect new 
funding to lead to an overall improvernent in the 
représentation and rétention of spécifie groups in 
H E ; and this will be achieved by recognising the 
costs of existing activity and by new initiatives. 
We would expect institutions to set improvernent 
targets, and to monitor performance against 
them. 
4. We propose a combination of funding 
approaches, through the mainstream teaching 
funding method, the allocation of addiriona! 
student numbers, and spécial funding initiatives. 
The balance would lie more towards mainstream 
funding, through additional funds for disabled 
students and students from poor backgrounds, 
and the allocation of additional student numbers 
to widen participation. 
5. We propose to encourage institutions to 
develop cohérent stratégies for the recruitment 
and progression of students, particularly those 
from under-represented groups, by relating our 
funding to such stratégies. 
6. We would iike to spend up to £30 million to 
support both mainstream and spécial funding 
proposais in 1999-2000 but this will dépend in 
part on the détails of the additional resources 
which the Government has provided following 
the Comprehensive Spending Review. Final 
funding décisions will be made in December, 
following this consultation and the more detailed 
announcement of Government expenditure plans 
for H E in 1999-2000 and beyond, to be made in 
the autumn. 
Action required 
7. Issues for consultation are highlighted 
throughout the text and summarised in 
paragraph 53. Please send any comments on 
thèse proposais to Nicola Dowds by Monday 
2 November 1998. 
Background 
S. Since ils esrablishmenr the HEFCE has been 
commirted ro widening participation in higher 
educarion. More recently, in the light of the 
emphasis given to widening participation in the 
Dearing report, and its central importance to the 
Governmenr's lifelong learning policy, this has 
become a majorpriority for the HE agenda. 
9.- We have established an advisory commirtee on 
Equal Opportunities, Access and Lifelong Learning 
(EQUALL), chaired by Dr David Fussey, Vice-
Chancellor of the University of Greenwich. 
10. Following advice from the EQUALL 
Committee, initial proposais on how we could 
encourage institutions to widen participation were 
discussed at our Annual Conférence in Aprii 1998 
and in régional seminars throughout june and July. 
Thèse discussions have in/ormed the proposais 
outlined here for consultation. 
Issues and principles 
11. Higher éducation institutions (HEIs) have 
achieved a great deal in the last few years in terms 
of widening the profile of the student population. 
HE is a far more inclusive activity than it was. For 
example, women now account for a majority of HE 
students, whereas 20 years ago rhey represented 
one-third. Students from ethnie minority 
backgrounds, raken together, are well represented 
(although some groups, such as Moslem women 
and young black Caribbean men, are still 
signifîcantJy under-represented). And there i= now a 
well established tradition of participation in H E by 
mature students. 
12. However, much remains to be done to increase 
the participation of certain groups who continue ro 
be under-represented. Our research shows that 
young people from the wealthiest backgrounds are 
12 rimes more likefy to enter HE than those rrom 
the poorest backgrounds1. This is based on snalysis 
which marries postcodes with information rrom the 
census and other surveys, including surveys on 
family income. 
13. We can play a significanr rôle in encouraging 
institutions to widen participation further, primarily 
through funding incentives. However, in doing so 
we musr be careful to avoid potential problems and 
uninrended conséquences. In parricular: 
a. The options open to the Councî) are on the 
supply side. However, the main problem is one 
of demand, and in particular the availability of 
qualified students from disadvantaged groups. 
HEIs have an important rôle to play: they can 
take action to widen the population from which 
they recruit students; and they can aiso iink 
with schools, FE collèges and community 
groups ro raise expectations and improve 
attainment rares among those young people 
with the potential to benefit from H E . 
b. We know that différent institutions have very 
différent profiles of social mix in their student 
populations - and we will soon share this 
information with individua) institutions. We 
aiso know that there is a corrélation between 
social class and success at 18 years in level three 
qualifications (A-ievels and their équivalents). 
We must be careful nor to pénalise institutions 
for failing to be socially inclusive simply 
because they have particular entry requirements. 
On the other hand, it appears that institutions 
could do more to recruit appropriately qualified 
students from poor backgrounds. That they do 
not do so now may be due to either inadéquate 
information and advice to students, or 
weaknesses in institutional recruitment policies 
and processes. In their own interests, and that 
of students, we would like more institutions to 
address their recruitment stratégies, particularly 
to idenrify students who have the abiliry to 
benefit but who may have qualifications or 
expérience other than A-levels - for example, by 
emulating those instirutions which already 
recognise qualifications such as GNVQs , 
Edexcel national diplomas, and nationally 
kitemarked Access Courses in their recruitment 
policies. 
1
 The Influence ni Neigbbourbciod Type on Participation in Hr-hrr 
Educaiion - intérim Reporr". H E F C E , April 1997. 
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. . I he tuais .it our support should not be only on 
titillait n-cruitment. Our research shows how 
nun-completion (defined as students failing to 
achieve the goal which they had set for 
themselves in a particular year) correlates with a 
number of factors, particularly entry 
qualifications and social class. We must be sure 
that wider participation in H E does not simply 
result in more students failing. Within our 
proposed funding programme we seek to 
support institutions in establishing and 
improving structures that help students from 
non-traditional backgrounds to succeed. 
14. Following from this, we believe that a number 
of key principles should underpin our approach to 
funding widening participation in H E : 
a. Access to achievement - we should encourage 
institutions not only to increase the 
participation of students from under-represented 
groups but also to help such students succeed. 
b. Increased collaboration - priority should be 
given to collaboration between HEIs and 
partners from other education sectors to 
improve progression routes to H E for under-
represented groups. 
c. Recognising diversity - we should avoid 
prescription in our.funding and allow for 
differences in institutional approach, adopting 
different funding approaches to recognise the 
diversity of missions and strategies in the sector. 
d. Targeting certain groups - emphasis should be 
placed on improving the representation of 
particular disadvantaged groups. 
Funding objectives 
15. In the light of the previous discussion we 
propose that our funding objectives should be to: 
a. Reward proven success and encourage 
institutional improvement in widening 
participation. 
b. Recognise the additional costs of providing 
access to under-represented groups. 
c. Increase the representation in H E of particular 
disadvantaged groups - for example, disabled 
students, young people from poor backgrounds, 
and those who missed out on H E opportunities 
first time round. 
d. Build partnerships between HEIs, schools and 
especially the FE sector to improve the 
progression rates to HE of previously 
disadvantaged students. 
e. Promote and disseminate good practice in 
strategies to widen participation. 
f. Support activity designed to retain students. 
g. Encourage collaboration between HEIs to 
promote the above objectives. 
16. We seek comments on the proposed principles 
and funding objectives underpinning our approach 
to widening participation in higher education. 
Targets 
17. We would like to consider whether we should 
set targets for improving the participation of under-
represented groups. To determine whether our 
funding objectives have been met, or whether the 
proposed funding mechanisms are having an 
impact, we may need measurable targets. However, 
there are a number of tensions to be resolved. 
18. On the one hand, sector-wide targets would 
provide a focus for both Council and institutional 
activity. They would enable us to monitor progress 
towards improved participation rates of 
disadvantaged groups as well as the impact of our 
funding strategy. Specific national targets could 
provide an important marker for individual 
institutions' strategic objectives. On the other hand, 
the basis for establishing national targets is unclean, 
particularly given that future participation rates of 
some groups may be largely determined by factors 
outside the control of H E . Quantitative targets may 
not reflect the cultural and organisation changes 
which may be necessary within some institutions. 
19. In keeping with the proposal to place increased 
emphasis on institutions' own participation 
strategies (see paragraphs 43-50), a better approach 
would be to require institutions to provide a range 
of strategic targets and performance indicators 
against which they would monitor achievement of 
their goals. These, aggregated across the sector, 
would provide us with measures against which to 
monitor progress and the impact of policy across 
the sector. Institution-based targets and performance 
measures could eventually provide benchmarks for 
institutions, which could have a more constructive 
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impacr rhan sector-wide tarsiers. They would aiso 
enable institutions to responû to the need to widen 
participation within the conrexr of their own 
mission and circumstances. 
20. We would expect institutions to include rwo key 
targets against which we would monitor both 
institutional and sector progress: 
a. Targets for improving the représentation of 
spécifie under-represented groups. 
b. Targets for improvements in student rétention, 
particularly for non-traditïonal students. 
21 . Our Performance lndicarors Steering Group will 
be developing a range of performance indicarors 
and benchmarks which recognise the diversity of the 
sector. The group has agreed in principle to a range 
of indicators which will measure the exrent to 
which institutions recruit from under-represented 
groups. Measures of student progression have aiso 
been idenrified. We will seek comments from 
institutions on thèse performance indicators early in 
1999. 
22. We seek comments on our proposais to require 
institutions to provide targets and performance 
measures against which to monitor improvements in 
widening participation. 
Funding mechanisms 
23. In order to meet our funding objectives we 
propose that a combinarion of funding approaches 
should be introduced, both through the mainstream 
reaching funding merhod and through spécial 
funding initiatives. 
Mainstream funding 
24. In providing funds for teaching in the future we 
propose to allocate to institutions additional funds 
in respect of the participation of certain types of 
student. Thèse additional funds would provide for 
the additional costs of provision for such students, 
support proven success in widening participation 
and provide an incentive for institutions to improve 
in this respect. The srudent-related additional funds 
would be for students from poor backgrounds, and 
for students with disabilities. 
Students f rom poor backgrounds 
25. The purpose of this new student-related funding 
would be to recognise the additional costs which 
more pro-active recruitment stratégies for this group 
of students would incur. Such stratégies could 
include developing alternative routes and pathways 
for entry to H E ; summer schools for access and 
recruitment; Compacts between HEIs and schools; 
_uidance and counsclling at application and entry 
stages. 
26. The additional funds would aiso recognise the 
costs of appropriate support structures (académie 
and pastoral) to ensure thèse students complète 
their courses. In allocating the additional funds we 
would expect more of such activity to take place in 
institutions to ensure wider participation. 
27. So far, there has been no reliable way to define 
and measure such students. However, if we are ro 
use funding to improve the participation of students 
from poor backgrounds, we need to agrée an 
appropriate measure. There are rwo main 
alternatives: indicators based on social class and on 
geodemographic techniques. The sole source for the 
former would at présent be information from the 
Universities and Collèges Admissions Service 
(UCAS). However, this applies only to full-time 
students, and is based on their own description of 
their parents' occupation. Geodemographic 
techniques, on the other hand, provide a measure 
related to social background for almost ail students. 
We are able to use postcodes ro link each student in 
each institution to a classification of neighbourhood 
type, from the most deprived to the most affluent. 
However, this is by no means a précise measure of 
social class. (More detailed discussion of thèse 
alternatives is at Annex A.) 
28. We believe that geodemographic analyses 
provide a sufficientiy robust basison which to 
allocate funds at the institutional levé! to encourage 
wider participation. However. we invite views on 
this. and on possible alternatives. 
29. We propose that an appropriate payment should 
relate ro the number of full-time équivalent students 
from poor backgrounds (idenrified by whichever 
measure of poor background is agreed after this 
consultation). The value of the payment will be 
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based on further analysis of the additional costs 
associated with the recruitment and retention of 
such students, and the money available in 
1999-2000. 
Additional funds for students with disabilities 
30 . We recognise that institutions providing for 
disabled srudents incur additional costs. Until now 
the absence of a robust measure to count and 
monitor such students has prevented us from 
recognising these costs by applying a student-related 
premium. However, the Government has recently 
removed the means test for the Disability Student 
Allowance (DSA), so receipt of the DSA could be 
used to identify disabled students more accurately 
than in the past. Furthermore, if the DSA is 
extended to postgraduate and parr-time students -
as is currently being considered by the Government 
- it would be an even more accurate measure. 
Therefore, we propose to introduce a srudent-
related additional payment for all disabled students, 
defined as students who receive a DSA. This could 
be introduced in 2 0 0 0 - 0 1 , when we expect to have 
suitable data on DSAs. 
3 1 . We propose that an appropriate payment - to be 
based on the money available, and current research 
into the costs of base-level provision for all disabled 
students - is applied to the number of srudents who 
receive a Disability Student Allowance. 
3 2 . The additional payments will be made in the 
allocation of funds for teaching and wi l l be re­
calculated each year based on the number of 
relevant students recruited by each institution. 
33 . Comment is invited on: 
a. The proposal to introduce student-related 
payments in the teaching funding method for 
students from poor backgrounds and for 
students wi th disabilities. 
b. The use of either social class or geodemographic 
data to measure students from poor 
backgrounds for funding purposes, as discussed 
in detail in Annex A. 
Additional student numbers 
34. We have already included widening access for 
groups under-represented in H E as a key national 
priority in allocating additional student numbers in 
1998-99. This will continue to be a specific criterion 
in the allocation process, and it will direcr increased 
student numbers to institutions with a commitment 
to widening participation. In particular, we 
recognise the important role which many further 
education colleges play in widening participation in 
H E , because they are local, and because they 
provide H E certificate and diploma-level 
programmes. We would expect FE colleges with H E 
provision ro benefit from rhe emphasis given to H E 
diploma-level provision in rhe Government's plans 
for growth in H E , to encourage the development 
both of efficient and effective progression routes to 
degree level and of H E diploma-level qualifications 
as routes into employment. We will soon issue an 
invitation to bid for additional student numbers in 
1999-2000 to all H E institutions and all FE 
colleges. 
35. We invite comments on our proposal to 
continue to give.priority to widening participation, 
and to diploma-level provision, in the allocation of 
additional student numbers. 
Special funding 
36. Special funding enables us to direct funds to 
support or develop specific activities with particular 
outcomes. Most special funding is allocated through 
a competitive bidding process. We intend to 
earmark special funds for: 
a. Building partnerships between HEIs , schools, FE 
colleges (in particular) and other providers to 
improve progression routes to H E for under-
represented groups. This will complement the 
activity presently raking place in the FE sector 
in response to the Kennedy report, 'Learning 
Works' . In future years we intend to develop 
joint initiatives with the Further Education 
Funding Council. 
b. Disseminating and embedding good practice. It 
is important to share what institutions are doing 
and to facilitate the transfer of good practice. 
We wil l aim to do this through existing support 
and development networks in the FE /HE 
sectors. 
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3 7 . We have launched a £ 2 million initiative in 
1 9 9 8 - 9 9 for thèse purposes. We will be allocating 
funds to regional and local partnerships berween 
HEIs. schools, FE collèges and other providers to 
improve progression routes for under-represented 
groups. This will cover a range of activity including 
joint outreach work, an increase in Access Courses 
and the development of innovative progression 
schemes - for example, the use of summer schools 
as access routes to HE. We will soon be 
disseminating good practice and developing ways in 
which it can be shared by existing institutional 
networks. We are supporting the promotion of 
women into science, engineering and technology 
through the Commission on University Career 
Opportunities (CUCO) Athena Project; and we 
intend to build on our previous successful initiatives 
aimed at improving provision for students with 
disabilities. 
3 8 . In the light of comments from institutions in 
regional seminars held in July 1 9 9 8 , we intend thèse 
initial developments to extend beyond 1 9 9 8 - 9 9 . The 
HEFCE Board has provisionally committed a 
further £ 4 million to continue existing special 
programmes and develop related programmes in 
1 9 9 9 - 2 0 0 0 . We will consider increasing thèse funds 
in the light of expérience gained in the near future 
and the available funds from Government. 
3 9 . We seek comments on the purpose and nature 
of special funding, and suggestions for priorities for 
future special funding. 
Funding 
4 0 . To make an impact on the narure of student 
participation and institutional participation 
stratégies, we need to allocate significant resources 
to this policy. We propose that the balance of funds 
should lie, at least initially, more towards 
mainstream rather than special funding. We propose 
this balance because of the need to give institutions 
support for existing students and to allow 
institutions to act straight away on their présent 
siR'ccsstiil practices. 
•I I. \ \ V w o n kl l iki- io spenti up to £ 3 0 million to 
s ( t |> [" i i i i l i c s c p m p o s . i l s , Inn rhis will dépend in part 
,>n d u - I i u k I s av.ul.ihle. 'l'In- 1IKFCE Board w i l l 
agrée the final amount in December. following this 
consultation and the Governmenrs expenditure 
plans for HE in the years 1 9 9 9 - 2 0 0 0 to 2 0 0 1 - 0 2 . 
The funds associated with student numbers for 
widening participation would be additional to this 
amount. 
4 2 . We invite comments on our funding proposais 
for widening participation, and in particular the 
balance between mainstream and spécial funding. 
Institutional participation stratégies 
4 3 . The Dearing Comrnittee emphasised the 
importance of institutional stratégies for widening 
participation, stressing the need for institutions' 
governing bodies to monitor and review 
achievemenrs. In its response to the Dearing report, 
the Government agreed that institutions should 
review their stratégies and publish outeomes of the 
review and how their access and participation 
stratégies have been implemented. 
4 4 . We recently consulted the sector on changes to 
their corporate plans and how we use thèse plans 
(HEFCE 9 8 / 1 3 ) . We propose to introduce a three-
year cycle for corporate pians, focusing on high 
levé) stratégie aims. In the course of the three-year 
cycle we would request additional spécifie policy 
stratégies to inform our policy development and 
funding initiatives. We propose that this should 
include institutions' participation stratégies, the 
development and improvernent of which could 
become a feature of our funding programme. 
Rôle of institutions' stratégies 
4 5 . The purpose of participation stratégies would be 
to encourage institutions to develop cohérent and 
planned approaches to the recruitment and 
progression of ali students, particularly those from 
groups under-represented in H E . Such stratégies 
would highlight institutions' commitment to thèse 
objectives, describe the activities undertaken to 
achieve them, and the support structures required. 
46. We believe that, in future, the proposed 
payments and the additional student numbers for 
widening participation should only be allocated to 
institutions that have an institutional participation 
strategy, and can show that they are implementing 
it. 
Nature and monitoring of participation 
stratégies 
47. Participation stratégies will vary according to 
the mission, ethos and wider strategy of an 
institution. We intend to support diversity rather 
than prescribing any particular set of approaches or 
stratégies for widening participation. To be effective 
such stratégies must be owned by institutions, 
rather than being simple responses to our 
requiremenr for plans. Institutions' governing bodies 
must take responsibility for thèse plans, their 
monitoring and review. 
48. We do not intend to compare stratégies on a 
compétitive basis for funding allocations. However, 
we propose to provide generic guidance on what we 
expect to be covered, to ensure there is évidence for 
funding décisions. Institutions could then respond 
according to their individual circumstances and 
wider missions. We believe that such a light touch 
would be welcomed by many institutions. An 
example of such guidance is outlined in Annex B. 
49. In linking participation stratégies to funding and 
the allocation of additional student numbers we will 
need mechanisms for monitoring to ensure that the 
stratégies are being implemented. Thèse mechanisms 
should be sufficient to satisfy our needs but not too 
burdensome for institutions. Annex B outlines 
possible monitoringarrangements. 
Timetable for institutions' stratégies 
50. It is unlikely that ail institutions will have 
enough time to produce full explicit stratégies to 
inform funding décisions for 1999-2000. Therefore, 
the link berween participation stratégies and 
funding could take effect from 2000-01. This would 
enable us to promote and disseminate good 
practice, and help institutions develop appropriate 
stratégies. The EQUALL Commirtee will be asked 
for advice on this in due course. 
51. In the meantime, the student-related funds could 
be assigned to institutions in 1999-2000.on the 
basis of quantitative indicators only. Thèse funds 
would be for one year only, until validated by 
participation stratégies submitted by institutions in 
time for funding in 2000-01. We propose the 
immédiate introduction of the additional funds, 
with stratégies being developed latet, even though 
for a small number of institutions this might mean 
funds being reduced in future if no acceptable 
participation strategy is forthcoming. 
52. We seek comment on: 
a. The proposai to link institutions' participation 
stratégies to funding. 
b. The nature of participation stratégies and the 
proposed guidance in Annex B. 
c. The proposais for monitoring the 
implementation of participation stratégies, as . 
outlined in Annex B. 
d. The proposed timetable for linking participation 
stratégies to funding. 
Summary of r e sponses sought 
53. We invite comments and discussion on our 
stratégie objectives to widen participation in HE, 
and the funding proposais to deliver thèse 
objectives. In particular, we would like comment on: 
a. The proposed principles and funding objectives 
underpinning our approach fo widening 
participation in higher éducation. 
b. The proposai to require institutions to provide 
performance targets and measures against which 
to monitor improvements in widening 
participation. 
c. The proposai to introduce student-related 
additional payments in the teaching funding 
method for students from poor backgrounds 
and for students with disabilities. 
d. The use of either social class or geodemographic 
data to measure students from poor 
backgrounds for funding purposes, as discussed 
in détail in Annex A. 
e. The proposai to continue to gïve prioriry to 
widening participation and diploma-level 
provision in the allocation of additional student 
numbers. 
f. The purpose and nature of spécial funding and 
suggestions for priorities for future spécial 
funding programmes. 
g. Our funding proposais for widening 
participation, and in particular the balance 
berween mainstream and spécial funding. 
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i. The proposai to link institutions' participation 
stratégies to funding. 
. The nature of participation stratégies and the 
proposed guidance in Annex B. 
. The proposais for monitoring the 
implementation of participation sttategies, as 
outlined in Annex B. 
<. The proposed timetable for linking participation 
stratégies to funding. 
Responses 
54. Please send responses to this consultation by 
2 November 1998 to: 
Nicola Dowds 
Policy Directorate 
HEFCE 
Northavon House 
Coldharbour Lane 
Bristol 
BS16 1QD 
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Annex A 
Measurement of socio-economie background 
Overview 
1. There are rwo sources of darà which can 
provide a measure of che socio-economie 
background of students: 
• the social class, based on an occupation code 
for the student's parents 
• the postcode of the student's home. 
2. In theory it would be possible to develop a 
measure based on the means testing of students for 
fee payment, but this information is not available at 
institutional leve], nor are there any plans to collect 
it at this level. 
Social class 
3. Young UCAS entrants (defined as under 21 on 
30 September of year of entry) provide a description 
of the occupation of their highest earning parent or 
guardian and, from this description, U C A S dérives 
their 'social class'. This measure is only available 
for UCAS entrants, which excludes part-time 
students and ail direct entrants. Ir is also based on a 
self-assessment, which cannot be audited or verified. 
The difficulries in consistently and completely 
deriving occupation codes from descriptions are 
well known. Ir is possible that students f rom one 
région would be more likely to be coded as 
'unknown* than those from another; this would 
introduce a systematic institutional-level bias. 
However, on the plus side, social class is related to 
the circumstances of individuai students; and the 
issue of participation by différent social classes has 
been widely reported and discussed, and is in 
general berter undersrood than other measures of 
socio-economic background. 
4. Social class will be collected on the Higher 
Education Statîstics Agency (HESA) record from 
1998-99; data from the full July return wi l l be 
available in early 2 0 0 0 . Any allocation based on 
social class before this date would require data to 
be passed to the H E F C E from UCAS. This would be 
technically possible, but would require the 
agreement of UCAS and the institutions. 
5. If this measure were ro be adopted as a factor 
in funding, there would need ro be discussions with 
U C A S . Décisions about collecting occupation 
descriptions and coding occupations are currently 
made without référence to any funding implications. 
Postcode-based classifications 
6. Some of the weaknesses of social class 
measures can be overcome by using the postcode to 
identify the neighbourhood or localiry of students' 
homes before they enter the institution. There are 
several ways to measure the social and économie 
standing of that neighbourhood, ail of which are 
largely or entirely based on census data. Thèse 
include: 
• bespoke models 
• Department of the Environment, Transport and 
the Régions ( D E T R ) index of local conditions 
• geodemographic classification Systems. 
B e s p o k e models 
7. The Scottïsh Higher Education Funding 
Council has commissioned research by Professor 
Raab at Napier University into the factors affecting 
participation in higher éducation. The analysis was 
carried out at a relatively high level of aggregation 
(about 5000 households) yet still demonstrated the 
strength of the association between social class, 
unemployment levels and participation in higher 
éducation. 
8. There are clearly some advantages in using a 
model specifkally derived for analysing higher 
éducation participation. However, the resources 
required to extend such an approach to England 
wou ld be considérable, particularly if the results 
had to be suffkiently robust to support a funding 
allocation. 
D E T R index of local condit ions 
9. The D E T R index of local conditions was 
developed by the Centre for Urban Policy Studies at 
the University of Manchester. The index combines a 
number of indicators into a single deprivation score. 
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10. The index is based on a relative!}- small number 
af variables, compared with the geodemographic 
classifier described below. The problems of local 
fluctuations and distorrions caused by extrême 
values are, arguably, more severe than for a more 
broadly based geodemographic classifîer. The index 
is particularly good at identih'ing extrême levels of 
social deprivation, but low levels of participation in 
higher éducation are not confined to such extrêmes, 
we have not ver examined rhe relarionship berween 
participation and the D E T R index, but we intend to 
do so in the near future. 
1 1 . The D E T R index has the advantage of being 
widely used within Government, and is already used 
by other funding councils, albeit in a modified form. 
But with this indicator we could provide instirutions 
with a look-up table, so that they could work out 
[heir widening participation factor for themselves. 
Geodemographic classification Systems -
Super Profiles 
12. Over the last 20 years a variery of 
geodemographic classification Systems have been 
devised. The classification we used in our analysis 
of the relationship berween neighbourhood 
affluence and participation levels was developed by 
Professor Batey and Dr Brown at the University of 
Liverpool, and is licensed under the name 'Super 
Profiles'. 
13. Other geodemographic classifiers could have 
been used, though Super Profiles has some 
advantages for the H E F C E applications. In 
particular, Professor Batey and Dr Brown have a 
long track record of using geodemographic 
classifiers for policy analysis and development in the 
public sector. 
14. The Super Profiles classification was based on a 
large number of census variables, supplemented by 
électoral roll and commercial trading data. This 
broad base of data, and the subséquent process of 
data réduction and clustering, along with the 
sxplicit treatment of smaller enumeration districts, 
means that the classification System should provide 
a stable measure even when applied to small areas. 
It aiso covers a range of affluence, from the very 
well off through to the poorest. We have shown 
that there are marked différences in higher 
éducation participation bctween the différent 
neighbourhood types idemified by this 
geodemographic classifîer. 
15. One disadvantage in using this classifîer for 
funding is that it would not be possible (other than 
at high cost) to make the classification System 
available to institutions. The resulring student 
profiles can and wil l be made available, and it may 
be possible to provide the classification right down 
to the individual record level. But without 
purchasing the software licence, institutions would 
not be in a position to work out their student 
profile for themselves. 
Mature students 
16. For young students, both the social class data 
and postcode identification are related to the 
students' socio-economic origins, through 
information about their parents' occupations and 
parental home. For mature students this is not the 
case. The Universities and Collèges Admissions 
Service (UCAS) only collects data on the 
occupations of parents for students under 2 1 . Older 
students provide a description of the occupation of 
the person who contributes the highest income in 
their household. Similarly, whilst it is reasonable to 
assume that the postcode collected for most young 
entrants is their parental home, this is unlikely to be 
the case for mature students. 
Conclusion 
17. Our preferred method of measuring the socio-
economic background of students is through the use 
of the postcode ro identify the neighbourhoods of 
students' homes. We have found that the Super 
Profiles geodemographic classifîer is able to 
distinguish berween neighbourhood types wi th 
markedly différent higher éducation participation 
rates and, currently, this classifîer is our first choice 
for funding allocations. However, we wil l be 
looking closely at alternative Systems based on 
postcode identification and wil l take into account 
the views of institutions, particularly in respect to 
their requirements for their own monitoring. 
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Annex B 
Proposed generic guidance for 
institutions 1 participation 
stratégies 
l. Institutions' participation stratégies should 
include the following: 
a. A description of how the participation strategy 
relates to the over-arching corporate strategy 
and financial plan, and to other related sub-
strategies - for example, for learning and 
teaching, and staff development. 
b. Clear listing of aïms and objectives, and 
stratégies for achieving thèse. 
c. An understanding of the présent and potential 
student population of the institution. 
d. Identification of target groups and any spécifie 
targets. 
e. Identification of key partners and collaborative 
relationships related to the implementarion of 
the strategy, and delivery of the aims and 
objectives.. 
f. Evidence of mechanisms to monitor and 
measure progress against targets and objectives. 
g. Provision for review of the strategy and its 
publication by thegoverning body. 
h. Evidence of approaches to student support 
(académie and pastoral). 
i. Approaches to improving student rétention and 
spécifie associated targets. 
Proposed monitoring 
a r rangements for institutional 
participation s t ra tégies 
2. Monitoring arrangements could include the 
following, which are not mutually exclusive: 
a. The HEFCE's régional consultants could 
validate that institutions* stratégies broadly 
follow our guidelines. The EQUALL Commirtee 
could provide an overview of stratégies and 
consider cases where stratégies may not initially 
meet our criteria for premium funding. 
b. Institutions' governing bodies could be asked to 
monitor and review progress of their 
participation stratégies (including indicators 
which demonstrate their performance against 
stratégie objectives). They could aiso be asked 
to publish thèse reviews every three years, in 
parallel with the three-year corporate pian. 
c. In developing performance indicators for the 
sector, we could monitor appropriate measures 
of institutional and sector-wide performance 
relaring to widening participation and student 
progression. This would eventually provide 
opportunities for institutional benchmarking of 
such acrivity. 
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Cover sheet 
Additional student places and funds 1999-2000-
Please complète the disk version and attach a signed print-out to the front of the bid 
{One cover sheet per bid). 
Name of institution ALLIANCE OF THE UNIVERSITY OF BIRMINGHAM AND WESTHILL C O L L E G E 
Title of bid Widening Participation and Increasing Provision Below Degree Level 
Priorities 
1. Rewarding high guality in learning and teaching: 
and/or ' 
2. Widen access to higher éducation, especially in line with specific policy objectives to: 
a. offer programmes which Jead to qualifications below degree level 
and/or 
b. increase the range of higher éducation options within a région, particulariy by 
focusing the additional provision in FE sector collèges 
and/or 
c. help to meet the skill shortages for graduâtes. 
Cosi centre code/ 
Super-class II Code 
Subject Level of 
initial 
qualification 
(code 1-6*) 
Numbers sought 
(hesd count) 
New 
Provision 
(code 0 
or V*) FT PT 
25 IT Skills 6 (Cert. HE) 80 1 
6 Counseliing 1. 5. 6 (Cert. HE) 102 1 
41 Carinçj for Autistic People 6 20 1 
41 Caring for Eiderly Peoote 6 30 1 
41 Continuation Sludies 3 20 1 
41 Oualily Management Systems 6 (Cert. HE) 20 1 
6 Community ano Youth Worlc 1 20 1 
33 Applied Dance in Education and Communia 2. 3 20 1 
38 Sport 2. 4 40 1 
32 Js'amic Leaming 6 (Cert. HE) 10 10 • 1 
34 Chifdrtood Sludies 4 40 1 
41 Scnool Gowemor Training 6 (Cen. HE) 50 1 
34 Classroom Assistants 3, 6 (Cen. HE) 24 1 
6 Inierpro/essional Health Studres 1 20 1 
TOTAL 10 «96 
Key 
1.PGT 
2. Degree 
3. DipH£ 
A. HND 
5. HNC 
6. Other 
•Key 
0. No 
1. Yes 
Contact name 
Tel 
E-mail 
Philip Denner 
0121^114-3808 
p.w.denner@bham.ac.uk 
Chief Executive or 
authorised offîcer signature Date: 04/12/98 
Name (print) Professor Martin Snaith. Pro-Vïce-Chancellor on behalf of Vice-Chancellor 
A L L I A N C E OF THE UNIVERSITY O F B IRMINGHAM AND WESTHILL C O L L E G E 
Bid for Additional Student Numbers (Circular 98:56) 
introduction 
1 . This bid has been prepared and is submitted by an Alliance of higher education (HE) 
institutions, namely the University of Birmingham (lead institution) and Westhill College of Higher 
Education (hereafter 'the Alliance'). The Funding Council (HEFCE) and the Teacher Training Agency 
(TTA) have been closely involved in the genesis of the Alliance, and this bid is crucial to the 
underpinning of the new arrangements. We believe that our bid is coherent in that its objective is to 
launch the Alliance as a major and innovative player in lifelong learning in the region. In the process 
of delivering the bid however, detailed proposals at programme level are necessarily looking to address 
what is a segmented market. In assembling the bid, discussions have been held with the following 
further education (FE) colleges: City College Birmingham (incorporating the former Handswonh 
College and the Women's Academy), Bourn ville College, Fircroft College in Selly Oak, Birmingham, 
and Solihull College. 
Mission and Strategy: Widening Participation and Increasing Provision below Degree Level 
2. The Alliance is committed to the establishment of a Learning Network, which is being 
developed to deliver quality provision on an inclusive basis. Annex 1 provides a fuller description of 
the Learning Network. Its aims and objectives take account of the Alliance members' institutional 
missions and strategies. These are noted in deiail in Annex 1. 
3. This bid reflects the naiure of the Learning Network in meeting its own aims and objectives, 
and will build on the presence wiihin the West Midlands area of the Alliance members. The University 
of Birmingham's reputation for high quality access and learning, and Westhill College's long tradition 
of support for social and educational inclusiveness, will be, together, major strengths supporting this 
bid. 
4. In addition to national policy objectives for the creation and sustenance of lifelong learning and 
for widening of access, the Alliance seeks lo satisfy a growth in teaching and learning needs from a 
changing and maturing student cohort in the region. The Alliance seeks to take action on its view that 
the nature and characteristics of contemporary HE provision requires a fundamental shift in delivery if 
it is to keep pace with an evolving student profile, and also with national objectives for greater levels of 
off-campus and lifelong learning. The effectiveness of such a fundamental shift in delivery is 
considered to be best facilitated by the way it tackles the realities of educational exclusion implied as a 
consequence of the historical emphasis in HE delivery on adolescent full-time student cohorts. This 
bid therefore seeks to facilitate and foster such a radical re-orientation within three areas: 
• The Alliance will create a major new force within the West Midlands region for responsive, 
partnership development across the post-compulsory spectrum. Widening access to the 
Westhill College and University of Birmingham qualifications framework is a major 
objective of the Alliance. 
• The Learning Network will be capable of effectively reaching into educationally deprived 
constituencies, li is anticipated that the University of Birmingham credit and qualifications, 
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and their accompanying quality requirements, will add very considerable and attractive 
value to the motivational and recruitment factors which are intrinsic to widening of HE 
provision. 
• The Alliance's educational approach to the range of provision proposed in this bid reflects 
its plans for the development of a 'dynamic curriculum' model. This refers to the range of 
innovative teaching and learning methods rooted in the recognition of cultural and social 
needs. A fuller accouni of this model is presented in Annex 2 to this bid. 
5. Presented in Annex 3 to this bid is an analysis of market demand. This analysis, together with 
specific details of proposed programmes (given below), show how this bid aims to satisfy both student 
and employer demand, as well as the specific priorities central to the present round of bids. 
Details of proposed programmes 
6. The development of existing or emerging professional groups is addressed in this bid in the 
section giving details of proposed programmes below. To this Continuing Professional Development 
(CPD) is added a further widening provision strategy, carried by the developmental pathway from 
certificate (aimed at currently under-represented groups) and diploma through to masters level. Skill 
deficiencies of a generic nature are tackled where the idea is to produce an imaginative combination of 
IT skills with other skill and subject based knowledge. Widening provision, subject knowledge and 
skill enhancement for new client groups who would not normally be able to participate in any form of 
HE are priorities directly addressed. Some of the proposed programmes below are the result of 
sustained negotiation with local community organisations. Such programmes will address issues of 
academic knowledge and academic and practical skills development in areas where there is both a 
recognised need and a comparative lack of participation in HE. There will be an element of FE/HE 
partnership in all of these areas. 
a) Proposed programmes in Information Technology (IT) will recognise the shortfall and 
rapidly changing skills base of people throughout their working lives. A range of accredited 
part-time programmes at HE Levels 1, 2, 3 and M will have a subject content extending 
from the mastering of specific software packages, applications using the Internet, generic 
problem solving and software analytic skills. Programmes will be taught using computer 
teaching clusters on campus and at various locations in the community. Delivery will be on 
a part-time basis and during the evening, at weekends and during the day. It may involve 
regular weekly meetings and intensive block teaching of one to five days. Programmes will 
be marketed within the general public and, at Level 1, will have open entry. Specific groups 
targeted will be recent graduates who-require rapid IT skills updating, and under-represented 
ethnic groups who can use IT skills for entry into the job market, and also disabled students 
who require skills to enhance their communication abilities and employment prospects. 
Bid numbers: It is intended that this programme will grow considerably, but initially the 
bid is for 40 FTE, 80 students. 
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b) Proposée! programmes in Counselling will aim to widen access to counselling training for 
students from minority communities or for students to obtain greater understanding of the 
needs of clients from minority communities, or 1 0 provide progression routes from pan time 
counselling programmes at HE Level I ieading to the award of certificates. to programmes 
organised in conjunction with the British Association of Counsellors (BAC) Ieading to the 
award of diplomas, BPhil and Masters and offered to both the gênerai public and particular 
client groups currently under-represented in terms of counselling skills. 
Bid numbers: Diploma programmes 15 FTE, 30 students over 2 years; Counselling in 
Communiry Health Issues 8 FTE, 16 students for 1 year; Transcultural Counselling, 10 
FTE, 20 students for 2 years; BPhil/MA programmes 20 FTE, 36 students over 2 years. 
Total 53 FTE, 102 students. 
c) Undergraduate programmes in caring for people with autism spectrum disorders will 
fil! an imponant lack of people trained in the understanding and care skills of people with 
autism. It will be at Level 1 with open entry to people who are in a caring situation with 
autistic people (relatives, paid and voluntary care workers, etc.). This programme will be 
run in conjunction with the West Midland Autistic Society and, thxough them, will network 
to a régional clientèle. Initially, the programme will be available through part-time study at 
weekends and will ïater be developed for distance leaming delivery using the Internet. 
Bid numbers: Initially 10 FTE, 20 students over 2 years. 
d) Undergraduate programmes in caring for elderly people will fill an important lack of 
people trained in the understanding and care skills of elderly people. It will be at Level 1 
with open entry to people who are in a caring situation with elderly people (relatives, paid 
and voluntary care workers. etc.). Local market surveys and consultation with social 
services organisation indicate thaï requests for courses and information to enhance the care 
of elderly people is large. Panicularly lacking are understanding and skills at Level 1 which 
will rapidly disseminate into more effective care of people within the community. Initially, 
the programme will be available through part-time study at weekends and will later be 
developed for distance leaming delivery. 
Bid numbers: Initially 15 FTE, 30 students over 2 years. 
e) Proposed Level 3 (BPhil) programmes in Continuation Studies will be aimed at people 
who are professionally qualified below the level of degree but whose career and 
employment opportunitïes will be enhanced by the acquisition of generic skills at Level 3. 
Thèse skills will include problem analysis and solution, présentation and oral skills, 
information skills including IT, management skills and so on. The programme will be 
aimed at professional tarset groups such as those in the médical and caring professions who 
wish to move into supemsory or management positions. 
Bid numbers: Initially 10 FTE, 20 students over 2 years. 
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f) Level 1 (Cert. HE) programmes in Quau'ry Management Systems tarad West Midlands 
voluntary or non-profít.organisations which are often limited in growth and devélopment by 
their organisational and management efficiency levéis. Voluntary and pan-time staff are 
unableto attend full-time programmes to acquire such skills and this pan-time programme 
will be aimed at providing Level 1 management and organisational skills applicable to a 
wide range of voluntary organisations. In planning the contení and marketing of this 
programme. there will be cióse collaboration with the Birmingham Voluntary Services 
Council, an umbrella body for approximately 1000 voluntary organisations in the West 
Micllands región. 
Bid number: Initially 10 FTE, 20 students over 2 years. 
g) Proposed postgraduate programmes in Community and Youth Work Training will 
build on the success of existing pan time routes to the Dip. HE and BPhil programmes by 
extending them to Masters level. The MA in Applied Community Studies is designed to fill 
gaps in skills shortages among workers in this field such as networking and pannership 
building, curriculum devélopment, integrated approaches to working with clients, and 
íleldwork research, and the MA will enable workers from 'non-traditional' backgrounds to 
progress to management and policy making roles. 
Bid number: 10 FTE, 20 students over 2 years. 
h) Proposals to build on the success of the ACE sub-degree route in 'Applied Dance in 
Education and Communi ty ' take account of the continuing and growing need for 
innovative HE opponunities for people.in the professional dance world. Building upon the 
success of the Birmingham Royal Ballet scheme, as well as ambitions to broaden access to 
this pan time customised post-experience programme. our proposed programme will cater 
for professionals whose line of work may have disadvantaged them in terms of academic 
opponunities as traditionally conceived. HE opponunities for anists/dance professionals are 
rare, panicularly for those without a first degree. 
Bid numbers: 10 FTE, 20 students over 2 years. 
i) Proposals for pathways from sports related HND courses to a part-time BA 
(Humanities) degree programme seek to develop pannership arrangements with Solihull 
College of Funher Education. At present, there are no opponunities for FíND students 
within the West Midlands región to enter a spon-related degree programme after one year of 
study at HND level. 
Bid number: 20 FTE, 40 students over 2 years. 
j) Proposals for Islamic Learning take particular account of the principies underpinning the 
dynamic curriculum. The objectives of the Leaming Network involve establishing a 
Foundaiion Course to be delivered at identified Islamic Institutions and which aim to offer 
students (Musiim females in particular) the opportunhy to gain a Cert. HE with all the 
potential to proceed to a degree qualification and beyond. 
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Bid number: 15TTE, 10 pan-lime and 10 full-time, over 1 year. 
k) Proposals for Dip. HE or BTEC HND in Childhood Studies aim to develop the existing 
Advanced Diploma in Childhood Education (ADCE) provision at the Women's Academy 
(under Westhill supervision) to enable students to extend their studies beyond Level 1 
towards a BA. The Women's Academy was established by East Birmingham College in 
1996 to meet the specific needs of female students in the East Birmingham area, and is 
particularly (but not exclusively) of benefit to British Pakistani females who, for cultural or 
domestic reasons, may not be able to study further from home or in a mixed environment. 
The demand for this type of course is in the region of 1 or 2 classroom assistants from every 
school in Birmingham and the surrounding authority areas. 
Bid number: 15 WE, 40 students, over 2 years. 
I) Proposals for School Governor Training focus on school governors who are undertaking 
training and development as part of a joint project between the local education authority 
(LEA), Westhill College and the Training and Enterprise Council (TEC). The scheme is 
open to a wide range of learners from differing backgrounds but is of especial benefit to 
those without formal qualifications in education who will go on to build up a portfolio based 
on both accreditation of prior leaming and new knowledge and skills gained from 
undertaking the role of school governor. Students will be able to build up credit within the 
BA Combined Studies degree programme, and successful completion of the scheme will 
offer crediis ai Level 1. 
Bid number: 10 FTE, 50 part-time, over 2 years. 
m) Proposals to support Classroom Assistants participating in the TTA's Registered 
Teacher Programme offer a progression route within the BA Combined Studies 
environment to allow students to gain credit at HE Levels 1 and 2 in subjects providing a 
suitable background for primary teaching. The programme will be attractive to aspiring 
teachers who may otherwise be deterred from entering teaching because of the expense -
both in terms of forfeited earnings and in taking out loans for support. 
Bid number: 12 FTE, 24 part-time, over 2 years. 
n) Proposed postgraduate programmes in Interprofessional Health Studies will address 
the radical changes in people's working environments created by government strategies on 
health, social care, education and employment and which encourage providers to re-assess 
need, evaluate existing services and create partnerships for more innovative and appropriate 
services. The programme will lead to the award of BPhil or Masters and will aim to widen 
access to HE by being directly relevant to the issues people are engaged with in their 
working environment. It will be especially attractive to those who have no HE background 
or, if they possess a first degree, have not previously considered working towards a higher 
degree. 
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Bid nurnber: 10FTE, 20 part-rime, over.2 years. 
Qualitv Issues 
7. The Funding Council will already have both internai and extemal assessor évidence of Alliance 
member's institutional level quality assurance frameworks and the outcome of individual subject 
reviews. This material, together with Annex 3, may be reviewed as containing évidence not only for 
rewarding high quality in teaching and leaming, e.g. Counselling, Community and Youth Work, Dance, 
and Islamic Leaming (Applied Theology), but also of opinions and support from professional bodies 
and employers on the quality of provision. As a generic point, it may be noted that Westhill Collège 
received a very good resuit from a récent OFSTED inspection of its ITT provision, gaining 14 grade 2s. 
Programme and Course Development 
S. As already noted above and in Annex 2, the proposed programmes each operate in tandem with 
the Alliance's approach to méthodologies and delivery activities and with régional awards via the 
Accréditation of Prior Expérience and Leaming (APEL) module. Outcomes and dissémination are also 
important in closing the feedback loop for curriculum development and continuing improvements in the 
nature, content, scope and method of delivery. 
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Annex 1 
Development of a Learning Network in Birmingham 
1. The University of Birmingham and Westhill Collège are working with FE collèges and others to 
develop a Learning Network in Birmingham. The approach taken towards lifelong learning and 
widening participation iogether with the potentials of ÎT technology has opened up the opportunity to 
explore "provider side" issues which influence access to HE by under-represented groups. 
Development al work arisins from access projects, adult éducation and new Systems of "open leaming" 
has identified a need to review HE curricula in terms of content as well as modes of delivery. The 
intention of the network is to recognise innovative leaming in practice, involving community leaming 
pannerships and local employers. 
Aims: 
to widen access to qualifications that are currently classified at 'below degree' level; 
to focus on parmership for additional provision in FE sector collèges; 
to improve geographical access for inner city and 'outreach' provision; 
to offer subject specialisms not sufficiently or widely covered by HE sector institutions; 
to prov'ïdc a supportive leaming environment through the provision of a 'dynamic curriculum'; 
to offer certificates and diplomas in HE, and "below degree' level courses comprising university 
crédit; 
• to implement innovative progression routes from both 'leaming communiîies' and FE jnto HE. 
Objectives: 
1 0 provide longer lerm commitment to widening participation; 
to investigate how local and régional communiîies work to support wider participation in HE; 
to meet the emerging demands for HE from ethnie and faith communiîies which is relevant to 
their lives. beliefs and cultural pracùces; 
to provide and co-ordinaie core data on targeted participants; 
to promote outreach provision in depth and consolidate HE and FE provision in its régional 
context; 
to promote accessibility to HE opportunités via the accréditation ofpnor leaming and 
expérience; 
to identify the strengths and competencies owned by mature and lifelong learners; 
to identify and apply to practice resources and maierials which offer both académie and 
Personal support for learners and, in particular, to support the use of APL and APEL stratégies; 
to disseminate évidence on self-leaming competency which is of relevance to HE students. 
Provision 
2. The Leaming Network wili emphasise programmes which: 
• Do noi involve full-time attendance in HE; 
Pare 1 ot'6 
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• Are deliverable outside main sites (including the home and the work place); 
• Can be delivered through and with different mediums and develop a "dynamic curriculum", 
responsive to the needs of individuals and the community 
• Are inclusive, whilst preserving the highest quality associated with the Alliance's members. 
Towards a Unified Credit Framework 
3. The Leaming Network will establish a group to develop modular blocks of provision within a 
common credit framework which bridges FE and HE. In the first instance, specific curriculum areas 
will be highlighted which will be accessible in some way throughout Birmingham, employing outreach, 
technology and other methods to reach those currently under represented in HE. Maximum flexibility 
in modes of learning will be developed with a Credit Accumulation and Transfer (CAT) system put in 
place such that achievement in one organisation can be transferred to another and there is accredited 
achievement at all levels. 
Using technology 
4. A Technology Group will be established to explore the potential use of new technology for on­
line and distance leaming, sharing the experience of FE and HE. 
5. Local and regional industry- will be involved to develop distance leaming packages and linkages 
with the University of Industry (Un) and National Grid. A primary aim of the group will be to identify 
provision to be the subject of an initial Web-based and/or electronically delivered programme in 
1999/2000. 
Communicating with the Market 
6. The Network must ensure that the right services and provision are established to meet the needs 
of the local community and enable individuals and groups to be aware of developments taking place. 
As such, under represented groups of learners in Birmingham must be identified, together with their 
specific needs in terms of skills, content and modes of delivery. A strong identity for the University of 
Birmingham Leaming Network must be established, with an appropriate logo, web-site and other 
publicity materials and it will be necessary to investigate the feasibility of a "one-stop" single telephone 
information service to link existing and developing services. 
7. In order for such a network to truly meet the needs of the community which it serves, real co­
operative partnerships must be encouraged to develop between local HEIs, FE institutions, school, 
libraries, industry and community-based organisations. The Network must also have strong links with 
regional and national initiatives such as Ufi and the Digital College. The establishment of such a 
network will provide for the kind of co-operation between institutions which is innovative and allows 
for individual growth and community capacity building. Between the institutions involved, the 
Network can be fully inclusive, providing something for everyone, at every level, accessible in some 
way or other, everywhere. 
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Annex 2 
The "Dynamic Curr icu lum" Model 
1. It is îhe belief of ihe Alliance members thaï the widening of access to mainstream provision at 
their instiiutions involves the récognition of new and previously unrecognised needs which are 
emersing from socially and economically excluded ethnie and fahh communities. Undersianding of 
ihis can be enhance, we believe, by a new model called 'Dynamic Curriculum'. 
2. In the model a séries of innovations is proposed for subséquent detailed development which 
include the récognition of cultural différence, the promotion of key/core skills and the identification 
and support for 'life transitions', 'référence groups' and 'social participation', ail of which wiil help 
break the logic which leads to disparities in access to éducation. Taken together thèse factors make up 
what we wish to cail the "dynamic curriculum" for widening participation. 
3. The model will draw upon the 'social capital' which reaches into and attracts immense loyalty 
among some of the most deprived and excluded communities within and beyond the City of 
Birmingham. The churches, mosques, gurdwaras and temples, for example, are arguably the biggest 
mutual institutions of local and régional civic society. The benefits of the proposed model will be feit 
by individuals but will also incuicaie concepts of discourse, citizenship and social/political 
participation. 
4. The model aims to addresses four issues of priucip]e and policy: 
i. The exiting HE curriculum is most often pre-figured, pre-formulated, pre-existing and was 
designed for campus based 18-*- students in residential seitings. For the majority this is 
appropriaie but our probiem is very substantiaî minorities who do not correspond to our 
requirements but have iheir own. 
ii. Widening participation is now concemed with creating demand not simply opening doors a 
little wider lo what exists. We need to be market makers not just market takers. Access is 
no longer about more sophisticated and expensive rationing of places but about the 
d>namic development of provision and opportunities. 
iii. The model also addresses the issues of quaiity as fitness for purpose. A new approach to 
priman]y adult learners is need'ed, based in two settings, the community (ethnie / faith / 
interest) and the workplace (work based leaming). Open Systems are needed. e.g. Crédit, 
Worked Based Leaming (WBL), Vocational Lifelong Leaming (VLL), AP(E)L, and a 
qualifications framework linking Continuing Education (CE), Adult Education, FE and 
University of Birmingham HE. Quaiity is vital but should not be confused with 
methodology: quaiity is independent of a spécifie methoô of deli very or leaming (e.g. 
Higher Education Quaiity Council (HEQC) report on Modularity 1996) and Dearing who 
extolled the benefits of market led choice and sensitivity to consumers. 
iv. The model is not a 1990s substitute for improved mainstream HE provision. Il is or should 
be a separaie and compiementary approach to leaming and teaching which recognises the 
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diversity of learning modes and practices. Quality and uniformity are hard to reconcile in 
HE. High quality performance to acknowledged standards in different contexts is the aim. 
5. The elements of the model can be summarised as embracing the following elements: 
• A philosophy of educational development with a strategic and programmatic framework; 
• A new form of participation and of assumption of responsibility involving adults learning 
from their experience, values and expectation; a stakeholder approach; 
• There is an emphasis on action learning and self-learning competency rather than on 
"provided" education; 
• A focus on learning rather than teaching; 
• A focus on the individual's responsibility for learning rather than on the institutions' themes; 
• A focus on the connecting activities of education institutions and sites of learning rather 
than the insulated activities of colleges and universities; 
• The contexts in which people need to learn encompass an increasingly wide range of site 
and settings (including community based and voluntary sector bodies, churches and faith 
association, ethnic groups, intermediary bodies such as trade unions and of course the 
panoply of work sites); 
• Pan time and continuing study and informal learning are promoted as is the reality of • 
existing work based learning; 
• Equal access to learning is promoted by the positive recognition of difference, e.g. Islamic 
Learning for Muslims, the use of ethnic languages, the recognition of faith groups and 
religious belief as learning contexts or sites the recognition and validation of different styles 
of learning: 
• Equal Access to learning for work based learners is promoted by the recognition for 
academic credit of: work processes, team contributions, personal resourcefulness, 
implementation of change and innovation, self-development for personal and professional 
employabiliry. 
6. The Dynamic Curriculum Model in practice: Examples and links with the Alliance 
• The Golden Hillock Mosque, Birmingham; 
• The Hindu Temple Management Committee (Hindu Council of Birmingham); 
• The Hindu Womens' Network; 
• The Darul Aloom College, Manchester, and the Islam Centre, Leicester; 
• Black and White Christian Centre. Selly Oak; 
• Peace Studies, with University of Birmingham, School of Continuing Studies; 
• WBL at appropriate levels of accreditation; 
• Alliances with organisations whose core activity is the competence and capacity 
development of the individuals who comprise their core work force (the academic and the 
vocational via CPD), e.g. Brookes clinics; 
• Classroom assistants and childcare with Birmingham LEA and Coventry Community 
Education; 
• Kidderminster Muslim Womens' College: 
• Birmingham as a 'learning city'. 
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Annex 3 
Review of Market 
] . A recent report by the National Skills Taskforce (1998), Towards a National Skills Agenda, 
distinguished between Skills Shortages and Skills Gaps, viz.: 
Skill Shortage - refers to the situation where there's a genuine shortage in the labour market of 
a type of skill being sought leading to difficulties in recruitment. The report indicates that the 
most pervasive shortages exist in IT specialists. 
Skill Gap - a deficiency in the skills of existing employees or new recruits which reduce 
business performance. The report points to deficiencies in employability and key skills 
generally, including graduates. 
2. Further, the report indicates that demand for generic skills and personal competencies has 
increased in recent years through an emphasis on customer care and the complexity of the production 
process. Problem areas include communication, customer care, teamworking and computer literacy 
together with motivation, discipline, judgement and initiative. 
3. The case for a lack of suitably trained candidates in IT was further backed up by the 
Government Office (1998), West Midland Regional Assessment, giving guidance to those bidding 
under European Social Fund Objective 4: 
"The growth in recent years of IT usage by firms of all sizes and in all sectors, together with the 
ever increasing range of available IT applications, has made IT literacy a required skill for 
workers in most occupational groups, while at the same time significantly increasing the 
demand for IT specialists. There is evidence that Skill shortages exist in both higher level IT 
specialist skills and lower/intermediate level IT user skills." 
4. A Funding Council press release {18.8.98), Plans to Promote High Quality and Widen 
Participation in Higher Education, points to the under representation of Moslem women, young black 
Caribbean men, people with disabilities and those from poor backgrounds within HE, and there is a 
strong statement of support for the building of partnerships between HEIs, schools and especially FE 
colleges in order to improve success rates of previously disadvantaged students and increasing the 
numbers progressing to HE. 
5. Research commissioned by The Birmingham and Solihull FE Widening Participation 
Partnership from Warwick University indicates, inter alia, that general participation appears to be 
higher in the areas surrounding FE colleges. This is a significant indicator of the effectiveness of FE 
colleges in access to HE. The research provides strong support for a regional and responsive 
partnership development across the post compulsory spectrum as outlined in the current bid. In 
addition, the inclusion of programmes relating to the fields of social care and health provide genuine 
new opportunities for progression to those working within them, many of whom are members of groups 
currently under represented within HE. 
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6. Ongoing joint research (currently unpublished) involving REACHOUT, a project which works 
specificaliy to créate a route to higher éducation for disadvantaged groups in tbe Newtown. Ladywood 
and Lee Bank areas ofthe City ofBirmingham, and The University of Birmingham, indicates that 
many invoived in REACHOUT have a sensé of being in the wrong job area and are unable to move out 
of it without further qualifications. This problem is particularly acute for people who trained for 
spécifie vocational areas after leaving school. There is a wealth of training and expérience in areas 
such as childcare and social care. However without the attainment of new qualifications, little 
possibility of ôbtaining increased responsibility through promotion exists. 
7. Birmingham Community and Voluntary Sector based businesses have been recognised as 
making a vital contribution to Community Economie Development through their scope for providing 
local employment, contributing to social inclusion and sustainable development (see (1) Birmingham 
City Council's Community Economie Development Framework, 1998; (2) European Commission 
(1996), Social and Economie Inclusion through Regional Development). 
8. Birmingham Voluntary Services Counctl has identified a total turnover of £37.2 million within 
a sample of 179 (of 1,500+) local voluntary organisations, making them significan! community sector 
employers. However, funding dependency and a lack of key management and oreanisationaï skills 
makes voluntary and community groups, especially those from minority ethnie communities, very 
vulnerable. Organisational and management difficultés are often cited by funders as reasons for 
withdrawing funding from voluntary and community organisations. 
9. Currently, many organisations are facing upheaval, fmancial constraints, expansion in some 
cases, new working methods and a range of changes necessitated by external pressures. The 
effectiveness ofthe sector in respondïng to thèse challenges is clearly going to be a critical factor in 
maintaining it as a significan! employer in the région and enhance its capacity to expand and provide 
more employment opponunities. It is essential to their continued survival and growth that thèse 
enterprises and the individuáis within them can be guided to and assisted through appropriate éducation 
and training. 
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Appendix 4 - document C 
3 February 1999 
Professor John Briggs 
Principal 
Westhill College of Higher Education 
Weoley Park Road 
Seliy Oak 
Birmingham 
B29 6LL 
HIGHER EDUCATION * 
FUNDING COUNCIL / FOR ENGLAND 
Northavon House 
Coldharbour Lane 
BRISTOL BS16 1QD 
Telephone 0117 931 7317 
Facsìmile 0117 931 7203 
W W W http://www.riefce.8C.uk 
Direct Line 0117 931 7313 
Direct Fax 0117 931 7226 
E-mail s.warburton Q hefce.ac.uk 
Dear Professor Briggs 
W i d e n i n g par t ic ipat ion: spécia l fund ing p r o g r a m m e 1998-99 
In June 1998 we invited HEFCS funded HEls to bid for funds in their région. To qualify for 
funding, ail bids were required to satisfy the following criteria: 
• Meet a régional need 
• Promote longer-term commitment to widening participation 
• Develop synergy with other funding sources and partnerships 
Following seminars which were held in the régions during which HEls were encouraged to 
collaborate amongst themselves and with other organisations to develop proposais, we 
produced a set of priorities spécifie to each particular région. To qualify for funding bids had 
to satisfy not only national criîeria but also thèse régional priorities. 
Bids were assessed by Régional Advisory Networks (RANs) which were composed of small 
groups of régional représentatives and were chaired by the H E F C E Régional Consultant. 
Following their discussions I a m pleased to inform you that your proposai: New sites of 
learning: under-representation of Muslim women in H E , has been successful in obtairiing 
funding. Outlined below are the terms and conditions of this funding being made avai lable: 
Cnairman Sir Michael Checkland Chief Executive Brian Fender CMG 
O 
INVESTOR Dt PEOPLE 
8. S c o p e of work 
T h e consortium (Birmingham Hindu Council, Universrty of Central England, City Col lège 
Birmingham, East Birmingham Collège, Golden Hrllock Mosque, Hindu Women's Network, 
Muslim communtty organisations, Muath Welfare Trust, South Birmingham Collège and 
Westhill Collège), will undertake work in accordance with the proposai dated 23 September 
and the revision to îhis dated 12 November 1998 . The work of the project wil! be as follows: 
To investigate the demand for single-sex higher éducation among Muslim women; to develop 
and pilot programmes which can be provided in single-sex environments within the f ramework 
of a 'dynamic curriculum'; design partnership arrangements which will draw upon the 
opportunités otfered by part-time, distance, community-centred methods of provision and 
modes of delivery, and which sponsor crédit transfer between and within the partnership 
further and higher éducation institutions. 
The main contact for the work will be Mr David Davies, Deputy Principal. 
9. F u n d i n g award 
The total amount payable by the H E F C E will be £40 ,000 
10. T t m e s c a l e for w o r k 
As stated in Circuler 9 8 / 3 5 invitation to Bid, work under this contract should begin in January 
1999. T h e work should be completed by 31 December 1999. 
1 1 . P a y m e n t m e t h o d 
Payment will be by staged payments of one third of the amount paid three times per year, 
minus a rétention of ten per cent. The months of payment will be January, April and August 
1999 . 
12. Mon i to r ing a p p r o a c h 
Institutions will be expec led to provide information about progress in achieving their 
objectives. This will be done îhrough the Régional Consultant Dr Steven Warburton tracktng 
progress through contact with Mr Davies. Any proposed substantive changes to the 
programme of work should be discussed wrth the Régional Consultant or the council's 
représentative. 
In January 2000 we will ask for a final report which will include a request for information on 
how the funds have b e e n applied. The 10 per cent rétention of funds will be payable on 
receipt of a satisfactory repon. 
13. T e r m i n a t i o n 
W e reserve the right to suspend payment of the funding if appropriate. 
14. A n n e x A 
Please sign the attached Annex and reîurn to the H E F C E as acceptance of the funding. 
W e wish you every success with the project and look forward to hearing of the outcome of the 
work. If you need any further information please do not hesftate to contact either myself or 
my colleagues Yvonne Perry and Emma Koiston. 
Yours sincerely 
Dr Steven Warburton 
Regional Consultant 
Ce: David Davies 
A n n e x A 
WtàenmQ Participation Spécial Funding Programme 1998-99 
Institution: Westhill Col lège of Higher Education 
Please sian below 
I confirm acceptance ol the Widening Participation funding allocation of £ 4 0 , 0 0 0 awarded to 
this institution for the period January 1999 to December 1 9 9 9 in respect of the bid entitled: 
Telephone number and contact name in case of queries..Sr:... 'rT?. i 7^ 
Please return this form no later than 8 January 1999 to Sharon Lane , H E F C E , Northavon 
House, Coldharbour L a n e , Bristol BS16 1QD 
Signed (Head of Institution) 
N e w sites of learning: under-representatfon tìflMuslim w o m e n in H E 

Widening participation: special funding 
programme 1998-99 
Outcome of bids 
To 
Of interest to those responsible for 
Reference 
Publication date 
Enquiries to 
Hsads of HEFCE-funded higher éducat ion institutions 
Anendees al régional seminars hsld in July 1998 
Collaboration. Access. Funding and Finance 
93'07 
February 1999 
Yvonne Perry lei 0117 931 7233 
e-mail y.perry@hefce.ac.uk 
Emma Koiston tel 0117 931 7219 
e-mail e.koiston@hefce.ac.uk 
Executive summary 
P u r p o s e 
1. This publication sers oui our allocation of funding for rhe 
widening participation special funding programme for 1998-99. 
K e y p o i n t s 
2. In anticipation of the development of a longer term strategy 
to encourage wider participation in higher education, we made 
available £l,5 million of special funding to build partnerships 
and help lay the foundations for effective institutional strategies 
in the future. 
3. HEFCE 98/35 invited HEFCE-funded higher education 
institutions to bid for funds in their region. The outcomes of this 
process are listed in Annex B. 
A c t i o n r e q u i r e d 
4. No action is required. 
Background 
5. Since our establishment we have been commirted 
ro widening participation in higher éducation. More 
recently, in the light of the emphasis given ro this 
aim in the Dearing report and the Government's 
lifelong learning policy, it has become a major 
prioriry. 
6. The HEFCE's standing committee on Equal 
Opporruniries, Access and Lifelong Learning 
(EQUALL) is advising us on the developmenr of a 
longer term funding strategy to encourage wider 
participation in HE. In anticipation of this, we 
allocated £1.5 million of spécial funding ro build 
partnerships, and ro help lay the foundations for 
effective institutional stratégies in the future, 
initiating activities for development in 1999-2000 
and beyond. 
7. The available funding was divided arnong the 
ten régions according ro need. Need was rneasured 
by the number of young people (under 25) from 
poor neighbourhoods in each région who do not 
enter higher éducation. This définition draws upon 
research by the HEFCE's Statistical Unit, which 
describes students' backgrounds by neighbourhood 
type. The initiative, however, was aimed at ail âge 
groups. The amounr of funding for each région is 
shown in Annex A. -
S. H E F C E 98/35 invited HEFCE-funded higher 
éducation institutions (HEIs) to bid for funds in 
rheir région. Ail bids had to satisfy the following 
national criteria: 
• meet a régional need 
• promote longer term commitment to widening 
participation 
• develop synergy with other funding sources and 
partnerships. 
9. In addition, régional priorities were to be 
developed through a séries of régional seminars. 
The invitation to bid emphasised the importance of 
partnerships and collaboration to develop either a 
single, combined proposai or a suite of collaborative 
proposais. 
10. During July 1998, we held a seminar in each of 
the ten régions, ro review current practice and 
develop ways forward. Seminars were chaired by an 
HEFCE Régional Consultant. Over 500 delegates 
attended, including représentatives from Régional 
Government Offices, Training and Enterprise 
Councils, the Further Education Funding Council, 
the Department for Education and Employment, 
HEIs and a number of further éducation collèges. 
HEIs were encouraged to collaborate among 
themselves and with other organisations to develop 
proposais. 
Assessmen t of bids 
11. Small groups were set up in each région to act 
as régional advisory networks (RANs). Members of 
the networks also attended the seminars. 
12. The RANs ensured that the bids recommended 
for funding involved partnerships between H E 
providers in the région, and, in many cases, 
collaboration with other community organisations. 
Outcomes 
13. We are supporting a total of 25 proposais. A 
list of the successful projects is at Annex B, with a 
brief description of the work and a contact name 
for further information. 
14. In four régions - the South-West, Merseyside, 
the North- East, and Yorkshire and Humberside -
ail the HEIs have collaborated to produce a single 
project to address their main régional prioriry. 
a. The South-West région is to look at barriers to 
participation in H E and to design a strategy to 
overcome thèse. 
b. In Merseyside, the collaborative 'Aim Higher' 
programme wiil work through schools and the 
youth service, and with the Government's New 
Start programme, to identify barriers to access. 
c. The North-East is to map existing participation 
and practice in widening participation to help 
develop an overall régional strategy. 
2 HEFCE 99>07 
d Yorkshire and Humbersidc ain^ u> bring 
togerher sub-regional partncrships to produit- a 
. region-ied straregy 'for widcninp participation. 
15. In the otber régions, rhe R A \ > rccommendtd 
suppon for a small numher of bidî. Most focus on 
working through collahornrive networks ar suh-
regional levé! to collecr data on parriciparion and 
develop a straregy targertd at local nvi-ds. In 
addition, a few bids address widening participation 
for parricular under-pri\ ileged groups. For example, 
a London partnership will concentrait on 
participation in the Governmenrs Education Action 
Zones; a project in the South-Easr will tocus on 
adulr learners: and in the Wesr Midiands a »roup 
will work on improving parriciparion amonq 
Muslim women. 
Monitoring 
Î6. In ail cases the work will be monitored bv the 
HEFCE Régional Consultant, either as part of the 
steering group for a project or in conjunction with 
rhe R A N . 
17. A report on the ourcomes of the projects will 
be available early in 2000. 
Annex A 
Regional distribution of funds 1998-99 
Région £ 
Easrern 96,000 
London 195,000 
Merseyside 86,000 
Easr Midlands 126,000 
West Midlands 206,000 
North-Easr 156,000 
North-West 212,000 
South-F-asr 117,000 
South-West 96,000 
yorkshirc and Humberside 210,000 
Total £1 .5 million 
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Annex B 
Eastern 
R é g i o n a l a l l o c a t i o n £ 9 6 , 0 0 0 
Title 
Participation patients in higher éducation in the 
East ofEngland 
Funding 
£59,000 
Summary 
Analyse needs. develop partnerships and build 
capacity 
Consort ium 
Anglia Polyrechnic Universiry, Cambridge 
Universiry, Universiry of Easr Anglia, Universiry of 
Essex, Homerton Collège, Norwich School of Art 
and Design and Writtle Collège 
Lead institution and contact 
Professor Chris Green 
Anglia Polyrechnic Universiry 
Victoria Road South 
C H E L M S F O R D 
Essex 
C M 1 1LL 
Tel: 01245 493 131 
Tit le 
HE participation and progression rates in 
Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire 
Funding 
£37,000 
Summary 
To initiate collaboration between the Universities of 
Hertfordshire and Luton which will provide 
accurate information on the participation and 
progression rates in H E of those currently under-
represented because of social exclusion in 
Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire, focussing on 18-25 
year olds. 
Consort ium 
Universiry of Hertfordshire and Universiry of Luton 
Lead institution and contact 
Alan Weir 
Dean, Faculty of Inrerdisciplinary Srudies 
Universiry of Hertfordshire 
Collège Lane 
HATFIELD 
Hertfordshire 
AL10 9AB 
Tel: 01707 285 200 
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L o n d o n 
Régional allocation £195,000 
Title 
Establishing a collaborative stratégie framework 
for uridening participation in the east and north-
east of London 
Funding 
£75,000 
S u m m a r y 
The overall aim is to widen participation in higher 
éducation of people from ethnie minorities and 
lower socio-economic groups. The objectives are: 
• to set up a stratégie framework for activities 
designed to combat social exclusion and 
promote work in the community 
• to increase collaboration between higher 
éducation institutions and with other relevant 
organisations 
• to disseminate and transfer good practice. 
Consor t ium 
City Universiry, Universiry of East London, London 
Guildhall Universiry, University of North London, 
Open University, Queen Mary and Westfield Collège 
and several non-HEI partners 
L e a d institution and contac t 
Dr Sue Dunn 
Director of Science and Engineering Courses 
Queen Mary and Westfield Collège 
Mile End Road 
L O N D O N 
E l 4NS 
Tel: 0171 775 3339 
Title 
6 HEFCE 99/07 
The south-east London HE participation scheme 
Funding 
£60,000 
Summary 
• ro develop a sub-regional partnership 
• ro provide an infrastructure to facilitate higher 
éducation participation from non-participating 
communities across south east London 
• ro develop and agrée between the scheme 
partners a higher éducation participation 
policy. 
Consort ium 
Goldsmiths Collège, Universiry of Greenwich, 
Lambeth Collège, Lewisham Collège, London Open 
Collège Network, South Bank Universiry, 
Southwark Collège, Woolwich Collège, and various 
community groups 
Lead institution and contact 
Andy Masheter 
Head of Exrernal Relations 
South Bank University 
103 Borough Road 
L O N D O N 
SE1 0AA 
Tel: 0171 815 6701 
Merseyside 
Trtle 
Régional allocation £86,000 
Title 
Aim Higher 
Funding 
£86,000 
Summary 
To find ways of listening to young people, and to 
work with them to identify the barriers which need 
to be addressed, so rhat they can progress to higher 
éducation. 
Consort ium 
Edge Hiil Collège of Higher Education, University 
of Liverpool, Liverpool City of Learning, Liverpool 
Hope, Liverpool John Moores University, Liverpool 
Youth Services, New Start programme and specified 
schools and collèges 
Lead institution and contact 
Tricia Jenkins 
Head of Access 
University of Liverpool 
PO Box 147 
Senate House 
Abercromby Square 
LIVERPOOL 
L69 3BX 
Tel: 0151 794 5930 
HEFCE 99/07 7 
from Education Action Zone to higher éducation 
Funding 
¿60.000 
Summary 
To respond ro a clear local need and to promote 
loncer-rerm insritutional commitment to widening 
participation througb the establishment of a 
collaborative, stratégie framework, within which 
future projects to develop educarional progression 
routes would be more effective. The focus is to 
widen participation for young people and adults 
from lower socio-economic groups within the newly 
designated Newham Education Action Zone. This is 
a geographically distinct and socialîy isolated area 
whîch would enable a concentration of effort for 
this pilot project. 
Consort ium 
Universiry or East London, London East Guîdance 
Forum, London Easr TEC, London Guildhall 
Universiry. Middlesex University, Newham 
Education Action Zone Forum, Newham Education 
Business Partnership, North and East London 
Accredirarion Fédération, nine collèges and several 
community organisations 
Lead institution and contact 
Lynne Chiswick 
Head of the Centre for Access, Advtce and 
Continuing Education 
Universiry of East London 
Romford Road 
L O N D O N 
EI5 4LZ 
Tel: 0181 849 3696 
East Midlands 
R e g i o n a l a l l o c a t i o n £ 1 2 6 , 0 0 0 
Title 
Widening participation to higher education in 
Leicester, Leicestershire and Rutland 
Funding 
£40,330 
S u m m a r y 
To develop effective and sustainable ways of 
encouraging and supporting the participation of 
students in higher education by working with young 
people from disadvantaged groups in the age range 
13 to 19. 
Consor t ium 
De Montfort University, University of Leicester. 
Loughborough University and other key 
organisations 
Lead institution and contact 
Ms Janet Graham 
Head of Admissions and Student Recruitment 
University of Leicester 
University Road 
LEICESTER 
L E I 7RH 
Tel: 0116 252 2414 
Title 
a HEFCE 99/07 
Widening participation in rural areas of the East 
Midlands for second chance leamers and 
employées 
Funding 
£44,400 
Summary 
Develop understanding of barriers to participation 
in HE among second chance leamers and 
employées; build and extend new networks and 
collaborative relationships between a range of 
providers, utilismg links to various other funding 
initiatives; develop plans and pilot proposais for 
widening participation through, for example, 
learner support centres, peer support networks, 
advice and guidance, and use of technology. 
Consort ium 
Boston Collège, De Montfort University, Universitv 
of Lincolnshire and Humberside, Lincolnshire 
Training and Enterprise Council, North 
Lincolnshire Collège and Open University (East 
Midlands) 
Lead institution and contact 
Dr M K Noble 
Centre for Lifelong Learning 
Universiry of Lincolnshire and Humberside 
Cottingham Road 
HULL 
HU6 7RT 
Tel: 0113 233 4785 
West Midlands 
Trìle 
Strategie planning to widen HE participation in 
S-ortbantptonsbire 
Funding 
¿"41,270 
Summary 
To huild on existing collaborative HE partnership 
acriviry in order to establish a planned and cohérent 
framework for raising srudenr expectations, and 
improving progression, artainmeni and rétention 
rates for under-represented groups. 
Consortium 
Moulton College, Nene College of Higher 
Education, Northampton Chamber of Commerce 
and Northampton College 
Lead institution and contact 
Dr Adarie Stowell 
Nene College 
Mouiton Park 
N O R T H A M P T O N 
NN2 7AL 
Tel: 01604 735500 
R é g i o n a l a l l o c a t i o n £ 2 0 6 , 0 0 0 
Title 
Rural Reachout - widening adult participation in 
éducation and training m Hcrefordshire and 
surrounding areas 
Funding 
£24,250 
Summary 
Establish 'Rural Reachout' as the brand name of a 
major innovative part-time access programme with 
community groups and local businesses; to maintain 
via regular newsletters a steady flow of information 
about the project; to use the synergy and expertise 
of the partners to create a sustainable model of 
access to, and participation in, a full range of 
éducation, training and employment opportumties 
for adults in rural communities; to prépare a report 
and action plan for a future funding application; to 
liaise through regular meetings with the 
neighbouring project in Shropshire so that both 
projects may benefit from the synergies of différent 
méthodologies and be able to offer a wider 
curriculum in future years. 
Consort ium 
University of Birmingham, University of Central 
England, Herefordshire Council, Marches 
Consortium and the Open University (West 
Midlands) 
Lead institution and contact 
Dr Nigel Cutress 
The Open University 
West Midlands Région 
66-68 High Street 
Harborne 
B I R M I N G H A M 
B17 9NB 
Tel: 0121 426 1661 x 6435 
HEFCE 99/07 9 
Tit le 
New sites of leaming: under-representation of 
Muslim wometi in HE 
Funding 
£40,000 
S u m m a r y 
To investigare the demand for single-sex higher 
éducation among Muslim women; to develop and 
pilot programmes which can be provided in single-
sex environments within the framework of a 
'dynamic curriculum'; design partnership 
arrangements which will draw upon the 
opportunities offered by part-time, distance, 
community-centred methods of provision and 
modes of delivery, and which sponsor credit transfer 
between and within the partnership further and 
higher éducation institutions. 
Consor t ium 
Birmingham Hindu Council, Universiry of Central 
England, City College Birmingham, East 
Birmingham College, Golden Hillock Mosque, 
Hindu Women's Network, Muslim community 
organisations, Muath Welfare Trust, South 
Birmingham College and Westhill College 
Lead institution and contact 
Dr David Davies 
Westhill College of Higher Education 
Weoley Park Road 
Selly Oak 
B I R M I N G H A M 
B29 6LL 
Tel: 0121 472 7245 
Title 
The contribution of student tutoring to widening 
participation 
Funding 
£36,000 
Summary 
To seek évidence for increased progression of pupils 
to FE and H E after expérience of student tutoring, 
and explore changes that might improve monitorinq 
of, or enhance outcomes of, this activity; to gather 
examples of successful practice from other widening 
participation initiatives; to establish the 
requirements of further outreach activity by piloting 
a combined programme for widening participation 
with other partners within an Education Action 
Zone. 
Consort ium 
Aston University, Birmingham University, Careers 
Education Business Partnership, University of 
Central England, Matthew Boulton Collège of FHE, 
Newman Collège and Westhîll Collège 
Lead institution and contact 
Dr Honor Dixon 
Schools and Collèges Liaison 
Aston University 
Aston Triangle 
B I R M I N G H A M 
B4 7ET 
Tel: 0121 359 3611 
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Title 
Meeting a régional need for widening 
participation: a stratégie collaborative approach 
Funding 
£24.450 
Summary 
To demonstrate: understanding of the issues 
affecring adulr participation in mass higher 
éducation; the régional need for widening 
participation in HE; effective stratégies for widening 
participation; provision of staff development and a 
framework for a phase rwo project. 
Consortium 
Covenrry University, Universiry of Warwick and 
Worcester Collège of Higher Education 
Lead institution and contact 
Professor John Field 
Department of Conrinuing Education 
Universiry of Warwick 
COVENTRY 
Warwickshire 
CY4 7 AL 
Tel: 01203 523835 
Title 
HÊFCE 99/07 n 
The Mid and South Shropshire areas - partnerships 
and delivery mechanisms 
Funding 
£35,000 
Summary 
To map the areas of educational deprivation and 
need; to reinforce multi-agency co-operation in 
building H E advice, delivery and support 
mechanisms; ro ensure the longer-term viability of 
such local support systems. 
Consortium 
Harper Adams Agriculturaf College, Open 
University and the University of Wolverhampton 
Lead institution a n d contact 
Mr J R Cheeseman 
Project Consultant 
Universiry of Wolverhampton 
The Telford Campus 
Priorslee 
TELFORD 
TF2 9 NT 
Tel: 01902 323 433 
1 
Tit le 
Widening participation in the Black Country 
Funding 
£46,300 
S u m m a r y 
To establish four linked community projects in the 
four Black Country boroughs (Sandwell, 
Wolverhampton, Dudley and Walsall) to develop 
intellectual capital for disadvantaged communities. 
Consor t ium 
Black Country Partnership for Learning and the 
University of Wolverhampton 
L e a d institution and contac t 
Dr N V Wylie 
University of Wolverhampton 
Wulfruna Street 
W O L V E R H A M P T O N 
W V 1 1SB 
Tel: 01902 323 433 
North-East 
Regional allocation £156,000 
Title 
Widening participation in the north-east of 
England 
Funding 
£156,000 
Summary 
* baseline information - establish present scope 
* best practice - identify and disseminate best 
practice 
* future direction - formulate a conceptual 
framework and strategy. 
Consort ium 
University of Durham, University of Newcastle 
upon Tyne, University of Northumbria at 
Newcastle, Open University (Northern region), 
University of Sunderland and the University of 
Teesside 
Lead institution 
University of Newcastle upon Tyne 
Contact 
Alan Sanderson 
HESIN Secretariat 
1 Hylton Park 
Wessington Way 
S U N D E R L A N D 
SR5 3HD 
Tel: 0191 516 4403 
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North-West 
Regional allocation £212,000 
Title 
Widening participation in Cheshire: an FE/HE 
alliance 
Funding 
£20.000 
Summary 
To share information and achieve a common 
understanding of educational under-representation 
in rural and semi-rural areas; and ro creare 
continuous pathways from FE to HE for students 
from the county of Cheshire. 
Consortium 
Chester College of Higher Education and the 
Cheshire Learning Partnership (Career Connections 
Ltd. CEWTEC, Cheshire County Council. Cheshire 
Guidance Partnership, Macclesfield College, Mid-
Cheshire College, NorMid TEC, Reaseheath 
College, South and East Cheshire TEC and South 
Cheshire College) 
Lead institution and contac t 
Dr L G Turton 
Dean of Arts and Humanities 
Chester College of Higher Education 
Parkgate Road 
CHESTER 
C H I 4BJ 
Tel: 01244 392 711 
Title 
HEFCS 99>0? 13 
Widening participation throughout Cumbria 
Funding 
£46,000 
Summary 
To develop a framework of mutual crédit 
récognition and transfer, based on the nationally 
agreed framework for undergraduate and 
postgraduate programmes, which will enable 
students studying at any institution in the counry to 
transfer or be accredited with 'Cumbrian crédits' in 
order to promote flexibility and choice. 
Consort ium 
University of Central Lancashire, Cumbria Collège 
of Art and Design, Cumbria LEA, University of 
Northumbria at Newcastle, St Martin's Collège, FE 
collèges and selected schools 
Lead institution and contact 
Professor David Vaughan 
Principal 
Cumbria Collège of Art and Design 
Brampton Road 
CARLISLE 
Cumbria 
CA3 9AY 
Tel: 01288 400 300 
Tit le Title 
Régional participation partnership 
Funding 
£60,000 
Summary 
To establish a partnership of higher and further 
éducation institutions within a sub-region of the 
North-Wesr of England. The aim is to develop an 
information System to identify existing activities 
contributing to widening participation, with a view 
to rationalising and prioritising current activity. 
Consort ium 
Bolton Institute, University of Manchester, 
Manchester Metropolitan University, Open 
University, University of Salford and UM1ST 
Lead institution and contact 
Brian Allan 
Head of Access Development 
University of Salford 
SALFORD 
M 5 4WT 
Tel: 0161 295 6145 
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The Lancûshire compact for widening participation 
F u n d i n g 
£86,000 
S u m m a r y 
To identify and adopt besr practice, develop and 
evaluate models, and lay the foundations for a 
counry-wide compact for widening participation. 
C o n s o r t i u m 
University of Centrai Lancashire, Edge Hill Collège 
of HJgher Education, Lancaster University and St 
Martin's Collège 
L e a d institut ion and contact 
Rhiannon Evans 
Director for Students and External Relations 
Edge Hill Collège of Higher Education 
St Helens Road 
O R M S K I R K 
Lancashire 
L39 4QP 
Tel: 01695 584 268 
te 
South East 
R é g i o n a l a l l o c a t i o n £ 1 1 7 , 0 0 0 
Trtle 
The acccss and participation together (APT) project 
Funding 
£39.000 
Summary 
To underrake a camprehensive survey of higher 
éducation provision, up-take and reasons for non-
uptake from under-represenred groups across 
Surrey, Norrh Hampshire and Berkshire; to define 
principles and pracrice for a sub-regional 
progression A C C O R D with a cohérent and 
integrared crédit framework; to disseminate good 
pracrice through staff development and régional 
senunars thus contributing to institutional policies 
for widening participation. 
Consort ium 
Farnborough Collège, North East Surrey Collège, 
Reading University, Roehampton Institute, Royal 
Holloway Universiry of London, St Mary s Collège, 
Universiry of Surrey, Surrey Institute of Art and 
Design, Wimbledon School of Art, 14 collèges of 
furrher éducation, 4] schools and various 
community organisations 
Lead institution and contact 
Dr John Horbrough 
Educational Liasion Centre 
Universiry of Surrey 
Stag Hi l l 
GUILDFORD 
Surrey 
GU2 5 X H 
Title 
Tel: 01483 259 376 
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Collaboration for widening participation in higher 
éducation: a strategy for Oxfordshire 
Funding 
£39,000 
Summary 
Investîgate the diversity of offer by four Oxford 
institutions; collaborate with the FE widening 
participation partnership in Oxfordshire; collect, 
analyse and monitor data within a régional 
framework relating ro widening participation from 
non-tradirional groups; establish a collaborative and 
cohérent strategy across four institutions; develop 
local and régional targets for widening 
participation, and monitor good pracrice and 
greater access ro higher éducation for adult learners. 
Consort ium 
Buckinghamshire Collège of Higher Education, 
Heart of England Training and Enterprise Council, 
Open University, Universiry of Oxford, Oxford 
Brookes University, Oxfordshire Kennedy Further 
Education Partnership and Westminster Collège 
Lead institution and contact 
Jo Cairns 
Head of Lifelong Learning 
Westminster Collège 
O X F O R D 
O X 2 9AT 
Tel: 01865 253 428 
South-West 
Tit le 
Partnerships with purpose 
Funding 
£39,000 
S u m m a r y 
Funding for a progression network, to be located in 
the Medway Towns, which will promote wider 
participation among local people by providing them 
with an information and brokerage System. It will 
advise local H E providers on curriculum 
development and learner-support services, with the 
aim of encouraging wider participation. 
Consort ium 
Canterbury Christ Church Collège, University of 
Greenwich, University of Kent at Canterbury, Kent 
Institute of Art and Design, Medway Adult 
Education Service, Medway Council, Mid Kent 
Collège of Further and Higher Education, Open 
Collège Network Kent and Medway, Open 
Universiry and the Workers Education Authority 
Lead institution and contac t 
Jennifer Wyatt 
Computing Laboratory 
University of Kent at Canterbury 
CANTERBURY 
Kent 
CT2 7 N Z 
Tel: 01227 S23 201 
Régional allocation £96,000 
Title 
To examine the conditions preventing access to HE 
in the south-west and design stratégies to widen 
participation 
Funding 
£96,000 
Summary 
Dissémination of good practice, mapping of need, 
researching barriers to participation, and increasing 
understanding of the factors likely to help and 
hinder access and rétention. 
Consort ium 
University of Bath, Bath Collège of Higher 
Education, Bournemouth Universiry, University of 
Bristol, Cheltenham and Gloucester Collège of 
Higher Education, Dartington Collège of Arts, 
Open University {South West), University of 
Plymouth, Universiry of the West of England 
Lead institution and contact 
Dr Ian Tunbridge 
University of Plymouth 
Drake Circus 
PLYMOUTH 
PL4 8AA 
Tel: 01752 232 334 
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Yorkshire and Humberside 
Regional allocation £210,000 
Trtle 
To bring together sub-regional partnersbips to 
produce a region-led strategy 
Funding 
£210,000 
Summary 
To bring rogerher the work of sub-regional 
parmerships in Yorkshire and Humberside (subject 
of separate bids), to produce a regional-led strategy 
and set up a communications and monitoring 
framework. 
Consortium 
An over-arching bid from the Yorkshire and 
Humberside Universities Association, with three 
sub-regional Strands: North Yorkshire and 
Humberside (University of Hull, University of 
Lincolnshire and Humberside, North Riding 
College, Open University, College of Ripon and 
York St John, and University of York),- South 
Yorkshire (Bretton Hall, Open University, University 
of Sheffield, and Sheffield Hallam University); West 
Yorkshire (University of Bradford, University of 
Huddersfìeld, University of Leeds, Leeds 
Metropolitan University, Northern School of 
Contemporary Dance, Open University, and Triniry 
and Ali Saints College) 
Lead institution and contact 
Professor Dick Taylor 
School of Continuing Education 
University of Leeds 
LEEDS 
LS2 9JT 
Tel: 0113 233 180 
ìJ^CCri r /U<rfr^\K\ 
Westhill College 
Appendix 4 - d 0 C l i ment E 
M E M O 
From: Yvonne O'Byrne To: David Davies 
Anita Pickerden c.c. 
Date: 23rd March 1999 
Widening Participation Project 
Technical Evaluation of Requirements 
Summary of action to date 
The initial requirement is to assist the HEFCE-funded project to provide distance 
learning APEL materials to 3 centres within Birmingham Each centre is expected to 
have 10-15 networked PCs, and tuition and support for students will be provided by 
the centre. CLL staff will support each'centre in terms of overallguidance to tutors, 
accreditation of courses and the provision of course materials. Technical guidance is 
required to determine how each centre may access the Web-based course materials 
being developed by Westhill. 
There are two further issues which have also been considered by WT1TCS. 
• If the pilot project is to be successful it should be capable of being extended to other 
sites, not only in Birmingham, but also regionally and nationally. 
• There is demand in-house from all Westhill departments to develop Web-based 
course materials. Any software that is purchased for the project therefore has a 
wider use, for staff and students at Westhill and also for distance-learning courses. 
Since mid-January WITCS has investigated 3 Web-based software packages which 
allow course materials to be put on a Web-site and provide a supportive environment 
for both tutors and students. The first 2 options were investigated with Staffordshire 
University, whilst the third has been evaluated with staff from Coventry University and 
the University of Birmingham. 
Option 1 - Lotus Learning Space 
This software is used by both Staffordshire University and Birmingham University. It 
was demonstrated at Staffordshire in mid-January but was discounted on the grounds 
of cost. The software licences are expensive, and the training requirements and 
ongoing support costs are high. 
Option 2 - COSE 
COSE (Creation of Study Environments) has been developed by Staffordshire 
University as part of a JlSC-funded project, and is therefore available to the HE 
community at a low cost. The software was due for release in late January. Training 
could be provided by Staffordshire University staff and ongoing support costs could be 
identified and managed. It meets the requirements to provide a supportive, Web-
based environment, and was initially the first choice both for the Widening 
Participation project and the Westhill in-house development of course materials. 
However, by mid-February it became apparent that because it has been developed for a 
campus environment, dial-in access is poor. Westhill requirements are therefore met 
for students users based at Westhill, but the main, short-term objective of supponing 
the 3 outlying centres could not be achieved. 
Advice from the software developers indicated that in order to give access to each 
centre it would be necessary to set them up with separate Web servers located in each 
centre. Preliminary investigation indicated that installation costs of £4,000 per centre 
could be expected. Ongoing support costs for the centres could not be estimated, as 
much would dépend on the expertise available in-house at each centre, but it 
anticipated that support costs would be high. 
Whiie this option would still be possible for completion of the project, it is not a 
reasonable solution if we want to provide a standard (low-cost) method of Connecting 
other centres in the future. Ongoing support, both in terms of the provision of 
expertise and overall costs could not be managed efFectively. 
COSE could be used in house for Westhill-based students, but one objective at 
Westhill is that modules developed for Westhill students could also be used as distance 
learning modules. It would therefore be necessary to run two Systems to support both 
types of user which has a number of disadvantages: 
o unnecessary complication for tutors 
• increased support costs 
. • increased staff training costs (and possible staff résistance) 
• any évaluation of module use and effectiveness would have to be undertaken 
separately on each system 
It is therefore recommended that COSE does not provide a solution for the Widening 
Participation project, or for WesthilPs other requirements. Note: The software is still 
not available by mid-March, nor has WITCS received confirmation of the server 
platform hardware spécification. 
Option 3 - WebCT 
WebCT (Web Course Tools) has been developed by the University of British Columbia 
and is used by both Coventry University and Birmingham University. Coventry 
University has piloted its use with over 100 modules in the Business School for the 
past 12 months, and it is intended that ail course modules will be available via WebCT 
from September 1999. 
A visit to Coventry University has indicated-that it will meet ail our requirements: 
• supportive Web-environment for both staff and students 
• can be developed on a Westhill server for users both on and off campus 
• fast dial-in access for off campus use requiring minimal support 
• low cost solution 
A surnmary of the Web CT software package, and the main différences between it and 
COSE is given in Appendix 1. 
Costs have not yet been fully identified, as further investigation is required but a 
preliminary outline can be given. 
WebCT software can be downloaded free of charge, and course modules installed at 
no extra cost. As students are enrolled against courses, the College will have to pay a 
concurrent licence fee for each one (approx. 60p per student per year). 
Dial-in access at each centre would be required. Coventry University has used WebCT 
over an ISDN phone line with one modem connected to a voice Splitter, allowing 16 
PCs to have access simultaneously, and achieved speeds sirnilar to on-campus use. It 
should be possible to identify a one-off installation cost for this. The oniy ongoing 
cost would then be for the line rental and cali charges, as there should be no need for 
any further technical support. 
Training costs in using WebCT are stili to be identified, but staff at Coventry manage 
training in house and have indicated that oniy minimal training is required. 
WebCT appears to offer a way forward, and it is recommended that (subject to further 
évaluation) this software is implemented at Westhill both for this project and wider use 
on-site. 
Future Action 
WITCS will download WebCT and ensure that it can be loaded onto the Westhill 
UNIX Web server. (If any problems are experienced it would be possible to set up an 
NT PC with WebCT to meet the Widening Participation project deadlines). 
WITCS will investigate the most cost-effective method of linking centres to Westhill, 
and finalise costs. 
A group of staff will visit Birmingham University on 12th Aprii to evaluate WebCT 
both for cost and for how it meets académie needs . These include technical staff (Y 
O'Byrne, A Hasseil, C Clifford, P Foxall), CLL staff (A Pickerden) and académie staff 
(M Lieven, C Hurrell). This will provide valuable feedback on the ability of the 
software to support students on this project, within Westhill and for distance iearning 
courses. 
CLL staff uill develop HTML pages of the APEL module for loading imo WebCT. 
By the end of Aprii a final décision on the Implementation of WebCT should be 
reached. .An initial meeting with staff from the 3 project centres will then be held at 
Westhill to demonstrate the software, and outline the proposed method of connection 
to Westhill. This will be foliowed by individuai visits to each centre. 
Appendix 1 
WebCT overview 
WebCT provides an on-line environment for learning, teaching and administration. 
Ail staff and students have a common starting point, which can be customised by the 
institution to meet its own requirements. Tutors have extra features enabling them to 
create pages and manage class groups. The Web space is secure, and only those 
students registered on modules can gain access, unless the tutor décides otherwise. 
Tutors can set up their own course materials and add to or amend them at a later stage 
without the need for additional technical support. The software manages the Storage 
and retrieval on the Web server; the only requirement is that the tutor can produce 
files in HTML format. Existing HTML pages can also be incorporated. Links can be 
made within the page, to other modules (e.g. common study skills) to other pages on 
the College Web site (e.g. the library catalogue), and to external Web sites 
In addition to the standard Web features offered by Westhill's existing Web pages, the 
following support is also incorporated: 
• class lists - imported from the Student Records system 
• calendars can be set up - with general dates affecting the whole group, and 
customisable by individuals to include their own information 
• module email - individually between the tutor and students 
• discussion groups - information posted by the tutor or students can be accessed by 
the whole group 
• Frequently Asked Questions pages can be set up to further assist students 
• Pages provided by tutors can be annotated by each student (without affecting the 
originai page), and saved by each individuai for their own use 
• Multiple choice questions (4 différent formats provided) can be set to enable on-line 
testing, with marks seen by both student and tutors for continuous assessment 
• Module évaluation form - for completion by the student at the end of the module 
The only software needed to access WebCT is a standard Web browser which is Java 
enabled, making it easily accessible from on and off the campus. 
Further information about WebCT is available on the Coventry University Web site at: 
http ://www. edu. Coventry. ac.uk/webct 
Différences between WebCT and COSE 
Both packages offer similar features, but the main différence is in the approach. 
WebCT provides a secure environment which is controlied by the tutor, whereas 
COSE is a more open, user directed one. 
W e b C T COSE 
Only students registered on the course can 
access the Web module, unless they are 
included by the tutor 
All staff and students can access any Web 
modules, so that students can work 
through courses for which they are not 
registered 
Students do not have the facility to 
produce their own Web pages - essays can 
be produced in Word and submitted via 
email 
Students can incorporate their own work 
(e.g essays) into their own Web page 
which can be submitted to the tutor (or 
shared with the rest of the group for joint 
work) 
Students belong to discussion groups 
associated with each module, but cannot 
join others without the agreement of the 
module tutor 
In addition to discussion groups 
associated with modules, students can set 
up their own peer-to-peer groups 
Quizzes or tests either for self-assessment 
or formai testing is available through the 
software 
Testing is not available through COSE, 
and must be linked in by each site as a 
separate program 
Web materials (such as graphie images, 
useful links etc.) can be stored centrally 
for use by ail tutors, but will be placed 
there at the tutor's discrétion 
Any tutor or student can see ail modules, 
and can collect useful resources in a 
'shopping basket' for re-use (original 
authorship will be shown on any new 
pages) 
Initial feedback front académie staff (David Jenkins and Neill Thew) is that the 
discussion group and testing features are likely to be the most important for use by 
Westhill tutors. Further académie évaluation is needed, and will be undertaken by a 
group of staff on 12th April when visiting Birmingham University. 
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In this introductory éditorial David Jary and Liz Thomas, along with two accompanying contributions from theirfehow editors -
Maggie Woodrow and David Davies ovdine the aspirations of the Journal and its positioning in relation to what isfast becoming a 
worid-wide movement to combat 'social exclusion and vriden educational participation and lifilong Uarning, 
Maggie Woodrow examines the multiple meanings of lifelong learning'and explores the implications of thèse in relation to the more 
traditional objectives of widening participation. Her concern is that the neuf and ofien somewhat hazy conceptions of lifelong learning 
wiü drive out the more traditional access goal of combating social exclusion. In comparison, David Davies'position is ultra modem' 
and is especialiy concemed unth the general implications of tmnsjormatiom of the economy that are noto widely s e en as making new 
forms ofLifebng Learning an economie imperative. The potentiaüy highfy radical implications ofaduli and workplace learning for the 
traditional university are explored. 
At best, the rhetoric of the new emphasis on lifelong learning is a rhetoric ofwide 'social inclusion, concemed with social and cultural 
selffulfiUment, 'social cohésion and expanding 'active'citizenship, as well as with economic imperatives. But the contradictions within 
the rhetoric, especialiy given the competitive forces emana ting from tendencies within global society, are manifest and will mean that it 
may be difficuh to always reconcile the tompeting objecnves.By providìnga vehicle for the reporting ofboth research andpractitioTur 
réfection this new Journal hopes to contributi strongfy w the debate and to ground it more securely in both data and theory than has 
hitherto always been so. 
Mindfiil of the criticisms of educational research that bave been expressed recentiy some of this well founded some of this less so, the 
policy will be to seek to establish strong peer criteriafòr the évaluation ofboth research and the practitioner's 'voice'. A commitment to 
establishing a dialogue between restare ber ad practitioners, and also between researchers and the researched is essential to the project as 
we see it (a 'triple hermeneutic, if we may adapt Giddens' 1984 terminology). Nothing less would be appropriate to a Journal 
concemed with Widening Participation and Lifelong Learning* 
Widening Participation and Lifelong Learning. 
Rhetoric or Reality? The Rôle of Research and 
the Reflerive Practitioner. 
Widening Participation and Lifelong Learning? Is it merely 
rhetoric or can it be for reaJ? Whar is the rôle for research? 
What should be the relationship berween researchers and 
practitioners? And how will this new journal seek to 
contribute thèse debates? 
'Knowledge is Power' and tbe Historical 
Inequaliry of *Cuitural Capital' 
Not only is the 'access movement' and the promotion of life-
long learning now populist, associated with what SanyaJ ( 19— 
) fias calied the worid-wide expansion of the 'social demand' 
for éducation, it is today increasingly receiving the backing 
of govemments, funding bodies and international organisa-
tions. The reasons why are cl car and cm be summed up by 
the old adage that 'knowledge is power': power in the form 
of'cul rural capital'. Andculrural capital is something to which 
historically différent stues as well as individuals have had 
unequal access, a situation that sûtes, institutions and 
individuals are now increasingly seekJng to remedy. 
A 'Mixed Bag' of a Social Movement and a 
Contradictory Social Movement 
The drive to widen access and lifelong learning is, however, a 
mixed bag of a social movement. Différent aspects of this 
movement cari be contradictory and che heady rheroric nowa-
days associated with widening participation and lifelong 
learning can serve to disguise tbe tact that this is so. 
It is plain chat one imponant driver of access and lifelong 
learning internationaüy is economic compétition. If rruth 
be told thîs is also a fundamental driver for individuals. And 
why not? It is understandabie that individuals as weil as 
govemments should wam to seek for themselves die economic 
benefits that éducation potentially yields. For govemments, 
pereeived economic ad van tage is a fundamental driver in 
expanding post-com pul so ry éducation. The concepts of a 
'knowledge society' and a 'learningsociety', for instance, have 
undoubtedly beco me attractive to govemments. This is partly 
because they emphasise thaï today cultural capital has 
be corne a prime mover in what is someri mes ponrayed as the 
new 'weighdess economy' - an economy in which 'signs' and 
' information' are supplanting the previously dominant heavy 
industriai technologies. In such an emerging 'post-industriiT 
economy the belief is that the main prises will be won by 
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states and individuals who acquire the most knowledge, 
achieve the most learning of the appropriate kind to support 
the 'new industrial' and service economy. There is also one 
further impact of parti colar significance for post compulsory 
education. The workforce will need to become more flexible 
to cope with ever more rapid cycles of change. It is in this 
context that the conception of a lifelong career gives way to 
the conception of the necessiry for lifelong learning. 
It would be a serious mistake, however, if we were to see the 
benefits of widened educational participation and cultural 
capita] only in terms ofglobal economic competition. While 
education to enhance career or work opportunities is a prime 
motivation of individuals and governments, this is obviously 
not the whole story. Educarion, in part at least, is also sought, 
or 'consumed', 'for its own sake'. 'Self-identity' and 'self-
fulfillment' are also gained through education. Self-identity 
and self-ful fill ment are derived from family involvement, 
cui rural and leisure pursuits, 'active citizenship' and so on, 
and education therefore contributes to enhance these. These 
different benefits of education need to be weighed in the 
balance when appraising access and lifelong learning. 
Although work, both for its contribution to fulfillment and 
the income and status it brings, will often be a prerequisite to 
the achievement of these other goals, any account of widen-
ing participation and lifelong learning must achieve an 
appropriate balance between the multiple increments to 
human welfare potentially brought by education. 
Distinction: 'Democratic' and 'Positional' Goods 
As shown by Bourdieu (1984) and Bourdieu and Passeron 
(1990), even in the culrura) realms ^nciìì^ry to work the 
outcome (and even the objective) of participation can still be 
competitive advantage. This can be established through 
cultural distinction, such as 'polished' accents, sophisticated 
talk, fine an or fine clothes, which can then also underpin 
differential socio-economic advantage. 
Contradictions within the access aod lifelong learning 
movement arise from this ubiquiry of cultural as well as 
economic competition. If we draw a distinction between 
'democratic1 goods and 'positional* floods, it will help ro 
illuminate the central issues. By 'democratic' goods we mean 
goods that all can share and from which all can potentiallv 
benefit. These include the inherent benefits that stem from 
education, more effective and more satisfying work, more 
active citizenship, more fulfilling leisure and so on. 'Positional' 
benefits, on the other hand, are 'zero sum' benefits, in which 
the benefits enjoyed by some are to the exclusion and cost of 
others (see Hirsh, 1977). The problem of lifelong learning is 
that since cultural capital and education usually beget still 
more educarion and cuJruraJ capital. Those that start ahead 
in the race will tend to stay ahead in the race, either preserv-
ing old niche advantages (such as privileged access to 
'independent' schools and elite universities) or using cultural 
capita] to create and monopolise new niche locations (Archer 
] 979). The risk, then, is chat lifelong learning will be no 
different, with the better opportunities being capitalised on 
by already advantaged groups. For example, work-based learn-
ing for the most educated workers, such as managers in 
international companies, therefore increasing the differen-
tiation, relative advantage and income of these already elite 
workers. 
A 'Paradoxically' Unitary UK Higher Education System and 
a 'Perverse Access' 
ìt has to be recognised that in some respects the advent of 
'mass higher education' has actually increased the advantage 
accruing to elite education. Mass HE has tended to extend 
the inter-institutional hierarchy, increasing the divide between 
'capstone' institutions like Oxbridge, Harvard and Yale and 
the new institutions crated to met the ever increasing social 
demand for higher education. 
In this res pea, the end of the 'binary' divide in UK higher 
education can be said to have resulted in a paradoxically* 
unitary system (see Jary and Parker 1998), a situation now 
increasingly exacerbated by a pervasiveness of 'league tables* 
that impose 'metrics' designed to accentuate difference. The 
widest accessibility has often been to institutions that may 
then be characterised, in elitist terms, as 'second-class, or 
worse. A characterisation of much access as 'perverse access* 
(e.g. to 'black' colleges, to female only institutions, to innet 
city community colleges) may even be appropriate. Under 
these circumstances, the question 'access io what?', rather than 
just 'access', becomes an important question. 
For example Brown and Scase (1994) have shown how many 
major UK graduate recruiters prefer to recruit graduates from 
elite institutions, possessing cultural capital, rather than the 
products of 'new universities', despite the explicit emphasis 
on work-relaredness with which these universities are associ-
ated. An apparent triumph of the traditional 'cultural 
capital' over content or 'relevant' curriculum. 
'Second Helpings' versus 'Second Chances' 
In her contribution to this editorial, Maggie Woodrow 
directly takes up this theme of contradictions within 
Lifelong Learning as she explores the rhetoric of Lifelong 
Learning. She calls for more emphasis on 'second chances' 
rather than all, or too much, of the emphasis on 'second 
helpings', calÜDg also for more 'pluralistic' universities. There 
is a real danger that in promoting education and lifelong 
learning the privileged simply access more. 
We too see more pluralistic higher and further education as 
an important goal. 'Perverse' access it may be, but any access 
is always likely to be bettet than noneJ And often it will be 
much better than this.' 
The lessons of even a 'perverse' access is that there cart be 
advantages in plurality and diversity of access, for example in 
overcoming cultural barriers, such as the fear of education, 
in allowing a culturally and geographically easier passage into 
further and higher education and (jary, Gadey and Broadbent, 
Ï 998). However, it is also the ease char these advantages are 
likely to be better achieved if, what David Watson (1998) 
has referred to as the 'reputarional range' between higher 
education is not allowed or encouraged to become overly 
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extended. Or, at the very least. the highways berween 
institutions aJong which individuaJ students may travel do 
not become anenuated. The Californian System of comma-
niry colJeges and progression to university is often seen as a 
good' example of the latter possibility (sec OECD, 1990). 
A further important lesson of educational access, as also true 
of'démocratie' expansion of participation in other areas, is 
that the balance berween 'positionaT and 'démocratie' as 
outeomes of the expansion of opportunity are not *fixed', it 
is not always a 'zéro sum'. There are some ways in which, 
potentially, everybody may gain. An example of this may be 
represented by the Internet (Hill and Hughes 1996) in which 
an increase in the number of people using it does not 
dîminish the utility of other users. 
The Opporrunities and Dilemmas of Workplace 
Learning 
In his contribution to the Editorial David Davies explores 
the implications and opportunitîes of work-based and 
work-related éducation for adults, induding the new IT based 
opporrunities represented by distributed learning (see also 
Teare et al, 1998). In doing this, however, he does not 
neglect issues of soda! exclusion, suggesting for example, that 
exploration and expansion is likely to expose the inequalitîes 
associated with the workplace and productive Ufe. 
While he also stresses the importance of the responsibilîties 
of individuals in taking charge of their own learning (indud-
ing in some cases paying the fuli market rate for this) he does 
see new 'responsibilîties' as involving the kind of 
Foucaultesque manipulation and colonization of 
'subjecrivities' that imprison adults. There are those (e.g. Tight 
1998a and 1998b) who do emphasise the cléments of 
'compulsion' in, for example, the currem UK Government's 
vision of lifelong learning, but Davies is not among those 
who emphasise this. 
Work based éducation is, of course, not exempt from the 
same gênerai dilemmas that are faced in gênerai by highet 
éducation as it struggles to widen participation, and Davies 
does not hide this. The same is true of other new forms of 
'distributed learning', induding IT based learning, where 
some hâve seen the dangers of a 'McDonaldized' new higher 
éducation, sharpening still further the différences berween 
dite and mass provision (sce Parker and Jary 1996, and Ritzer 
1993 and 1996). On the other hand, the potential benefits 
of using new technological, user-friendly forms of distrib-
uted learning to take éducation to new communities and 
groups are considérable. 
Not withsunding the very real obstades to widening partici-
pation, and the risk of deepenîng the 'educational divide' 
noted by Woodrow, it may be that far more is being achieved 
or is achievable in widening participation than is sometimes 
assumed. In degree levé! panicipation in the UK, female 
panidpation h as overtaken that of men, and partidpation 
by disadvantaged groups has increased dramatically in some 
areas. Even if the relative access of différent social dasses to 
higher éducation has changed disappointingly lirtle, the 
absolute numbers of students firom sodal dasses FV and V 
have increased- We need to take every opportunity, 
therefore, to extend the reach of education in ways that build 
on the good practice (as identified by Dearing 1997 and 
Woodrow 1998) and what this journal hopes to facilitate. 
The (Ano-)credentialist Counter-Attack on 
Access 
We should also note that there have been, and still remain, 
some who object to the very idea of the expansion of higher 
education and a widening of participation. Prominent among 
these voices have been those who have bemoaned the rise of 
what they refer to a 'credentialist sodety' (e.g. Brill 1999 and 
Dore 1976). Characterising the increasing requirement for 
formal qualification as 'a great training robbery' Ivar Berg 
(1970) for example portrayed the spiraling of educational 
requirements as a race in which all run harder and nobody 
gains. Emphasising the 'screening' function of higher educa-
tion, this is a 'zero sum' view of education, without reference 
to its intrinsic benefits for self-fulfillment and personal 
development, a 'positional' rather than a 'democratic* view. 
This is not to deny that unemployment and under-
employment of educated labouT sometimes exists. It would 
be better if work (and incomes) were shared more (see 
especially Teichler et al., 1980; Teichlet, 1988) to realise all 
these benefits; something that the competitive world context 
and the attack on welfare makes difficult. But this is a 
different matter from saying that educational expansion and 
widening opportunity has no inherent benefits. A greater 
sharing of work opportunities and an equalisation of incomes 
is something that an 'access' agenda may also need to 
embrace! 
The Dilemmas of Mass Higher Education 
What the above again underlines is that the objective of 
access and widening opportunity and lifdong learning will 
not always be easy to realise. The expansion of higher 
education and a widening of access involves many difficult 
dilemmas (see Table 1, which originally appeared in Jary 
and Parker, 1998, where they are discussed more fully). 
Thèse dilemmas wichm one sodety are further compounded 
by the new global international compétition, which reinforces 
the imperatives and tendencies for extrêmes of compétition 
Table 1: Dilemmas of Mass H E 1 
1. Tradition versus Change 
2. Qualiry versus Quantiry 
3. Excellence versus Equity 
4. Exdusion versus lndusion and Access 
5. Research versus Teaching and Learning 
6. Pure knowledge (and 'cultura! capital') versus 
Performativity' (and 'human capital ') 
7. Professional control of the curriculum versus 
Student-led provision 
8. 'Donnish dominion' versus Managerialism 
9. Académie autonomy versus Accountabiliry 
10. Objectivity and Criticai knowledge versus 
Relativism 
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in terms of'excellence' or eminence' (for academic staff, for 
students and so on). However, these dilemmas are not 
irresolvable, and indeed are being resolved. For example, by 
a new 'accountability' of higher education, which, though 
there are reservations about the association of this with 
managerialism and rigid notions of'audit' (see Jary 1999), is 
potentially of great benefit in widening the 'stake-holder' 
constituencies of universities and colleges. Globally also there 
are positive as well as more negative effects. As pointed out 
by Giddens (1990) and Held (1995), 'globalisation is a 
complex phenomenon, involving a new emphasis on 
'human rights' and 'global citizenship' mat has many poten­
tial benefits for social inclusion. 
Current Government Policy 
The three major UK reports of recent years on higher and 
further education and lifelong learning - Dearing, Kennedy 
and Fryer respectively - have displayed a remarkable consist­
ency on the importance of widening participation and 
lifelong learning. AU three are agreed on the importance of 
'partnership' especially with the aim of overcoming the 
major 'educational divide' between those who have benefited 
most from further and higher education and the one-in-five 
adults in the UK who have problems with basic literacy and 
numeracy, or the 14 million adults whose education stops at 
NVQ level 2. 
In response io these reports, the Government announced a 
number of strategies, which bring ^00,000 new students into 
further and higher education by 2002. Initiatives like the 
University for Industry (Ufi) and Learning Accounts have 
also been announced that are designed to address issues such 
as skills deficiencies as well as more generally enhance 
lifelong learning. More general action is to be taken to work 
with both employers and trade unions to enhance skills in 
the workplace, and the qualifications framework is to be 
simplified in ways that give more equal status to vocational 
and academicqualifications. In addition, greater investment 
is also to be made ro encourage more young people ro con­
tinue in full-time and pan-time study beyond sixteen, and 
funding to expand provision for basic literacy skills among 
adults will also be increased. Against all o f this, there has 
been the phasing out of maintenance grants and the imposi­
tion of fees. Bur the necessity for this, for those chat can 
afford to pay, may need to be recognised if sccess is to be 
extended widely. No national systems have been able to avoid 
this step. 
Reservations have been expressed about che dependence of 
many of these new initiatives on an intrusive 'bidding 
culture' (and an 'audit culture') taken over from the previous 
government. On the one hand, this can raise awareness and 
stimulate new activity, but it may also be counterproductive, 
alienating academic staff with its 'hard managerial ist' dements 
and destruction of previous 'trust.' In cum, this could well 
give rise to only superfidal change, as institutions learn to 
play audit and funding games (Jary 1999 and Power 1994 
and 1997). On the whole, however, the new rhetoric of 
access and lifelong learning is very much to be welcomed. It 
is a rhetoric that is there to be cashed, and enlarged upon. 
whatever its existing deficiendes. An example of this is a 
new emphasis on 'strategic partnerships' as proposed by the 
Kennedy Repon and funded by Further Education Funding 
Council (FEFC); an example of this - "Making Learning 
Work in Stafford shire" - is reponed in the Innovative 
Practice section of the Journal. 
In general, then, the dimate can be said to be set fair fot the 
widening of panidpation, at least in comparison with 
previous eras. The recent election of 'left-of-centre' 
governments in several EU member countries further 
reinforces the likelihood of polîdes being adopted that 
support widened partidpation and the promotion of sodai 
indusion. 
The Objectives of the New Journal - and the 
Educational Research Debate 
It Is to be regretted, though understandable, that, for all sorts 
of reasons, access researchers and practitioners have not 
always succeeded in locating their research work or practice 
adequately within an appropriate research and policy 
literarure in a manner that contributes to a cumulative growth 
in understanding. By providing a vehide for both the 
reporting of research and practitioner reflection we aim in 
this new Journal to contribute to the debate and to ground it 
more securdy in both data and theory than has hitherto been 
so. We view widening partidpation and lifelong learning 
broadly, and encourage contributions around a wide range 
of related issues. 
This new Journal is based on the belief that there are 
neglected links between research and theory, policy and 
practice in the promotion of widening participation in 
post-compulsory education and lifdong learning. Arodes 
will draw on research but will, whenever possible, be 
contextualised within current national and international 
policy debates They will also critically examine practical 
initiatives and other empirical research projects. 
We are mindful of the criticisms of educational research that 
have been made recendy (see H arg rea ves 1996a, 1996b and 
1997 and Darby & Tooley 1998). Some of them are well 
founded, while some of them are slighdy more contentious 
(see Hammersley 1997). Our policy will be to seek to 
establish strong peer review criteria for the evaluation of 
research. Similar criteria will also be applied to the evalua­
tion of the work of reflexive-practitioners. 
A commitment to establishing a dialogue between research­
ers and practitioners, and also between researchers and the 
researched will also be utterly essential ro the project as we 
see it —a'triple hermeneutic', if we might adapt Giddens' 
(1984 ) terminology. Nothing less would be appropriate to 
a Journal concerned with Widening Partidpation and Life­
long Learning! 
This being so the hope is that many of the anides in the 
Journal will not only be written or co-written by theorists or 
researchers but also by those actively engaged in the practice 
of widening participation and promotion of lifelong 
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learning, who may be termed reflexive-practitioners. 
Jn particular, the Innovative Practice section of the Journal 
will provide a forum for practitioners and researchers to share 
and discuss specific projects that are either completed ot in 
progress. This section is intended to promote the dissemina-
tion of good practice and develop strategies to overcome 
difficulties encountered. 
The Articles in this Issue 
Hopefully, the three main articles in our first issue will be 
seen to reflect the aspirations of the Journal. Certainly each 
of them illustrates the importance of innovative forms of 
access. They also illustrate the value of an interdisciplinary 
link between theory, policy and practice, and research. Since 
the articles are also international - from Ireland, Australia 
and Scotland - they should also help to stimulate the kinds 
of comparisons which can assist in the better identification 
of'causes and effects', and are also important if we are not as 
practitioners simply to reinvent the wheel. 
The articles also illustrate the importance of a diversity of 
research methods. Two of the articles (Powell, and Arweh 
and Bland) also indicate the value of involving members of 
their target communities centrally in the research process, 
not as passive 'subjects' but as active participants. 
Finally -' and this is perhaps more contentious - the articles 
also indicate the value of a degree of a 'partisanship' in 
research. In our view, some critics of educational research 
(notably Darby and Tooley, 1998) get partisanship in 
particular very wrong. The classic statements of the opposite 
view to Darby and Tooley's viewpoint are Becker's (1955) 
"Whose Side Are We On? and the enduring tradition of 
critical theory (e.g. Giddens 1984), both of which justify 
the adoption of a 'partisan* approach when grounding a 
counter-balancing case against more conventional 'hierarchies 
of credibility'. Certainly, this is a role for research that can be 
important in studies of access and lifelong learning (Williams 
1997). Nor need such 'partisanship' mean any loss of'objec-
tivity', as clear for example in Glasser and Scrauss's (1968) 
seminal formulation of 'grouned theory'. A 'grounded' 
advocacy' can be expected to be an especially important 
aspect of the 'Innovative Practice' section of the journal, as 
indeed is indicated by the three contributions to this Section 
in this issue. 
A Contribution to Research and Policy as well as 
Research and Practice 
We have said that we intend the journal to provide a service 
and establish a relationship with both practitioners and 
researchers. A final point on which we want to end concerns 
the objectives of the Journal in relation to research and policy 
as well as research and practice. 
Arguably, a key role of research into access and lifelong 
learning should be to generate useful knowledge and to 
inform and assist others. One possibility therefore is to 
especially encourage research that is an integral pan of 
practical initiatives and to encourage an iterative learning 
process between practice, research and policy. 
Policy 
Research Practice 
Ideally each practical initiative, whether it be an individual 
project or an overarching strategy should draw from 
previous experience and related research. It should also have 
considered the contemporary policy environment. Policy can 
be defined broadly, not just to refer to government or even 
funding body policy, but to all institutions, partnerships and 
alliances that make strategic decisions. Academic research 
should also seek to respond to the needs of the real world, 
and to take into account, (even if critically) policy trends. 
We will be disappointed if the Journal does not also 
contribute to policy in these ways. 
The role of this Journal then, will be, above all, to create and 
maintain an interface between research and theory, on the 
one hand, and policy and practice, on the other. We hope 
that whatever your involvement with widening participation 
and lifelong learning you will find this Journal a valuable 
resource and will also want to enter into the discourse and 
debate within its pages. 
Endnote 
t While mon of the termi in this table are self-explanatory, the ternu 
'performs i i vi ty' and 'donnish dominion are lea so. 'Performaiiviry' is 
Lyotard't (1984) term for the increased emphasis on practical and 
vocational knowledge, and the siruaied «ource, of such knowledge; 'donnish 
dominion is Halsey's (1992) term for the previous self-determining and 
collégial basis of HE-
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Thesubtide ofthis position paper refersto 'movingon,and 
this expresses a deliberate intention to encapsulate some of 
the thèmes upon which the lifelong learning debate has 
focussed (Fryer, 1997) and then to move on to raise 
questions abour learning and the workplace. In doing so an 
agenda for future work may open up for productive 
reflection, dialogue and action within the burgeoning arena 
of widening participation. 
The Wider Conten of Lifelong learning 
We could begin in the time honoured way by asking a 
question — is there a shared vision for learning and 
continuous éducation as we move into the new C e n t u r y ? 
There is no simple or single answer and we are torced to 
re-engage with some persistent and intractable social issues 
which aífect individual lives and expériences but whose causes 
often lie in the wider social and economic movements of the 
day. It is clear that we are moving towards a 'Learning 
Society', a tenn which can denote a range of issues and 
concems includmg the following: 
• mass high éducation in the mon developed societies has 
arrived and universal HE in 21* Century wiìJ be the norm 
• knowledge workers have emerged as crucial players in 
economie performance and weU-being 
• the generic 'graduate job' is disappearîng and nearly all 
worthwhile Jobs will soon demand high level skills and 
qualifications, in addition to a graduate qualification such as 
a first degree 
• lifelong learning is about investment in personal learning 
and growth and this is compatible with corporate investment 
and growth 
• older divisions such as the académie versus the vocational 
are dissolving, as are distinctions berween further and higher 
éducation institutions 
• local and global divisions are dissolving in tnany instances 
and a common culture of knowledge with shared aspirations 
is emergi ng 
• pan-rime and work-related learning opportunities are 
moving from the periphery to the centre of concern for many 
individuáis and their employers. 
We might call thèse factors the 'providential' side of the 
équation. Howevet, we are also moving towards a more 
fragmemed society where a series of major threars t o stabiliry 
and prosperiry can be identified. induding: 
• de-industrialisation - which has had a massive and uneven 
impact globally 
• economie c r i s e s and permanent unemployment or under-
employment - which is a semi-permanent reality requiring 
continuous management 
• ¡nner-ciry dereliction and the decay of some traditional 
urban centres 
• law and ofder breakdown or its containment at great social 
cost 
• race and ethnicity as a soutee of división, tensión and tn 
some cases, armed conflict. 
We might envisage a breakdown of traditional continuity; 
what Giddens (1990 and 1991) calis a 'disembedding' of 
personal life from social life and roles and theemergenceofa 
world of 'múltiple authorities', where traditional ties and 
sodal and communal strucmres break down. 
Whichever perspective we adopt, it is increasingly dear that 
learning is becoming ever more central to the growth and 
health of modern economies and sodal systems. Continu-
ous or lifelong learning, it can be argued, joins those 
personal needs experienced by each one of us with the 
imperatives of both the labour market and personal learning 
making a nonsense of the oíd dívisions berween life and 
learning and work and learning. 
h is already almost half a decade since the 'European Year of 
Lifelong Learning' was launched. Since then UNESCO has 
adopted 'lifetime education' as a key objective and the G7 
group of industrial nations has declared lifelong learning to 
be a main strategy in the struggle to combar unemploymerit. 
The incoming new labour government in the UK in 1997 
dedared its priority to be education, education, education'. 
Education has be come in effea a nostrum in the problem-
atic growth of the ínternational knowledge economy and 
represents the cement of the globaJising nerworted sodety 
which such commentators as Castells have foreseen as part of 
all out futures (Castells 1996). 
In an era of continuous economic change there is a new and 
emergí ng market for all forms of continuing education and 
professional or vocational competence. New markets for 
basíc further, higher and continuing education and trainíng 
are evolving. Where, additionally, stable lifelong employment 
is now disappearing individuáis and communities are faced 
with the tealiry of loss of skill and competence. Responsíbil-
iry for responding to this is frequendy laid at the door of the 
individual. The acquisition of personal competeney and skills 
makes the individual Hable for his/her own past, prcsent and 
future(s). Security of employment is best gained, it is 
argued, when an individual is equipped with a knowledge 
base which allows one to leam how to learn. The whole 
previous basis of individual and collective skills is dearly 
brought into question by this trend and some of its 
consequences are to be seen in the eco/io/nical})' siagnam and 
'redundant' regions of the advanced economies. 
lf lifdong learning is thought to be a vital ingredient in the 
solution to these economic and social problems, then it may 
be helpful to explore briefly some of its conceptual aspeas. 
For ex ampie, the awareness of the need for greater social and 
economic advancemeot through educational opportunity (see 
DFEE 1996. and 'The Learning Age' 1998) has been a 
major factor in forcing through educational change. 
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Adults as Students 
Adult snjdents are often specialists themselves who cannot 
simply be taught. They do not need education, it can be 
argued, they need rutoring, guiding, counselling and to be 
given access to the tools for learning. 
Competence on the other hand can be viewed as a personal 
asset in which individuals are willing to invest. It is signifi* 
cant that personal investment in education can increasingly 
be recognised and accepted in todays international job 
market. Credits, diplomas, and degrees serve as both signs of 
personal assets, as well as milestones along the road of 
lifelong learning. The capacity to nanspon knowledge and 
skills from region to region and country to country is fast 
becoming a necessity in the international and global marka 
place for labour. (Oner 1997, Teare et al. 1997). 
Adult students represent a serious challenge to Universities 
because as learners and 'clients' they are likely to be outcome 
and result-oriented, are critical and demanding learners and 
are paying c u s t o m e r s for the educational services on offer. 
Furthermore, they are experienced and often motivated t o 
learn if their learning can be rewarded or recognised at the 
workplace. (Squires 1987, Field 1988, Forrester, Payne and 
Ward 1993). 
The Learners Perspective 
There has been a long running historical concern with the 
nature of learning and its purposes in the context of 
professional and vocational preparation. Liberal learning, 
long associated with both sdecrive higher education and adult 
éducation, was once thought of as an essential pre-requisite 
for a professional and lifelong "destiny" (Ortega y Gasset). 
One current debate is about which core or key skills will 
constitute an adequate knowledge base for 'graduateness' and 
a future career. Higher education institutions air joined by 
e x a m i D i n g bodies, professional bodies, qualification and 
curriculum authorities as well as professional educators and 
Continuing Education (CE) developers in this concern. 
Whichever version or vision eventually succeeds in 
becoming the dominant paradigm, the individual seen within 
its social context will be an irreducible focus for analysis 
because it is the basis of lived experience. 
The concerns which flow from this perspective might include 
how we handle the great variety o f interpretations as the 
meanings o f individuals learning and 'self-learning'. We need, 
for example, to engage with the learning-to-leam syndrome 
and define what it is to be competent at self-learning. 
Self-learning competency may prove to be the concept that 
helps us shift away from the historical obsession with 
learning content towards the theme of how we learn. The 
idea of'self as learner' in the adult phases of life involves the 
key defining structures and experiences of that life, 
induding membership of key organisations such as those 
found at the workplace. The sdf as individual is never a 
self-contained entity. It is work, for example, which not only 
Following the American experience in the 1960s. higher 
education in Britain in the 1990s has come to be regarded as 
a fundamental entidemem fbra mass client group rather than 
as a select privilege for a few. As in the American case (see 
House 1991). however, we cannot yet be certain that the 
promises of achievement and success can be met and the hopes 
of minorities and disadvantaged groups fully realised. 
The expanded and new provision is for people well beyond 
the traditional age and qualifications categories. This is a 
response which corresponds to the changing nature of 
employment, leisure and social patterns which are themselves 
contingent on the evolving division of labour and our 
understanding of the nature of work and its availability. (See 
Finegold and Soskice. 1988, Finegold et al., 1992, Gleeson. 
1990 and 1993, and Castells 1996). 
The arena of work and education is of course a contentious 
one. We most frequendy mean paid work when referring to 
work but if we were to use the term to encompass the more 
general notion of productive life it would be possible, 
arguably, to view work as ... "a potentially progressive 
principle for curricula..." (Spours and Young, 1988). It 
follows therefore that our thinking should address the nature 
and organisation of productive life experience as a key 
structural feature of our social system and which continues 
to distribute educational access unevenly and unequally. This 
particular issue m u s t serve as a key point of reference for those 
who wish to develop open systems for work-related learning 
and will help define new and emergent values which allow a 
culture of inclusion for the world of higher education. 
A Market for Lifelong Learning 
The traditional role of the University has been seriously 
challenged by the explosion of research, knowledge, 
expertise and sheer intellectually productive capacity of the 
workplace (jessup 1991). Knowledge workers, particularly 
those using modern information and communication 
technologies are required to cope with the needs of industry 
and business which demand of them a continuous 
engagement with learning and knowledge acquisition and 
renewal. Knowledge and competence is, and it always was, a 
process of continuous renewal but the difference today is that 
the professional worker can expect to renew her/his 
professional expertise and knowledge perhaps three or four 
rimes during a career. For many professional groups there is a 
clear need to relate to the sources of updating knowledge. 
Potentially therefore, lifelong learners as practitioners within 
an economically and socially networked society, need a 
continuously upgraded knowledge base. Such learners are 
potential students and clients of universities throughout cheir 
working lives and beyond. Adult students whose lives are 
outside the 18-21 year old full-time residential experience, 
and who ex pea to apply their knowledge to their working 
lives, are already the majority in the UK and US higher 
education systems and are the fastest growing segment of the 
HE market (Fryer 1997). 
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confers incomc bui also the sensé of social and individual 
worth and self-belief 
We also need to consider how learning in the workplace can 
promote autonomy and independence consistent wirh the 
values of borii the market for labour and of personal survjval, 
growth and prosperity. Learning is most often pan of a 
social expérience as is the expérience of work. The 
funccional silos into which much technical and professional 
knowledge has been 'secured' may no longer serve either the 
corporate requirement or the learning needs of individuáis 
in the immediate future. 
Signifìcant seaions of the higher éducation sector have 
begun to re-assess the changing relationship of work to 
éducation. This process has gone beyond the récognition of 
vocationalism within the established curriculum. Many 
universities have described themselves as centres of lifelong 
leaxning (Duke 1992) and it has been argued that 'liberal 
éducation' is no longer at the centre of the Engiish speaking 
higher éducation system (House 1991, Davies 1998). 
Récent expansion has been based on increasing spécialisa-
tion and vocationalism which have challenged previous 
paradigms concerning the unîversiry's role. 
Ir can be argued thaï-this represents a response correspond-
ingto the changing nature ofwork, employmem, leisure and 
social arrangements of contemporary life, which themselves 
are contingent or dépendent upon evolving social division of 
labout and work (Edwards and Miller 1998, Finegold et al 
1992). The stringent disciplines of the marketplace and the 
vocationalisation ofthe cuniculum of higher éducation have 
togethcr undermined me liberal approach to higher éduca-
tion and its humanistic and 'open' pedagogie values. This 
forces us to address the question of whether and how work 
itself could be seen as a basis for a progressive curriculum? 
(Spours and Young 1988). 
Sincc work connecis us wirh the life chances and positionaJ 
goods of modem society, ii is work and vocation which must 
come to denote the strategie focus of lifelong learning for 
many if not most of us. Work is me focus of a process whereby 
knowledge becomes defined as "useful" and éducation and 
even learning itself can be seen as work which leads to 
self-fulñlment and self-réalisation. Work as an operationaJ 
educational principie (Wittman 1989) is possible for many 
people, so that learning in, at and through work can be the 
basis of a curriculum roored in knowledge of and knowledge 
about pracrice. Work thus becomes a site where pre-formu-
lated knowledge can be transfbrmed into new knowledge and 
where the individuai is a primary agent, helping to change 
and fashion the conditions which help to shape personal and 
social opponuniry. Tnis is the "constructivist" perspective 
and it places self-leaming compétence at the hean of the learn-
ing agenda. 
Partnership with Working Life 
The exponenrial rate of social and economie change of the 
last two decades has resulted in a major change in people's 
working lives. A concomitant fea tu re of this type of change 
has been the homologous growth in the need for employee 
competence. Businesses are n o w looking for new approaches 
to competence development and human resource 
management which will share development responsibilíties 
and engagement for the long term. lndustry and commerce 
a r e looking for parrnership with professional providers of 
educational servíces and alliances with those organisations 
whose cote activity is competence d e v e l o p m e n L Partnership 
development involving industry and universities has been one 
of the leading strategies of government particularfy in the 
UK in recent years. (Hillman 1996) 
The abílity to combine knowledge and competence and work 
on cross-facuity teams with a common objective ís an 
organisational challenge to universities. The capaciry and 
abílity of universities to recognise work-related learning is 
aJso a challenge in both empírica! and theoretical serrings. 
(Lloyd-Langton and Portwood 1994). What follows is an 
account of the significance of workplace education from the 
constructivisr perspective. This perspecove in more than one 
manifestation, underpins the notion of 'sites of learning', 
which is a key focus of the lifelong agenda explored in this 
paper. 
Workplace Education: a Contextúa! Perspective 
Ttaditionaüy, education implies the promotion of learning 
by transmitting knowledge in circumstances specifically 
designed for the purpose. The conceptual base for this 
activity is of course the idea that there exists an available and 
agreed body of knowledge which is of relevance to the 
individual and is offered in an institutíonal setting. h is 
funher assumed that such a body of knowledge is capable of 
being transmitted. 
!t can be argued, however, that preformulated knowledge is 
only a part of the knowledge required for enhancing 
individual and organisational learning and development. 
Technological ad van cernen t, economic changes within the 
interna! marketplace as well as the need to meet new demands, 
make organisational and individual flexibility a central issue 
of concern for any enterprise involved in the 'knowledge 
industries' that wishes to sxay ahead of the market. Once 
acquired, both individua! and corporate knowledge has there-
fore to be continuously updated and renewed. At the same 
time, much of the knowledge needed in order to adjust the 
organisational structure to meet new demands has to be based 
on specífic experiences within the workplace itseif. (Revens 
1982, Jessup 1991, Wills 1997 and 1998). Thus, new and 
evolving knowledge must somehow be related to specífic work 
or life situations. 
Within organisations there a r e always new ideas (knowledge) 
being created and individual as well as couective leaming takes 
place continually. The introduction of new technology and 
changes within an organisations structure and culture, also 
affect this ongoíng learning process and creation of new 
knowledge with positive or negative consequences. The 
workplace as an opportunity for leaming and creating knowl-
edge is often ignored when education and learning is under 
scrutiny. lt is often 'beyond the boundary'. 
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If wc accept that forms of knowledge differ (Donald 1986) 
we can legitimately ask how a persons relation to the 
learning environment can be conceived, considering that it 
is the capacity to establish a meaningful relation to this 
environment or context that constitutes the educational task. 
One way to view this relationship is as an aspecr of 
"task-solving". From this perspective, solving a task implies 
the acquisition of the necessary' knowledge in order to solve 
the task in question, it is reasonable therefore to view 
"task-solving" as an existential project (Giddens, 1991). 
Learning itself can be considered as "task-solving" where 
engagement with authentic tasks in real-life and real-time 
settings facilitates the deepening of knowledge and under­
standing (Bayliss, 1993). Social, historical and cultural 
variables therefore significantly shape what counts as 
learning and knowledge. They provide the context from 
which learning, seen as the subjective construction of mean­
ing derived from experience and reflection, takes place. 
Communicative involvement in each others task-solving strat­
egies is another significant aspect to be considered. In other 
words, an educational enterprise necessarily has to considet 
the contextual conditions fot learning with regard to its 
collective dimension as well as those emanating from and 
impacting on the individual. The argument thus runs that 
an educational perspective on the work context can be 
developed by focusing on the learner's active construction of 
knowledge, where the opportunity for task-solving in tetms 
of action as well as interpretation constitutes the main 
condition for learning. 
The Constructi\ist Approach 
This conceptual approach to learning could be summed up 
as a focus on learning and the construction of knowledge 
with emphasis on the term construction. The implication 
being that learning and the development of knowledge is 
viewed from the perspective of the learner as the primary 
actor responsible for the production of specific knowledge. 
(Lofberg 1989). 
The conditions under which people learn in work or in work 
related activities can be approached from a number of differ­
ent perspectives. However, with a focus on the educational 
frame of reference oudined above, the perspective selected 
must be on these conditions as a context of learning. 
Otganisations themselves, however, can be theorised as 
learning systems in which the organisations' capacity for 
affording continuous leaming is explored (Garran 199 ,^Teare 
1998). What learning conditions does the work situation 
afford? How learners transform a complex work situation 
into an opportunity that offers relevant support to the 
learner's knowledge-building acriviry may yield surprising 
results. (Davies and Armstrong, 1998, Lofberg 1989). 
Conceptually it is necessary to approach a study of work 
organisations as suppliers of elements that can be used by the 
learner in order to establish a learning context. These 
elements will range from the physical environment to the 
social nerworks "involved in organisations with different work­
ers viewing the same work conditions from their own 
specific perspective. Taking the learning context as a point of 
departure this approach, it has been suggested, has 
fundamental implications for the development of education­
ally relevant knowledge. (Lofberg 1989, Bayliss 1993). 
Jt seems appropriate ro seek theoretical explanations to the 
type of questions raised by the contextual/con struct iv ist 
approach to education based on the assumption that 
interaction constitutes the learning individual, in its social 
context. By this it is meant that learning is not only a ques­
tion of acquiring knowledge, it is also a question of being 
pan of constituting the person as a phenomenon in its own 
right; the implication being that individual development is 
not simply a repetition of a distina process that has been 
going on for generations with similar individuals. Radier, 
each person participating in a learning process is also partici­
pating in the continual emergence of the human being as an 
individual and social being, by aaively construaing and 
creating his or her specific knowledge in relation to the 
environment. This process could be referred to as praxis. 
Knowledge in this scenario is seen as the produa of goaJ-
direaed and functional interaction with the environment as 
the basic process. Knowledge cannot be eonceived as an 
accurate representation of the world as it is, in any absolute 
manner. Knowledge must rather be conceived as conscious 
awareness of the environment, which is composed of 
goal-direaed activity. It is not within the scope of this paper 
to argue in detail for the basic philosophical and psychologi­
cal issues involved in this perspective. However, from the 
educational point of view raised earlier and the need to 
develop an educational approach that enhances employees' 
capacity to formulate new knowledge based on specific 
work-related and life experiences, the above theoretical 
approach to the emergence and development of knowledge 
seems at least to reveal a central theme for further investiga­
tion. Formulation of tasks and the idea of solving tasks 
becomes crucial. Thus the construction of knowledge could 
be understood at least in pan as evolving as a consequence of 
task-formulation and task-solving, whilst at the same time 
construaing the environment so as to afford more and more 
diversified goal-direaed activities. Taking up this point Berger 
and Luckmann (1966) over a generation ago presented an 
interesting line of reasoning in order to understand how 
social reality evolves with human beings, in rnteraaion with 
each other, as constructors of reality" And it is interesting to 
note that Ralf Dahrendorf, a noted sociological analyst of 
the 1960's has recendy suggested a need for the creation of 
in ethnography of social reality. (Dahrendorf 1999). 
The above concepts and theorerica! approaches reveal learn­
ing and the construction of knowledge as complex 
phenomena and it is easy to understand the appeal to the 
educationalist of the more clear-cut theories on leaming based 
on the idea of interaaion between two distina elements: the 
environment and the person or on 'behaviourist* or 
cognitive' approaches to learning (Bayliss 1993). However, 
these theories evade some real issues involved when educa­
tors intervene in the process of knowledge construction. That 
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is to say people always are involved in both ìndividually and 
collecrively. Therefore reshaping the educational frame of 
référence to a contextúa] and constructivist concept is noi 
only a question of changing educational practice. It ìs also a 
question of meeting the challenge of panicipating in the 
development of educarionaiiy relevant théories of learning 
and knowiedge construction. It may involve the bringing 
together of theory and practice to produce new 
understandings, which in turn influence both, and in so 
doing is revealed as praxis. 
The Experienced World as part of the Learning 
Context 
In exploring the impact of expérience as the learning 
context there are two aspects to be stressed; 
• the social individual as "bridge-builder" between différent 
forms of Ih/ed expérience, and 
• the construction of arti faces as containers of knowiedge and 
tools for the construction of knowiedge. 
Basicaily, the environment affords opportunités to act. This 
"affotdance" (Gibson 1979,Lofbergl989.Reed 1993)isbest 
viewed as a relationship berween a menially active human 
being and the environment in terms of what actuaJíy is 
offered. An "affordance" = the capacity to aa on and in the 
environment which = chances to aa which = a scheme of 
aaion. 
In faa this can be viewed as a process of séparation. In the 
beginning, the environment affords or offers elementary 
perceprual acts - that is to say, we expérience and perce i ve 
events in the real world and we seek to givc them meaning, 
that i s , to understand and control them. Wìth inaeased 
knowiedge, new environmental oppominities or affordances 
are identifìed, where knowiedge can be regarded as the bridge 
berween experienced phenomena, revealing new and more 
complex activities thrown up as it were by the environment. 
Knowledge is thus not only a question of building bridges 
berween 'afTordances', but also a question of building bridges 
so that the individual perso n beco mes recogmsed as an agent 
or distina phenomenon rhar can aa upon che e n v j r o n m e n L 
(Mankind makes history, it was observed by Marx but not 
always under conditions of ics own making!) 
The argument h e r e runs - it is unique for human beings to 
construa symbolic artifacts. Artifaos can be regarded as 
environmental affordances construaed by people themselves, 
combining specifically identifìed affordances and knowiedge 
of mese affordances into spécifie products tadlitating intended 
aaivities. Considering that artifacts can include everything 
from technical products to the produaion of language, and 
by including such products as norms, values, rituals and 
institutions, it is easy to see how this production can come to 
be the material b a s e on w h i c h social lire is constniaeds (see 
Berger and Luckmann 1966). The sodai construction of 
realiry involves both material and symbolic acts, where mean-
i n g s are 'manufaaured, throughout the routines of lived 
expérience'. 
In order to try to build valid theoretical knowiedge about 
this complex process of interacrion between people and their 
environments, as well as between individuáis and colleaivities, 
it seems ¡mportanr ro idcoófy for furure work how and in 
what way affordances and artifacts appear in spedfic settings, 
and in panicular in educationa] ones. 
The srudy of educarion of course involves not only theory, it 
is also a field of praaice. Educaoonal objeaíves are often 
formulated to be achieved through forms of professíonal and 
pedagogíc praaice. The pedagogical question is not a 
problem of presenting knowledge, but a problem of design-
ing and supporting a learning context that provides 
oppominiries for learning. 
Social Constructivism and Workplace Learning 
Social constructivtsrs emphasise the construcrion of mean-
ing from experience by those engaged in a specífic context. 
The variables assodated with that context, in our case with 
the workplace, will therefore determine what counts as 
leaming, and as knowledge (Lave 1988). Constructivists abo 
valídate the achievement of'authentic' and real tasks and 
chaJJenges, therefore classrooms are seen as an artificial 
context for learning. The resonances with 'action learning' 
are dear Revens (1982), jessup (1991) and Eraut (1994), 
also queried the relevance of classroom-based formal 
learning to rea) praaice. The introduaion of work-based 
learning into higher educarion has drawn suppon from this 
theoretical perspecove. 
The new demands of rapíd economic and organisational 
change make organisational and individual nexibiliry central 
to those enterprises which seek compeutive advantage. New 
knowledge, continuously re-newed is required in rdation to 
spedfic work simations. The workplace it can be argued, is 
an environment which presents task solving as an existential 
projea (Giddens 1991) and for the individual as we have 
argued earlicr, learning itsdf can be considered to be task 
solving. Work thus provides a context fbcussing on the learn-
ers active construcrion of knowledge where the opportunity 
for problem and task solving as an aaíve, as well as refleaive 
projea, is the pre-dominant condition for learning. The 
Jearner has to devdop a 'construcrive* reíation to the learning 
situation. 
The question facing educarion is this - what learning 
conditions are afforded by the workplace? Conceptually it 
can be argued, it is necessary to approach the study of 
workplace organísations and their conditions of existence as 
elements in a framework which can be apprehended by the 
learner. In such a fashion, the leamer can establish and 
construa a learning context. Tríese dements will embrace 
the actual physica! íocarion and organisarion of work and 
cover also the social and reciprocal relatíonships of co-
operation, control and management. The workplace thus 
becomes a learning context, construaed in its physical, 
sodal and cultural reaJities which affords and sponsors leam-
ing action and transformarion. 
The implícations of this approach are significant fot out 
understanding of what counts as educationally rdevant knówl-
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edge. Theoretical])' we cannot assert or accept that the learner 
is a context-free enriry in interaction with a given environ-
ment. The contexnjaí/constnjctivíst approach to learning 
takes the individual to be an active social being, engaged in 
constructing and creating affondar)ce' and capacity in the 
learning process. New knowledge, it is argued, will be 
revealed in this context of task solving. 
In relation to the world we experience, the learner becomes a 
builder of bridges berween different forms of experience. With 
the recognition of this process, new connections and knowl-
edge can be understood as bridges berween potential, 
affordance (Lofberg 1989), where an affordance is the 
capacity to act on and in an environment. These bridges 
(actions) allow individuals to be recognised as agents who act 
upon and re-shape the environment. For the pracrioner 
educationalist, the key question therefore is not how to present 
or transmit knowledge, but how to design a learning context 
that yields the full measure of learning opportunities. It is 
primarily in the comext of lived experience and in the 
relations of work and employment over a potential lifetime 
that the developrfient of knowledge and its application takes 
place. 
The intention he/e has been to taise some central issues 
involved in defining the learning context as a point of 
departure for developing an educational frame of reference, 
h is apparent that a context orientated educational frame of 
reference must have as a central concept the idea of 
humankinds own construction of knowledge in interaction 
consciously with the environment. It is suggested that 
applicable theoretical knowledge could be explored by 
viewing the individual as constructor of knowledge and the 
environment as a context of meaning in accordance with the 
task-solving activities afforded by this environment. It is also 
suggested that the practical, didactical issues raised by a 
contextual and coostrucrivìst educational frame of reference 
should be a question of developing tools for critical analysis 
of the learners (or employees) learning context. It is, after 
all, in the concrete contract between the employee and the 
specific working conditions of most peoples lives that learn-
ing and the development of knowledge takes place. A key 
focus for future work will be to conceptualise and record key 
aspects experience-related learning, including that gained in 
the workplace and throughout life and to explore the new 
roles available to universities consequent upon these changes. 
As a single and indicative example only of this future work 
we could consider the notion of'sites of learning". 
New Sites of Learning 
A fundamental starring point for exploring new sites of learn-
ing concerns change in what Bruffee, (1995), has called, the 
construction of the authority of knowledge. What counts as 
learning and knowing within this perspective can be seen as 
contested terrain and is subject to challenge over time. A 
central theme is chat aspects of recent educational experience 
can be characterised as moving historically from closed to 
open systems and from a monopolv of knowledge (held by 
the traditional academic disciplines and their practitioners) 
to a shared and collaborative system of knowledge 
production. 
These transitions can be understood as pan of a process 
whereby learning opportunities (mainly associated with adult 
learning) have been traditionally focused on content-laden, 
dosed and 'objecrivist, views of what counts as learning, and 
have later come to be focused more on che processes of learn-
ing, on multiple levds of experience, on open systems of 
access and on the recognition of learning achievement 
whenever and wherever it has occurred. This latter perspec-
tive has been referred to above as the contextual and 
constructivism approaches. Their wider educational and 
sodological contexts embrace a range of innovations which 
have been 'maturing' since the 1980s and include the 
following: 
• the growth of learner centred knowledge and action 
learning 
• the development of open systems of accreditation and the 
movement from 'dosed'to 'open' knowledge systems and from 
pedagogy to andragogy 
• the development of a national credit framework 
• the growth of credit accumulation and transfet (CATS) 
within higher education 
• modular courses and the unitization of the curriculum 
• growth of independent learning opponrunities 
• accreditation of previous learning and of experiential 
learning 
• a focus on learning outcomes (learners) rather than on 
inputs (teachers) 
• recognition of work and work experience as a key source of 
learning. 
• recognition of learning communities as "sites of learning' 
These innovations are now extensive and pervasive in British 
higher education (Robertson 1994, Jary and Parker 1998) 
and it is beyond the scope of this paper to explore them in 
detail. However, they point up the emergence of some key 
themes which have shaped both the conceptual approach to 
the overall project described here and may yet begin to 
saturate forthcoming empirical research and devdopment 
activity in the field of work-related education. 
These themes indude: 
1) The implications for che use and application of 
practitioner knowledge when it is acquired off-campus*, and 
when it is acquired by non-traditional students in higher 
education who include Access students and work-based 
learners. 
2) The explication of the notion of'sites of learning', where 
credit and modular systems espcdalfy, sponsor innovation in 
learning. 
3) The idea of a credit framework and a qualifications frame-
work at both regional and national levels. 
4) The significance of experiential and action learning for 
institutional providers (such as Universities) who might find 
the methodologies alien. 
5) The use of APEL (accreditation of prior, experiential 
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learning) particularly in relation to work-place learning. 
6) The emergence of new knowledge frameworks utilising 
consTTu cri visi and contextual methods. 
It seems clear that the world of the workplace and industry 
has already significandy re-shaped the work and significance 
of the academy (Wills 1998, Jary and Parker 1998). Industry 
is restructuring in networks wich members of different sizes 
and types and universities roust increasingly meet the 
competitivity, efficiency and quality requirements of 
industry. This has promoted a networking structure where 
universities and educational institutions form a compact for 
development or learning provision network. These networks 
and partnerships throw into relief the need for new roles for 
universities and the significance of the evolving but as yet 
incomplete lifelong learning infrastructure. Can there be any 
doubt, however, that the learning society is evolving within 
the interstices of the workplace and that conceptualising this 
phenomenon represents a major challenge to our intellectual 
resources. Universities must surely link more with the 
discourses of modernity and the wider society which are 
generating new knowledge and learning opportunities if they 
are to sustain their claim to be at the frontiers of knowledge 
and to deliver the claim for an expanded and democratic ac-
cess to higher education opportunities. 
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